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Throughout the long nineteenth century, the European Great Powers and, after 1865, the 
United States competed for global dominance, and they regularly used their armies to do so. 
While many historians have commented on the culture of these armies’ officer corps, few have 
looked to the acculturation process itself that occurred at secondary schools and academies for 
future officers, and even fewer have compared different formative systems. In this study, I home 
in on three distinct models of officer acculturation—the British public schools, the monarchical 
cadet schools in Imperial Germany, Austria, and Russia, and the US Military Academy—which 
instilled the shared and recursive sets of values and behaviors that constituted European and 
American officer cultures. Specifically, I examine not the curricula, policies, and structures of 
the schools but the subterranean practices, rituals, and codes therein. What were they, how and 
why did they develop and change over time, which values did they transmit and which behaviors 
did they perpetuate, how do these relate to nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century social and 
cultural phenomena, and what sort of ethos did they produce among transatlantic army officers? 
Drawing on a wide array of sources in three languages, including archival material, official 
publications, letters and memoirs, and contemporary nonfiction and fiction, I have painted a 
highly detailed picture of subterranean life at the institutions in this study. The reader will find 
that although practices, rituals, and codes varied from one type of school to the next, the values 
and behaviors they inculcated were quite similar . . . and quite anachronistic for the liberalizing 
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Nor ought we to believe that there is much difference between man and man, but to think that the 
superiority lies with him who is reared in the severest school. These practices, then, which our 
ancestors have delivered to us, and by whose maintenance we have always profited, must not be 
given up. 
 
Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian War 
 
 
The experiences undergone by boys at the great public schools, their glories and 
disappointments, are so intense as to dominate their lives and to arrest their development. From 
these it results that the greater part of the ruling class remains adolescent, school-minded, self-
conscious, cowardly, sentimental, and in the last analysis homosexual. 
 








 I reported to Cadet Basic Training at the United States Military Academy at West Point, 
then known as Beast Barracks, at the end of June 1998, two months after my eighteenth birthday. 
In Michie Stadium, a stern-looking colonel delivered a quick briefing to the new cadets and their 
parents, after which, for drama’s sake, we were given thirty seconds to say goodbye. Then we 
were escorted with haste into the bowels of the stadium. I do not remember much about that day, 
other than the shouts and jeers of the upperclassmen in charge of our training and my total fear of 
them. They drove me and my classmates like cattle—like the dumb ‘beasts’ we were—around 
the cadet area, prodding us with needles and measuring us, issuing us uniforms and equipment, 
teaching us how to march and salute, demanding immediate perfection. Within a few hours, we 
were in White over Gray, the summer dress uniform, our heads shaved, marching in unison out 
of the area, through the sally ports, onto the Apron and then the sacred Plain. With our parents 
watching from the stands, we took the oath of military service. 
 At 5 a.m. the next morning and every one thereafter when we were in garrison other than 
Sundays, “Welcome to the Jungle” blasted from speakers in the barracks’ hallway, jolting us 
awake. It was an appropriate theme song: the barracks were a jungle of sorts. Although the 
Academy liked to present the cadet experience as a systematic program of instruction and 
training, our acculturation took place in a setting similar to that of William Golding’s Lord of the 
Flies, in which tribes of “biguns”—most juvenile, some cruel, others decent—governed the 
 2 
“littluns,” in which there was no place for individuality. The Corps’ upperclassmen were the 
guardians of a vast and complicated array of traditions that had developed over many decades. 
They perpetuated and implemented a set of practices, rituals, and codes, both sanctioned and 
unsanctioned, demanding compliance and conformity from the freshmen ‘plebes’; short for 
plebian, a plebe was nothing, outranked by all (except for “the Superintendent’s dog, the 
Commandant’s cat, the waiters in the Mess Hall, the Hell Cats, the Generals in the Air Force, 
and all the Admirals in the whole damned Navy,” as an old saying goes). 
 The literal rude awakening was a Beast tradition, and the upper-class cadre supplemented 
the grating chords of Guns N’ Roses by shouting expletives and beating on metal trashcans. 
Aroused from our peaceful slumber, we threw on our physical training uniforms, known as Gym 
A, and assembled ‘on the wall’ outside our rooms. Our squad leader, short, sturdy, and sardonic, 
hastily inspected us and led us in column down the stairs to our company formation area on the 
Apron. There, the rest of the company cadre descended upon us like a pack of wild dogs, 
growling and barking. Every day, we were required to commit to memory several fragments of 
cadet ‘knowledge’, such as “The Definition of Leather,” which was a metaphor for our 
transformation from civilians into soldiers: “If the fresh skin of an animal, cleaned and divested 
of all hair, fat, and other extraneous matter, be immersed in a dilute solution of tannic acid, a 
chemical combination ensues: the gelatinous tissue of the skin is converted into a non-putrescible 
substance, impervious to and insoluble in water.” 
 Physical training, or PT, was a fundamental part of this process. It was designed not only 
to condition—after all, we had all entered the Academy relatively fit—but to build cohesion 
through a series of synchronized exercises, and simply to ‘suck’. Calisthenics went until muscle 
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failure and runs until exhaustion. Then, PT having ended, we raced from formation back to 
barracks with hardly a pause. By a cruel twist of fate, our company occupied the sixth floor of 
the barracks. We were granted exactly two minutes to shower and perhaps a few more, 
depending on one’s place in the shower line, to change into the uniform of the day. And then it 
was back on the wall for pre-inspection and back down the stairs for another formation, in a 
sequence that occurred several more times each day as we moved from one training event to the 
next. 
 Mealtimes were both the highlights of the day and its most frustrating episodes. Their 
primary purpose, it seemed, was not to feed us but to teach us to master the rules of the mess and 
the complex, servile procedures known as ‘table duties’. First, the thirteen or fourteen hundred 
cadre and new cadets present for duty—this number would increase to over four thousand during 
the academic year—entered the mess hall simultaneously from six different directions and stood 
behind the chairs at their assigned tables. For us beasts, that meant at ‘attention’ (head and eyes 
straight forward, mouth shut, body erect, feet together and pointed outward at 45-degree angles), 
our permanent pose outside our rooms unless told otherwise. At the command of “Take seats!” 
we obeyed, sitting as upright as possible, our spines one fist’s distance from the chair-backs and 
our abdomens one fist’s distance from the table. At the head of the table sat our squad leader, at 
its foot the ‘gunner’, in charge of duties and assisted by the ‘cold beverage corporal’ and ‘hot 
beverage corporal’ to his left and right. 
 Their duties included such minutiae as checking to ensure all eleven condiments were ‘in 
ranks’, announcing and pouring the beverages, and announcing the amount of food remaining in 
each serving dish once it had made its way from head to foot. Seemingly simple tasks were made 
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difficult by the precision demanded. For example, a cake or pie had to be cut in exactly equal 
slices depending on the number of those indicating they wanted one. Announcements followed a 
word-for-word format from which the gunner could not deviate. Meanwhile, until the trio 
performed its duties satisfactorily for the ‘table commandant’, in this case our squad leader, none 
of us could eat. Moreover, even after the completion of duties, one general comment or pointed 
question from him, and we had to stop eating to give him our full attention. Consuming our 
meals themselves was an ordeal: we had to chew every bite of food a minimum of three and 
maximum of five times, while we returned our knives and forks to the top-right-hand corners of 
our plates and our hands to our laps. Needless to say, the fifteen minutes allotted for each meal 
were hardly enough, and we left most of them with full plates and empty stomachs, watching as 
we rose to leave the mess hall our squad leader dig into the perfectly cut dessert just to torment 
us. 
 Most other such forms of mild torture were employed in the evenings, after the end of the 
training day, when we were in barracks without any officer supervision. One wrong word to a 
cadre member might result in a sophomoric punishment such as donning a gas mask and running 
up and down the hallways. Or an unlucky offender might be summoned to an upperclassman’s 
room to discover the age-old West Point pleasures of ‘swimming to Newburgh’ (simulating the 
front crawl while lying on one’s stomach on the floor) or ‘hanging out’ (suspending oneself by 
the armpits from a set of wardrobe doors). Another technique was to use one’s bigger, tougher 
classmates to threaten the physical harm that the upperclassmen themselves were reluctant to 
inflict; this had the added benefit of turning a weak beast’s classmates against him and perhaps 
leading to his resignation. The cadre, in fact, was quite effective at forcing departures. In one 
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case, a beast in our platoon, so ashamed that he could not hack it, just left post one night without 
telling anyone—like the boy with the mulberry birthmark, we never heard from or talked about 
him again. 
 In Beast, the days seemed to last forever, but the weeks rolled steadily on. We spent the 
first few in barracks as we learned to be cadets, preparing for uniform and room inspections, 
memorizing our knowledge, marching, drilling for hours with our M14 rifles, attending briefings, 
learning basic soldier tasks. Over the next several, we moved to the field, sometimes returning to 
the barracks in the evening, at others spending a few days in bivouac. For a while, the spit-and-
polish garrison routine took a backseat to skills such as field craft, ruck marching, rifle 
marksmanship, and small-unit tactics. Beast ended in mid-August with a weeklong field exercise 
at Lake Frederick, about 10 miles from the cadet area, where we pitched hundreds of tents in 
perfect rows. Frederick was a combination of the precision of life at West Point and the highs 
and lows of life in the field, but it was hopelessly outdated, harkening back to the encampments 
of the nineteenth century, when armies fought battles during the day and bivouacked outside 
artillery range at night. Like much of the hazing of that and previous eras, it has since been 
discontinued. But in those days, West Point was full of anachronistic surprises. 
 The most shocking of these for the new plebes came when we returned, triumphant, from 
Lake Frederick, thinking we had completed our initiation. We discovered that, on the contrary, it 
was only beginning. Instead of a ratio of ten-to-one in our favor, we were now outnumbered by 
upperclassmen roughly three-to-one. At our first meal as a reconstituted Corps of Cadets, the 
mess hall reverberated in a chaotic, crazed cacophony as the returning upperclassmen, like the 
hounds of hell, took their first prey in several months. In the afternoon, we were assigned to our 
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academic-year companies, where we first met the tribes of biguns that would be the bane of our 
existence for the next half a year. After we reported in turn to our first sergeant and commander, 
the thirty-five plebes in Hotel Company, Third Regiment, were crammed into a two-man 
barracks room to have our first go at academic-year duties, which consisted of delivering mail 
and laundry to the upperclassmen. This had to be done in strict order of rank, and anyone leaving 
the room had to be in perfect uniform, a nearly impossible feat given that all of us had just 
returned from a 12-mile road march and had not been granted the opportunity to shower or 
change. As the tension—not to mention the body odor—inside the room increased, the couriers 
outside encountered a pack of angry upperclassmen, mostly ‘yearlings’ (sophomores) and ‘cows’ 
(juniors), in the hallway. One delighted in subjecting us to knowledge recitation; another focused 
on the shoddiness of our uniforms. For a third, our movement was never fast enough: plebes 
were required to ‘ping’, or move at an exaggerated march speed, at all times. Soon, the hallway 
was full of plebes pinging back and forth and standing on the wall reciting different, and thus 
incomprehensible in the clamor, pieces of knowledge. This melee foreshadowed what was to 
come every evening after completion of classes and either sports or drill in the afternoon. 
The ‘firsties’ (seniors) generally remained aloof, but occasionally a plebe was ordered to 
report to one’s room for individualized attention. Rich Harding, like Jack, was particularly 
intimidating, and he took a special interest in me; although I had excelled at most physical and, 
once courses began, academic tasks, I had established a reputation among our company’s 
upperclassmen as a problem case because of my attitude and unwillingness to conform. Harding, 
a dark-haired, iron-jawed, muscular firstie with the impeccable bearing and uncompromising 
demeanor of a soon-to-be infantry officer, if anyone, could break me. Our development sessions 
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would start with uniform inspections even more thorough than usual; a single piece of lint would 
elicit a harsh tongue-lashing to convince me that I was worthless and incapable of assuming a 
leadership role in the future—after all, such poor attention to detail could result in the loss of my 
entire platoon in combat. Uniform drills might follow in order to reinforce this point, as well as 
to test my ability to react quickly under pressure and to ensure, indirectly, that everything in my 
room was in its proper place. At the command of “Dress Gray, three minutes!” or “Battle Dress, 
four minutes!” I would dash to my room to find and don the necessary uniform items and return 
in time to avoid Harding’s wrath. In Full Dress under Arms, our traditional parade kit, he would 
order me to perform Inspection Arms, the most complex and difficult individual drill in our 
manual of arms. Consecutive efforts to thrust back flawlessly the stubborn charging handle of the 
M14 would leave my hand bruised for days. And then there were the grueling smoke sessions: 
seemingly endless repetitions of push-ups, flutter kicks, overhead claps, wall squats, and other 
such exercises followed by a run as long as 8 miles, during which Harding would hardly break a 
sweat. 
As the Hudson Highlands were transforming from green into the seasoned hues of 
autumn, I too was undergoing a metamorphosis under the tutelage of Harding and the other 
upperclassmen that had taken a personal interest in me. But even as I became “impervious to and 
insoluble in” the military environment of West Point, I could not yet accept it. Struggling futilely 
for perfection, I was missing the point of plebe year. At its best, our initiation was an 
Augustinian rather than Nietzschean process, feudal rather than modern: it was designed not to 
create Übermenschen but to teach humility; the plebe had not to be perfect but to acknowledge 
his imperfection. It took a discussion with another firstie, Nick Hallam, for me to realize this. 
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Hallam, tall, blonde, and good-looking, with an aristocratic deportment, was more like Ralph 
than Jack and appealed to my intellect rather than my emotions. In order to succeed at West 
Point, he said, I would have to conform to the dictates of the group, or else I would either wash 
out or be miserable for four years. 
I thought about what Hallam said over the Christmas holiday and made my choice: I 
would succeed, not just academically and physically but militarily as well. I would accept cadet 
life and perform my plebe duties, however meaningless they seemed, to the highest standard, 
acknowledging at the same time that I could never be perfect. My room would be the most 
orderly, my greetings the loudest, my pinging the fastest, my uniform the most flawless among 
my peers. Returning to the Highlands for the start of the Academy’s ‘gloom period’—when 
withering winter winds whip off the Hudson, when even granite walls and thick wool cannot 
fend off the cold, when everything but the snow is gray—I was resolute in my mission. By the 
end of the quarter, the company leadership had recognized me as its top plebe. Castle Rock had 
not been effective in breaking me, yet I was effectively broken. I had chosen to conform and, in 
so doing, to sublimate my individuality. It would take years for it to reemerge. Perhaps it never 
really did. 
What did develop within me was a fascination with the anachronistic, tribal nature of life 
in an overwhelmingly male, total institution. I came to believe that the aspects of what we called 
‘cadet life’—the inherent tribalism, the legal and extralegal initiation rites, the patterns of 
informal association in the most formal of institutions, the commonly held notions of gender and 
sexuality—shaped the culture of our nation’s military elite more than ideologies and curricula 
ever could. Even in the waning years of the twentieth century, they were the primary transmitters 
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of the archaic set of values and behaviors consisting of obedience, sacrifice, conformity, and 
loyalty to the collective, deemed essential for the future officers of a militarized state. And they 












Unlike the bipolar and unipolar post-World War II world in which I came of age, in the 
long nineteenth century, here defined as the period spanning from the end of the Napoleonic 
Wars and the Congress of Vienna in 1815 to the conclusion of the Second World War in 1945, 
multiple states jockeyed for global power. Foremost among them were the so-called European 
Great Powers: Great Britain, France, Germany, Austria, and Russia. After 1865, the United 
States emerged on the world stage, eventually asserting itself, not least through its involvement 
and performance in the World Wars, first as a Great Power in its own right and then as the 
strongest of them all.1 Many of the most successful US Army officers of the era were graduates 
of the Military Academy at West Point. This institution was one of three distinct types of schools 
that acculturated future army officers in Europe and the United States during the long nineteenth 
century. The first premise of this work is that these institutions—the British public schools, the 
monarchical cadet schools in Germany, Austria, and Russia, and US Military Academy—
fundamentally shaped the culture of military elites from 1815 to 1945. The second premise is 
that subterranean practices, rituals, and codes, many of which were eventually accepted and 
codified, were the primary vehicles for acculturation. By examining them, we can understand 
better the shared and recursive sets of values and behaviors that constituted European and 
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American officer cultures in this period, one that was marked by violence, culminated in two 
World Wars, and continued to inform conflict in the post-war period, up to the present day. 
The work that follows is fundamentally a cultural history, with these questions guiding 
my research: What were the subterranean practices, rituals, and codes present at the schools? 
How and why did they develop and change over time? Which values did they transmit and which 
behaviors did they perpetuate? How do these relate to nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century 
social and cultural phenomena, such as the rise of the middle class, the emergence of total 
institutions, and the emphasis on masculinity? What sort of ethos did subterranean practices, 
rituals, and codes at elite schools produce among transatlantic army officers? I have drawn on a 
vast array of secondary- and primary-source material in order to answer these questions. My goal 
is to provide as comprehensive and accurate an account as possible of subterranean life at the 
schools in this study and to show how this contributed to the acculturation of transatlantic 
military officers. 
 
Competing Models of Acculturation 
The three types of schools mentioned above were, in the nineteenth and early-twentieth 
centuries, both intangible imperial epicenters and the prototypical places at which the army elites 
of their respective states were educated and acculturated. At first glance, the comparison appears 
asymmetrical: the British public schools were secondary schools without an obvious (at least 
until the turn of the century) military bent. They educated boys from about thirteen to eighteen 
years old in the classics, offering few other subjects. The cadet schools were also for adolescent 
boys, some as young as eight years old, but were thoroughly militarized and offered practical 
subjects in addition to the classics. West Point was a military college with an engineering focus, 
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designed for young men between about eighteen and twenty-two years old who had already 
completed their secondary schooling. But for reasons that I shall allude to below and clarify in 
Chapter 2, they served as gyroscopes of sorts for elite military culture in each of the Great 
Powers in question, and that is why they are the subjects of this study. In the text that follows, I 
shall trace the development of and compare and contrast the acculturation of boys and young 
men at these three distinct types of military educational institutions, specifically by examining 
subterranean practices, rituals, and codes therein. My goal in doing so is to contribute to our 
knowledge of military culture in Europe and the United States in the long nineteenth century and 
to examine how this reflected transatlantic cultural themes. This in turn can help us to understand 
what motivated military elites in a period that was marked, particularly as it progressed, by 
frequent revolts and revolutions and cabinet and colonial conflicts and that climaxed in what has 
been called the twentieth century’s Thirty Years’ War.2 Even after 1945, transatlantic military 
elites acculturated at certain schools in this study continued to champion and spearhead military 




The British Public School 
Eton, located in the shadow of Windsor Castle about an hour and a half by train from 
London, is a quintessentially English town. Two- and three-story brick buildings line narrow 
High Street, which leads north through Eton from the bridge over the Thames connecting it with 
Windsor. Shops with names like Billings & Edmonds Outfitters, Tudors Groceries and 
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Provisions, Tom Brown Tailors, and Eton Stationers display their wares in Victorian-era 
storefronts painted deep and glossy hues. A couple of hundred yards up the street, the visitor 
finds a “proper pub” in The Henry VI. Venturing farther, he or she encounters what the town is 
most famous for: Eton College, which, probably because it has educated twenty British Prime 
Ministers and, recently, Princes William and Henry of Wales over its five centuries of existence, 
is regarded as the most prestigious secondary school in the United Kingdom. Its existence is also 
why I would argue that Eton is not only one of the most English of towns but also one of the 
most British; it deserves, perhaps even more than London, the moniker of metropole, at once the 
epitome of little England and the epicenter of that vast and powerful and nebulous entity that 
once was—the British Empire. 
The same might also be said for Winchester in Hampshire, a Roman provincial capital 
that Alfred the Great rebuilt to withstand the Viking invasions of the ninth century, by which 
time it had become the premier city of Wessex. Arriving by train, the contemporary visitor 
proceeds downhill and navigates Winchester’s cobblestone lanes to its thousand-year-old Gothic 
cathedral, the longest in Europe, where the bones of several Anglo-Saxon monarchs are interred. 
Around the back of the cathedral, through a medieval archway, and a few hundred yards on is 
Winchester College, the oldest school of its kind in England. Founded by William of Wykeham 
in 1382, Winchester was built upon the site at which Egbert’s son Ethelwulf studied under the 
tutelage of Bishop Helmstan and on which might have stood a Temple to Apollo in Roman 
times.3 Winchester seems as if it is shrouded in the mists of time—the pupils are cloistered 
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behind the same thick, stone walls and use the same damp classrooms that were erected for them 
in the fourteenth century. Yet like Eton, Winchester has educated scores of the most wealthy, 
powerful, and important men in modern British history. Both are stereotypes of that unique 
British educational establishment known as the public school. 
 
The Monarchical Cadet Schools 
 
Across the Channel and deep in German territory, the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps’ main 
institute (Hauptkadettenanstalt) in Großlichterfelde, an outer borough of Berlin, no longer serves 
its original purpose and has not for a century. Yet this imposing set of structures is a sort of 
microcosm for German history since the Unification. Erected in the jubilant atmosphere of the 
1870s, the institute opened its doors to cadets in 1878.4 After Germany’s devastating defeat in 
the First World War, it was used as a police barracks until the National Socialists commandeered 
it in 1933 to house the Leibstandarte S. S. Adolf Hitler—the Führer’s personal bodyguard.5 From 
1946 to 1994, the grounds, renamed Andrews Barracks, were occupied by the victorious US 
Army’s Berlin Brigade. Nowadays, they belong to the German Federal Archives;6 several miles 
from the center of the capital, the former Hauptkadettenanstalt is largely forgotten by Germans 
wishing to disassociate themselves from the militarism that Prussia symbolizes and the dark 
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period in their history that it supposedly spawned. Hardly anyone knows that through its giant 
portal passed some of Germany’s greatest military leaders in the World Wars. After so many 
permutations, there are few reminders here of Prussia’s remarkable rise from backwater duchy to 
beleaguered kingdom to mighty empire.7 Only one barracks building survives; a centrally located 
church with a bronze figure of Saint Michael, patron saint of warriors, perched atop a Byzantine 
dome that was visible for miles is gone, as is the Lion of Idstedt, a trophy of the war against 
Denmark in 1864. 
But these symbols were ever-present for cadets studying at the compound between 1878 
and 1920. Upon entry, they were greeted by life-size bronze statues of Kings Frederick William 
I, Frederick II (the Great), Frederick William III, and William I. Restored statues of Prussian 
Field Marshals Zeiten, Seydlitz, Schwerin, Winterfeld, Dessau, and Keith lined the passageway 
to the church, which contained an Evangelical chapel and small Catholic annex. Directly behind 
it, across the courtyard, was the Feldmarschallsaal, where likenesses of the other Prussian field 
marshals were displayed. In the dining hall, cadets ate their meals surrounded by statues of 
Frederick William III and the heroes of the Wars of Liberation against Napoleon (Wartenburg, 
Gneisenau, Dennewitz, and Scharnhorst) and portraits of former Cadet Corps commanders. 
Paintings of Prussian battlefield victories adorned the cadet lounges.8 If today this place can no 
longer be considered the heart of Germany, certainly it could have been during the Imperial 
period, when the Hohenzollern family ruled the country and Prussian Junkers wielded 
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formidable power in government and maintained an exalted status in society. 
On to Austria, where prior to 1866 and its devastating loss to Prussia, the Habsburg 
dynasty had perhaps an even greater claim to unite the German principalities under its double-
headed eagle than the Hohenzollerns. Wiener Neustadt is located 50 miles south of Vienna, and 
like the capital, lies at the far eastern end of the Northern Limestone Alps. In the late-medieval 
and early-modern periods, it was a border outpost in the Duchy of Styria, first under the House 
of Babenberg and then, after 1278, the House of Habsburg.9 Wiener Neustadt was Holy Roman 
Emperor Frederick III’s (1452-1493) favorite royal residence, but it continued to be a contested 
city: the Hungarian king occupied it from 1487 to 1489, and both the Ottoman Turks and the 
Hungarian Kurucok rebels threatened it at least until the end of the seventeenth century.10 Today, 
however, Wiener Neustadt is typically Austrian, featuring a population of less than 50,000, 
narrow streets lined with pastel buildings, a spacious central square, a Baroque city hall, a 
Romanesque cathedral, and remnants of a medieval city wall. Just steps from the pedestrian area 
is an imposing square compound built of stone, plastered white, and crowned with steep red 
roofs. From its original construction in the late-twelfth century until the mid-eighteenth century, 
this was the city’s ducal and royal castle—and occasional political prison—but from 1752 to 
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1918, it was home to the institution that puts Wiener Neustadt on the map: the Theresian Military 
Academy, the most elite military school in Habsburg Austria. Today, it again serves this purpose, 
and cadets once more pass daily under the Habsburg coat of arms and through the medieval sally 
port that leads from the street to the inner courtyard.11 
In contrast to all of the other locations mentioned in this chapter, the Corps des Pages, the 
most exclusive military school in Imperial Russia, was situated not in a suburb or a quaint 
Muscovite town but in the heart of the tsarist capital of Saint Petersburg. Here, in this city built 
on swampland captured from Sweden during the Great Northern War at the mouth of the Neva 
River, and enveloped by the ghosts of the tens of thousands of serfs who died in the process, 
Romanov tsars from Peter I (the Great) to Nicholas II ruled an empire stretching at its greatest 
extent from the borders of Germany and Austria in the west to Alaska in the east, from the Arctic 
Ocean in the north to the Caspian Sea in the south. Petersburg was its namesake’s ‘window on 
Europe’, a symbol of his empire’s growing power and its mastery over even nature herself. At 
the center of the city is the massive Winter Palace, dating from 1732. If one walks from Palace 
Square down famous Nevsky Prospect, turns right along Griboyedov Canal, and then takes a left 
on Lomonosov Street, he or she arrives in less than twenty minutes at an impressive baroque 
palace, built by Empress Elizabeth’s chancellor, Count Mikhail Illarionovich Vorontsov, 
between 1749 and 1757. Since 1810, the Vorontsov Palace has been home to prestigious military 
schools; today it houses one of several with the moniker Suvorov. But in the last century of 
tsarist rule, the fifty-room palace was the location of the Corps des Pages, the most elite 
commissioning source in Russia, open only to the noble sons of high-ranking generals and state 
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officials.12 The Corps des Pages, like the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps and the Theresian Military 
Academy, belongs to a category of European military training facilities known as cadet schools. 
They were the incubators of loyalty to the monarchical regimes they served, and their graduates 
formed the military elite of their respective states. 
 
The United States Military Academy 
 
Across the Atlantic Ocean, the American equivalent of the British public school and the 
monarchical cadet school was the US Military Academy at West Point, New York. Unlike the 
former, however, the latter throughout most of its history has been a college for young men just 
reaching maturity. Far from the capital and an hour north of New York City, West Point now 
encompasses several hundred acres, but its most hallowed ground is undoubtedly the Plain. 
There, overlooking the Hudson River, soldiers of Washington’s Continental Army drilled during 
most of the Revolutionary War, generations of cadets encamped over the summer, and the 
overwhelming majority of the Long Gray Line—Lee and Grant, MacArthur and Eisenhower, 
Westmoreland and Abrams—passed in review. Even today, when technology and tactics have 
made close-order drill a relic of the past, the Corps of Cadets still marches in anachronistic 
splendor out of the barracks area onto the Plain several times a year for adoring crowds. Those 
forming the left wing have a unique vantage point: to their front-right is the American public, 
those whom they have pledged to serve; to their front-left, high overhead, the nation’s flag, to 
which they owe their loyalty; and straight ahead, through the trees, Battle Monument, 
memorializing the officers and men of the Regular Army killed during the Civil War, a reminder 
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of the ultimate sacrifice they all must be prepared to make. West Point is for the United States 
what Eton or Westminster are for Great Britain and what the most elite cadet schools were for 
the monarchical Great Powers: this piece of ground, this field, this Army post nestled deep in the 
Hudson Valley could at once be considered the core of the American republic and the hub of the 
American empire. Since the end of the nineteenth century, Academy graduates have ventured 
forth from their ‘rockbound highland home’ into foreign lands as both republican guardians and 
imperial architects, facilitating the emergence of the United States, by 1945, as one of two world 
superpowers. 
 
Historical Context and Historiography 
 
 
The Role of Armies in the Nineteenth Century 
The long nineteenth century is usually divided into two distinct periods by historians: an 
era of unparalleled European peace from 1815 to 1914 and an era of unprecedentedly destructive 
war from 1914 to 1945, with the outbreak of the First World War in July 1914 serving as the 
great watershed. Paul W. Schroeder, for example, aims to show in a recent essay on international 
relations between 1815 and 1914 “why the nineteenth century was more peaceful than any 
predecessor in European history” in order to “illuminate why it ended in a war greater than any 
before.”13 He points to the absence of a war involving all of the Great Powers, the lack of wars 
between the Great Powers, the defensive nature of alliances, and the prevention of conflict in the 
traditional “cockpits of Europe,” including the Low Countries, Switzerland, Scandinavia, and the 
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Baltic. Then, towards the end of the period, Schroeder charts what he calls “the descent into the 
maelstrom” that culminated in the Great War.14 “July 1914,” he writes, “marks not just the onset 
of war, but the exhaustion of peace.”15 
Regarding the World Wars themselves, earlier historians tended to treat them as discreet 
entities, but some recent analyses, such as that of Volker R. Berghahn, use a wider lens. 
Following similar efforts by Eric Hobsbawm and Mark Mazower, Berghahn attempts to explain 
why 1914 to 1945 witnessed an “orgy of violence” in Europe, during which seventy million 
people were killed, focusing on the unleashing of this violence and on the mentalities of the men 
responsible for it. Berghahn posits that two alternative visions of society emerged in the early 
years of the twentieth century: both were highly organized and industrial, but one included 
democratic-constitutional political frameworks focused on peacefully consuming mass-produced 
goods, what he calls “civil society,” while the other was militarized and concentrated on mass 
production of military goods and their use in territorial conquest and domination, what he terms 
“uncivil society.” Berghahn then concludes that the first, peaceful vision did not prevail over the 
second until after 1945 in the West and 1990 in the East “by securing the participation of the 
industrial proletariat in both politics and consumption.” The United States played a pivotal role 
throughout this process, emerging as the world’s hegemon, as violence and poverty were 
exported to the Third World.16 
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I do not wish to question the validity of these temporal frameworks or the cogency of the 
aforementioned historians’ arguments. I would like, however, to add a few caveats: First, the 
nineteenth century was far from peaceful for army officers acculturated at the schools in this 
study. Numerous revolts and revolutions occupied the Prussian, Austrian, and Russian armies; 
Prussia moved to unify the states of Germany by ‘blood and iron’ in the 1860s, fighting limited 
wars against Denmark, Austria, and France, while Austria and Russia were engaged in nearly 
continuous struggle with the Ottoman Empire. The latter’s aggression vis-à-vis the Ottomans, of 
course, drew Britain into its only Great Power conflict of the century, the Crimean War. The 
British Army, however, was busy with colonial warfare throughout the entire period. Similarly, 
in the United States, westward expansion led to a series of conflicts against Native American 
tribes and Mexico; a thirst for colonies and naval bases culminated in a war with Spain at the 
century’s end. And let us not forget the bloody American Civil War, which temporarily ripped 
the country apart and claimed the lives of over 600,000. Violence was especially endemic 
between 1840 and 1860, when, as Michael Geyer and Charles Bright illustrate in a classic essay, 
there were 177 “war-like confrontations” across the globe, most of them occurring outside of 
Europe proper on the Eurasian seam or the Atlantic rim but resulting from European imperial 
crises and transformations. This was, they write, no less than “a world in turmoil.”17 
Second, the end of World War II in 1945 did not usher in a utopian era of peace, as some 
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would have it. Despite the unconditional surrender of the Nazis in 1945, NATO members Britain 
and West Germany, in addition to the United States, turned Western Europe into a barracks state 
as they trained and mobilized conscripts for World War III. On the other side of the Iron Curtain, 
the Soviet Union hardly demobilized; it remained armed to the teeth, on occasion marching into 
its satellite states in Eastern Europe to demand political compliance. Third, with these facts in 
mind, to view 1914 as the telos of militarism or even its chief pivot is somewhat of a red herring: 
European and American militarism did not burst on the scene with the outbreak of World War I 
but rather escalated throughout the long nineteenth century and continued into the second half of 
the twentieth. Considering recent American military involvement in the Middle East and 
elsewhere, it continues today. 
 
The Culture of European and American Officer Corps 
 
So what do we know about the culture within these armies, and specifically that of their 
officer corps? To begin with, historians of European warfare have been much more concerned 
with questions of strategy, operations, and tactics than culture. Take for example Jeremy Black’s 
vast oeuvre on the subject: there is hardly a mention therein of officer culture.18 Hew Strachan, in 
European Armies and the Conduct of War, devotes a few pages to it, but his analysis is more 
social than cultural. For instance, in a chapter on the legacy of Napoleon in the nineteenth 
century, he attributes the influence of strategist Antoine Henri Jomini, whom later military 
thinkers would criticize for analyzing the emperor’s campaigns using an eighteenth-century 
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framework—rejecting the concept of the nation in arms and separating military from political 
objectives—to the reversion to long-service professional armies controlled by monarchs and 
officered by nobles and gentlemen.19 And in a chapter on colonial warfare, he notes that 
“overseas, even more than in Europe, the truism that an army is a product of its parent society 
held true. Military service still often remained a feudal obligation, the conduct of war the vital 
test of manly virtues.”20 But that is about it. Likewise, Geoffrey Wawro’s more recent Warfare 
and Society in Europe, 1792-1914 is an admirable study of the connection between political and 
military developments with scarcely a mention of officer culture.21 
More pertinent are works by Azar Gat and John A. Lynn. Gat’s superb look at The 
Development of Military Thought in the nineteenth century relates strategic, operational, and 
tactical thinking to the two competing intellectual currents of the age: a reliance on the exact and 
natural sciences to solve the problems of the day, or Positivism, and the belief that solutions to 
human problems were dependent upon intangible factors such as creativity, emotions, and 
historical conditions, or Romanticism. In a chapter entitled, “The Sun of Austerlitz: Romantic 
Visions of Decisive Battle in Nineteenth-Century Europe,” Lynn homes in on the latter, 
illustrating how Military Romantics looking back at Napoleonic warfare recognized the 
importance of nationalism in modern warfare and, in contrast to Enlightenment-era strategists, 
came to see decisive battle, despite its risks, as the most effective means to win a war. He then 
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presents the writings of theorist Carl von Clausewitz “as both culmination and extension of 
Military Romanticism.” But why did army officers embrace what in some cases were antirational 
ideas? What aspects of their acculturation made them fertile ground for the seeds of Military 
Romanticism? Gat does explore military education, but he only discusses cadets’ academic 
preparation, not the practices, rituals, and codes that may also have contributed to their 
Weltanschauung. 
Some historians have looked to nineteenth-century culture to answer the question of why 
Europeans went to war in 1914 and again in 1939. This field of historiography addresses the 
issue of social militarism, and while we should be careful not to conflate officer culture with 
European culture at large, certain works give us a better understanding of cultural trends 
influencing the aristocratic and bourgeois males who constituted the majority of our student 
bodies. For example, in Return to Camelot, Mark Girouard examines the revival of chivalry, 
which viewed battle as an honorable endeavor, among British gentlemen in the long nineteenth 
century. And in The Great Adventure, Michael C. C. Adams expands this theme to include other 
pre-modern trappings of masculinity that compelled upper- and middle-class men on both sides 
of the Atlantic to fight and die for their countries over such a lengthy period of time.22 
In the field of socio-military history and civil-military relations, several historians’ state-
specific writings are worth mentioning. Corelli Barnett, in his sweeping study of the British army 
from 1509 to 1970, is not shy in his criticism of the officer corps. He judges it to have been 
inferior to its French counterpart during the Napoleonic Wars, with a minority of officers under 
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the leadership of Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington after 1814, carrying the dead weight of 
the rest. After the wars, Wellington himself, however, in his position as Commander-in-Chief of 
the army until his death in 1852, became the staunchest defender of the eighteenth-century 
tradition of officering the army with ‘gentlemen’ and of the purchase system, whereby the state 
sold officer commissions to boys and men of wealth and status, “disconnect[ing] what should 
have been an essential relationship between merit and rank.”23 According to Barnett, even after 
the Regulation of the Forces Act abolished purchase in 1871, “the control of the army remained 
in the hands of men out of touch with, and out of sympathy with, the social and technical 
changes of the age.” The private income required to cover the expenses associated with being an 
officer served the same function as purchase had, and public-school conditioning became even 
more essential to ensure that sons of wealthy bourgeois fathers were thoroughly gentrified before 
entering the corps. This meant that, in Barnett’s accusatory words, “the Victorian public schools 
began to infect the officer corps with their own very narrow snobbery and rigid sense of form.”24 
What resulted by the turn of the century was an unprofessional officer corps composed of 
leisured gentlemen for whom fervent study and practice of their craft was bad form.25 
In a more narrow study published the same year, W. S. Hamer describes the dramatic 
army reforms that took place from the end of the Crimean War to World War I, particularly the 
reorganizations between 1888 and 1904, but emphasizes, like Barnett, that the British officer 
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corps was nonetheless still an upper-class institution at the beginning of the twentieth century; 
aside from describing briefly the lavish habits of (especially infantry and cavalry) officers and 
emphasizing the importance of regimental customs, he tells us little about their culture.26 In The 
Politics of the British Army, Strahan reaches back to the foundation of a modern standing force 
in 1660 to argue first that the army was, despite the persistence of an aristocratic officer corps, 
more “professional” than historians have alleged and second that it was, perhaps on account of 
this professionalism, never as apolitical as imagined.27 As he is more concerned with the 
relationship between the army and the state at large, however, Strahan does not elaborate on the 
values and behaviors prevalent within the British profession of arms nor tell us how they were 
inculcated, other than to downplay the role of Sandhurst in relation to the regiment.28 
In his damning study of The Army in Victorian Society, Gwyn Harries-Jenkins concurs 
with Strachan that it was a profession, but one with an “appallingly low” standard of education. 
Not only was “intellect” subordinated to “character”; it was actually “assumed within the army to 
be a concomitant of social and physical incompetence.”29 He recognizes the critical role that the 
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public schools, with their narrow curricular focus on the classics and Christianity, played in the 
acculturation of future officers. Harries-Jenkins concludes that “the essential objectives of the 
public school . . . were thus the transmission of a body of central cultural values, to the total 
exclusion of considerations about vocational or professional needs,” but he stops short of 
describing the schools and the “transmission” process in detail.30 Edward M. Spiers’ account of 
the nineteenth-century army corroborates the others cited in terms of the gentlemanly social 
background of officers and the extravagant lifestyle they were required to lead and Harries-
Jenkins’ with regard to the importance of character above all else.31 “A public school education,” 
writes Spiers, “though valued primarily as character forming, was regarded as likely to ensure 
that potential officers possessed the requisite manners and social attributes.” In addition, he adds, 
“most [public schools] preserved an ethos and life-style which harmonized with military values, 
instilling such concepts as ‘honour’ and ‘esprit de corps.’”32 Importantly, Spiers notes that the 
concept of the officer-gentleman was not static; while loyalty, courage, and patriotism continued 
to be prized throughout the period, the aristocratic flamboyance of the Regency era—
exemplified by rakishness, drunkenness, and above all the duel—yielded to a sort of Christian 
paternalism by the end of the century.33 This is a trend to which we shall return in the pages 
ahead. 
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Perhaps the most descriptive portrait of the British army and its officer corps in the late-
nineteenth century comes from the pen of Byron Farwell. After describing life in the regiment, 
Farwell discusses the social background of officers and the importance the “gentlemanly ideal.” 
In a chapter on “Attitudes, Beliefs and Prejudices,” he explains some of the key attributes that an 
officer had to possess to live up to that ideal; bravery, often to the point of stupidity, military 
courtesy, in the chivalric tradition, towards foes, and an abiding sense of fair play were foremost 
among them. But Farwell also mentions certain less-than-honorable traits within the officer 
corps, including snobbery towards social inferiors, racism, and anti-Semitism.34 He devotes a 
few pages to the public schools, where “little boys from the appropriate social classes . . . 
developed that set of attitudes and beliefs which the British define as character, and learned the 
accents, manners, habits and social behavior which would enable them to exhibit to their peers 
and to the world that they possessed the credentials of gentlemen.”35 Farwell notes the primitive, 
uncomfortable environment, including the widespread bullying, at the schools and their emphasis 
on the classics, games, and ‘muscular Christianity’ over practical knowledge,36 and he comes to 
a similar conclusion as Barnett and Harries-Jenkins: in an industrial age, the British military 
educational system was inferior to that of many other countries and “goes far to explain 
[Britain’s] fall as a great empire.”37 He does not address sex at the schools, although he suggests 
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that many officers were homosexual or at the very least homo-social, preferring the company of 
other men instead of women.38 We shall see how these proclivities were not just tolerated but 
were even encouraged at times among public schoolboys. 
The German officer is the subject of several notable monographs. In his classic study of 
the officer corps from 1650 to 1945, Karl Demeter first states that Prussia set the military 
standard for the rest of the German states; as it was Prussia, and specifically Prussian arms, that 
unified these states into an empire, this will be our assumption as well for the remainder of this 
study. While the majority of his work is concerned with civil-military relations in Prussia and 
Germany, Demeter devotes considerable space to the culture of the officer corps. First is the 
question of ‘honor’: he points out that this was very much a group rather than individual concept. 
Honor, according to Demeter, has a dual nature; it can be personal, based on morality and 
existing in reference to mankind, or collective, based on a group ethos and stemming from the 
raison d’être of that group. Because knights (Ritter) existed for one purpose—to wage war—their 
code of honor had a singular, if subconscious, aim: to prepare for and achieve victory in battle. 
Honor among knights, and later German officers, existed to prevent internal weakness under fire. 
Chivalry, which viewed combat as its ethical ideal, was fundamentally at odds with Christian 
beliefs: displaying one’s bravery and loyalty outweighed the sin of killing one’s fellow man on 
the battlefield. Yet under the auspices of a militant, Augustinian rendering of Christianity that 
encouraged the Catholic Church (the City of God) to take up arms against non-believers (the 
City of the World), these essentially pagan beliefs fused with Christian doctrine and allowed 
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military elites to reconcile their personal and collective honor.39 As Demeter puts it, “Siegfried 
became St George.”40 One manifestation of the German officer’s code of honor was the duel, 
which despite various prohibitions against it existed until the end of the empire.41 We shall look 
more at the concepts of chivalry and the duel in Europe in the next chapter. 
Demeter goes on to discuss such topics as religion and anti-Semitism within the officer 
corps before turning to its values and behaviors in a chapter entitled “Morals, ‘Materialism,’ 
‘Militarism,’ Manners.” Here again, the collective triumphed over the personal. “The officer’s 
first duty, he was told, was to cultivate the true spirit of comradeship,” which Demeter tells us 
took place mostly in the officers’ mess during the Imperial period. By the turn of the century, he 
argues, fear of a rapidly changing exterior world had developed within the army leadership, 
including the Supreme Warlord himself, who issued orders warning young officers against 
frequenting public places in Berlin and elsewhere. This fear arose from the threat to the 
aristocratic officer corps, in terms of power, wealth, and status, posed by the bourgeoisie. For 
this reason, despite the Prussian nobility’s traditional Spartanism and declining economic 
position, officers often attempted to assert their superiority through lavish and irresponsible 
spending; the result, unsurprisingly, was a corps saddled in debt. This is not to say that the noble-
dominated officer corps was aping the bourgeoisie—quite the opposite: Demeter alleges that by 
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1914, what he calls “militarism” had permeated German society.42 We shall discuss further the 
theme of gentrification versus embourgeoisement in the next chapter. 
 Martin Kitchen’s oft-cited study of civil-military relations between 1890 and 1914 
covers many of the same topics as Demeter’s, including the concept of honor in the army officer 
corps.43 He also comments on army leaders’ preference for “heart and character . . . in selecting 
officers, not intellect and scientific attainment,” as a means of populating the officer corps with 
more nobles, thought to possess these virtues, and less members of the bourgeoisie.44 In this way, 
the German army resembled the British; in fact, as will become clear in the chapters ahead, 
similarities in values and behaviors—as well as the ways in which these were inculcated at the 
schools in question—among transatlantic officer corps appear to outweigh differences. An 
emphasis on character was also a convenient way to exclude Jews, who were routinely either 
barred by vote from a regiment’s mess or denied promotion due to “weakness of character.”45 
Kitchen, it should be noted, is more critical of the officer corps’ anti-Semitism than is Demeter, 
writing that it “was one of the fundamental creeds” of the institution.46 
Another harsh critic of the German officer corps is Isabel Hull, who points out in The 
Entourage of Kaiser Wilhelm II, 1888-1918, that any violation of the officers’ code, from un-
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shined shoes to graceless dancing, from sloppy letters to improper speech, was considered 
dishonorable. Yet transgressions within the corps, provided they were not made public, were 
forgivable. According to Hull, this external focus caused officers to waste valuable time on small 
details and bred hypocrisy; the code fostered rigid caste loyalty at the expense of ethical 
considerations.47 Hull is also noteworthy for her recent attempt to tease out the thread of 
continuity from the Kaiserreich’s colonial practices in German East Africa to Wehrmacht 
involvement in the National Socialists’ attempted genocide in Eastern Europe. Instead of such 
traits as honor and character, Hull focuses on obedience, order, and discipline, unemotional 
strength, violence, and decisiveness stemming from masculine identity, and energetic initiative, 
capacity for suffering, and self-sacrifice. For the latter set of qualities, she provides as evidence a 
popular myth concerning the supposed heroic death of a Captain Klein, whose relentless (and 
pointless) pursuit of an enemy Herero band in October 1904 led to his and many of his men’s 
deaths.48 Hull also makes an interesting claim about the influence of the aristocracy in the army, 
disputing Demeter and Kitchen’s. “By 1900,” she writes, “the status of officer and the ethos of 
the corps had become largely independent of the social caste with which they were originally 
identified. The officer corps had become a Stand [or estate]: it socialized and assimilated its 
members according to its own professional and cultural values. It might even be argued that the 
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Junkers had become a function of the officer corps, rather than vise versa.”49 But neither 
Demeter nor Kitchen nor Hull explores this process of socialization and assimilation. 
The Austrian (later Austro-Hungarian) army receives less attention than the German, but 
a pair of monographs is worth noting. In The Army of Francis Joseph, Gunther E. Rothenberg 
first mentions the officer corps in his treatment of the immediate post-Napoleonic period, when 
the percentage of nobles therein was increasing from its wartime low. Although courageous, 
honest, trustworthy, and loyal, most officers of this era were also unimaginative creatures of 
routine. Like their British and German peers, they were “not studious but rather contemptuous of 
learning; the grizzled and grim-faced regimental officers, especially, often regarded roughness 
and even brutality as the marks of a good soldier.”50 Yet the officer corps, according to 
Rothenberg, was not as cohesive as the British or Prussian, even after 1848, due to the large 
number of officers hailing from outside the empire (52 percent by 1859). Courage and 
earnestness continued to be its strengths, and lack of creativity and studiousness its 
weaknesses:51 “Personal bravery, dash, and élan were preferred to careful study or rational 
planning,” he writes.52 Despite disastrous defeat in the war against Prussia, not much changed 
after 1866. Like his German counterpart, the Austrian officer was expected to keep up 
appearances on a small salary and adhere to “old Austrian virtues,” chief among them loyalty to 
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the dynasty.53 Anti-Semitism was not as pronounced as in the German officer corps, with many 
Jews obtaining commissions, especially in the reserves.54 
Istvan Deák in Beyond Nationalism focuses more specifically on the officer corps and is 
far more sympathetic to it than Rothenberg. Throughout the work, he advances the argument that 
the army, more than any other institution, “succeeded in preserving the multinational monarchy 
without applying more than a minimum of force.” It was remarkably cohesive, transcending 
national and ethnic divisions within the empire.55 Deák concurs with Rothenberg that anti-
Semitism, despite its popularity in German and Slavic middle-class circles, was limited in the 
officer corps; an officer’s guidebook published in 1915, for example, states that “it is against the 
army’s notion of honor to refuse chivalrous satisfaction to a person . . . simply because he 
belongs to another nation or religious community.”56 In a chapter called “Latter-Day Knights,” 
Deák discusses in detail the officer’s code of honor, which was quite similar to the 
Prussian/German concept. “The code of honor,” he writes, “greatly restricted the officer’s 
freedom of action; at the same time it raised him above ordinary mortals.” And it was this 
privileged status that ameliorated the hardships of the profession: low pay, dull and tedious 
assignments far from home, loneliness, and perhaps violent death. Officers were expected to 
defend their honor by challenging the offender, providing he was a gentleman, to a duel, either 
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with sword or pistol. Offenses could range from a light insult to verbal abuse to a box on the ear 
(Ohrfeige), considered the worst affront. If the offender was not a gentleman, custom and 
military law (but not civilian law) allowed the officer to strike him down in a bizarre ritual 
known as the Ehrennotwehr, or urgent necessity to defend one’s honor. This had to be done 
immediately following the insult, in the presence of one or more witness, and with the weapon 
the officer was carrying, ideally a sword.57 Deák’s discussion of the cadet schools, specifically 
the Theresian Military Academy, is excellent, and we shall return to him below. 
Like the Austrian, the Russian officer corps was generally resistant to change and bound 
by a code of honor that mandated dueling in the event of an offense, but it seems to have been 
more fractured. Bruce Menning, in his study of the Russian army between 1861 and 1914, 
discusses the several rivalries within the corps, including one between Guards officers who were 
commissioned out of the Corps des Pages and considered themselves the army’s patrician elite 
and General Staff officers who believed they were intellectually superior to the rest. The latter 
were probably correct, however, as education levels were low and incompetence rampant within 
the officer corps.58 John Bushnell’s work on the Russian officer between 1881 and 1914 is 
probably the best in English. His general argument is that “tsarist officers sustained patterns of 
behavior incompatible with their military mission,” and that this was an important factor in the 
army’s defeat in the Russo-Japanese War and World War I.59 Heavy drinking was the norm 
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among officers, with sobriety considered at best odd and at worst an act of political deviance! To 
maintain the lavish lifestyles required of them, many resorted to theft, misappropriation, and 
graft, although this was not flaunted.60 Bushnell writes that “the social endogeny of the officer 
corps facilitated the transmission of such behavioral norms,” with young officers quickly 
socialized, and that the corps had a collective identity as an exclusive caste, a view fostered at 
military schools.61 As the century came to a close, despite the fact that half of the officers were 
still noble, there was concern over the increasing number of non-nobles in the corps. This 
collective identity required deference to women and defense of one’s honor, and there were 
frequent incidents of murder and beatings in response to alleged offenses. As in Germany, 
officers lived by a rigid code of corporate—as opposed to personal—honor and refined rules of 
decorum. According to Bushnell, social norms were mutually reinforced and deeply embedded, 
and none contributed to military efficiency; their relative uniformity is remarkable, considering 
the deep divisions within the army (nobles versus commoners, Guards versus line officers, 
cavalry versus infantry, cadet-corps versus junker graduates, etc.), about which Menning also 
writes.62 
There was a general indifference towards military duties among officers: training was 
routine and unchallenging, and outward appearance was stressed over tactical efficiency. 
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Innovative officers, like sober ones, were even suspected of political radicalism. The peacetime 
logistics of the regiment, which Bushnell calls the structure of regimental economy, had harmful 
effects. Companies (before the 1880s) and regiments were autonomous economic units, and 
officers devoted their time and manpower to managing production and procurement and to 
excessive bookkeeping, leaving little time for training. They identified the essence of military 
service with office work. Administrators rather than tacticians and strategists were promoted, 
epitomized by General Staff officers, who, other than the aristocratic Guards officers, were 
promoted most rapidly. Officers viewed their regiments as personal estates and their soldiers as 
free, serf-like labor, and this proprietary mentality obviously did not bode well for cross-
coordination between units. While other historians have argued that the reforms that followed 
defeat in 1905 changed the army for the better, Bushnell considers their effect minimal. The 
framework remained pre-modern, and attentiveness to training and tactics was brief and mostly 
characteristic of veteran units (about one third of the army). Old habits survived due to poor 
general officers and the unreformed nature of regimental economy; although the latter was 
formally abolished in 1912, it continued into World War I, either because of a lack of state funds 
or a residue of regimental capital.63 
Edward M. Coffman has written extensively on the United States Army in two separate 
monographs, and his chapters on American officers give us an idea of their shared values and 
behaviors. First, there was a vast difference in terms of socio-economic background between the 
European officer corps about which I have written and the American officer corps. The US Army 
from 1815 to 1860, with the exception of during the Mexican War, was incredibly small, 
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numbering about 10,000 men, and its officers were mostly West Point graduates and mostly of 
middle-class origin. Feudal customs were rare; dueling, for example, existed in the early years 
but was all but eradicated by mid-century. Officers who were not stationed on the eastern 
seaboard lived a mostly dreary life at frontier outposts, keeping the peace between settlers and 
Native American tribes. Coffman argues that despite frequent operations against Native 
Americans, the officer corps actually respected and had a degree of sympathy for their tribal 
adversaries. Unlike their European counterparts, American officers dabbled in commerce and 
land speculation to supplement their dreadfully low salaries. Some also busied themselves with 
reading and professional development, studying in particular French military art and science.64 
Coffman writes, however, that “the American ethos was not conducive to a flourishing military 
professionalism,” and that officers “had to struggle to rise above mere survival.” Under these 
circumstances, they developed some commonalities: “West Pointers shared the bond of their 
education; line officers, the unifying pride and self-interest in their units; and all, the experience 
of being military men in a country that did not like soldiers and at a time when many also 
deplored the concept of professionalism in any field.”65 
After the Civil War, the situation changed, and professionalism within the Army 
increased. Branch schools and journals emerged, and many officers began to publish papers on 
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military affairs; the German army, due to its successes in the 1860s, was of particular interest.66 
This trend accelerated in the first decades of the twentieth century, after the United States had 
acquired an empire in the war against Spain and during what Coffman calls “the managerial 
revolution” within the Army. Notably, Secretary of War Elihu Root (1899-1904) established 
both a general staff and a war college, still the pinnacle of officer professional development 
today.67 Despite these advances, the Army on the eve of World War II did not reflect the 
growing power and influence of the United States. “Although the reforms of the of the early 
years of the century and the tremendous effort in World War I changed the Army,” Coffman 
explains, “it remained close-knit and relatively unknown and isolated from the rest of American 
society. It was still small enough that officers knew virtually all others in their branch.”68 
Russell F. Weigley’s Towards an American Army: Military Thought from Washington to 
Marshall, adds to the discussion of professionalization through education of the US Army officer 
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operating units and directed by a hierarchy of salaried managers—largely replaced small family 
firms in coordinating economic production and distribution. This transformation was reflected in 
the US Army as it grew in size and complexity. 
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corps. Weigley presents a score of military strategists who had significant influence on the 
Army’s development, as the nation grappled with whether to entrust its defense to an armed 
citizenry, in the British Whig and colonial tradition, or to a professional standing force, modeled 
on the Continental European armies. Dennis Hart Mahan, for instance, a professor at West Point 
for nearly half a century (1824-1871), imbued generations of cadets with respect for the study of 
military history, the understanding of French military practices, and a preference for the 
offensive, pursued through maneuver and indirection. Weigley emphasizes that Mahan, despite 
some evidence to the contrary, designed his writings and teachings for officers commanding 
regulars, not volunteers, and thus contributed to professionalism within the corps.69 “One 
influence of the West Point of Mahan and [Superintendent Sylvanus] Thayer, then, was to instill 
in the American officer corps a quest for high standards of professional excellence,” he writes. 
Civil War officers were dedicated to the study of their craft, adaptable, skilled in fortification and 
gunnery, and dedicated to offensive action.70 
Civil War veteran Emory Upton assumed the mantle of the most influential American 
strategist in the years after Mahan’s death. Upton’s international tour as a military observer in the 
1870s provided him with the material for The Armies of Asia and Europe and The Military 
Policy of the United States. He was particularly impressed by the victorious German army’s 
military education system and preparation for war, one feature of which was the cadre system; 
this meant that all military formations existed in skeleton form in peacetime and were filled by 
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reserves in wartime. Upton’s prescription for the US Army was to adopt a similar organizational 
model, the precedent for which in the American context was John C. Calhoun’s “expansible 
army” concept of 1820, instead of raising new volunteer units in the event of conflict. The 
Military Policy was a pointed critique of the citizen-soldier tradition, which Upton claimed had 
led to poor performance in not only the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812 but the Civil 
War as well. He also advocated for the adoption of a general staff corps and less civilian control 
of the military. 
Upton’s arguments reflected in part the contempt many Regular Army officers had for 
the volunteers they had commanded in the Civil War and the civilian leaders, especially at the 
state level, who they believed had meddled in its conduct. Weigley writes that in fact most 
officers concurred with Upton’s views, and some of his proposals, including a general staff and 
branch schools, were eventually adopted, as mentioned above. He also suggests that the late-
nineteenth-century American officer corps was adopting a caste-like professionalism, mirroring 
in some ways its German, Austrian, and Russian counterparts—this despite the trend since the 
French Revolution towards the concept of the nation at arms.71 Weigley, however, is only 
concerned with intellectual currents within the Army and, besides stressing officers’ increasing 
insularity, tells us even less than Coffman about their values and behaviors and how these were 
inculcated. For the latter, we now turn to the historiography of military education and 
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Military Education and Acculturation 
 
What sort of work has been done to determine the nature of officer education, and 
specifically acculturation, during the long nineteenth century? Comparative histories of schools 
for future army officers are difficult to find. Martin van Creveld published an admirable study on 
officer training in Europe and the United States in 1990, but his subject is almost entirely the 
appearance of the staff college in late-nineteenth-century Prussia and France and its development 
over time. This was and is an institution designed to train officers for mid- and senior-grade 
positions, not to acculturate them into the profession of arms. Van Creveld’s primary focus, 
moreover, is the American Command and General Staff College and War College system past 
and especially present and the ways he believes it can be improved.72 Gregory C. Kennedy and 
Keith Neilson edited a volume of essays on Western military education in 1990, but the 
contributions focus on single countries and are again primarily concerned with higher-level 
training rather than acculturation; only two contributors address schools in this study (the Royal 
Prussian Cadet Corps and West Point).73 Jörg Muth examines the latter two schools in his 
Command Culture, which is perhaps the most in-depth comparative study of the acculturation of 
Western officers through education. Muth argues that after the wars of German Unification, the 
US Army tried to emulate the German army, particularly its general staff, but “got it all wrong,” 
because it was not the general staff, but the officer education system’s focus on command, 
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tactics, and leadership that made the Germans successful.74 
This started at the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, which he claims fostered positive 
leadership traits through a modern academic load, use of rewards rather than punishments, and 
the absence of bullying; the US Military Academy, on the other hand, produced poor leaders, and 
those West Point graduates who did lead well in the World Wars succeeded in spite of their cadet 
education. German officer candidates, moreover, went through a complex and personalized 
selection and certification program, whereas American officer candidates were treated like 
impersonal cogs in a machine and given commands just for graduating West Point. All of this is 
paradoxical, Muth writes, because Germany was an authoritarian society whereas the United 
States was free and democratic.75 He makes several bold statements of doubtful validity 
throughout, for example that “West Point has always been one of the sacred cows of the U. S. 
Army and it has done neither of them any good,”76 and posits that the American officer of today 
suffers from the same lack of leadership and flexible, aggressive command that was the German 
officer’s trademark.77 In order to make his argument, Muth emphasizes the differences in the 
Prussian and American cadet experiences and what he believes was the superiority of the former. 
He downplays bullying and additional forms of male tribalism within the Cadet Corps, which 
other historians’ and my own research have uncovered. 
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Aside from these comparative studies, we are left with mostly state- and school-specific 
histories. I shall introduce the most notable of these and then continue to use some of them to 
support my own arguments in the chapters ahead. The British public school has been the subject 
of many scholarly works over the years. Edward C. Mack’s two-volume history of Public 
Schools and British Opinion, the first covering the period from 1780 to 1860 and the second, 
1860 to approximately 1940, is still an excellent study of the relationship between intellectual 
currents in British society and the evolution of the public school from quirky aristocratic 
institution to national educational model.78 In the 1960s, Rupert Wilkinson, in Gentlemanly 
Power, links the principles of boy governance as practiced at the public schools to the creation of 
an essentially conservative ruling elite in Victorian Britain.79 T. W. Bamford and Brian Simon 
and Ian Bradley also focus on the Victorian era, during which the number of public schools grew 
exponentially.80 This is also the overarching theme of J. R. de S. Honey’s Tom Brown’s 
Universe, published in 1977, which describes schoolboy life more than previous studies.81 
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Jonathan Gathorne-Hardy’s The Public School Phenomenon from the same year is a beautifully 
written, sweeping history of the schools since their earliest days, with plenty of rich material on 
subterranean practices, rituals, and codes, sexual and otherwise, while John Chandos’s Boys 
Together from 1984 homes in on the first half of the nineteenth century, before the schools were 
reformed. ⁠82 The historiography has moved generally from adulation in the late-nineteenth and 
early-twentieth centuries to sharp criticism in the 1960s to somewhat sensationalist accounting 
since the 1970s of the harsh living conditions, abuses, and homosexuality that were rife at the 
schools. 
 The secondary literature on the cadet schools is more limited than that on the British 
public schools or West Point, but a few excellent works do exist. In Das preußische 
Kadettenkorps, a scholarly monograph published in 1978, Jürgen-K. Zabel echoes the Bielefeld 
School’s condemnation of Prussian militarism in his critique of the schools.83 Similarly, Steven 
E. Clemente in For King and Kaiser, published in 1992 and containing two chapters on the 
Cadet Corps, is highly critical of the education cadets received, but his chapter on their barracks 
life is well researched and helpful.84 Karl-Hermann Freiherr von Brand’s “Geschichte des 
Königlich Preußischen Kadettenkorps,” appearing in a two-volume history of cadet schools in 
Germany and Austria, presents the Corps in an overly nostalgic light. Although it is the most 
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detailed account available, with essays on each of the Voranstalten since 1744, Brand’s work 
cannot be considered academic; it was commissioned by the Cadet Corps’ alumni network and is 
lacking in historical context.85 John Moncure’s Forging the King’s Sword, which was published 
in 1993 and focuses on the Imperial period, is an admirable social and cultural history of the 
system containing a chapter on cadet life, including numerous first-hand accounts of initiation 
rites.86 While Klaus Schmitz’s Militärische Jugenderziehung, appearing in 1997, includes both 
the Corps and the National Socialist system of schools, the Napolas, that succeeded it, it does not 
describe cadet life sufficiently to be of use in this study.87 The most meticulously researched, 
unbiased, and pertinent account of life at the Cadet Corps is a recently published monograph by 
Helen Roche, entitled Sparta’s German Children. Roche homes in on the Spartan trope at both 
the Cadet Corps and the Napolas, but her interest in the subterranean aspects of acculturation are 
also mine, and I have relied heavily therefore on her work and her sources.88 
The most detailed account of the Theresian Military Academy is J. Svoboda’s Die 
Theresianische Militär-Akademie zur Wiener Neustadt und ihre Zöglinge von der Gründung der 
Anstalt bis auf unsere Tage, which contains three published and three unpublished volumes, but 
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it dates from the late-nineteenth century.89 More current but far more brief is Anton Graf Bossi 
Fedrigotti’s essay on “Die Militär-Erziehungs- und Bildungsanstalten in Österreich-Ungarn” in 
the second volume of the aforementioned Kadetten, from 1989.90 Neither of these works, 
however, describe subterranean rituals, practices, and codes at the school. Deák’s chapter on 
“The Making of Future Officers” in Beyond Nationalism, published in 1990, is the most recent 
and most scholarly work on the subject. Although his focus is on the development of officer 
education in the context of Austrian history post-1848, the Hungarian-born historian uses 
published and unpublished memoirs in two languages to give the reader a glimpse of life at the 
Academy.91 In the pages ahead, I hope to expand the aperture. 
The Corps des Pages is the subject of very few works in English. In his profile of the 215 
appointed members of the State Council—an advisory body to the tsar until 1906 and then the 
upper house of a bicameral parliamentary system—during the reign of Nicholas II, Dominic 
Lieven devotes a chapter to their education. Since more than a dozen had attended the Corps des 
Pages, he describes it in some detail.92 Sergei Antonov writes more specifically about the 
subterranean practices, rituals, and codes at the schools in an unpublished paper on “The Rites 
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and Memory of the Imperial Russian Page Corps.”93 Both historians utilize a centennial history 
of the school written by D. M. Lyovshin and published in 1902, and Antonov references two 
more recent works written and edited by O. A. Kazin, including collection of essays by former 
pages. These are both invaluable, if somewhat hagiographic, sources.94 
There are several excellent histories of the US Military Academy. Sidney Forman’s West 
Point, published in 1950, provides a general overview of the academy’s development until the 
Second World War.95 Stephen E. Ambrose’s Duty, Honor, Country, appearing in 1966, is a more 
entertaining and readable account of West Point’s history; it proceeds thematically and includes 
chapters on “Cadet Life” and “Hazing,” which are pertinent to this study.96 George S. Pappas’s 
To the Point, published in 1993, is a detailed look at the nineteenth-century Academy.97 
Theodore J. Crackel’s West Point and Lance Betros’s Carved from Granite, both appearing 
within the last two decades, are thoroughly researched and comprehensive histories. Crackel 
argues that West Point has always been a reflection of the society it serves and disputes claims 
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by other historians that the Academy in the late-nineteenth century was a stagnant institution.98 
Betros devotes far more space to the twentieth-century Academy, when, he argues, the tenets of 
“paternalism” and “attritionalism” were finally rejected in favor of “true leader development.” A 
former History Department head, Betros is deeply critical of modern Academy governance 
centralized in the person of the Superintendent instead of shared across the Academic Board, 
admissions procedures and financial restrictions that result in high percentages of under-qualified 
athletes and minorities, and what he believes is misplaced priority given to intercollegiate 
athletics.99 
Yet many of the historians above have written only of the schools’ official curricula, 
policies, and structures, without analyzing the subterranean structures of association that had an 
arguably greater socializing influence. Also, even those who have attempted to glean an ethos 
from unofficial practices, rituals, and codes often fail to acknowledge the essential sameness of 
these types of institutions and the officers they produced. I shall endeavor in the course of this 
study to correct this deficiency; it is my goal to ascertain not only the cultural “peculiarities,” to 
quote David Blackbourn and Geoff Eley, but also the similarities among Great Power officers 
due to their formation in elite male, military, or pseudo-military institutions that were each in a 
sense tribal, total, and traditional.100 Each of the schools in this study reflected in its own way the 
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culture of the long nineteenth century: the unruliness of the Regency era; the fascination with 
and acceptance of tribal rites of passage; the state’s increasing control over its subjects as the 
century wore on; the Victorian views on childhood and the Edwardian obsession with manliness; 
the old order’s attempt to justify its waning hold on wealth, power, and status. To the extent that 
there is a chronological narrative, it is one of semi-anarchic practices, rituals, and codes evolving 
into ‘traditions’ and, despite their organic—even irrational—qualities, becoming accepted by the 
authorities and even codified into coherent systems for the acculturation of boys and young men. 
There is a paradox here, of increasingly centralized, ‘rational’ states adopting decentralized 
techniques and advancing ‘irrational’ ideas in the acculturation of their elites. 
 
Sources and Organization 
 
Due to linguistic constraints and the availability of sources, I have devoted slightly more 
attention to the British public schools and the US Military Academy than to the monarchical 
cadet schools. Hundreds of books and articles, some of which I discussed above, have been 
written about the public schools and West Point, and several deal with the themes in this study. 
But my examination of primary sources, has allowed me to offer one of the most complete 
depictions yet of underground practices, rituals, and codes at these institutions. These include 
materials—memoranda, registers, unpublished memoirs, and letters—located in archives and 
special collections at each of the schools, official publications, published memoirs, and 
contemporary nonfiction and fiction. In the case of the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, there is a 
dearth of archival material due to the destruction of the war archives in Potsdam in April 1945, 
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however enough archival documents, memoirs, and fictional accounts are available to glean a 
fairly accurate picture of cadet life. As I mentioned above, however, a few historians have done 
this admirably already, and much of my work relies on their work, although I have been able to 
find some fresh material in both the Federal Military Archives in Freiburg and the Secret State 
Archives of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation in Berlin. Less has been written about 
cadet life at the Theresian Military Academy, and it also does not get much attention in the text 
below, although I have used several published memoirs and unpublished documents located at 
the War Archives in Vienna to give the reader a glimpse into the school and to show how it 
compared to the others in this study. I have relied mostly on secondary sources and the 
aforementioned published collections of memoirs for the Corps des Pages in Russia. Although 
much of my primary-source research is original, the novelty of this work is the following: first, 
that it is a truly comparative history that examines three distinct types of military acculturation in 
Europe and the United States; second, that my focus is on the unofficial aspects of acculturation, 
often neglected by historians, rather than official curricula and policies; third, that it connects 
these practices, rituals, and codes with various nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century socio-
cultural themes to draw conclusions about military culture throughout the era. 
 In the first chapter, I shall lay out these themes. In the second through fourth chapters, I 
shall attempt to weave them into a chronological examination of life at the schools, which 
evolved from somewhat anarchic in the first half of the century to epitomes of Erving Goffman’s 
“total institution” as the state tightened its grip upon its subjects.101 During this time, schemas of 
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initiation rites developed and were ultimately codified—precisely during the period in which 
ethnographers were chronicling rites of passage in tribal societies—at the schools in this study. I 
shall illustrate how some old practices, rituals, and codes were justified on new bases while 
others reflected the “little tactics of the habitat,” a phrase Stephen Kotkin has used to describe 
life under Stalinism, which the subject carves out for himself in increasingly total 
environments.102 The reader will also encounter conceptions of gender and sexuality at the 
schools, including masculinity as expressed through such notions as muscular Christianity and 
the ‘games ethic’, the veneration of male youth, homoeroticism and homosexuality, and 
perceptions of women. He or she will discover how the schools in this study were crucial 
bastions of a traditional elite challenged by a century of dramatic change, where neo-feudal and 
martial values such as chivalry and collective honor were perpetuated and transmitted. These 
institutions thus allowed traditional elites to maintain a disproportionate hold on their respective 
armies well into the twentieth century. 
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TRANSFORMATION AND REACTION: 




 In this chapter, I shall present several socio-cultural themes in nineteenth-century 
transatlantic history and historiography of which the reader should be aware before continuing 
and which will provide the context for my analysis of acculturation at the British public schools, 
the monarchical cadet schools, and the US Military Academy at West Point. I shall refer 
continuously back to these themes in the text that follows. First is the issue of gentrification 
versus embougeoisement: to what extent were future officers imbued with pre-modern, feudal, or 
aristocratic as opposed to middle-class values and behaviors during their socialization? Next is 
the schema of initiation rites that contemporary ethnographers observed in tribal societies around 
the globe; we shall see how similar rites of separation, transition, and incorporation developed at 
the schools and were then codified by authorities just as these ethnographers’ work was being 
popularized. To understand this phenomenon, it is necessary to mention the anarchic and tribal 
atmosphere at the schools, especially in their early years, the changing notion of children as the 
embodiment of good rather than evil, and the movement towards control at the schools, in such a 
way that they came to resemble total institutions, whose characteristics Goffman famously 
catalogued. I shall also introduce Hobsbawm’s theory of the “invention of tradition” in the late-
nineteenth century, which in certain cases seems to have taken place at the schools. Finally, we 
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shall explore what has been called the ‘cult of masculinity’ and its various permutations at the 
turn of the century, some of which (the revival of chivalry, the duel, the Spartan trope) were 
clearly of pre-modern origins and others of which (muscular Christianity, the rise of sport) were 
quite novel. 
 
The Threats to and Persistence of the Aristocracy 
 
The long nineteenth century was a period of unprecedented change, during which the 
power, wealth, and status of the aristocracy—the traditional European elite composed of nobles 
and landed gentlemen—was increasingly threatened. The French Revolution of 1789 and the two 
and a half decades of warfare that followed shattered the foundations of the European political 
order. Throughout the period of this study, dynastic sovereignty, noble privilege, and corporate 
rights were called into question, as subjects gradually became citizens and monarchical states 
adopted the language of nationalism to justify their existence. Politics in the modern sense, as 
Robert Tombs argues, was an invention of the nineteenth century. Although such liberal 
accouterments as constitutions, elected parliaments, and free press were already present in Great 
Britain and the United States before the Revolution, the other Great Powers adopted them fairly 
reluctantly over the course of the next century; by the First World War, only in Russia, where the 
tsar thwarted the liberal gains of the Revolution of 1905, did the old order persist relatively 
unchanged. But even there, the power of the traditional political elite waned as the war 
approached.1 
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The long nineteenth century was also a period of dramatic and unsettling economic and 
social changes. The Industrial Revolution, which began in Great Britain in about 1780, led to 
unprecedented growth that benefitted most of all the merchant class. Manufacturing had existed 
in Europe for centuries, but a demographic explosion of 43 percent growth in the first half of the 
nineteenth fueled demand for consumer goods. Meanwhile, mechanization, the increased 
sophistication of banking and credit systems, and the development of the railroad, steamship, and 
better road networks facilitated industrialization. Although recent work suggests that craft 
production and domestic industry were critical in the early stages of the Revolution, by the 
second half of the century, factories had largely replaced them. Production shifted to swelling 
urban centers, where poor migrants joined the new working class, often living in deplorable 
conditions; the most paranoid observers predicted the degeneration—or mutation, as in H. G. 
Wells’ Time Machine—of the human species. Millions of displaced rural workers ventured 
farther afield, to the United States, where they populated city slums and altered (especially as 
immigration from southern and eastern Europe exploded at the turn of the twentieth century) the 
predominately Anglo-Saxon, Protestant demographic.2 The Revolution also marred the 
landscape, with factories spewing black soot into the air and railroads slashing “like a knife 
through the delicate tissues of a settled rural civilization.”3 Like the political elite, the economic 
elite was transformed, from a traditional one consisting of landed nobility and gentry to one 
based on industrial wealth and including many parvenus from the bourgeoisie. 
Inevitably, European culture changed in the wake of these socio-economic developments. 
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The profusion of manufactured goods made the possession and display of household items an 
obsession among the growing middle class; coupled with the Victorian ‘cult of domesticity’, the 
family and the home became the basis for societal order. Although Christian fervor ebbed and 
flowed, materialism and Darwinism’s claims about the evolution of the species seemed to be 
replacing traditional religious beliefs. Philosophers as dissimilar as Auguste Comte, Karl Marx, 
and Max Weber all seemed to agree that humanity was progressing inexorably on a linear path.4 
But Marx was extremely critical of the degrading aspects of the current, capitalist stage of 
history, and Weber worried that impersonal bureaucratization—despite marking the triumph of 
Enlightenment rationalism—was trapping man in “the iron cage of modern life.”5 Indeed, cases 
of hypochondria, depression, and hysteria were on the rise, alcoholism plagued many countries, 
and narcotic use was rife. French social theorist Émile Durkheim blamed the enormous growth 
of cities, which he believed had destroyed traditional moral ties, as well as the decline in 
religious practice. The result was anomie, or alienation, of society. Others worried about the 
“racial degeneration” of their particular nations. Meanwhile, music and art went from being 
aristocratic preserves centered on prince and court to universal commodities (at least in theory), 
with almost every major town in Europe boasting an opera house, a concert hall, and a museum 
by the turn of the century.6 As in the political and socio-economic spheres, traditional elites were 
ceding ground in the cultural sphere as well. 
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But in actuality, how steep was the aristocracy’s decline in the states with which we are 
concerned? To what extent did it continue to dominate key societal institutions such as the army? 
And to what extent did its values predominate therein—in essence, did a process of gentrification 
(sometimes also called feudalization or aristocratization) take place in these societies, or was it 
rather a case of embourgeoisement? First, we shall consider the statistical evidence: what 
percentage of the officer corps and what percentage of the students at the schools in this study 
came from the nobility and landed gentry? Second, we shall discuss the historiographical debate 
over the question of gentrification versus embourgeoisement in society in general and the army 
and its educational institutions in particular. In subsequent chapters, I shall attempt to contribute 




In each of the European armies in this study, aristocrats were present in the officer corps 
in disproportionately high numbers throughout the long nineteenth century. In Britain, according 
to the Army Lists, 53 percent of officers were from the nobility and landed gentry in 1830, 50 
percent in 1875, and 41 percent in 1912.7 The public schools, which as we shall see supplied the 
majority of officers, had changed from their original purpose as schools for poor boys into 
largely aristocratic preserves by 1800.8 For example, of all the sons of aristocrats who turned 
twelve years old between 1801 and 1850, more than half attended one of the following six 
schools, listed in order of class patronage: Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Westminster, Rugby, and 
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Charterhouse. In the same period, about half of their entrants were sons of aristocrats.9 As the 
public schools grew in number, these percentages obviously declined, although they remained 
high at the schools above, which, along with army-oriented Wellington College, are the ones 
presented in this study.10 
In Prussia, a survey of the cadets who passed through the Military Examination 
Commission shows that in spite of the kingdom’s relentless wars to consolidate power in the 
1860s and hence the increasing size of its military, sons of nobles comprised nearly half (1234, 
or 49%) of incoming officers in the years 1862 to 1864 and 1866 to 1867. By 1913, the nobility’s 
percentage in the officer corps had declined but was still disproportionately high, especially at 
the senior-officer level, where 52 percent were nobles.11 At the Cadet Corps, the percentage of 
noble graduates was almost 60 percent in the early 1880s but fell to less than 25 percent during 
World War I.12 In Austria, the percentages of nobles in the officer corps were lower, but still 
disproportionate. As late as the second half of the eighteenth century, 60 percent of noble second 
sons had chosen the army as a profession, but this “nexus of army and nobility . . . gradually 
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weakened.”13 From 1848 to 1878, the number of officers hailing from the old nobility fell from 
55 to 33 percent, and by 1905, most of the army’s general officers were either recently ennobled 
or commoners.14 But a survey of officers in 1896 found that 28.6 percent of the corps still hailed 
from the nobility. These numbers were reflected at the Theresian Military Academy, where in 
1874, 30 percent of graduating cadets were nobles and in 1913, 24 percent.15 In the Russian 
army, nobles were still at least a two-thirds majority at the turn of the century in all branches but 
the largest, the infantry, where they were slightly outnumbered.16 The Corps des Pages, 
meanwhile, remained exclusively for the sons of noblemen of the first three ranks until the end 
of the tsarist regime. 
 
Gentrification versus Embourgeoisement 
 
The British aristocracy’s power, wealth, and status gradually eroded throughout the 
nineteenth century, particularly after 1880, with the passage of the Third Reform Act, the 
agricultural depression, the loss of the House of Lords’ veto power, and the decimation of an 
entire generation of aristocrats in the First World War.17 Cultural historians have argued that as 
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this happened, the elite’s dominant character ideal metamorphosed. Leonore Davidoff and 
Catherine Hall, for example, have explained that whereas the aristocracy had long been prone to 
lavish displays of wealth and consumption, members of the middle class were more inclined 
towards domestic moderation.18 Many aristocrats of the eighteenth century spent profusely, 
racked up debt, and gambled, habits that reached their historical peak with the Prince Regent and 
the ‘Fashionables’. Even the ‘Dandies’, who opposed the latter’s womanizing, disdained 
business and prided themselves in fashionable elegance.19 The rising middle class, however, 
influenced by the evangelical movement of the first half of the century, brought with it forms of 
domesticity and a new conception of ‘manliness’ that emphasized moral earnestness, love, and 
sensitivity, traits that were at odds with traditional aristocratic values associated with war, sport, 
hunting, drinking, and ‘wenching’.20 
By the 1850s, writes Stefan Collini, a uniquely Victorian sensibility had emerged. While 
the older, aristocratic notion of noblesse oblige had justified paternalistic policies, such as the 
Poor Law, the new obsession with ‘altruism’ existed simultaneously with the dominant, laissez-
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faire ideology of the day.21 This can be explained by a Victorian character ideal that valued such 
qualities as self-restraint, perseverance, and courage. An individual was responsible for his own 
character, which was shaped not by ameliorated social conditions but by positive habits; this 
spoke more to members of the urban middle class, whose work gave them a chance to prove their 
moral worth, than the traditional aristocracy. In this climate, the eighteenth-century virtues of 
politeness and sociability lost their currency, replaced by an emphasis on candor and 
manliness.22 
Can we observe this transformation at the public school, where, after 1850, scions of the 
old order came into increasing contact with torchbearers of the new? Some have argued that 
through public-school education, middle-class, entrepreneurial ideals succumbed to aristocratic 
ones, while others have sought to moderate this view.23 Martin J. Wiener, taking the former 
position, writes that the schools’ “disparagement of specialized and practical studies reinforced 
the traditional content of the professional ideal—the imitation of the leisured landed 
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gentleman—at the expense of the modern role of the professional as expert.” The professions 
were “discouraged” and business “openly disparaged.”24 But recently a more complex picture 
has emerged. Simon Gunn, for example, writes that “if the notion of leadership is stripped of 
extraneous aristocratic connotations, then it is possible to comprehend the Victorian public 
school for what it actually was: an educational system finely adjusted to meet the directive needs 
of a class society that was at once agricultural, industrial, commercial, and above all, imperial.” 
His conclusion is that the public schools integrated rather than assimilated, with neither the 
aristocratic nor entrepreneurial ideal predominating.25 Similarly, F. M. L. Thompson argues that 
it was “an internal arrangement within the class, a matter of an older generation imposing upon 
and moulding the younger in the cause of the self-perpetuation of class identity, a process of 
socialization by equals.”26 He acknowledges that “the public school, in the business of making 
gentlemen, was . . . closely identified with a form of gentrification, and even though the 
gentlemanly ideal which it cultivated was distinctive and far removed from the original landed 
gentry model with its emphasis on birth, breeding, and honour, that was nevertheless the model 
from which it ultimately derived.”27 
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The “older generation,” or aristocracy, probably did modify its “gentlemanly ideal” 
throughout the nineteenth century—in response to the challenges of the Revolutionary period, 
evangelicalism, and bourgeois ascendency—but at least while the British elite retained its 
traditional, landed character, I shall argue that acculturation occurred within an essentially 
aristocratic conceptual framework. In other words, despite changes to its character ideal, the 
aristocracy retained control of the process, much of which occurred at the public schools, of 
creating a new elite, including within the army. Wilkinson recognizes the importance of 
subterranean practices rituals, and codes in this process. As he explains briefly in Gentlemanly 
Power, the newcomer’s experience was one consisting of rites that initiated him into an historic 
institution with its own traditions and community wisdom.28 He argues emphatically that the 
public schools allowed the landed classes to retain power by transmitting the “gentleman ideal,” 
consisting of “magic” (defined as the mysterious aura that distinguished leaders from the rest of 
the population), leisure, and the symbiotic relationship between privilege and duty, to the middle 
class.29 By examining these rites in subsequent chapters, we shall see the extent to which 
Wilkinson’s assessment is valid. 
 Similar to the theory of British embourgeoisement advanced by Davidoff and Hall and 
Collini, a few historians have argued that a malfunctioning gentrification process or the gradual 
bourgeois domination of socio-economic, cultural, and even political realms took place in 
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Imperial Germany. In her interesting study of the “Wilhelmine wealth elite,” the wealthiest 
businessmen in Germany before the First World War, Dolores L. Augustine contends that 
although the latter, particularly those with the largest fortunes, did marry, interact socially with, 
and adopt some of the trappings of the nobility, the gentrification process was superficial. 
Business elites instead formed a distinct social group and developed and retained a uniquely 
haute-bourgeois mentality that was significantly more materialistic than its noble equivalent.30 
“The industrial and pre-industrial elites failed to merge because their values were too different,” 
writes Augustine. “Certainly, the aristocracy resisted embourgeoisement and segregated itself 
socially, but the wealthy business class also largely resisted feudalization.”31 Geoff Eley, 
employing a nuanced, post-Foucauldian understanding of the exercise of power, challenges the 
assumption that because of the weakness of liberal political structures in Imperial Germany, 
members of the bourgeoisie were politically impotent. He speculates that “‘bourgeois’ interests 
and values could [have been] at work, and ‘modern’ political forms [been] in play, even if 
‘liberal’ ones were not.”32 
But one of Hans Ulrich Wehler’s arguments in his massive, four-volume history of 
German society, Deutsche Gesellschaftsgeschichte—that due to a confluence of events, the 
Prussian nobility retained the preeminent place it had acquired in the eighteenth century until the 
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very end of Hohenzollern rule, making it the most powerful group in Imperial Germany—still 
carries weight. The nobility dominated the upper echelons and hence controlled the three main 
pillars of the German state after 1848 (the ministerial bureaucracy, the diplomatic service, and 
the army), and the success of Unification only served to legitimize this control. As a result, noble 
values permeated downwards into the bourgeoisie, who imitated the traditional power elite: 
Seeking status through large land ownership, a lavish lifestyle with its display of luxury 
consumption, a marriage policy having as its aim the establishment of bourgeois 
entrepreneurial dynasties, the takeover of the duel, the attraction to the noble officer 
corps—this proves the pull that continued to emanate from the aristocratic world, without 
the intense bourgeois working ethic, the performance principle, and the enterprising spirit 
having been sacrificed to “feudalization.” The effort to be near to the state, the closely 
related renunciation of self-confident bourgeois claims to power, and the intensive effort 
to assimilate parts of the aristocratic life . . . these shaped the German bourgeoisie in an 
unmistakably peculiar way.33 
 
This “peculiar” development is an important aspect of the famous German Sonderweg, or special 
path, thesis. 
In the army, writes Kitchen, the Prussian nobility’s ideology of social exclusivity, 
insularity, and extreme conservatism, increasingly out of pace with political realities, 
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dominated.34 As Hull explains, “the standards of the officer corps were basically the standards of 
the nobility tightly focussed and made more explicit.”35 The honor code, as we have seen, 
covered all spheres of behavior. And as the bourgeoisie gained wealth and status at the end of the 
nineteenth century and workers organized, the detailed prescriptions and proscriptions of the 
code grew increasingly petty and burdensome in order to heighten the exclusivity of the warrior 
caste. Hull describes this as a perverse form of “noble propaganda.”36 This was reflected within 
the Cadet Corps. While Moncure allows for the possibility that “the outlook of its student body 
was slowly becoming bourgeois and professional,”37 he asserts that it was almost surely 
traditional, class-conscious, and monarchist.38 And Clemente concludes his chapter on cadet life 
by claiming that “all too often the officers of civilian origins believed that to succeed in their 
profession, they must emulate their comrades of noble blood.”39 We shall see below how these 
sentiments were reflected in the Corps’ subterranean practices, rituals, and codes. 
In Imperial Austria, although the percentage of nobles in the army officer corps was not 
as great as it was in Germany, neither were the power, wealth, and status of the middle classes. 
Some historians, most famously Carl E. Schorske in Fin-de-siècle Vienna, have emphasized the 
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vibrancy of the Austrian bourgeoisie in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. 
Schorske depicts the development of Vienna’s Ringstraße, built on the glacis that had for 
centuries served as the city’s defense against foreign invaders and—in more recent times—
domestic revolutionaries, as the third estate’s celebration of “the triumph of constitutional Recht 
over imperial Macht, of secular culture over religious faith. Not palaces, garrisons, and churches, 
but centers of constitutional government and higher culture dominated the Ring. The art of 
building, used in the old city to express aristocratic grandeur and ecclesiastical pomp, now 
became the communal property of the citizenry, expressing the various aspects of the bourgeois 
cultural ideal in a series of so-called Prachtbauten (buildings of splendor).”40 And several 
wealthy nobles followed this bourgeois trend, purchasing land especially in the area that became 
the Schwartzenbergplatz. Schorske describes this as a rapprochement of aristocracy and 
bourgeoisie in the second half of the century.41 
In reality, however, the Austrian aristocracy maintained its power, wealth, and status in 
society more effectively than most of its counterparts. This was symbolized first and foremost by 
its presence at the court of Emperor Franz Joseph (and the shadow court of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand after 1906), the most restricted in Europe. In Vienna, high nobles maintained beautiful 
apartments or villas in the medieval quarters of the city; there, not on the modern Ringstraße or 
the wide boulevards radiating from it, was “the urban space wherein the elites fused into a fragile 
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amalgam [that] favored the pre-eminence of the aristocracy.”42 Viennese social life revolved 
around salons that, unlike in other capitals, tended to exclude intellectuals and artists and even 
the newly ennobled. When not in Vienna, members of the Hofadel, or high nobility, spent their 
time at castles or estates in the country, where many imitated British aristocratic customs. This 
was, as Lieven calls it, an “exceptionally inter-bred, caste-conscious and narrow elite.”43 The 
army offered the surest way to climb the social ladder, but bourgeois officers had to internalize 
“the military ethos of honour, loyalty and hierarchy [that] paralleled that of nobility.”44 The 
Habsburg officer’s ethos of loyalty, service, and honor, like the Hohenzollern officer’s, was a 
vestige of feudalism and clashed head on with the modern European concepts of liberty, equality, 
and fraternity.45 As centrifugal forces threatened to pull apart this multi-national, dynastic empire 
in the age of the nation-state, the army officer corps, although less exclusive than its German 
counterpart, became even more indispensible to its rulers. At the Theresian Military Academy, 
Deák tells us, the cadets assumed “an air of cultural superiority,” making them “obnoxious not 
only to their liberal and socialist critics but often also to their comrades in the cadet schools.”46 
We shall see below to what extent this sense of superiority was related to gentrification. 
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The Imperial Russian hereditary noble estate, numbering approximately 1.2 million, or 1 
percent of the population, in 1897, was far larger and more fractured than its European 
counterparts and included wealthy aristocrats in St. Petersburg, close to the tsarist court, 
impoverished provincial nobles, landless state servants, and dissident members of the 
intelligentsia.47 In general, the nobility’s power, wealth, and status declined as the end of the 
tsarist regime drew near, but our sample of aristocrats attending the Corps des Pages was mostly 
immune from this fate: their families were as close to the reins of power as they could be in an 
autocratic state, mostly wealthy, and at the pinnacle of the status pyramid. Corps des Pages 
graduates’ service in the prestigious Guards regiments—ten of infantry, ten of cavalry, and 
several auxiliary units—symbolized this status. The Guards regiments, known for their 
ceremonial splendor if not for their tactical prowess, were, according to Allan K. Wildman, 
author of The End of the Russian Imperial Army, “an indispensible part of the pageantry of 
empire.” A Guards officer upheld “the most sacred and direct bond of service to the person of the 
emperor.”48 He was rewarded with a life of ease (punctuated by billiards and cards, duels, and 
scandals), rapid promotion, and access to the highest levels of military leadership. While the last 
tsars modernized the army and professionalized the regular officer corps, they continued to 
award the anachronistic Guards regiments and their officers the most privileged positions in the 
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military hierarchy.49 And the fact that the Corps des Pages was composed of exclusively noble 
boys means that it is largely irrelevant to ask whether or not gentrification or embourgoisement 
took place there. 
Likewise, at first glance, it may seem unnecessary to ask this question with respect to the 
United States, as titles of nobility are expressly prohibited by the Constitution, and no 
aristocracy, in the European sense, has ever existed on American soil. But these facts are 
misleading. For most of its history—and especially in the period from the end of the Civil War 
through World War II—a national establishment of inherited wealth, status, and, to a lesser 
extent, power certainly existed in the United States. Furthermore, like its European counterparts, 
the values and behaviors it championed were rooted in America’s agricultural past just as they 
were nourished increasingly by new money flowing from its industrial present. It was these 
values and behaviors that were transmitted at elite boarding schools; was this also the case at 
West Point?50 Examining the Academy’s subterranean practices, rituals, and codes may help us 
to answer this question. 
Jerome Blum, in a well known work entitled The End of the Old Order in Rural Europe, 
depicts the decline of the aristocracy in colorful terms: “As the decades went by . . . the 
preeminence of the nobility diminished, drained by the ever-wider acceptance among Europeans 
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of the concept of equality and by the increased self-assurance of the bourgeoisie. . . . To employ 
the awkward but descriptive Marxist term, the nobility was being ‘bourgeoisified’ by the 
elevation of families of common birth. The process of bourgeoisification . . . was accelerated 
considerably by common political interests of nobility and new wealth, by intermarriages, and by 
joint participation in business enterprise.”51 But Arno J. Mayer, in The Persistence of the Old 
Regime, strongly rejects this view, writing that “throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries the grands bourgeois kept denying themselves by imitating and appropriating the ways 
of the nobility in the hope of climbing into it.”52 Prestigious educational institutions—
“regenerators and conveyors of the preindustrial and prebourgeois cultural heritage that upheld 
the established order”—facilitated this gentrification process, Mayer argues.53 Europe thus 
remained “firmly planted in traditions and values of preindustrial times.”54 By looking more 
closely at what went on behind the walls of some of these elite schools, perhaps we can make a 




 As I alluded to in the preface, cadet life at West Point, even on the eve of the twenty-first 
century, was often reminiscent of Golding’s Lord of the Flies. In this novel, a group of modern 
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British boys is stranded on a desolate island. Rather quickly, they jettison the norms of Western 
civilization and descend into a primitive, often savage, existence. Individuality is scorned and 
suppressed, and the struggle for power leads to violence.55 Like these characters, the boys and 
young men at the schools in this study, regardless of their elite status and level of military 
discipline, often reverted to similar behavior in the absence of supervision. Beneath a placid 
surface, they developed quite uncivilized and sometimes extralegal practices, rituals, and codes 
resembling those of tribal societies. Foremost among these were initiation rites designed to 
separate the novice from his former environment, transition him from boy to man, and 
incorporate him into his new role. As in a tribe, the strong asserted power over the weak: this 
most often took the form of bullying, also known as devilment, hazing, das Schinden, 
podtyazhka, and other terms more specific to place, time, and activity. Novices had to learn tribal 
knowledge, perform menial tasks for tribal elders, and most importantly abide by tribal codes 
that placed the collective over the individual. In many cases, primitive practices and rituals 
punctuated the schoolboy or cadet experience. 
 
Changing Perspectives on Childhood 
 
The authorities and society at large viewed this male tribalism with a mutable lens over 
the course of the long nineteenth century. Returning to Golding’s novel, one of the boys on the 
island, Simon, becomes delusional and uses the moniker “lord of the flies”—a literal translation 
of Beelzebub—for a boar’s head on a stake, covered in flies, with which he carries on a 
conversation. The head tells him that the beast for which all the boys have been searching 
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actually exists within each of them. Golding published his dystopian novel in 1954, after the 
devastation of the World Wars, and it reflects the post-War fear of disorder and the need to 
establish institutions to check the worst and most destructive impulses of man. It is also a 
criticism of boy governance at the public schools and of British colonialism, which assumed the 
superiority of Western civilization. In another sense, however, Lord of the Flies harkens back to 
an earlier era in European intellectual history, when there was a widespread belief that mankind 
was inherently evil and, without the influence of church and government, would revert to a 
barbaric, Hobbesian “state of nature.”56 (Hobbes himself wrote Leviathan in the aftermath of the 
similarly catastrophic Thirty Years War.) Children, it followed, were tainted with Original Sin 
that had to be expunged.57 
During the Enlightenment, this view came under fire, notably by John Locke in Some 
Thoughts Concerning Education (1693) and by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Emile, ou de 
l’éducation (1762). In the latter, Rousseau famously writes that “there is no original perversity in 
the human heart” and that society should allow children to be governed by their natural impulses. 
Some of the Romantics of the nineteenth century took this argument a step farther: in English, 
William Wordsworth describes childhood as the “seed time [of the] soul”; in German, Jean Paul 
Richter speaks of the child’s “native innocence”; and writers and visual artists across the 
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Continent depicted children in their works to a greater degree than ever before.58 The Catholic 
Church and the Evangelical movement pushed back on these ideas, but by the second half of the 
century, as Boyd Hilton’s “age of incarnation” dawned, they were widely accepted.59 This is 
reflected in the works of several authors whom we shall encounter below, and in the words and 
actions of administrators at the schools in this study, who came to accept and even encourage the 
sort of male tribalism that their early-nineteenth-century predecessors had abhorred. It was not 
until the World Wars shattered Europeans’ faith in humanity that works such as Golding’s on 
Original Sin and the dangers of uncontrolled adolescents found fertile ground yet again. 
 
The Schema of Initiation Rites in Tribal Societies 
 
Rousseau’s notion of childhood mirrored his veneration of tribal societies. The latter 
were the favorite subject of early-twentieth-century anthropologists, who at this time and for 
decades hence were busy cataloguing their rituals, including those marking one’s passage from 
boyhood to manhood. In his seminal text, Les rites de passage, published in 1908, anthropologist 
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Arnold van Gennep analyzes the special acts, or rites, often enveloped in ceremonies, that 
accompanied an individual’s passage from one territory, group, or stage of life to the next, 
focusing on what he terms “semicivilized peoples.” He divides rites of passage into three 
subcategories—preliminal rites (rites of separation), liminal rites (transition rites), and 
postliminal rites (rites of incorporation)—one of which, in most instances, is more prominent and 
elaborated than the others.60 Van Gennep’s was a macro-structural theory; Eliot D. Chapple and 
Carlton S. Coon later emphasized the critical function rites of passage serve in a given society. 
They describe them as restoring equilibrium, which has been upset by changes in an individual’s 
relations with others brought about by non-periodic crises including birth, puberty, illness, death, 
marriage, and induction into a new institution, to the individual and group.61 In the sixth chapter 
of Les rites du passage, Van Gennep examines rites specific to initiation; some examples from 
this analysis will provide us with a basis for understanding, evaluating, and comparing initiation 
rites at elite schools for boys and young men, which can also be termed “semicivilized” societies, 
especially in the period under consideration. 
The initiation rites that accompanied young men’s induction into totem groups in several 
Australian tribes lasted from age ten to thirteen—like most other rites marking an individual’s 
passage from childhood to adulthood, not necessarily occurring at physiological puberty.62 First, 
the novice was secluded in the bush, far from the women and children that constituted his 
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previous environment. Sometimes, he maintained a more lasting attachment to his mother until a 
violent separation occurred. The purpose of severing the boy’s ties to his domestic past was to 
produce a momentous change in his life, one that he could never reverse. Once separation was 
complete, the novice experienced physical and mental weakening intended to make him forget 
his childhood. This was followed by a period of education, during which the boy received 
instruction in tribal law and witnessed totem ceremonies and recitations of myths. Finally, the 
novice underwent a religious ceremony and a special mutilation unique to the tribe, such as 
removal of a tooth or circumcision. Mutilation provided a lasting identification between the 
initiate and the adult members of the totem.63 
Initiation into secret societies in the Congo, only open to sons of free men or rich slaves, 
lasted between two months and six years. Like in Australia, the novice was separated from his 
former milieu; in this case, he was taken into the forest, where he endured purification, 
flagellation, and intoxication. Transition rites included the familiar bodily mutilations, as well as 
forced nudity accompanied by body painting. Novices had to learn a special language and eat 
special foods. Removed from seclusion and pretending not to know how to walk or eat, they then 
entered a prolonged relearning phase. On the Bismarck Archipelago and Solomon Islands, secret 
societies also initiated novices by beating them in a secluded spot, after which participants 
danced and shared a meal. Among the elite Arioi of Polynesia, initiation required novices to 
dress and behave unusually and assume the duties of a servant. Progression from one level of the 
seven-tiered hierarchy to the next, moreover, involved the lifting of certain taboos.64 
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Despite being born into a caste, an Indian Brahman also had to undergo initiation into his 
magical-religious profession. As Van Gennep writes, “One is born a Brahman, but one must 
learn to act like a Brahman.” Rites of separation occurred when the boy began a relationship with 
a teacher. His head was shaved (tonsure), he bathed and changed clothing, and he received a new 
name. The teacher’s handclasp then symbolized the boy’s ritual death. Transition rites comprised 
respecting a multitude of taboos, studying the sacred literature, and learning formulas and 
gestures. Recital of the Gayatri on the third day marked the boy’s rebirth, although the novitiate, 
unlike in other societies, continued for some time thereafter. Finally, the boy was incorporated 
into his occupational specialty with a ceremony of samāvartana, or return, when he took off the 
belt, stick, and antelope skin worn during the novitiate, threw them into the water, bathed, and 
donned new clothing.65 
To become a peai among the Caribs of the Lesser Antilles, a novice endured brutal 
transition rites lasting up to ten years. In a secluded hut, elder peais whipped him, forced him to 
dance until passing out, “bled” him with black ants, and compelled him to drink tobacco juice in 
order to induce insanity. A three-year fast and further imbibing of tobacco juice became less 
rigorous over time. The purpose of this ordeal seems to have been, as with certain initiation rites 
in other places, symbolic death and rebirth.66 In addition to this theme, another that reoccurs in 
various novitiates and that is of particular interest to this study is that of extra-legality: society’s 
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regular economic and legal constraints are modified or even broken. Sometimes we find that 
novices could pillage and steal without punishment. For example, amongst the Vai of Liberia, 
they conducted nocturnal raids of their villages, taking anything that could be of use, and in 
Melanesia, they forced villagers to pay them in local currency.67 
This is perhaps because in the transition, or liminal, phase of initiation, novices are what 
anthropologist Victor Turner, building on Van Gennep’s work, called “threshold people”—the 
Latin word limen translates to threshold in English—entities “neither here nor there . . . betwixt 
and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial.”68 
Turner underscores the anti-structural aspect of the liminal phase compared to the structured 
society from which novices came and to which they will eventually return. During their 
transition, they exist in a “relatively undifferentiated comitatus, community, or even communion 
of equal individuals who submit together to the general authority of the ritual elders.”69 
Distinctions in power, wealth, and status are temporarily removed during liminality in order for 
the novices, who are meant to assume high positions in structured society, both to form bonds 
with each other and to “experience what it is like to be low.”70 
A few examples from ethnographic studies published since Van Gennep’s thesis should 
suffice to summarize his schema of initiation rites. According to George W. Harley, in the Poro 
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Bush Society of West Africa, the first phase of initiation, the separation phase, involved the 
symbolic killing of novices. This rite served the same purpose as seclusion did for the Australian 
tribes: severance of the boys’ domestic ties. At the entrance to the sacred forest, in which 
transition would take place, the Poro erected a fence of plantain stalks and cotton tree poles and 
covered it with long streamers of fresh raffia-bud leaves, impossible to see through—this was the 
symbolic divide between childhood and adulthood. Each novice was outfitted with a thick stalk 
to serve as a breastplate and a bladder of chicken blood for dramatic effect. At the fence, an elder 
thrust a spear into his torso, piercing the bladder, and tossed him over. The women witnessing 
the ceremony, who represented the boy’s sheltered past, were supposed to believe that he was 
dead. What had actually died was his childhood itself; the next time they saw him, he would be a 
man. The novices then entered the forest, totally inaccessible to women and the uninitiated, 
where they had to remain sequestered until the conclusion of their training.71 
H. Ian Hogbin, who lived among the Busama people in New Guinea, describes the period 
of extreme hardship and education boys had to endure in the second, or transition, phase of their 
tribal initiation. This took place in a hut in the bush specially designed for the occasion. On the 
journey there, the novices were thrashed with firebrands, nettles, and sticks tipped with obsidian, 
to the extent that they were covered in blood upon reaching the hut. But this was only the 
beginning: they were then beaten, deprived of food and sleep, and suffocated and burned over a 
period of several months in the bush. Forbidden water, they had to quench their thirst by chewing 
sugarcane and received their only nourishment from coarse, raw food. Meanwhile, guardians 
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gave the novices instruction on their kinship responsibilities and duties. Finally, just before their 
incorporation, a priest summoned supernatural underground monsters, tribal elders sounded the 
bullroarers, and the boys learned to incise the penis, the last hurdle in their transition and one 
meant to eliminate contamination resulting from association with females.72 
Henri A. Junod’s two-volume account of the Thonga of South Africa tells us that novices 
there likewise suffered beatings, food and sleep deprivation, and temperature extremes during 
their three-month transition to manhood. Cloistered in a prisonlike sungi, or “yard of mysteries,” 
they were required to memorize secret formulas and observe strict topographical and linguistic 
rules. At the end of these trials, they underwent the third phase of initiation, the incorporation 
phase, with the same spirit of celebration as the Australian tribes. After circumcision, the 
remains of the initiates’ foreskins were burned in a great fire. The new men ran away from the 
fire, which symbolized their childhood, without looking back. Finally, they bathed, cut their hair, 
anointed themselves with ochre, dressed in new clothing, and listened to a speech by the “father” 
of the circumcision.73 What should be clear by now is that the underlying structure of male 
initiation rites in tribal societies was similar around the world, following the schema that Van 
Gennep outlined over a century ago. We shall see in the chapters ahead how they began, 
evolved, and came to be accepted by the authorities in most of the schools in this study. 
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Becoming Total Institutions 
 
 The existence of male tribalism, the evolving perception of its efficacy, and the 
emergence of schemas of initiation rites at the schools in this study are a few of the threads that 
we shall follow in the chapters ahead; another is their shift from relatively unsupervised places of 
learning to highly controlled, national facilities. This process reflected the increasing reach and 
power of state and non-state actors, a development that historians continue to move forward in 
time. Michel Foucault focuses on the latter, famously discussing the growth of what he calls the 
“disciplinary society” in his groundbreaking 1975 study, Discipline and Punish. “The movement 
from one project to the other,” he writes, “from a schema of exceptional discipline to one of a 
generalized surveillance, rests on a historical transformation: the gradual extension of the 
mechanisms of discipline throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, their spread 
throughout the whole social body, the formation of what might be called in general the 
disciplinary society.”74 By the early-nineteenth century, the modern prison had been born, “the 
opening up of penalty to mechanisms of coercion already established elsewhere.”75 
One of Foucault’s disciples, Jacques Donzelot, in attempting to trace the displacement of 
the family by “the social”—or in other words, to explain what he terms “the policing of families” 
that took place in modern Europe—situates the reform of elite schools in the late-nineteenth 
century: “This called for improving the health standards of the boarding schools, doing away 
with the vestiges of corporal punishment, eliminating the physical dangers that might threaten 
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their children (such as broken glass lining the tops of the walls), developing gymnastic exercises, 
keeping watch over the approaches to the lycées, over the newspaper kiosks, the bars, and the 
exhibitionists and prostitutes who hung about in such places. The idea was to establish the same 
proportion of physical liberation and moral protection in public education as existed in private 
[home] education.”76 The goal, in an era that viewed children as innocent and devoid of sin, was 
one of preservation, or “liberation within a protected space.”77 
 
The Characteristics of Total Institutions 
 
 Although Donzelot is mainly concerned with France, his hypothesis, as we shall see, 
holds true for most of the countries in this study. It would seem that the process of “policing” 
reached its peak at the monarchical cadet schools earlier than it did at the British public schools 
and West Point, which did not become true typecasts of Goffman’s total institution until the end 
of our period. Goffman, a sociologist and social psychologist, first introduced the concept of the 
total institution in April 1957, at a symposium held at the Walter Reed Army Institute of 
Research in Washington, DC. With the publication of Asylums in 1961, he refined his theory and 
further popularized the term. Although based on his fieldwork at the National Institute for 
Mental Health in Bethesda, Maryland, Goffman argues that there is a wide array of total 
institutions, which he groups into five categories. The boarding school and army barracks fall 
into the grouping of “institutions purportedly established the better to pursue some worklike task 
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and justifying themselves only on these instrumental grounds.”78 Total institutions share 
common characteristics, the most basic being the following: all aspects of life occur in the same 
place and under the same authority; the member is in the constant company of other members 
who are treated alike and required to conduct the same activities; each day follows a tight, 
strictly regulated schedule; and all of the members’ required activities are part of a rational plan 
that fulfills the institution’s goals.79 
Total institutions, Goffman tells us, are incompatible both with the fundamental 
economic structure of society and with the family. The institution organizes all the needs of its 
members, and work is sometimes induced by threat of physical punishment rather than reward; 
payment for work comes, if at all, in the form of small rations. Members working, eating, and 
sleeping together cannot hope to sustain meaningful domestic relationships during their time in 
the institution.80 This feature echoes Donzelot’s thesis of the nineteenth-century displacement of 
the family unit by the social one. “The total institution,” writes Goffman, “is a social hybrid, part 
residential community, part formal organization; therein lies its special sociological interest. 
There are other reasons for being interested in these establishments, too. In our society, they are 
the forcing houses for changing persons; each is a natural experiment on what can be done to the 
self.”81 The latter is precisely why focusing on elite schools for future army officers is the key to 
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ascertaining the ethos of a given officer corps. Especially as the nineteenth century merged into 
the twentieth, they were “forcing houses” for the transformation and acculturation of the self. 
Goffman divides his examination of total institutions into two realms, that of the 
“inmate” and that of the “staff”—because this study focuses on practices, rituals, and codes 
among pupils and cadets and the culture that they produced, we are concerned primarily with the 
former. Upon entering the institution, the inmate undergoes a “mortification” of the self: “a 
series of abasements, degradations, humiliations, and profanities.”82 Here Goffman’s 
sociological analysis reflects the aforementioned anthropological research on initiation rites in 
tribal societies, as Van Gennep’s separation phase of initiation ostensibly takes place: a barrier is 
erected between the inmate and the outside world, admissions procedures such as a haircut, 
clothing issue, and quarters assignment shape and code him into “an object that can be fed into 
the administrative machinery of the establishment,”83 and obedience tests are given in order to 
humble him. The institution replaces the inmate’s former possessions with standard-issue items, 
often coarse in quality. It may then require the inmate to sit, stand, or move in certain degrading 
ways and to use particularly humiliating verbal responses, and staff and other inmates may refer 
to him in a derogatory manner.84 
Mortification of the self continues with “contaminative exposure,” as “the boundary that 
the individual places between his being and the environment is invaded and the embodiments of 
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self profaned.”85 For example, an inmate may be forced to reveal embarrassing secrets about 
himself, expose his body and his quarters to inspection and abuse, and share confined spaces 
with other inmates with whom he would not normally associate.86 Mortification is also 
accomplished by the disruption of the inmate’s self-determination. Life in total institutions 
follows such a regimented schedule that the inmate cannot proceed at his own pace, and “echelon 
authority”—the fact that he is open to sanction by anyone of higher rank than he—means that he 
lives under constant fear of breaking the institution’s detailed rules pertaining to dress, behavior, 
etc. In a process that Goffman refers to as “looping,” any defensive response the inmate has to a 
circumstance or command that affronts his conception of self may be used to penalize him 
further.87 Mortification of the self is often justified on practical grounds, such as developing 
combat readiness, but Goffman argues that these can be “merely rationalizations, generated by 
efforts to manage the daily activity of a large number of persons in a restricted space with a small 
expenditure of resources.”88 
While mortification proceeds, “personal reorganization” along institutional lines—what 
Van Gennep and his disciples would call the transition phase of initiation—begins with formal 
and informal instruction on the institution’s “privilege system.” The inmate learns the explicit 
rules by which he must abide, the rewards and privileges he can earn by conforming to 
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institutional life, and the punishments he will receive for transgressions. Associated with this 
system, he acquires an “institutional lingo” and knowledge of the rank structure and lore of the 
institution. In time, he may utilize illicit “secondary adjustments,” such as food smuggling, to 
obtain forbidden satisfactions. In order to keep these practices hidden from the staff, inmates 
develop fraternal bonds with each other, and those who snitch to the authorities are shunned. 
Sometimes this group solidarity leads to mass defiance. Small groups of inmates may also 
develop closer sexual and emotional ties. In addition to secondary adjustments, an inmate may 
employ “personal lines of adaptation” to deal with institutional life. These include withdrawal 
from all but immediate events affecting him, flagrant intransigence, acceptance of life within the 
institution, or total conversion to the perfect inmate. More often than not, Goffman argues, an 
inmate will adopt a combination of secondary adjustments and lines of adaptation to withstand 
his experience.89 
There are a few other aspects of total institutions that are relevant to this study. First, one 
often finds there the existence of a “house organ,” a regularly published newspaper or magazine 
heavily censored by the staff that provides inmates the ability to express themselves to a certain 
degree. Second, parties occurring annually or at multiple times throughout the year allow 
inmates to interface with staff; at these events, institutional demands are relaxed, and sometimes 
there is even a reversal of roles. Finally, the “institutional theatrical,” consisting of satirical skits 
and other humor directed at the authorities, pushes the boundaries of acceptable criticism. The 
latter two events, Goffman opines, seem to share much in common with the British landed 
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gentry’s custom of throwing annual fetes for tenants and servants.90 It is important to note in 
conclusion that the division of total institutions into inmate and staff worlds seems to be more 
appropriate for mental hospitals, prisons, and the like. At the schools in this study, because of 
their emphasis on training leaders, senior “inmates” performed many of the governing tasks that 
Goffman assumes are carried out by staff. Therefore, in the chapters that follow, it is generally 
more appropriate to view the more junior pupils and cadets as Goffman’s “inmates” and the 
more senior ones as members of his “staff.” 
 
The Invention of Tradition? 
 
 The emergence of subterranean practices, rituals, and codes, particularly initiation rites, 
would appear then to be partly the products of essentially tribal milieus and partly consequences 
of life in increasingly total institutions. The acceptance and codification of many of them at the 
end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries could be seen as a reflection of 
Westerners’ changing views on the Rousseauian innocence of both children and tribal societies. 
There is, however, another possible explanation. In 1983, historians Hobsbawm and Terence 
Ranger introduced a new concept in a co-edited volume of essays entitled The Invention of 
Tradition. “‘Invented tradition,’” writes Hobsbawm in the introduction, “is taken to mean a set of 
practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic 
nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behavior by repetition, which 
automatically implies continuity with the past.”91 He argues that it occurs more often in rapidly 
                                                
 




changing societies, such as Europe in the nineteenth century.92 In this era, “the liberal ideology 
of social change systematically failed to provide for the social and authority ties taken for 
granted in earlier societies, and created voids which might have to be filled by invented 
practices.”93 Hobsbawm gives as examples the gentrification of new elites by the old order in 
German dueling fraternities and British public schools, a thesis we discussed earlier and to which 
we shall return in the next chapter.94 
 In an essay on “Mass-Producing Traditions,” Hobsbawm homes in on the four decades 
before World War I, when invented traditions, he argues, “sprang up with particular assiduity.” 
These were both formal (or political) and informal (or social) in nature, and represented 
responses to dramatic transformations in the socio-political landscape; invented traditions were 
“new devices to ensure or express social cohesion and identity and to structure social 
relations.”95 It was in part the “irrationalism” of the age, Hobsbawm states, that brought about 
their emergence (and also, in his opinion, drove anthropologists’ fascination with tribal 
practices).96 But paradoxically, informal invented traditions often arose in rational organizations, 
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such as socialist labor movements.97 We shall find this same paradox in many of the schools—
ostensibly rational institutions geared towards producing military and civilian elites—in this 
study. For Hobsbawm’s purposes, it was enough to point to the creations themselves of the 
British public school system, American fraternities, and British, American, and German alumni 
associations and sporting leagues during this time period as evidence of invented traditions.98 We 
shall probe deeper into those practices, rituals, and codes within the schools that may have been 
inventions of a traditional elite rocked by the political, socio-economic, and cultural changes of 
the day. 
 
The Cult of Masculinity 
 
 Another topic that we must consider before exploring life at the schools is the hyper-
masculinity that pervaded them, especially towards the end of our period. In an extraordinary 
study of the evolution of modern masculinity in Europe, George L. Mosse argues that a 
masculine stereotype emerging in the late-eighteenth century continued until at least the middle 
of the twentieth to “inform the normative concept of manliness.”99 This new type of masculinity 
was influenced by aristocratic concepts of honor dating back to medieval times and tempered by 
the court society of the early-modern period, but it was, in his opinion, closely related to the 
increasing power, wealth, and status of the bourgeoisie. Whereas honor and manliness in ancien 
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régime Europe had been reserved for the warrior caste of noble lineage, the modern version was 
much more inclusive. Older, chivalric ideals of courage, sangfroid, and compassion—and even 
such practices as the duel—continued to inform the modern stereotype, but they were now 
“imbedded in moral imperatives.” And “the idealized platonic love of a noble lady that was 
supposed to spiritualize knighthood was now made commonplace through the monopoly 
exercised by the institution of marriage.”100 We shall return later to the importance of chivalry in 
the nineteenth century. For Mosse, however, what most differentiates the modern masculine 
stereotype from that which came before is the emphasis it placed on outward qualities: not 
merely comportment and dress but the beauty, strength, and toughness of the male body itself.101 
 This was in accordance with the Enlightenment belief that truth could be determined by 
utilizing the senses. Philosophers began to repudiate the medieval and early-modern claim that 
the living soul inhabited an inanimate vessel, arguing instead that soul and body were one. 
Johann Kaspar Lavater took this a step farther with his Essai sur la Physiognomy (1781), in 
which he posited that a man’s character could be deduced from his profile. And Locke and 
Rousseau both thought that physical fitness was necessary for moral clarity. The bodily standard 
to which men should aspire, Mosse shows, was found in Greek sculpture; specifically, it was 
archeologist and historian Johann Joachim Winckelmann who convinced Europeans, through his 
Reflections on the Painting and Sculpture of the Greeks (1755) and History of Ancient Art 
(1764), that the ideal male body was youthful, muscular, lean, and athletic—in perfect balance, it 
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projected both strength and restraint.102 Winckelmann was a homosexual and, Mosse argues, 
“whatever the evolution of the male stereotype, a homoerotic sensibility stood at the start of an 
image that was to inform the ideal of normative masculinity such as the clean-cut Englishman or 
the all-American boy.”103 Yet the historian also describes quite clearly how later, especially at 
the end of the nineteenth century, homosexuals (along with Jews, Gypsies, and other 
marginalized persons) were used as countertypes for the masculine stereotype.104 Mosse does not 
quite explain this paradox in his work. I aim to do so in the chapters ahead.  
 The standard for physical manliness having been set, gymnastics and sport became the 
vehicles for achieving it in the nineteenth century. Although J. F. C. Guts Muth’s Gymnastik für 
die Jugend (1793) was the foundational text, it was Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, author of Deutsche 
Turnkunst (1816), who popularized gymnastics in the German-speaking lands, from which they 
spread throughout the Continent. His definition was broad, not only including exercises but 
fencing, swimming, dancing, skating, riding, and martial arts as well. From its origins during the 
Napoleonic Wars, the gymnastics movement had a patriotic tone and was quickly taken up by 
military officials for use in training officers and soldiers. In Britain and the United States, team 
sports eventually played the same role in forging masculinity as gymnastics did on the Continent, 
but not until the second half of the century. Meanwhile, the emphasis on the physicality of 
manhood added to the polarization of gender roles that the nuclear family, the modern economy 
largely excluding women from the workplace, and the orderliness of bourgeois society had 
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already instigated.105 As Mosse writes: “Man once again was said to incorporate all of humanity; 
divine unity was no longer exemplified, as it had been, by the androgyne—part man and part 
woman—but had been co-opted by man alone.”106 
 The years 1870 to 1914 witnessed a strengthening of masculinity, Mosse tells us, because 
of threats posed by a rapidly changing society. “Decadence,” a term used by its avant-garde 
proponents to mean refined sensibility, was seen by its detractors as symbolizing the 
“degeneration”—the title of an 1892 work by physician Max Nordau—of the age. Nordau and 
others saw the uptick in documented cases among men of hysteria and nervousness, previously 
thought only to affect women, as a manifestation of degeneration. So too, they thought, were the 
prominence of certain known homosexuals, such as Robert de Montesquiou in Paris and Oscar 
Wilde in London, many of whom dressed and behaved effeminately, and the increasing visibility 
of homosexual subcultures, especially in Berlin, where sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld listed more 
than twenty gay bars in 1904. In response, they sought to encourage the masculine stereotype as 
a bulwark against degeneration. States such as Britain (in 1885) and the Netherlands (in 1911) 
recriminalized homosexuality, while police in unified Germany, where it had been illegal from 
the beginning, opened a ‘pink file’ at the turn of the century to track homosexuals. Christian 
associations for the protection of morals multiplied, and doctors suggested ways in which to 
bolster one’s manhood, chief among them refraining from masturbation. Willpower, oftentimes 
equated with courage and the capacity to handle pain, became the most important characteristic 
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of manliness as the new century dawned.107 “Knowing how to cope with pain without showing 
distress,” writes Mosse, “was regarded as courageous, a preparation not only for normative 
manhood but also, as it turned out, for service in war.”108 Increasingly, suffering and sacrifice 
were considered signs of masculinity. 
 In The Great Adventure, an exploration of how Anglo-American men were so willing to 
fight and die for their countries in World War I, Adams echoes many of Mosse’s ideas, including 
the separation of men and women into polarized spheres, the importance of sport in forging 
manliness, and masculinity as a response to rapid modernization. And he takes the claim that 
sacrifice and suffering became critical aspects of masculinity at the turn of the twentieth century 
a step farther, arguing that key voices in society came to believe that “a little bloodletting” was 
necessary to purge the body politic of its decadence. “War was one of the proposed antidotes to 
selfishness,” he writes, and there were both medical and religious analogies: Victorian doctors 
took blood to rid the body of poisons, and Christianity held that a sacrificial act of atonement 
was required to expunge an individual’s sin, so why not apply these concepts to society in 
general?109 Although Adams fixes his gaze on the outbreak of the First World War, his own 
narrative attests to the fact that Britons and Americans fought countless battles and wars in the 
decades that preceded it. He points to British Poet Laureate Alfred, Lord Tennyson’s celebration 
of the “charge of the light brigade” in the Crimean War, historian Francis Parkman’s belief that 
the “nation will stand at length clarified and pure in a renewed and strengthened life” as a result 
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of the American Civil War, and author Laura Webb’s paean to Custer at Little Big Horn (“How 
our glorious dead/Rode straight ‘into the Jaws of Death,/Into the Mouth of Hell’”) as evidence of 
the exaltation of noble sacrifice.110 
 
The Revival of Chivalry 
 
 I have already mentioned Mosse’s claim that medieval chivalry, tempered by the court 
society of early-modern Europe, contributed to the modern, post-Revolutionary concept of 
masculinity. Other historians, however, have argued that a revival of chivalry in the nineteenth 
century also informed the new definition of manhood. In The Return to Camelot, Girouard, 
writing specifically about England, concurs with Mosse that by the end of the seventeenth 
century, chivalry had “gone almost entirely underground. Certain of its elements as a code of 
behavior survive, absorbed into contemporary manners,”111 but the Renaissance of classical 
Greek and Roman literature, art, and architecture had supplanted it as a cultural model. A century 
later, however, chivalry began to mount a comeback. Girouard begins his narrative of this 
phenomenon with King George III, who likely used medieval symbolism, such as the Gothic 
projects of James Wyatt, his personal architect after 1800, and the revived magnificence of Order 
of the Garter installments after 1805, to reinforce monarchical rule.112 But it was Sir Walter 
Scott, Girouard shows, who did the most to stimulate fascination in the Middle Ages and 
chivalry among a significant percentage of the reading public. His poetry and prose in the first 
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few decades of the nineteenth century presented readers with vivid and romanticized descriptions 
of the Scottish Highlands, supposedly lost in the mists of time, the “Merry England” of King 
Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, and Crusaders such as Richard the Lionheart. 
 The great number of medieval castles built in the opening decades of the century, the 
1838 tournament at one of them, Eglinton—featuring thirteen ‘knights’ from the nobility and 
gentry in suits of armor, a jousting competition, and a grand banquet—and Queen Victoria and 
Prince Albert’s interest in the subject all underscore the fact that, at the beginning, the revival of 
chivalry was a royal and aristocratic affair. But through such means as Fraser’s Magazine, 
whose contributors advocated a populist version of chivalry to combat the laissez-faire doctrine 
emerging in the 1830s, and Charles Kingsley and Thomas Hughes’ chivalrous ‘muscular 
Christianity’, it soon became less about trappings of the Middle Ages accessible only to the 
upper class and more about internal qualities attainable by all.113 Furthermore, by mid-century, 
via novels, paintings, and statues, “the images of chivalry were absorbed into the pattern of 
everyday life.”114 They permeated not only aristocratic institutions like the public schools (as we 
shall see later) but also less restrictive organizations like the Boy Scouts.115 Girouard, like 
Adams, ends his study with the Great War, which he calls “a nightmare parody of the Eglinton 
Tournament.”116 His argument: that chivalric ideals facilitated entry into and initial enthusiasm 
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for the war.117 Allen J. Frantzen also uses chivalry to explain the First World War, including 
France, Germany, and Russia in his monograph, entitled Bloody Good. His focus is less on the 
romantic elements of chivalry than on the theory and practice of knighthood as spelled out in 
medieval manuals, which demanded sacrifice akin to that of Christ on the cross.118 “It was 
battle,” Frantzen writes, “the sacrificial crucible of war, that shaped the self-sacrificial ideals of 
chivalry and its code of heroic masculinity, and it was battle that restored bloody good, sacrifice 
and self-sacrifice, to chivalry when World War I began.”119 
 
Imperialism and Masculinity 
 
Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution, which he first presented in On the Origin of 
Species in 1859 and then applied to humanity in Descent of Man in 1871, contributed to the idea 
that battle, or struggle in general, was an essential component of masculinity. Social Darwinism 
added political and racial dimensions to the theory, with its proponents using Herbert Spencer’s 
term, “survival of the fittest,” to justify social inequality and colonization of Asian and African 
nations. For Frenchmen, the colonies and colonial wars, where a “military-virile model” 
predominated, were the ideal proving ground for their masculinity.120 According to Christelle 
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Taraud, soldiers affirmed their manliness by vanquishing weaker native peoples, whom they 
“beastialized” and “feminized.”121 In Algeria, this meant the symbolic disarmament in 1830 of 
the defeated Ottoman forces defending Algiers and the imposition of the Code of the “indigénat” 
in 1881, reducing the population to servitude and humiliation. The colonial administration and 
one of its most passionate spokesmen, Thomas Bugeaud, promoted military colonization 
executed, as it was throughout the Roman Empire, by the soldier-colonist. In the harsh 
conditions on the periphery, a submissive urbanite stunted by the effects of industrialization 
would transform, so it was argued, into an exemplary French citizen imbued with virility. The 
colonizer was juxtaposed with the colonized, who in terms of sexuality was regarded as either 
too virile (the “sexual predator,” with enormous penis and harem of women and boys) or not 
virile enough (the “pederast,” effeminate and passive).122 While relations with the latter might 
jeopardize a colonist’s masculinity, “domestication”—whether forced or consensual—of young 
indigenous boys, like women, was common and could be regarded as “an act of victorious 
penetration.”123 The disciplinary Special Corps, composed of French soldiers serving overseas in 
lieu of prison sentences, went as far as to adopt some of the supposedly virile characteristics of 
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the colonized, such as wearing tattoos and keeping concubines,124 reflecting the contemporary 
paradox of simultaneous contempt for and admiration of tribal societies. 
 The struggle for colonies as a test of individual and societal virility was a dominant 
theme for the other expansionist powers of Europe as well as for France.125 The United States, 
too, had long considered westward expansion a symbol of national vigor, and with the supposed 
closure of the frontier in the 1890s, elites, infused with the principles of Social Darwinist 
competition, looked overseas for new territorial acquisitions. Like European colonialists, they 
contrasted the supposed strength of white colonizers with the apparent weakness of indigenous 
peoples, but there was an added racial component to elite American masculinity. At this time 
(and throughout our entire period), the majority of American elites were not only white but also 
of Anglo-Saxon ancestry and Protestant faith. These old-money WASPs feared the erosion of 
their wealth due to nouveaux riches, Gilded Age entrepreneurs and the loss of their power at the 
hands of city bosses and others harnessing the influx of immigrants from southern and eastern 
Europe for political gain. In response, they advocated a rugged, muscular, Protestant version of 
masculinity less accessible to city dwellers, Mediterranean body types, and obviously, non-
Protestants, and they inculcated it in their sons at the East Coast boarding schools.126 “The 
conception of the ideal male body,” Robert D. Dean writes, “evolved from a slender lithe fitness 
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to a massive muscularity . . . As several scholars have noted, beginning in the nineteenth century 
and continuing well into the twentieth, manly muscularity came to carry a heavy baggage of 
cultural meaning. The muscular male body symbolized the aggressive defense of boundaries; for 




 Closely related to the modern conception of masculinity, the revival of chivalry, and 
certain justifications for imperialism was the emergence in Britain at mid-century of what is 
usually referred to either as ‘Christian manliness’ or muscular Christianity. Norman Vance, in 
The Sinews of the Spirit, prefers the former term because it accentuates the “liberal religious 
awareness” of men like Kingsley and Hughes, who disliked the supposed Philistinism associated 
with the latter.128 Vance shows that Christian manliness was essentially an intellectual answer to 
the question of how to connect the rapidly changing world of men with the spirit of God, how to 
use religion to improve the world, using Christ as a model, as opposed to turning inwards for 
salvation as had been common in Hilton’s “age of atonement.” Proponents of Christian 
manliness, Vance argues, attempted to synthesize the prevalent varieties of vigorous 
masculinity—physical manliness, gentlemanly chivalry, and moral manliness—with liberal 
religious thought.129 For Kingsley, the manly Christian should be healthy, strong, and brave. He 
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should strive to enter a loving marriage and bear children, which would give him a sense of 
responsibility. He should conduct constant scientific inquiry of the natural world, which was not 
at odds with religion but rather would allow him to understand the moral universe as well. Thus 
equipped with courage and strength, bonds of affection, and an understanding of his 
surroundings, the manly Christian should serve others and God as a patriot, social reformer, or 
physician.130 Vance also devotes a chapter to Hughes, author of the enormously influential Tom 
Brown’s Schooldays, but we shall consider this topic in the next chapter. 
 In a later, poststructuralist volume of essays, editor Donald E. Hall chooses to use the 
term muscular Christianity, which T. C. Sanders coined in a review of Kingsley’s Two Years Ago 
(1857), because it calls attention to the male body.131 Hall argues in his introduction that 
Kingsley, Hughes, and others used “the aggressively poised male body as a point of reference in 
and determiner of a masculine economy of signification and (all too often) degradation,” which 
reflected a mid-century gender power struggle and the insecurity of Victorian elites.132 For Hall, 
muscular Christianity helped enshrine “patriarchal, phallocentric metaphors” that bolstered the 
white, male British ruling class and helped it to subjugate women, the economically 
disadvantaged, and colonized peoples.133 Michael Kimmel, in Manhood in America, describes 
how muscular Christianity was imported to the United States shortly after its inception and used 
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to revitalize American masculinity.134 Muscular Christians sought to “revirilize the image of 
Jesus and thus remasculinize the Church.”135 In books and artwork, Christ went from sad, docile 
figure to muscular, toiling—sometimes even militaristic—hero. In addition to masculinizing 
Jesus, Kimmel tells us, muscular Christians also whitened Him, portraying Him with an Anglo-
Saxon build and features.136 
 It was perhaps natural that the promulgation of this virilized version of Christianity led to 
a dramatic increase in the importance of sport, or games, in both Britain and the United States 
during the Victorian period. We have already seen how physical fitness became an essential 
component of modern masculinity and how gymnastics provided a method for men to attain it. 
But in the English-speaking nations, sport soon eclipsed gymnastics as a way to inculcate 
manhood. The first step in this process was a growing acceptance that outdoor sporting activities, 
such as hunting, cricket, and horseracing, which had previously been considered aristocratic 
leisure pursuits, would foster sturdy manliness.137 At the public schools, especially after 1860, 
games went from being extracurricular and voluntary to formalized and compulsory activities; by 
the end of the century, they had become “the major constituent of public school life.”138 
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Likewise, sports flourished in the United States in the late-nineteenth century as “perhaps the 
most important vehicle to re-create manhood.”139 Tennis, golfing, weight lifting, boxing, 
football, racing, basketball, and baseball—all were thought to improve one’s health and to instill 
character and morality, to be antidotes to the negative consequences of industrialization and 
laissez-faire capitalism. Sports removed boys from the city, with its slums, sooty factories, and 
immorality, teaching them to practice self-control and to sublimate their own individualism for 
the good of the team.140 As at the British public schools, sports multiplied at American boarding 
schools and universities in the last few decades of the century, as authorities jettisoned the 
traditional Puritan belief that play was a sinful waste of time and came to support athletics as a 
way to foster masculinity in their charges.141 
 
Codes of Honor and the Duel 
 
 On the Continent, a parallel form of sport—the duel—thrived throughout our period. But 
whereas gymnastics and rugby and even boxing were mostly considered ways in which to foster 
physical manliness, the duel was the ultimate test of one’s moral manliness, and more 
specifically the battlefield upon which he could defend his honor. In modern times, honor is 
often conflated with honesty; take, for example, the Honor Code at the West Point, which states 
that “a cadet will not lie, cheat, steal, or tolerate those who do.”142 But as Robert A. Nye 
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illustrates, the concept of honor has metamorphosed since its earliest use in French from the 
ninth to twelfth centuries, when honneur was not a quality one possessed but a synonymous term 
for a nobleman’s biens, his goods and lands. By the eleventh century, in order to ensure that 
these remained intact or increased for successive generations, or in other words, to safeguard his 
family’s honor, the nobleman employed inheritance tactics, one of which was to imbue in his 
male heir a sense of responsibility to the clan (and to keep his female offspring chaste enough to 
prevent any bastard grandchildren from laying claims to the inheritance), thus introducing an 
ethical dimension to honor. These private practices emerged as the same nobles were fulfilling 
public roles as military and executive officers of the realm, which entitled them to other 
honneurs, including the rights to maintain a castle, to bear arms, to carry a heraldic blazon, and 
to command troops. Just as in the private sphere, certain virtues were required of the nobleman in 
order to retain his honor in the public domain. These traits—summarized as prowess, frankness, 
loyalty, generosity, and courtesy—were the pillars of medieval chivalry and very much martial 
in nature, facilitating success in battle and peaceful coexistence within the fighting unit.143 
By the sixteenth century, as noted above, chivalry was in steep decline. The idea, 
however, that the gentilhomme was born with an aptitude for honor (the biological component of 
the concept, stemming from the original definition of honneur) but that he must realize this 
aptitude through his behavior (the social component, deriving from chivalry) was firmly 
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entrenched in the culture of the nobility. Intensified by the rise of a permanent court society, this 
meant conforming to prescriptions on dress, demeanor, and courtesy to those of all classes. Most 
of all, though, demonstrating his honor meant taking heroic action in war or—in lieu of war—in 
a duel. This ancient Germanic custom had evolved into a judicial procedure, prevalent 
throughout Christendom, by the end of the eleventh century, and then into the pas d’armes, a 
more private form of combat between a knight and his challenger and an exclusively noble affair, 
in keeping with the biological requirement for honor as discussed above. The last of these, a 
contest between Jarnac and La Châtaigneraye in 1547, is also considered the first duel of the 
point d’honneur, because Henri II did not throw his baton to prevent La Châtaigneraye’s death 
and, bereaved, prohibited such events thereafter.144 “The duel as legal public spectacle retired 
from the field for good,” according to Kevin McAleer, but “the floodgates of the modern duel for 
honor were thereupon opened.”145 While contemporaneous Tudor monarchs were able to coopt 
their nobles and thus minimize the number of duels that would henceforth take place in England, 
Continental princes were less successful,146 and the duel subsequently flourished. 
This was especially so in France, where Nye estimates as many as 10,000 deaths can be 
attributed to the duel between 1589 and 1610 alone! In German lands, the practice was not as 
widespread at first, but enough so that Holy Roman Emperor Matthias (1612-1619) issued an 
edict against it in 1617. And after the Thirty Years’ War, as France became the most powerful 
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state in Europe under Louis XIV (1643-1715), the German nobility increasingly copied French 
customs, including the duel.147 It was in this era, termed the Age of Absolutism, that monarchs 
consolidated their authority over intransigent aristocrats, but, as Ute Frevert explains, “this 
process of change exercised a thoroughly ambivalent influence upon the centerpiece of 
aristocratic identity—class honour,” which “retained a residue of habitual freedom and self-
determination” manifested in the duel.148 
In other words, although monarchs attempted to prohibit dueling as an extra-judicial 
practice, they were never quite successful; moreover, their actions in pardoning offenders and 
even their own statements often contradicted their edicts, such as when Frederick the Great in the 
same document composed in 1770 both condemned the duel and admitted that he would resort to 
one if slighted. French philosophes and politicians of the Revolutionary era spoke out 
vehemently against the supposed honor of the nobility, which they wanted to replace with 
‘virtue’, but the Napoleonic Code never explicitly prohibited dueling, and both the concept of 
honor and the duel not only survived but also gradually filtered down to the bourgeoisie. In 
Prussia, they remained preserves of the Junker military and service nobility for longer.149 By the 
Imperial period, however, enough of a “cultural merger” had taken place for middle-class men 
across Germany to take up arms against one another to defend their honor and prove their 
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manliness, specifically within so-called dueling fraternities.150 In nineteenth-century Russia, too, 
with its Francophile elite, nobles dueled often to settle disagreements and despite prohibitions 
from the tsars, and university students created dueling fraternities following the German 
model.151 
In Germany, about one in ten university students was a member of such a fraternity, 
which functioned as a prerequisite for obtaining a reserve officer commission. For both historic 
and contemporary reasons, these associations perpetuated values similar to those exalted at the 
cadet schools, and, as many future army officers came from their ranks, they are worth 
examining briefly. There were three main dueling associations that a student could join. The 
Landsmannschaften were the oldest and least particular about their members, attracting those 
from the commercial and industrial sectors. Burschenschaften members came mostly from the 
educated middle class, or Bildungsbürgertum, while elite Corpsstudenten hailed more from the 
propertied classes: the Besitzbürgertum and Adelstand, or nobility (about 8 percent of 
Corpsstudenten at the turn of the century were nobles). In 1913, approximately 2,000 students 
belonged to Landsmannschaften, 3,300 to Burschenschaften, and 2,000 to Corpsstudenten, not 
an insignificant number when one estimates that there were at that time only 60,000 total 
university students. Fraternal activities included sporting the prescribed association attire on 
daily strolls, practicing fencing, dining together in a common mess, drinking copious amounts of 
beer at nightly gatherings, and throwing receptions, balls, and parades. Study seems to have been 
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an afterthought.152 
But the fraternities’ raison d’être was the periodic Mensur, a duel that despite being 
peculiar to Central Europe, and especially the German-speaking lands, has its roots in French and 
Italian universities of the late Middle Ages. From its introduction to Germany in the late-
sixteenth century until the mid-nineteenth century, the Mensur was used primarily to settle real 
or perceived slights to one’s honor, and the weapon of choice was the deadly Stossdegen, or 
rapier. By 1840, all German universities had banned rapier duels due to the high incidence of 
fatalities, so the fraternities transitioned to dueling with Schlägern, straight-edged swords 
without points; henceforth, duels were fought largely as initiation rites without pretenses—and 
without much skill—the chief object being only for one to display his bravery by sustaining 
blows and acquiring the coveted Schmiss, or dueling scar, on his face.153 Membership in a 
dueling fraternity was one of the only avenues for a bourgeois university student to secure a 




 Dueling fraternities were just one type of many that existed in nineteenth-century 
Western society. The fraternal organization in Europe dates back to the associations of 
journeymen, known as compagnonnages in France and Gesellenverbände in Germany, which 
flourished in the early-modern period. One of these was the Ancient and Accepted Society of 
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Freemasons, which from the fifteenth century regulated the qualifications of stonemasons in 
Britain. Although Freemasonry began as a craftsmen’s association, by the mid-seventeenth 
century, gentlemen were requesting membership, and by the mid-eighteenth century, the 
organization had spread to France, Germany, Austria, and the United States (as well as the 
Netherlands and Italy).155 Mary Ann Clawson in Constructing Brotherhood argues that it 
provided the model for the numerous fraternities of the nineteenth century; the threads of 
continuity running from the earliest craft associations to the modern fraternity are, she writes, “a 
corporatist impulse, a fascination with dramatic ritual, and an attachment to the inter-connected 
identities of proprietorship and masculinity.”156 In France, Masonic lodges “were a microcosm of 
the social amalgamation of noble and bourgeois” that began in the eighteenth century. In the 
decades after the Revolution, bourgeois men created their own fraternities, called cercles or 
sociétés à plaisance, which by 1840 numbered about 2,000, with 120,000 members throughout 
the country.157 
The closing years of the nineteenth century, however, were what W. S. Harwood in 1897 
dubbed the “Golden Age of fraternity.”158 As Mosse and Adams note, the separation of the sexes 
grew more profound during the Victorian Era. Men seemed to be seeking refuge amongst 
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themselves from the rapid changes wrought by the Industrial Revolution and from what they 
viewed as the feminization of society. From the British Isles to the Russian Empire, men’s clubs, 
where members could affirm their masculinity and autonomy in the company of racial and 
economic peers, proliferated.159 And in the United States, approximately 5.5 million men out of a 
total adult male population of about 19 million were members of one of over three hundred 
fraternal orders; more still belonged to other male organizations such as the Elks, the Sons of the 
American Revolution, and the patrician men’s clubs in major urban centers.160 Regarding 
fraternal orders, Harwood writes that men joined not for position or financial standing, but for 
“the mysticism of the ritual” and “the unreality of the initiation.”161 In Secret Ritual and 
Manhood in Victorian America, Mark C. Carnes develops this argument. He notes that rituals 
were of chief importance to fraternal and beneficiary orders and were often the only events to 
occur on lodge nights. All of the orders offered multiple and successive initiatory degrees, so 
millions of Victorian men repeatedly took part in elaborate initiations. Groups other than the 
lodges, including college fraternities, political associations, labor organizations, and even 
insurance societies, also developed initiation rituals during this period. Masonic rituals, for 
example, became so extensive that twentieth-century Masons eliminated or abbreviated them 
because they were obstructing social activities, and the Ku Klux Klan became so absorbed in 
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initiations that its supposed objectives assumed a secondary role.162 We shall see that the same 





We have already seen how homoeroticism, in the sense of the romanticization of the male 
body, was most likely a feature of modern masculinity from the outset. Yet when Winckelmann 
published his descriptions of Ancient Greek art, “sodomy,” considered to be any sexual activity 
not intended for procreation, was a crime punishable by death throughout Europe. While 
Revolutionary France decriminalized it in 1791, countries such as the Netherlands continued to 
execute a limited number of convicted “sodomites” into the nineteenth century.163 Then, as Régis 
Revenin puts it, with the expansion of French penal law into much of Europe, a “consensus” of 
sorts was reached: “nonpenalization of homosexuality in exchange for homosexuals’ discretion, 
that is, for their invisibility, their nonappearance in the public sphere.”164 The word 
homosexuality itself appeared first in the German language in 1869 and was not used widely in 
the West until nearly a century later; henceforth, however, I shall use the term to refer to 
affectionate relations, sexual or non-sexual, transitory or enduring, between boys or men 
throughout our period. Whereas Revenin seems to concur with the traditional hypothesis that 
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homosexuality went from strictly prohibited to simply repressed (and then again to prohibited at 
the end of the century),165 Foucault argues in The History of Sexuality that it and other sexual 
perversions were increasingly discussed, categorized, and studied as an exercise of power by 
authorities in various fields. “The nineteenth-century homosexual became a personage, a past, a 
case history, and a childhood, in addition to being a type of life form, and a morphology, with an 
indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mysterious physiology. . . . The sodomite had been a 
temporary aberration; the homosexual was now a species.”166 
And these authorities conflated affection between two men with effeminacy to a much 
greater extent than before. Homosexuality, by inverting gender roles and identities, was to them 
an assault on masculinity. Among adolescents, however, and especially those in total institutions, 
the situation was murkier. “Not only do the homosexual initiations among male adolescents not 
go against virility,” writes Revenin, “they most probably even contribute to the apprenticeship of 
the codes of masculinity. They avoid also any precocious practice of heterosexuality, which is 
not encouraged in the nineteenth century.”167 But the adolescents with whom we are concerned 
were sequestered in increasingly total institutions, in most cases preparing to enter the most virile 
of professions; should we not expect their masculine apprenticeships to be tightly controlled, 
with asexual, martial rituals superseding “homosexual initiations”? It is true that the schools in 
this study, especially as the century wore on, were obsessed with preventing concupiscence of 
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any kind—homosexual, heterosexual, or otherwise—and utilized all of the tools at their disposal 
to do so. Describing secondary schools in general, Foucault writes the following: 
All who held a measure of authority were placed in a state of perpetual alert, which the 
fixtures, the precautions taken, the interplay of punishments and responsibilities, never 
ceased to reiterate. The space for classes, the shape of the tables, the planning of the 
recreation lessons, the distribution of the dormitories (with or without partitions, with or 
without curtains), the rules for monitoring bedtime and sleep periods—all this referred, in 
the most prolix manner, to the sexuality of children. What one might call the internal 
discourse of the institution—the one it employed to address itself, and which circulated 
among those who made it function—was largely based on the assumption that this 
sexuality existed, that it was precocious, active, and ever present.168 
 
Yet Foucault goes on to argue that this exercise of power, which occurred in several other 
societal domains as well, did not achieve its objective but rather “drew out those peculiarities 
over which it kept watch. Pleasure spread to the power that harried it; power anchored the 
pleasure it uncovered.”169 
In addition, we must consider that the schools in this study were all exclusively male, and 
there is ample evidence of homosexuality occurring in single-sex institutions during our period. 
For example, two contemporary physicians noted that in prisons, “caricatures” of heterosexual 
relationships existed, in which older, more “virile” inmates assumed the role of the male, and 
younger ones—often convicted prostitutes—the role of the female, with the former anally 
penetrating the latter; the masculinity of the active partners was thereby enhanced while that of 
the passive partners was diminished.170 We shall see that the same phenomenon occurred at the 
schools. Finally, the fact that most were military institutions in some cases may have contributed 
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to, rather than reduced instances, of homosexuality. Revenin recounts a French police raid of a 
mock wedding between two homosexuals in 1904, known as the 83 Boulevard du Montparnasse 
affair, during which it was noted that several of the guests were dressed in military costumes, 
underscoring the Belle Époque fetishization of virile soldiers and ephebes. Indeed, despite the 
growing conflation of homosexuality and effeminacy among intellectuals, there were still those, 
such as André Gide, who argued, citing the Ancient Greeks, that “normal homosexuals” were 
very often virile.171 In Germany, Adolf Brand was the most vocal advocate of the virilization of 
homosexuality, in contrast to Hirschfeld’s description of it as a biological disorder that should be 
tolerated. Brand edited and published the journal Der Eigene (The Self-Determined) from 1896 
to 1931 and founded the Gemeinschaft der Eigenen (Society of the Self-Determined) in 1903, 
both of which promoted a virile form of male eroticism. Harry Oosterhuis, in Homosexuality and 
Male Bonding in Pre-Nazi Germany, provides excellent commentary on Brand’s movement and 
presents a number of original transcripts from Der Eigene.172 The nationalistic and misogynistic 
attitudes of the contributors are not much more extreme than those of the schoolboys and cadets 
we shall encounter in the pages ahead. 
The literature on homosexuality in the armies with which we are concerned is 
surprisingly scarce. In an article published in the Journal of the Society for Army Historical 
Research, A. D. Harvey examines Public Record Office documents to present a series of 
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vignettes about British officers court-martialed for homosexual offenses during World War I.173 
Jason Crouthamel, in An Intimate History of the Front, likewise focuses on the Great War. His 
analysis of newspapers, letters, diaries, and military court records allows him to infer that 
German soldiers often challenged prevailing gender norms and that the notion of comradeship on 
the battlefield allowed homosexuals (echoing Brand and his disciples) “to assert that male-male 
love was not only acceptable but also a cornerstone of the defense of the nation.”174 And in an 
article published in the Journal of Social History, George Chauncey, Jr., explores the boundary 
between homo-sociality and homosexuality in the military by considering a sting operation 
ordered by officers at the Newport Naval Training Station in 1919 and its scandalous aftermath. 
He concludes that sailors were able to legitimize homosexual acts provided that they were the 
masculine partners.175 We shall see that the same mentality existed among some of the 
schoolboys and cadets at the schools in this study. For while homoeroticism was never overtly 
acknowledged and homosexuality never explicitly permitted there, both were not only present 
but actually furthered at times the inculcation of masculinity—not as foils but as feelings and 
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The Spartan Trope 
 
Despite the revival in medievalism during the nineteenth century, the Greeks (and 
Romans) continued to be a source of inspiration for European elites. In Britain, Linda Colley 
argues, the public-school curriculum and experience encouraged aristocratic boys in the 
Napoleonic period to view themselves as the rightful inheritors of Ancient Greek and Roman 
traditions; in this way, the public school played an important role in the rejuvenation of the 
aristocracy and its refashioning into a patriotic, martial elite. The schools’ authorized curricula, 
which emphasized the study of the classics and the glories of Ancient empires, awakened in the 
son of a noble or landed gentleman a sense of his and his nation’s destiny. Tolerating austere 
living conditions and participating in sport fostered male bonding and physical toughness that 
prepared a young aristocrat for his future role as imperial custodian or warrior.176 I should add 
successful negotiation of the anarchic milieu of boy tribalism, including bullying and initiation 
rites, to this toughening process. Both the British public schools and juvenile military training in 
Sparta involved the near-total separation, transition, and incorporation of boys into an elite from 
pre-adolescence onwards. Germans, too, emulated the Ancients, and particularly the Greeks, 
from the late-eighteenth century onwards. While Winkelmann and his contemporaries in 
academia had more affinity for Athens, the Prussian military found during the Napoleonic Wars 
a model in Sparta, with its universal male conscription and heroic spirit demonstrated at 
Thermopylae.177 Roche in Sparta’s German Children devotes five chapters to illustrating the 
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importance of the Spartabild at the Prussian Cadet Corps and its appropriation by the authorities 
and the boys themselves. She shows convincingly how—from the curricula to military training to 
subterranean practices, such as hazing and pranks—the Spartan topos predominated.178 
* * * 
 The themes that I have outlined above provide the context for my discussion of 
subterranean practices, rituals, and codes below. I shall show how they transmitted essentially 
conservative, aristocratic values and behaviors, but with an emphasis on a modern, rugged form 
of masculinity, which the traditional elites increasingly embraced as a way to legitimize their 
authority. The practices, rituals, and codes emerged within a tribal milieu that at first was seen as 
reflecting children’s propensity for evil but was eventually accepted and justified, as notions of 
childhood evolved. Initiation rites, in particular, which emerged quite organically in these 
“semicivilized” societies of boys and young men, mirroring those in tribal societies around the 
globe, were recognized and in some cases codified by authorities at the same time that 
anthropologists were developing and popularizing the rites-of-passage discourse. Codification 
itself was in keeping with the increasing totality of the schoolboy and cadet experience. Enduring 
Spartan separation and ordeals, participating in sports, adhering to chivalric concepts of honor—
all were ways to foster masculinity and fraternity among boys and young men, many of whom 
would one day serve their states as military officers. Homoeroticism and homosexuality, too, 
played their roles in the acculturation process. Now let us observe these themes in action behind 
the walls of the British public schools, the monarchical cadet schools, and the US Military 
Academy. 
                                                
 









ADOLESCENT MALE JUNGLES: 
THE BIRTH, GROWTH, AND DEVELOPMENT OF THREE MODELS OF OFFICER 
ACCULTURATION, 1815-1859 
 
 In this chapter, I shall begin by discussing the origins of the schools in this study and the 
contributions each made to the army officer corps of their respective states. I shall show how and 
why Great Britain followed a different trajectory from that of the Continental powers and the 
United States amalgamated several different models of officer acculturation at West Point. I shall 
then illustrate the levels of brutality and bedlam, turbulence and totality, at both the British 
public schools and US Military Academy in the opening decades of the nineteenth century. Next, 
I shall illustrate how the process of acculturation at the former was a mode of gentrification, but 
one that was increasingly virilized over time. I shall then move into a detailed discussion of the 
emergence of initiation rites at all three types of schools. Finally, I shall introduce the topic of 
homosexuality and how it was dealt with at the public schools at mid-century. 
 
Origins and Contributions 
 
The Inception and Evolution of the Cadet School 
 
In order to understand why the schools that I have chosen were such hallowed ground—
why they were ground zeroes in their respective states for officer acculturation and ethos 
formation—it is necessary to outline briefly the history of officer education in modern Europe. In 
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the Middle Ages, armies were generally raised for specific campaigns through feudal levies; they 
were commanded by the king and his great nobles and officered by knights, who learned from an 
early age to ride a horse, wield a lance, and wage individual and collective combat. Most scorned 
education, and many were in fact illiterate. War was regarded as akin to sport, and theoretical 
military training was limited to familiarity with chivalric lore. This started to change during the 
Renaissance, when the aristocracy began to celebrate learning and rediscovered classic texts on 
the art and science of war, such as Vegetius’s De re militari. Meanwhile, what some historians 
have called a “military revolution” took place in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: 
improvements in artillery transformed fortress design, firearms replaced bows and diminished 
the role of cavalry on the battlefield, and armies swelled to hundreds of thousands of men. This 
led to the establishment, beginning in 1694, of technical schools for artillerists and engineers 
throughout Europe.1 
 But the cadet schools actually predate these technical schools and served an entirely 
different, if parallel, function. By the seventeenth century, monarchs throughout Europe were 
consolidating their power, ushering in what is known as the Age of Absolutism. As they did so, 
they faced resistance from aristocrats, who, by feudal tradition, shared power with the monarchs 
and officered their armies. If, however, young nobles and gentlemen were taken at an early age 
from their parents and placed in state military schools, their loyalty to the crown could be 
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assured more easily. This sentiment, combined with the aforementioned renewed interest in the 
study of military strategy and tactics, led to the establishment of cadet schools in the Duchy of 
Bouillon by 1606, the County of Nassau-Siegen in 1617, and the Landgraviate of Hesse-Kassel 
in 1618. By the middle of the eighteenth century, most of the European powers had followed 
suit. Unlike the technical schools, the cadet schools received preadolescent or adolescent boys 
who hailed almost exclusively from the aristocracy, provided a mostly non-scientific education, 
and focused on creating ‘gentlemen’ to officer infantry and cavalry units as opposed to training 
artillerists and engineers.2 
In Prussia, Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg and Duke of Prussia from 1640 to 
1688 (known as the Great Elector), created a modern standing army from the devastation of the 
Thirty Years War. In exchange for money from the treasury and a commitment to serve in the 
army, he granted Prussia’s aristocracy, the Junkers, sole landownership rights throughout his 
realm. It was in this spirit of cooptation that he established four cadet schools, or 
Ritterakademien, in Berlin in 1645, Kolberg and Magdeburg in 1653, and Köstrin in 1666, 
mostly for the sons of deceased officers. The boys, arriving at the schools at fourteen or fifteen 
years old, studied riding, fencing, dancing, fortifications, mathematics, and French. None of the 
schools survived into the eighteenth century, but the Great Elector’s successor, King Frederick I, 
reopened the Ritterakademie in Berlin in 1701 and established two new cadet schools in 1704 
and 1705, which offered law, diplomacy, philosophy, and physics in addition to the more 
obviously military subjects listed above.3 
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 In 1716 and again in 1719, King Frederick William I merged the Ritterakademien at 
Kolberg and Magdeburg respectively with that in Berlin, which came to be known as the Corps 
des cadets. From the beginning, it received great attention from the crown: for example, 
Frederick William I appointed his son, the future Frederick the Great, Chief of the Cadet Corps 
in 1730. During his long reign as king (1740 to 1786), the latter raised the standards for 
admission to the school and opened two Voranstalten, or preparatory schools, in Stolp and Culm 
to ensure the young nobles whom he preferred officer his army could meet them. This model of 
Voranstalten and Hauptanstalt would survive until 1920. King Frederick William III opened two 
additional Voranstalten, in Wahlstatt and Bensberg, in the mid-nineteenth century, probably in 
an effort to increase the number of officers the system produced. The wars of Unification and the 
army reforms of 1867 added another two, in Oranienstein and Plön, so that by 1870, the six 
feeder schools and the main institute in Berlin housed over 1,500 boys and provided the army 
with approximately a third of its officers.4 
 On the eve of the First World War, the system had grown to eight Voranstalten (with 
additional schools in Karlsruhe and Naumberg) and the Hauptanstalt, to which boys matriculated 
at about age fifteen.5 The seven-year process of preparatory school and cadet school was the 
rough equivalent of a Realschule education, second-tier in relation only to that provided by a 
Gymnasium. A quick glance at the curriculum from 1885 shows us that although the cadets took 
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Latin each year, unlike at the British public schools, the majority of their courses were in 
practical subjects such as modern languages, history, mathematics, and geography.6 Most boys 
went from the Cadet Corps straight to line regiments as brevet ensigns. Others were chosen to 
continue their studies, either focusing on military subjects for a year (the Selekta), in which case 
they would be commissioned as lieutenants, or on the humanities for two years (the Prima), in 
which case they would go to the line as ensigns. Although the Cadet Corps still produced only a 
third of Prussian officers (the others attending Realschulen or Gymnasia, followed by eighteen 
months of on-the-job training in a regiment), Cadet Corps graduates exercised a disproportionate 
influence in Imperial Germany: eight of thirteen war ministers and half of the military officers in 
the Emperor William II’s entourage were former cadets. During and after the war, the Corps’ 
impact would continue, as Field Marshal Hindenburg, Generals Falkenhayn and Ludendorff, two 
Weimar chancellors, and half of the Prussian-born field marshals in the Second World War were 
graduates. Therefore, if one wants to ascertain the ethos of the Imperial German, Weimar, and 
National Socialist officer corps, he or she must first look to that inculcated at the Royal Prussian 
Cadet Corps.7 
 At the final formation of cadets at the Hauptkadettenanstalt in Berlin, on March 9, 1920, 
Major General Walther Reinhardt, the last Prussian War Minister, summarized the Corps’ place 
in Prussian and German history and the key elements of its ethos: 
The history of the Cadet Corps is that of the Prussian army in miniature. Having arisen 
from a tiny seed, developed under wise care, the Cadet Corps has grown into a tree, 
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strong and battle-tried. The spirit of the Cadet Corps was also the spirit of the army. Its 
goal was the training of a vigorous male, healthy in body and soul, faithful to God, 
dutiful, comradely, honorable, and above all enthusiastic, because nothing can be great 
without enthusiasm. His school was often hard and rough, as the spirit of the times was, a 
school marked by the words obedience and abnegation.8 
 
If we are to believe Reinhardt, the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps was the Prussian and German 
state “in miniature” and the primary guardian of its warrior ethos. As the Great War approached, 
however, a similar mentality existed at the universities, from which came the majority of reserve 
officers who would participate with fervor in the ensuing rounds of violence. In Germany, as in 
Russia, there was an explosion in university attendance from 1871 to 1914 (from 13,206 to 
60,748 students, a 360-percent increase).9 But whereas Russian universities, for example, 
devalued by the tsarist regime, were hotbeds of dissent and facilitators of division within the 
nobility, German universities had evolved throughout the century to become conservative 
strongholds.10 According to Konrad Hugo Jarausch in Students, Society, and Politics in Imperial 
Germany, “the educated jettisoned cosmopolitanism in favor of the new gospel of nationalism 
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and became spokesmen for the unification of the cultural Volk into a political nation.”11 Kitchen, 
in The German Officer Corps, opines that by the late-nineteenth century, a majority of German 
middle-class men wanted to become reserve officers, and those who did were often more proud 
of their military than their civilian rank and status.12 In this sense, the Cadet Corps and the 
universities, the aristocratic army and bourgeois society, existed in symbiosis rather than 
conflict. 
In Austria, Empress Maria Theresa and her successors created several military schools, 
including the Theresian Military Academy, founded in 1751; this school provided the army with 
its best-educated infantry and cavalry officers until the end of the monarchy. For the first several 
decades of its existence, the school admitted a hundred boys aged eleven to twelve each year and 
commissioned most of them as second lieutenants after a seven- to eight-year course of study. 
Most of the boys were sons of army officers, a preference that by the end of our period had 
transformed the officer corps into a virtual caste. Yet, as Deák emphasizes in his illuminating 
study of the Habsburg officer corps, the nineteenth-century Academy was quite indifferent to the 
socio-economic background, ethnicity, and religion of its cadets. Only Habsburg archdukes seem 
to have received preferential treatment. Still, even on the eve of the First World War, the 
graduating class at the Academy only included a handful of young men hailing from the 
Kleinbürgertum, as compared with 74.4 percent who were sons of state servants (army officers 
and others); the class included a baron, two knights, and twenty-nine minor nobles. In the 1850s, 
the Academy transferred its first four classes (boys eleven to fifteen) to preparatory schools and 
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became in effect a senior high school training a total of 750 boys at a time, similar to the 
Prussian system. The last substantial reform of military education in the monarchy in 1874 
retained this structure.13 
During the half century that followed, the Theresian Military Academy produced only 
one out of eight infantry and one out of two cavalry officers, while the cadet schools, which grew 
to nineteen by World War I, supplied most of the others. But the Academy continued to be the 
polestar of officer education in Austria-Hungary. First, it was one of only two combined-arms 
academies (the other was the less prestigious Technical Military Academy at Vienna)—the cadet 
schools were branch specific. Second, the Academy cost twice what the cadet schools did, likely 
because of the higher demand among those families that did not qualify for state support. This 
demand is reflected in the fact that academy enrollment remained constant between 1897 and 
1911, while cadet-school enrollment (ominously for the empire) fell from 3,333 to 1,864. Third, 
graduates of cadet schools entered the army as ensigns and had to prove themselves for one or 
two years before attaining a commission, while Academy graduates entered as commissioned 
second lieutenants. Finally, graduates of the Academy had a better chance of earning a spot on 
the general staff.14 For these reasons, examining acculturation at the Theresian Military Academy 
at Wiener Neustadt as opposed to that at a different cadet school is the simplest way to ascertain 
the ethos of the Austrian officer corps. 
In Russia, education expanded and diversified under Emperor Peter I (the Great), copying 
Western models. First, the tsar established ‘counting schools’ to teach sailors reading, writing, 
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and arithmetic, but these had a short lifespan. Then, in 1701, he founded in Moscow what Soviet 
historians consider the first non-classical institute in the world, the School of Mathematical and 
Navigational Sciences. After 1715, this became a preparatory school for the Naval Academy in 
St. Petersburg. The first cadet corps in Russia was established as a secondary school in 1731, a 
few years after Peter’s death. As a result of the provincial nobility’s demand and the state’s 
desire to commission officers of noble background, the number of cadet corps grew from five in 
and around Moscow and St. Petersburg in 1825 to nineteen scattered throughout the provinces by 
the end of Nicholas I’s reign. Initially, they were reserved for nobles, but in the mid-1860s, 
Minister of War D. A. Miliutin, who believed that meritocracy was essential for the 
modernization of the army, transformed all of the schools except the Corps des Pages and the 
Finland Cadet Corps into Gymnasia, open to all estates, with broad curricula and civilian 
instructors. Moreover, their graduates now required an additional two or three years of training at 
new, higher military institutions, which were also inclusive, before receiving their commissions. 
But under the reactionary Alexander III, all but four of the cadet corps closed their doors to non-
nobles, and the higher schools mandated a cadet-corps certificate, effectively ensuring that the 
officer corps would remain a bastion of the nobility.15 
Lieven focuses on elite education between 1835 and 1880, when his subjects in Russia’s 
Rulers under the Old Regime, the 215 members of the State Council during the reign of Nicholas 
II, were in school. Eighty-one had attended cadet corps, and they were, he writes, “undoubtedly, 
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as a group, the worst educated section of the ruling élite.”16 Most of the cadet corps lacked 
skilled instructors and maintained curricula too broad and superficial to be effective. Boys 
entered the corps between the ages of ten and twelve, and despite their predominately noble 
backgrounds, were often without any prior formal education and barely literate. Building from 
this shaky foundation, even the best teachers encouraged not independent thought but acquisition 
of knowledge through hard work and memorization. Meanwhile, rigid standards of discipline, 
drill, and appearance took priority over intellectual development.17 “Especially after 1848, a 
button undone,” according to Lieven, “was too often seen as incipient anarchism, a smart bearing 
as a guarantee of political reliability and good character.”18 This type of education, he argues, 
which favored character-building, collective loyalty, and patriotism over academics, produced 
the desired result: self-confident leaders with “no sympathy whatever for liberal ideas.”19 The 
reforms of the 1860s organized the cadet corps along the lines of the civilian Realschule, 
excluded technical training and drill from the curriculum, and improved the general quality of 
instruction. Alexander III, however, rolled back many of these reforms.20 
As the Guards regiments were the most exclusive of army units, so the school that 
supplied many of their officers, the Corps des Pages, founded in 1759, was the most exclusive of 
the cadet corps. The School of Guards Sub-Ensigns and Cavalry Junkers, also located in the 
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capital, was a close second. Boys at these schools had the opportunity to serve as pages at court 
in their senior years, which provided a powerful incentive for academic study. The Corps des 
Pages restricted entry, which required an imperial appointment, to those with noble fathers or 
grandfathers holding military or civil ranks in the three highest classes. Before the Crimean War, 
boys were inculcated with the aristocratic manners and sympathies of the ancien régime, but 
after Russia’s humiliating defeat, the priority shifted to academics.21 According to Lieven, the 
“best and liveliest teachers in St. Petersburg” encouraged critical thought among the pages in the 
late-1850s and ’60s, and while the liberalism of these years faded, intellectual standards 
remained high.22 Material conditions at the Corps des Pages were far superior to those at the 
ordinary cadet corps. To start, the pages numbered only about 330 and half as many boarders, 
making the Corps a third of the size of the average cadet corps. They enjoyed five-course dinners 
prepared by the best cooks in the city, took regular baths, and maintained servants. The pages’ 
fine dress and accouterments also distinguished them from other imperial cadets.23 Like the 
Royal Prussian Cadet Corps and the Theresian Military Academy, this institution was the crown 
jewel of state military education and thus provides the best case study for determining the culture 
of the Russian officer corps. 
 
The Public School: British Sonderweg 
 
Unlike the other major European powers, Great Britain did not adopt fully the cadet-
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school model of military education for its infantry and cavalry officers. The Royal Military 
Academy (RMA) at Woolwich, founded in 1741, was the technical school for engineers and 
artillerists for almost two hundred years. At first, there were no age restrictions, and cadets as 
young as twelve and as old as thirty trained side-by-side, but by the nineteenth century, it 
functioned basically as a secondary school (divided into a lower, preparatory school and an 
upper, military school), the graduates of which obtained commissions in the Royal Engineers and 
Royal Artillery. In the meantime, the Royal Military College (RMC) opened in 1799 to train 
staff officers in a senior department and future infantry and cavalry officers in a junior 
department; the latter moved to Sandhurst in 1812 and became mostly independent from the 
former, which officially became the Staff College in 1858. At first glance, the RMC at Sandhurst 
would appear to resemble the US Military Academy at West Point, but in fact it differed 
significantly. In its early years, the RMC functioned as a secondary military school, with 
entrants, mostly the sons of deceased and serving officers, between thirteen and sixteen years 
old. And Sandhurst graduates always comprised a very small minority of the officer corps.24 
Britain’s lackluster performance in the Crimean War, however, was a watershed in terms 
of military reform. Specifically, it brought the centuries-old practice of purchase, by which the 
government sold the vast majority of officer commissions in peacetime, under intense scrutiny. 
The first significant reform took place in 1858: henceforth, Sandhurst entrants had to be at least 
sixteen years old and to pass an entrance examination; crucially, the exam would test the 
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applicant’s knowledge of the classical curriculum prevalent at the public schools rather than 
technical subjects. Cadets would then follow a two-year military course prior to commissioning. 
Next, as part of the Cardwell Reforms, purchase was abolished in 1871. Finally, from 1877 
onwards, all aspiring infantry and cavalry officers, with the exception of militia entrants and non-
commissioned officers recommended for promotion, were required to pass through a short 
course at Sandhurst that varied over time from one to two years.25 These reforms laid the 
foundation for the system that remained more or less unchanged throughout the rest of our 
period. Like West Point, Sandhurst would provide basic tactical training to cadets. But unlike in 
the United States, the non-military education and acculturation of future army officers would 
continue to occur at public schools, the number of which was increasing steadily. 
The pubic school is arguably the oldest institution in Britain—older than the Anglican 
Church, the English Parliament, the University of Oxford, even the English Crown. The first was 
established at Canterbury in 598 to provide choristers for the cathedral there, and this remained 
the model until the Reformation. Clergymen at cathedrals, monasteries, and large churches 
recruited poor local boys for their choirs and founded schools where they taught them to sing; the 
same or parallel schools trained the boys primarily in Latin grammar (hence the appellation 
‘grammar school’), although sometimes in conjunction with other subjects. By the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries, the growth of a commercial class increased the demand for secondary 
schools, and the Crown or private individuals often took the place of a declining Church in 
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establishing new ones. (For instance, as mentioned above, William of Wykeham founded 
Winchester in 1382, and Henry VI famously founded Eton in 1442.) This practice intensified 
after the break with Rome and the dissolution of the monasteries. By the mid-sixteenth century, 
fee-paying pupils at the grammar schools began to outnumber poor locals; without the Church’s 
patronage, a school’s survival depended on the former.26 
As I noted in the previous chapter, by 1800, the seven recognized public schools had 
become aristocratic institutions, remaining so until at least 1850. In addition to catering to the 
nobility and landed gentry, they shared certain essential characteristics. All were endowed 
grammar schools with historical significance, provided classical Latin and Greek educations, had 
national reputations and recruited nationally, educated primarily boarders, and supported the 
Anglican establishment.27 From 1815 until 1945, they facilitated more than any other institution, 
aside from perhaps the family, the acculturation of boys who were to become members of the 
British elite. “A public school came to be widely accepted . . . as the place where boys destined 
to be bred as gentlemen might most conveniently be initiated into the life of a community of 
their peers and contemporaries”; they provided “an indelible impress of social identity.”28 
Specifically, the public schools provided the vast majority of British army officers 
throughout the period in question. Statistics are hard to come by for the first few decades of our 
period, but among the thirty-four general officers in 1870 whose educational background is 
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known twenty-three, or 68 percent, had attended a public school, compared to eleven who had 
gone to private schools or had been tutored at home. After 1877, for reasons given above, RMC 
statistics give us a clearer picture of officers’ secondary education. In 1890, at least 80 percent 
were products of the public schools, in 1900, at least 85 percent, in 1910, at least 91 percent, in 
1920 and 1930, at least 83 percent, and in 1939, at least 84 percent.29 C. B. Otley, analyzing this 
data, concludes that “officership proves to have been a virtual monopoly of the public schools—
amongst whom the major boarding schools were predominant—at least up to the Second World 
War.”30 The armed forces were also the most popular occupation among old boys, especially as 
the century wore on, if one extrapolates data presented by Bamford for Harrow and Rugby 
between 1835 and 1885 and for Winchester between 1820 and 1919. Furthermore, products of 
the public schools reached elite positions in the military at high rates: 15 percent of officers who 
had attended Harrow and 10 percent of those who had attended Rugby during Bamford’s period 
of interest attained the rank of colonel or above.31 
 
The Academy Model: American Amalgamation 
 
In each of the European states in this study, including Britain, there existed a symbiotic 
relationship between the state, usually monarchical, and its army. Nobles and landed gentlemen, 
in the feudal tradition, comprised the army officer corps, while their peers conducted foreign and 
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imperial affairs. Often they were educated in the same schools and underwent the same 
acculturation process. The United States, on the other hand, inherited the British Whig suspicion 
of a standing army and soon after Independence took steps to ensure that the officer corps would 
be meritocratic.32⁠ This had the effect of separating military and civilian elites to an extent 
unequaled in Europe until after the World Wars. To be certain, there was an American 
aristocracy of sorts, or establishment of inherited wealth, status, and power, during the period of 
this study that resembled those in Europe.33 And the code of establishment conduct—or “the 
patrician manhood script,” as Dean calls it—stipulated volunteer military service in times of war 
and state service in times of peace.34 The formative path taken by scions of this social stratum 
was quite different, however, from that of the Regular Army officer. Yet for all of their 
differences, the two acculturation processes displayed certain striking similarities, especially as 
the era of the World Wars drew nearer. I shall discuss the former before returning to the latter. 
By the late-nineteenth century, the elite male boarding school, like the public school for 
the British, was ground zero for the acculturation of the American establishment and the primary 
transmitter of its values and behaviors. Its ancestor was the academy, the first of which, Phillips 
Academy in Andover, Massachusetts, received its charter in 1780. The academies were not 
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intended to be boarding schools, however, as some historians of education have assumed; 
instead, students not native to the towns in which the schools were located lodged with private 
families in the surrounding areas. Given the lack of supervision by school authorities, the 
inculcation of specific values—virtue and piety were often named by founders and trustees—was 
difficult to achieve. Rather, the boys absorbed the values of the host community, which, in a 
relatively homogenous, agricultural society, parents trusted to be more or less their own. 
Measured by number of incorporations, the peak years of growth for the academy were between 
1821 and 1840, but measured by criticism, it was by then fast becoming an outdated form of 
education, soon to be replaced by the public high school and the private boarding school.35 
Both of these were institutions of an industrializing society; the public high school served 
its requirement for bureaucrats, salesmen, and skilled clerical and mechanical workers, and the 
private or preparatory boarding school gave the affluent a safe-haven in which their children 
could prepare for college and their characters could be formed away from the ugliness of modern 
life. Although there were precursors, St. Paul’s School in secluded, bucolic Concord, New 
Hampshire, where the attempt since 1855 was to mold boys into Christian scholars and 
gentlemen with round-the-clock attention and care, was, as James McLachlan writes, “the most 
influential model—accepted, rejected, but impossible to ignore—for the scores of private 
boarding schools founded in the decades after the Civil War.”36 And St. Paul’s under its first 
rector, Henry Augustus Coit (1856-1895), became for the American boarding school what Rugby 
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under Thomas Arnold (particularly after the 1857 publication of Tom Brown’s School Days) 
became for the reformed British public school: the prototype for a system of total institutions that 
would work to preserve the Victorian notion of childhood innocence while shaping the ethos of 
the national establishment.37 Between 1870 and 1910, several of the most famous boarding 
schools were founded or re-founded, including Lawrenceville, Groton, Taft, Hotchkiss, Choate, 
St. George’s, Middlesex, and Kent. Following this trend, Phillips Andover, Phillips Exeter, and 
Deerfield, all academies dating back to the eighteenth century, reorganized from primarily day to 
boarding schools in the first decades of the twentieth.38 
Dean’s Imperial Brotherhood is his attempt to explain the role of gender in the making of 
US foreign policy during the Cold War, particularly in the John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. 
Johnson Presidential administrations. He describes the American boarding school of the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries as one of several institutions—the Social Register (from 
1888), the first country clubs (from 1882), Ivy League secret societies, and metropolitan men’s 
clubs were others—established by the upper class in order to maintain solidarity in the face of 
threatening developments, such as mass immigration transforming the demographics of the 
country and industrial capitalism providing power and wealth to parvenus. At the boarding 
school, sons of the establishment underwent an “indoctrination in manliness,” strengthening their 
character and hardening their bodies, to prepare them to serve their class and nation. In addition 
to service, masculinity, loyalty, and struggle were prized. In this era of colonial acquisitions, 
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many patricians saw the United States as the natural competitor or inheritor of the British 
Empire, and as the British public schools served as imperial training grounds, so too must the 
American boarding schools.39 If Coit’s St. Paul’s had been the prototype of the boarding school, 
Peabody’s Groton was its archetype. Peabody was educated at Cheltenham in England and 
imported the British version of manliness and muscular Christianity to Groton, where he served 
as the first headmaster from 1884 to 1940. Believing wholeheartedly that the education of a 
nation’s elite was inextricably linked to its destiny, he cultivated a “stoic imperial masculinity” 
among his charges. Hazing and sports were widely assumed to be preparation for war. John De 
Koven Alsop, class of 1933, compared his experience behind enemy lines in occupied France 
during World War II to surviving Groton. Another writer likened football to a crusade in which 
violent action was directed against the opponent.40 
Products of American boarding schools did indeed answer the call to military service, at 
least in times of war. The Lafayette Escadrille in the First World War and the Motor Torpedo 
Boats (with which Kennedy served) in the Second are only the two most famous units to which 
they flocked. Andover began a program of military drill, rifle practice, and ambulance service in 
1914 and sent twenty-two volunteers to the officer training camp at Plattsburgh, New York, the 
following year. And many made the ultimate sacrifice: forty-seven alumni of St. Paul’s School, 
for example, died in World War I.41 But while the sons of the American establishment helped 
swell the ranks of the Army officer corps in wartime, the majority of peacetime officers during 
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the period covered by this study were products of West Point. Of 2,999 officers commissioned 
between 1815 and 1860, 58.7 percent were Military Academy graduates. Of 3,598 commissions 
between the Civil War and the Spanish-American War, 46.8 percent went to West Pointers, 
although the percentage is 76.4 if one discounts the two years immediately after the Civil War. 
By 1897, they made up 60 percent of the officer corps.42 On the eve of the Great War in Europe, 
106 out of 139 commissions went to West Pointers;43 the mobilization leading up to and during 
US involvement in the war would lower the percentage of graduates significantly. Yet by 1939, 
they comprised again 45 percent of the officer corps, or 5,869 of 13,032 total officers.44 Clearly, 
the Military Academy produced a plurality, if not a majority, of the nation’s military elites 
throughout the duration of the period covered by this study. It is on the acculturation process that 
occurred there that one must focus in order to ascertain the ethos of the US Army officer corps. 
President Thomas Jefferson established the Military Academy in 1802 in order to create a 
professional officer corps for the new nation and to populate it with loyal Democratic-
Republicans (Jefferson’s party) as replacements and counterweights to the Federalist (or 
opposition-party) holdovers from the Revolutionary period who still dominated its ranks. From 
the beginning, the Academy broke from European practice and was a meritocracy when it came 
to social class. Incoming cadets required an elementary and eventually, by the late-nineteenth 
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century, a secondary education for admission. After 1843, they also needed to secure a 
nomination from a member of Congress.45 It may be helpful to explain West Point as a 
combination of the monarchical cadet schools and the British public schools, as well as the 
technically oriented European military academies. From its inception, it was to train cadets in 
leadership and tactics of the sort required by infantry and cavalry officers, as the cadet schools 
did in Germany, Austria, and Russia and RMC, Sandhurst, did in Britain after 1877. It was also 
to perform the acculturation function that took place in the monarchical cadet schools and the 
British public schools. Simultaneously, the Academy was to provide cadets with a technical 
education similar to that received by aspiring engineers or artillerists at the European military 
academies, such as the RMA, Woolwich. In other words, West Point was to be an amalgamation 
of cadet school, public school, and technical academy. 
 
The Early Years: Male Tribalism and Attempts at Containment 
 
Bedlam and Brutality at the Public School 
 
The pre- and early-nineteenth-century British public school was a brutal place. 
Headmasters maintained what discipline they could through floggings, but this tended to have 
the opposite effect, encouraging mischievous disobedience.46 Parents and society at large 
condoned this practice because children, as I discussed above, were seen as “the fruit of original 
sin, they were defective adults whose sin was to be beaten out of them.”47 Larger sins were 
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conflated with smaller ones in these days: homosexuality, for example, despite carrying the death 
penalty for adults, seems not to have been much of a concern.48 Likewise, frequenting 
prostitutes, gambling, and drinking in the towns that surrounded the schools were common 
pastimes and punished no differently than were absences or disorderly classroom conduct. The 
Eton sixth form ran a brothel in the early-nineteenth century, and one Etonian accused of 
fathering a child in Windsor was merely caned ten times. Headmasters left the boys to their own 
devices as much as possible, which in addition to the behavior above led to fighting and bullying. 
By the start of our period, the latter had been institutionalized in the ‘prefect’ or ‘monitorial’ 
system and then in ‘fagging’, under which older boys forced the younger ones to serve them in a 
variety of ways at all hours of the day, and prefects meted out punishments for transgressions. 
The latter often had more deleterious consequences than headmasters’ floggings.49 
Nothing better illustrates both the intolerable living conditions and tremendous cruelty of 
the public schools in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries than Eton’s Long 
Chamber, the odious structure in which fifty-two scholars between nine and nineteen years old 
were sequestered for the night at 8 p.m. After 1784, two fireplaces heated the 172-foot-long and 
15-foot-high building, but winter snow nonetheless drifted in through broken windowpanes. Rats 
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proliferated, and fags were tasked with catching them, stuffing them in socks, and smashing 
them against the beds to kill them. (In 1858, two cartloads of rat bones were removed from 
beneath the floorboards.) But worse than hunting rats for the young boys must have been the 
rape and torture they endured at the hands of their elders. The sixth form supplemented normal 
beatings with practices such as roasting fags in front of the fire, tossing them in blankets, and 
dragging them around the room by a cord attached to a toe. Corrupt and inefficient masters did 
little to ameliorate these types of situations. Therefore, rebellions were common, especially in the 
Revolutionary era: for example, at Eton in 1783 (during the Duke of Wellington’s schooldays), 
scholars joined assistant masters in open revolt against their headmaster, Dr. Davis, destroying 
the latter’s chambers and breaking every window in the school. The headmaster at Rugby had to 
call on a battalion of soldiers stationed nearby to quell a schoolboy riot in 1794. And during a 
rebellion at Harrow in 1805, which Lord Byron led, the boys burned the headmaster’s desk and 
laid a trail of gunpowder beneath the school, only abandoning the plan to detonate it at the last 
minute.50 
One is reminded again of Golding’s Lord of the Flies; in the words of Chandos, the 
public schools were composed of “tribes of self-governing boys that waged irregular warfare, 
generation after generation, against titular adult overlords endeavoring to trench upon their 
independence.”51 In his granular account of public-school life between 1800 and 1864, Chandos 
argues that boy tribalism outlived initial attempts at government interference following the 
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Napoleonic Wars, surviving until the time of the Clarendon Commission in 1864.52 Indeed, the 
last school rebellion rocked Marlborough in 1851.53 Under these circumstances, subterranean 
practices, rituals, and codes developed and flourished; some would persist long after the 
commissioners’ report. In his moving history of the public schools, Gathorne-Hardy describes 
this as a “curious development . . . The various freedoms and practices we have been discussing 
proved too strong for reform. They were taken over in their entirety and became the public 
school underworld, the ‘informal system’ which even today obsesses sociologists.”54 
Significant criticism of the public schools began not with the Clarendon Commission but 
almost a century earlier, in the Revolutionary era. As Mack tells us in his detailed study on the 
matter, it came from two sources: reactionaries, mostly evangelicals, believed that the lack of 
discipline and religious teaching at the schools encouraged radicalism; liberals, predominately 
bourgeois, argued that their organic, Burkean development (of which boy tribalism was a part) 
and undemocratic composition to which I have alluded prevented the rational implementation of 
a more effective educational system.55 Among the latter, Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations 
called for the abolition of endowments, which he believed would lead, through competition, to 
more useful education. But endowments provided the only provisions for the education of the 
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poor, and less extreme liberals felt, especially when the threat of revolution seemed less 
imminent after 1815, that this was a worthy project. Accordingly, a commission under Lord 
Brougham set out in 1816 and 1818 to ensure that the grammar schools were following their 
founders’ intentions, discovered that many were not, and recommended that the government be 
granted supervisory authority over them. The reaction, however, from conservatives who wished 
to maintain class distinctions in education and liberals who feared too much government 
intervention precluded any transformative legislation—and any legislation at all pertaining to the 
schools in this study, which were exempted.56 
Thus our period opens with boy tribalism very much alive and well at the schools in 
question. One of the best examples of a dubious, extralegal tradition that died hard was Eton 
Montem. Unlike the torture inside Long Chamber or school rebellions, Montem was officially 
sanctioned and even royally sponsored, with Queen Victoria (1837-1901) attending every 
enactment from shortly after her accession in 1838 until its abolition a decade later. But the ritual 
itself was at best a form of begging and at worst highway robbery. The event occurred every 
third year, on Tuesday of Whitsun week. ‘Salt-bearers’, ‘scouts’, and ‘runners’, dressed as 
pirates, brigands, and the like, went out as far as 12 miles into the countryside surrounding Eton 
demanding ‘salt’ from those travelling through, although salt was a euphemism for cash. The 
money collected, usually about 1000 pounds, would go to the school’s current senior scholar, the 
next boy in line to take a place at King’s College, Cambridge. In the afternoon, the latter, known 
as the ‘Captain of Montem’ and dressed in a general’s uniform, led a procession to Salt Hill.57 
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The Circulator of Useful Knowledge, Literature, Amusement, and General Information, a weekly 
publication, describes the ceremony in 1825: “The scholars of the superior classes dress in the 
uniform of captain, lieutenant, or other regimental officer. Every scholar, who is no officer, 
marches with a long pole, two and two. . . . The procession begins with marching three times 
round the schoolyard; from thence to Salt-hill, where one of the scholars, dressed in black, with a 
band, as chaplain, reads certain prayers: after which a dinner is provided by the captain, for the 
superior officers, at the inn.”58 
A half-century earlier, these “prayers” had been a burlesque service culminating in the 
‘parson’ kicking the ‘clerk’ who had read the verses down the hill, but Queen Charlotte had used 
her influence to end that practice. By 1825, the whole event was under scrutiny, with The 
Circulator suggesting that it might encourage “a tyrannical, and even clownish, roughness to the 
character.”59 Finally in 1848, Montem would be banned altogether.60 But in the Regency era, 
clownishness and a certain roughness of character were widespread in British society, even and 
perhaps especially amongst the upper classes.61 George IV (Prince Regent from 1810 to 1820 
and King from 1820 to 1827) set the tone in terms of flagrant infidelity, irresponsible gambling, 
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and drinking to excess.62 Sex, gaming, and alcohol consumption were technically prohibited but 
clearly endemic at the public schools in these days. Take for instance the letters of eleven-year-
old Fortescue Wells, who wrote to his father from Eton in February 1832 asking for two bottles 
of port.63 His father complied, but his dame intercepted the package. Instead of turning Wells in, 
however, she confiscated the wine. She then “said I must either come and drink a glass a day in 
the parlour, or she should send it home again.” The whole thing was a bit of a game to Wells; 
“next time you send me a parcel, please send two empty bottles so as to rattle like fun,” he asks 
his father.64 In a letter following Montem of that year, Wells reports that during the festivities, “a 
good many of the boys got drunk and spoilt everything they had on.” One named Vance “was so 
drunk that he could hardly stand.”65 
G. J. Pouchée, who entered Harrow in 1832, describes several instances of excessive 
drinking and fights between the boys. “The big fellows had a drinking party last night and Old 
Harry [a master] came round to the rooms and smelt smoking,” he writes on May 9. “There was 
a capital fight between two Chaws, Old Harry came up and separated them having called some 
boys to his assistance.”66 And on July 18: “The first fight behind the school since I have been 
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here two little fellows fought and very well, the little one beat.”67 Despite his young age, 
Pouchée was able to evade the authorities and access alcohol, drinking to the point of 
intoxication on the evenings of both October 30 (“went to bed rather drunk about 11 o’clock”) 
and 31 (“got up the rather worse for my drink [on November 1] went to the Kitchen and got 
some milk and water”).68 A few days later, he intended to drink again but was thwarted by “Old 
Harry,” who, on account of some boys bringing fireworks into the house, “came up and caught 
them and boxed Blackall’s ears finely.”69 Harrow of the early 1830s, like Eton, was apparently 
still very much an anarchic milieu, where boys drank and fought regularly and even trafficked in 
pyrotechnics. 
Criticism of these types of activities, however, intensified in the press and combined with 
other factors, such as the Victorian impetus for improvement in all areas of life, the spread of 
evangelicalism, and the growth in middle-class demand, to bring about reforms from within.70 
With Parliamentary oversight of the schools’ financial affairs ruled out, these took the form of 
changes to boy life, which “from the fall of Napoleon until the middle of the thirties,” Mack 
writes, “were the subject of continual comment by all shades of British opinion. And as time 
went on pressure for reform grew more and more powerful until, by the thirties, it proved an 
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irresistible force.”71 The man credited with most effectively harnessing and controlling this force 
is Arnold, who became headmaster at Rugby in 1827. For example, Arnold continued the 
practice of flogging, but allegedly more out of a desire to improve scholars morally than to 
punish them, and he left the underground system of fagging largely intact, arguing that it 
imparted discipline, punctuality, and resourcefulness. Although Arnold himself was rather 
ambivalent towards the role of games in education, these too became an integral part of the 
public-school experience from the mid-nineteenth century onwards, another way to combat sin 
by diverting boys’ attention from idleness and sex to strenuous exertion. Games also emphasized 
the importance of the group over the individual.72 Arnold’s educational principles, which S. 
Honey describes as “emulation” (or competitiveness), “identification” (with masters), and 
“consolidation” (in terms of age, ability, and social class), “helped to foster an idea of a school 
community,” a microcosm of the British elite and, after the family, its first socializing 
institution.73 We shall see below how this process played out as the century progressed. 
 
West Point: Between Turbulence and Totality 
The first several years of its existence were turbulent ones for the US Military Academy, 
mirroring in some ways the early-nineteenth-century British public school. Appropriations, 
facilities, and staff were inadequate, and it was often unclear who was in charge: the first two 
Superintendents were also the Army’s Chiefs of Engineers, and in their frequent absences from 
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post, a young lieutenant and then captain, Alden Partridge, provided the only continuity in 
Academy governance from 1807 to 1817 (serving officially as Superintendent from 1815 to 
1817). But Partridge was unpopular among the faculty, who complained incessantly about him to 
Congress, the Secretary of War, and the President, and in July 1817, Major Sylvanus Thayer 
(1817-1833) replaced him. Partridge, however, refused to go quietly; after taking a month of 
leave, he returned to West Point, demanding his quarters back and signing assumption-of-
command orders. Thayer played along with this charade until orders came a few days later from 
the Chief of Engineers restoring him to command and summoning Partridge to a court martial. A 
group of cadets had greeted the usurper rousingly at the ferry landing, cheered his resumption of 
command, and, against Thayer’s orders, escorted him warmly to the dock upon his final 
departure. The following year, the same group of agitators submitted a petition objecting to 
certain harsh disciplinary measures taken by the Commandant. Then they refused to withdraw it 
and threatened rebellion when Thayer explained that petitioning was illegal in the Army.74 This 
behavior reflects the state of near anarchy that prevailed at the Academy at the start of our 
period. 
Thayer, somewhat like Arnold at Rugby, moved quickly to establish total control over the 
Academy. Before his tenure, candidates had arrived at West Point as soon as they had received 
their appointments, which might have been anytime during the year, and cadets had ranged from 
twelve to twenty-five years of age. In March 1816, the Secretary of War had mandated that new 
cadets enter West Point in September only and that all cadets follow a four-year course of study. 
Thayer carried out these orders, dismissing forty-three cadets in the process. He instituted semi-
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annual academic examinations and a summer encampment, during which cadets lived in tents, 
drilled, and practiced tactical movements. So that the fourth class, as well as the first and third 
classes, could participate, he required that candidates report to the Academy before June 25. (He 
did allow second-class cadets to depart for the summer on furlough, the only chance they had in 
four years to leave West Point.) In addition, Thayer formed the cadets into two companies with 
upper-class officers and non-commissioned officers, enabling most cadets to serve in leadership 
positions before graduation and commission.75  
The new Superintendent issued 134 new regulations defining and circumscribing cadet 
life, including proscriptions against departing post, leaving one’s room without permission, 
cooking in quarters, playing cards, missing Sunday services, fighting, writing articles about the 
Academy, receiving money from home, wearing civilian clothes, holding unauthorized meetings, 
even taking out more than one journal or newspaper from the library at a time. Thayer was 
determined to eliminate the favoritism prevalent during Partridge’s tenure, a resolve that 
manifested itself in the emergence of a truly egalitarian Corps of Cadets. The new, four-year 
West Point experience that Thayer formulated was a brutally objective system of marks 
symbolized by the merit roll, a rank-ordered list of cadets within each class. In 1825, Thayer 
instituted the demerit system to tackle repeated misconduct; demerits factored into a cadet’s class 
standing, and any cadet who accumulated more than 200 in a year could be dismissed. The men 
of the Corps were graded in each aspect of their daily lives, from course work to drill to personal 
conduct, and unlike before, a man’s standing in his class came to be entirely dependent upon his 
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performance.76 As Ambrose puts it, “it was the most complete, and impersonal, system 
imaginable.”77 The fundamental concept of evaluation in every realm of cadet life continued to 
exist at West Point throughout the period of this study. 
Yet within this emerging total institution, despite the efforts of Thayer and his staff to 
contain them, rebellious manifestations of male tribalism continued. The most notorious example 
of this was the so-called ‘eggnog riot’. After a rowdy Fourth of July celebration in 1825, Thayer 
had decreed that alcohol would no longer be allowed on post. But on Christmas Eve, 1826, 
several Southern cadets, including future Confederate President Jefferson Davis, decided to 
ignore this injunction and invited the Corps to partake of some holiday eggnog. Soon, a group of 
cadets became intoxicated and disorderly, and the officer of the day ordered them to their rooms 
under arrest. When the cadets refused, the officer called for assistance from his colleagues. The 
cadets responded by hurling stove wood and other projectiles, such as broken chair backs and 
stair railings—one even attempted to fire a pistol—at the officers. Before the situation could be 
defused, they had loaded their muskets and prepared to defend themselves. Although nineteen 
cadets were eventually dismissed for this mutiny, their peers and successors continued to defy 
Thayer’s alcohol ban, sneaking off post to Gridley’s public house and then to Benny Haven’s, 
immortalized in verse in 1838 and memorized by generations of West Pointers: 
Come, fill your glasses, fellows, and stand up in a row, 
To singing sentimentally, we’re going for to go; 
In the army there’s sobriety, promotions very slow 
So we’ll sing our reminiscences of Benny Haven’s oh!78 
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As at the other schools in this study, the initiation rites surrounding a cadet’s first year 
came to be the most prolific and culture-forming aspect of male tribalism at West Point, although 
these were not recognized as such until much later, when turn-of-the-century anthropologists 
developed and popularized the rites-of-passage discourse. Also, no specific difference between 
plebe and upperclassman, and consequently, nothing resembling what would later be called 
hazing, existed while Thayer was Superintendent. Albert E. Church, a future longtime professor 
of mathematics, arrived at West Point for the first time in 1824.79 In those days, he wrote later, 
“there was little distinction of classes, in their social and friendly intercourse. Members of the 
first and fourth, third and second, roomed together indiscriminately, and some of my most 
intimate associates and friends were members of the higher classes.”80 Yet ironically, while 
Thayer advocated equality among all cadets, including plebes, it was during the summer 
encampment, which he instituted, that the seeds of the future Fourth Class System were sown. 
By the 1830s, upperclassmen entertained themselves by playing tricks on the plebes on 
encampment. Popular amusements included grabbing a sleeping plebe by the heels and jerking 
him off his bed, cutting tent ropes in the middle of night so as to envelop sleeping plebes in the 
canvas, and stealing plebes’ clothes while they slept so they could not attend morning roll call 
properly dressed.81 George W. Cullum, in a letter dated June 21, 1832, describes another favorite 
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pastime of upperclassmen, and one that continued for decades: harassing plebes on guard. “I can 
assure you I have some rare sport with them,” writes Cullum. “Sometimes we get into Fort 
Clinton . . . and flash powder at them or wrap ourselves in sheets and then run across their posts 
on our hands and feet muttering some undiscovered language, which they, poor simpletons, take 
to be ghosts or the devil himself.”82 In a period of increasing class distinctions,83 plebe year—or 
at least plebe summer—was becoming an ordeal at the hands of the upperclassmen. The system 
of ‘devilment’ was entrenched enough in 1836 for William T. Sherman, of Civil War fame, to 
note in his memoirs that he was “broken in by a course of hazing.”84 We shall see below how it 
grew in intensity and formality as the century continued. 
 
Virilizing the Gentrification Process 
Tom Brown’s Schooldays, the most famous and influential of all public schoolboy novels, 
was published in 1857 but is based on author Hughes’s own experience at Arnold’s Rugby in the 
1830s. The novel presents a vivid, if overly romanticized, picture of life at what is considered the 
first reformed public school. Tom is the son of Squire Brown, who was “true-blue Tory to the 
backbone, and believed honestly that the powers which be were ordained of God, and that 
loyalty and steadfast obedience were men’s first duties.” Although the squire fits our definition 
of an aristocrat, Hughes’s describes him as an avid footballer, who valued a man for his courage, 
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honesty, and “that which stands up in the four fleshy walls of him, apart from clothes, rank, 
fortune, and all externals whatsoever.”85 The squire embodies what Davidoff and Hall would call 
middle-class sentiments and what Collini would term an emerging Victorian sensibility. When 
Tom gets to Rugby, however, he meets his nemesis, Flashman, whom Hughes calls the “School-
house bully.”86 Flashman’s preferred method of initiating new boys is to toss them in a blanket, 
two at a time if possible in order to increase the odds of injury. Tom’s acceptance of this fate on 
his first night “without a kick or a cry” endears him to the other lower-school boys.87 
The animosity that develops thereafter between Tom and Flashman reaches a climax 
during Tom’s second year at the school, when he moves into the fourth form and Flashman is in 
the fifth. Fourth formers are required to fag, but only sixth formers are allowed to solicit fagging, 
a privilege that Flashman and his friends usurp. Tom stands up to Flashman’s bullying, rallying 
the lower-form boys behind him. When he draws the Derby favorite in a School-house lottery, 
Flashman demands he sell it under value. Tom refuses and is subjected to another of Flashman’s 
bullying techniques, a ‘roast’. “His shoulders are pushed against the mantelpiece, and he is held 
by main force before the fire, Flashman drawing his trousers tight by way of extra torture.” Tom 
faints before Flashman can extract the ticket from him. Despite burns to the back of his legs, he 
refuses to divulge the names of his tormenters, which again wins him praise.88 Finally, persuaded 
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by an older boy, Tom and his friend East fight and beat Flashman; after this event, his bullying 
ceases, and Arnold eventually expels him for an incident of drunkenness.89 
One reason that Hughes makes the Brown-Flashman rivalry a centerpiece of his story is 
to delineate the difference between what he sees as legitimate and illegitimate forms of bullying. 
Even fagging is presented as a duty that must be performed only sluggishly if the sixth former 
who solicits it is not worthy of respect. For example, after Flashman’s departure, Tom and East 
“saw the praepostors cowed by or joining with the fifth, and shirking their own duties, so they 
didn’t respect them, and rendered no willing obedience. It had been one thing to clean out studies 
for sons of heroes like old Brooke, but was quite another to do the like for Snooks and Green, 
who had never faced a good scrimmage at football, and couldn’t keep the passages in order at 
night.”90 The lesson is clear: privilege must be earned. Hughes also contrasts the stereotypical 
ancien régime aristocrat, as described by Davidoff and Hall (Flashman), with the post-Reform 
version (Brown), who must constantly prove his worth. Flashman is depicted as a youthful 
version of the corpulent, effete aristocrat who demands privileges without earning them. Like 
George IV, whose gluttony likely killed him in Hughes’s early boyhood, he is “in poor condition 
from his monstrous habits of stuffing and want of exercise.”91 He only performed well at games 
“where pluck wasn’t much wanted,” but “managed generally to keep up appearances where it 
was; and having a bluff offhand manner, which passed for heartiness, and considerable powers of 
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being pleasant when he liked, went down with the school in general for a good fellow enough.”92 
Brown, on the other hand, lives up to his father’s conception of the brave, honest, athletic 
gentleman, a true model for sons of the Victorian elite, which is exactly what he became. 
Like Hughes, Albert Pell was at Rugby in the early- and mid-1830s. Pell was “a young 
gentleman whose father’s income came from rents of land, who was a county magistrate, and so 
on.”93 He corroborates Hughes’s suggestion that any novice who did not live up to the athletic 
ideal was singled out for remediation. “We were quick to detect a dislike to bathing in any new 
boy,” Pell writes. “I call to mind a most exciting seizure of a Liverpool boy whose aversion to 
cold water was constitutional. He was of a palish green complexion much marked with smallpox, 
and stood on unusually long feet.”94 So the boys dragged him through the town to a nearby 
stream, where they undressed him and threw him in.95 Thus it is no surprise that much of Tom 
Brown’s Schooldays is devoted to descriptions of football and cricket matches, foreshadowing 
and prompting in part the obsession with games that would become a hallmark of the late-
nineteenth-century public school. And Hughes, avid proponent of muscular Christianity, portrays 
sport as a sort of battlefield where boys are able to prove their masculinity. 
In fact, martial metaphors and language abound in the novel. Inserting himself into the 
narrative during a football game (similar to rugby today) between the School-house and much 
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larger School, Hughes encourages the participants like a military commander: “Meet them like 
Englishmen, you School-house boys, and charge them home. Now is the time to show what 
mettle is in you—and there shall be a warm seat by the hall fire, and honour, and lots of bottled 
beer to-night, for him who does his duty in the next half-hour.”96 And describing the School’s 
final offensive, he writes: “Reckless of the defence of their own goal, on they come across the 
level big-side ground, the ball well down amongst them, straight for our own goal, like the 
column of the Old Guard up the slope at Waterloo.”97 Towards the end of the novel, a 
schoolmaster and Tom discuss East, who lately “‘started for India to join his regiment.’ ‘He will 
make a capital officer.’ ‘Ay, won’t he!’ said Tom, brightening; ‘no fellow could handle boys 
better, and I suppose soldiers are very like boys. And he’ll never tell them to go where he won’t 
go himself. No mistake about that—a braver fellow never walked.’”98 
There were other forms of unorganized sport in which boys could prove their 
masculinity. George Melly, in School Experiences of a Fag at a Private and Public School, 
discusses Rugby in the early 1840s, where ‘leaping’ or ‘house-leaping’ or ‘house-jumping’ 
during the first two months of the spring half-year was “mostly a compulsory amusement: if 
being obliged to jump over hedges a foot higher than himself, or to plunge into a brook about 
fourteen feet broad, could be considered an amusement by the dripping and lacerated fag.”99 
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Again, courage in the face of adversity was especially valued; “any show of pluck would almost 
immediately free the little fag, and the monitors always sent home any one who had got soused 
once or twice.” Moreover, the older boys led by example, and “it must not be imagined that the 
elder ones only made the others perform leaps easy to themselves: I have often seen every boy in 
the party get wet through at a single leap; though such jumps were generally reserved for the end 
of the expedition.”100 At Winchester about the same time, young Arthur Kelly talks of ‘hare and 
hounds’ as the “game of the quarter,” and asks his mother to send him a jersey so that he can run 
in a steeplechase. Although the race was technically voluntary, he writes, “I must run—at least I 
could not refuse.”101 Likewise, J. J. Morgan, at Winchester sixteen years later, implies in a letter 
to his mother that even before the games craze of the late-nineteenth century, athletic prowess 
elevated a boy in the eyes of his peers. “At about 5,” he writes, “I was called away to run a race. 
There were 8 of us and I beat them hollow, after that there was a race of all the ‘mug’ fellows, 
that is swell fellows, then there was fellows of 16 and such so I ran with all my might and came 
in at the heels of a tremendous fast runner and I was praised by the fellows tremendously for the 
way in which I ran.”102 
Fighting was an even surer way to assert one’s masculinity. Upon entering Rugby, Melly 
endured a period of bullying, but after he volunteered to fight an enemy, much of it ended.103 
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Courage to challenge his foe to physical combat, unsanctioned by school authorities, enhanced 
Melly’s status among his peers, despite his low position in the school hierarchy. This recourse to 
extralegal measures is an essentially aristocratic concept, stemming from the special judicial 
privileges granted nobles in the Middle Ages, which found new life in the nineteenth century, as 
I discussed in the previous chapter.104 The revival of chivalry meant that “the precepts of 
medieval knighthood” were actively encouraged at the public schools, foremost among them the 
belief that “always, a man’s role is to fight.”105 In the fall, however, Melly moved to a different 
room, “reigned over” by an eccentric lower-school monitor. Here his chivalric display had little 
value. “I was flogged twice a week regularly, because it was Tuesday and Friday, and pulled out 
of bed or smothered in the clothes on other nights, because it was Monday or Thursday; and 
grand tossings in a blanket took place on Saturday.”106 Melly shows us how arbitrary bullying of 
new boys could be and how it differed from house to house and even bedroom to bedroom: he 
writes that in some, “floggings, smotherings, tossings in blankets, and every description of 
disgusting bullying, were of nightly occurrence; in others readings aloud of Byron, Walter Scott, 
or Molière, were the regular thing.”107 
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Despite the new emphasis on rugged, athletic masculinity at the schools, acculturation 
there can still be considered a process of gentrification. The language Melly uses to justify and 
indeed argue for the continuation of the fagging system is worth noting. “There is indeed no 
position of life, I think, which requires a more thorough appreciation of character and a greater 
amount of tact than that of a study-fag: indeed of any fag.”108 In attending to the vast 
peculiarities of their masters, young boys, according to him, were developing not those traits that 
would be valuable in an industrialized world, such as conscientiousness, but “character,” that 
nebulous term that Collini tries to define in Public Moralists. Their menial duties allowed upper-
class boys to assert their authenticity (an exercise, Collini explains, of critical importance to the 
Victorian bourgeoisie), but also led to what Melly calls “éclat and honour, either in the play-
ground and games, or in the schools and scholarships”—he claims that the one house without it 
was deficient in these categories.109 His use of the term “honour,” with its roots in medieval 
chivalry, suggests that the elite character ideal was still very much an aristocratic one. 
Melly also uses a discussion between fag and master to compare fagging to feudalism. 
The fag has changed his mind about it because he has switched bedrooms, from a bully’s—who 
is to be dismissed for his “teasing, boot-throwing, and every kind of bullying”—to a 
praepostor’s, and because his “best friend” is now the monitor with whom he converses. “And 
what’s more,” says the fag, “I have introduced the whole system at home. I tell my sisters ‘You 
must fetch me everything I want, and I will bully you if you don’t; but if you do I will protect 
you’ . . . Servitude paid here for protection. The payment is compulsory, the protection entirely 
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voluntary . . . read history, and you will find it to be the feudal system pur et simple.”110 This 
system that Melly portrays as potentially “gentlemanly,” as a sort of feudal arrangement between 
fagmaster and fag, could easily turn to “slavery” if not controlled. In what he notes was an 
exceptional abuse of power, one of the school monitors, whom he calls a “martinet,” supervised 
his bedroom well but too harshly, punishing “extremely savagely” the most minor transgressions, 
such as talking. Although “his fags were in great awe of him, and took especial care of his study 
and its appurtenances,” to serve him was “much more like slavery than duty.”111 
In terms of Marx’s stages of historical development, public schoolboys seemed to have 
envisioned themselves as existing in the third, not the second: feudal values were accepted; 
slavery was not. In any case, Melly alleges that this boy’s behavior towards his fags was a 
product of terrible bullying. Years before, he had been “tied up in a sheet, with only his night-
shirt on, and hung out on an iron peg . . . about forty feet above the courtyard.” His stammer had 
made him “the laughing stock of the house . . . for boys are very ungenerous, or at least 
inconsiderate, of others’ feelings; they certainly do make the most of any natural defects or small 
misfortunes, when they can make them the means of annoyance.”112 Melly presents this episode 
not to indict the public-school acculturation process but to illustrate the effects of unbridled boy 
tribalism and to delineate improper and unproductive bullying. 
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The alleged torment a stammer could elicit and Melly’s own recollections of being 
“perseveringly . . . quizzed for [his] pronunciation of certain words” introduces a theme common 
to socialization at most public schools: that of enforcing the ‘correct’ schoolboy accent.113 It is 
my contention that older boys did not mean to acquaint novices with the latest parler jeune, as 
might occur today at an elite boarding school.114 Instead, they were concerned with perpetuating 
an aristocratic language that differentiated them from the uninitiated bourgeoisie. S. Honey 
devotes several pages to the public-school accent in Tom Brown’s Universe, and we shall see the 
obsession with it among schoolboys reappear in descriptions of initiation at other schools. 
Whereas regional pronunciations at the public schools had long been accepted and even 
praised—Arnold, for example, remarked in 1820 that a pupil’s Nottinghamshire accent was 
“pleasant to my ears”—by mid-century, conformity was the rule; the accent most common at the 
best schools, concentrated in southern England, had become Received Pronunciation (RP), also 
known as the Queen’s or Oxford English.115 Then, as non-initiates mastered this language, “the 
higher circles of polite society guarded against invasion . . . by maintaining even finer 
peculiarities of both,” S. Honey writes. He references the Countess of Munster (born in 1830), 
who explains in her memoirs certain pronunciations and expressions that distinguished aristocrat 
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from bourgeois. And “only the very top public schools, frequented by those of the highest social 
class, could be expected to prepare boys to observe all these very fine kinds of distinction.”116 
Although traits of modern masculinity were also prized at West Point, gentrification in 
the traditional sense was not at issue there. For example, James Harrison Wilson, who was a new 
cadet in the summer of 1855 and whose career stretched all the way into the first few years of the 
twentieth century, writes that “hazing was practiced in full force” then, but that it was “good-
natured” and did more good than harm by making the plebes observant, vigilant, and resistant 
and by discouraging the “homesick and weak-hearted.” Wilson, like other contemporary 
commentators, also emphasizes the democratic composition of the Corps, noting that in his class 
were the sons of a governor, professionals, merchants, farmers, and laborers. “It was a pure 
democracy,” he proclaims proudly, “in which all were equal, and nothing counted but character 
and brains.”117 The statistics bear him out: of over a thousand cadets who entered the Academy 
from 1842 to 1854, most came from lower- or middle-class families; over 12 percent had parents 
in indigent or reduced circumstances, while less than 5 percent were considered affluent. 
Although farmers were underrepresented and those with political connections overrepresented, 
sons of the most prominent American families rarely attended West Point.118 The nation’s 
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military elite was and would continue to be disconnected from its wealth and status elites. What 
a contrast from the composition of the student bodies at the European schools in this study! 
 
The Emergence of Initiation Rites in Tribal Milieus 
 
 
“A Sufficiently Stern Baptism”: The Fag’s Life at the Public School 
 
In Hughes’s passages about East above, we discern the two elements of the nineteenth-
century British public-school experience that contemporaries increasingly came to believe 
contributed the most to character development and preparation for military or imperial service: 
games and the fagging-prefect system (in this case, East’s benevolent exercise of dominance 
over the fags while in the sixth form). Regarding the latter, we can discern in Tom Brown’s 
Schooldays some of the subtly different rites that would eventually constitute the public-school 
initiation, once anthropologists had provided and popularized the terminology. In descending 
order of formality, these included the following. First was the austerity of the boarding-school 
experience, far away from the domestic sphere. Second was fagging, the system of servitude that, 
as we have seen, grew out of the seniority-based prefect or monitorial system and was sanctioned 
by headmasters like Arnold at almost every public school.119 Third were somewhat codified 
traditions, such as beatings, athletic events, knowledge of behavioral, linguistic, and sartorial 
standards, and humiliation. Finally, there were isolated incidents of cruelty unsanctioned by 
authorities.  
These practices, rituals, and codes occurred largely within the schema of separation, 
transition, and incorporation similar to the one that Van Gennep would outline decades later. 
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Although defenders of initiation rites at the public schools, the monarchical cadet schools, and 
the US Military Academy would assert that they followed some rational design and led to some 
desired outcome, the evidence seems to indicate that their emergence and evolution were 
anthropological and organic, and that if they produced effective officers and imperial servants 
(something beyond the scope of this study), it was accidental. What initiation rites did certainly 
result in was a common culture among products of the same school or group of schools. 
Moreover, the fact that the rites at the three types of institutions in this study resembled each 
other to a remarkable degree suggests that officers in Great Britain, Continental Europe, and the 
United States shared many of the same values and behaviors. 
At Harrow, it appears that initiation rites, and specifically incorporation rites, followed 
boys throughout their ascent in the school hierarchy. William Lucas Collins claims that Dr. 
George Butler abolished most during his headmastership, from 1805 to 1829, but some 
continued to be practiced during our period. ‘Rolling in’, for example, was a prerequisite 
incorporation rite for admittance into the ‘hall’, for upper-fifth and sixth-form boys only. At 9 
a.m., a candidate would lean against a table at the far end of a room, facing the members of the 
hall, his head covered by a plate. They would then pelt him with ‘finds’, rolls baked several 
times to increase their hardness, for exactly one minute.120 As late as about 1825, George 
Maxwell Batten describes this initiation rite in a letter to his parents: 
Fancy to yourself, my head barely covered with a coat, and my arms to protect it at their 
own expense, projected over a table, from which, at the distance of four yards, four boys 
with a dozen of rolls apiece threw at me with all their might and will for a minute, which 
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seemed terribly long. The sensation at the time was really more painful than I could have 
conceived, for the strokes on the brain came so close one upon another that one feels 
smashed to pieces. Indeed they all allow that if the time was more than a minute nobody 
could endure it. This went off after breakfast, but my poor noddle could not sustain the 
pressure of a hat for two days. These miseries ceased after three days more, and now I am 
George Batten, and enjoy the comforts of the Hall company, and a Fag very much.121 
 
Note Batten’s emphasis on the pain he endured, both during the rite and for days afterward, and 
the pride he displays in the last sentence. 
‘Pinching in’ was a more general incorporation rite at Harrow that a boy underwent each 
time he progressed from a lower to higher form. He had to remain in a room for a set period of 
time, during which all of the boys in the form—Collins calls it a “fraternity”—had the right to 
pinch him. “There were generally some adepts in this torture, who knew, and taught others, the 
tenderest places and the most artistic mode of taking hold, and who carried this evil knowledge 
with them from form to form, to be practiced on a succession of victims.” After this undoubtedly 
unnerving experience, the boy was tossed in a blanket until he had hit the ceiling a number of 
times.122 Again, we see the importance of enduring pain to the initiation process. Sometimes, this 
was random discomfort imposed by older boys on younger ones, such as when they were 
summoned “out of their beds at night to have cold water poured down their backs . . . or to start 
from Leith’s boarding-house in the dark, to go round the churchyard by the North Porch—
‘Bloody Porch,’ as it was called, from some obscure legend.” Later, Collins suggests why 
experiencing pain and discomfort was so critical: by dealing with it, “a public-school boy in 
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those times could hardly fail to learn at least the Spartan virtue of endurance.” They were part of 
a more general “hardening process considered good for fags generally.”123 
The Harrow monitors and headmaster attempted to codify fagging duties as early as 
1838, perhaps because they had gotten out of control. In a declaration dated October 7, 1842, 
fagging after 8 p.m. is prohibited, and rules are set down for cricket and football fagging, some 
quite detailed. For example, “on days when there is a Sixth Form Game, one Boy shall fag in the 
Pavilion from half-past one till four, and another from four till six, and there shall be one 
Marker; which boys shall not fag in the evening.” The same document, despite mandating 
football for the ‘under shell’ from 2 until 4 p.m., excludes those boys who have been deemed by 
their Tutors as “delicate or unwell,” although we can imagine that such an exclusion would 
trigger the wrath of one’s peers and superiors.124 We see from this document also that games, 
even at this early date, had become an important part of the official curriculum. A decade later, 
an assistant master, writing to the parents of his pupils, extols the fact that “three or four hundred 
boys can pursue these most exciting games [cricket and football], with unsurpassed vigour and 
spirit, week after week, from one year to another . . . almost literally without a dispute.”125 
Frederick Gale entered Winchester College at the age of twelve in 1835. He writes about 
his first impression of the world of boy tribalism: “And then I entered Sixth Chamber. It seemed 
to me that I had been stolen by the gipsies [sic] and had come into an encampment. . . . On one 
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side of this chamber, which was on the ground-floor, was an enormous fireplace, on the iron 
‘dogs’ of which a faggot was blazing—and in front of which young boys, whom I soon guessed 
to be fags, were boiling coffee, toasting bread, and doing other things.”126 He likens the 
government of the school to that of an army regiment, with the masters similar to generals who 
delegated their authority to the prefects. They inspected the chambers irregularly—“We had no 
tutors in attendance when out of school except at the dinner-hour”—but “if a prefect had 
neglected his duty in any serious manner, the Warden [provost] who gave him his power could, 
and sometimes did, take it away: and that was a mighty fall.” However, “if a prefect so reduced 
was a good fellow, his fags would volunteer really and honestly, and with all their heart and soul; 
and see that he wanted nothing, as his fagging power was gone.”127 Clearly, although the warden 
and his masters were formally in charge, the referent authority wielded by the prefects, like that 
of aristocratic feudal lords, determined interactions on the ground. Again we get the impression 
of an extralegal system of authority. 
As the Clarendon Commissioners would note three decades later, fagging was “somewhat 
complicated” at Winchester.128 Continuing his use of military terminology, Gale recalls that “the 
Chambers had to be kept as tidy and orderly as a barrack-room.” In the evenings, a fag’s duties 
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were minimal, consisting of making prefects’ ‘messes’ of tea or coffee and muffins, while the 
‘valets’, or ‘chamber fags’, kept the tea chest. The morning routine, however, was far more 
arduous. “It was rough work,” he writes, “in Chambers in the morning when I first went, and saw 
what was before me, when my fagging began.”129 Gale describes the daily routine of the ‘junior’, 
the last boy to have entered the chamber. Performing the duties that follow, therefore, was a 
transition rite that everyone, regardless of age, had to undergo in order to be accepted as part of 
the community: 
At 5.30 in Summer, and 6 o’clock in Winter, Rat Williams, a servant, rattled at every 
Chamber door in turn until admitted—and the Junior had to get up and unlock the door, 
‘rush into’ his trousers, and put on a faggot and light it; call every boy separately; go out 
to the conduit which stood in the Quadrangle in the open air; fill the boilers for prefects, 
and some of the basins; take his own washing drawer—an oak dressing-case—and towel, 
and go to the conduit in the open air and wash himself, for no one except prefects and 
seniors in Chambers—previous to 1837, when water was laid on—was allowed to wash 
in Chambers. Then the Junior had to call all the ‘peals’ of the Chapel bells, which were 
rung at intervals in double or single peal to mark the time, watch the Masters coming into 
Chapel, announcing each stage of their progression and when they went in Chapel. The 
valets had to carry their masters’ books, washing drawer, &c., into school, and to manage 
somehow to be in Chapel to answer their names.130 
 
William Tuckwell, at Winchester in the 1840s, explains that new boys were exempt from 
fagging for two weeks, the usual respite, “but this breathing space was diversified by two 
incidents.” The first of these entailed a new boy inquiring after an object, the ‘pempe’, which did 
not exist. The second was the creation of ‘tin gloves’. During this brutal initiation rite, older boys 
would sear the hands of novices “with a ‘hot end’ or burning brand of wood,” allegedly to render 
them immune to the hot handles of cookware, such as coffee pots, broilers, and frying pans. In 
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actuality, this “hardening process” was a branding ceremony that marked the end of a boy’s 
separation phase and served as “the prologue to the continuous barbarity” that would accompany 
him throughout his initiation. Tuckwell describes the event: “I kicked and struggled I remember 
when I saw Hubert preparing his implement . . . But I was captured and my hand held fast and I 
can still remember the grinding thrill of pain as the glowing wood was pressed upon it by the 
ministering fiend.”131 
The best account of the fagging system and other, less codified initiation rites at Rugby in 
those days comes from Melly, whose primary purpose in writing School Experiences is to defend 
the monitorial system. “But as one swallow does not make a summer,” he writes, “neither should 
one well authenticated case of atrocious abuse of monitorial power suffice to brand the system 
with infamy.”132 The public school, Melly argues, is “a community of boys,” and as in every 
community, the strong “exert a predominating influence over the weak.” It was, in other words, a 
tribal milieu. To him, the monitorial system is the one “most salutary” to ensuring that this 
influence is wielded judiciously.133 With boys ranging from ten to twenty years old—the oldest 
boys, therefore, being well past puberty and the youngest having yet to enter it—the disparity 
between strong and weak must have been significant. In this environment, initiation rites 
emerged and evolved. Although their nature and sequence were different at each school and even 
in each house, generally there was first a period of separation, during which boys dealt with the 
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austerity of public-school life, endured humiliation, beatings, and other physical ordeals, and 
underwent a ceremony to mark the end of the phase; a period of transition, mostly coinciding 
with fagging duties; and a gradual incorporation, sometimes marked by one or more ceremonies. 
Melly was surprised at the amount of independence he had upon first entering Rugby as a 
ten-year-old after Easter 1840, until, that is, he transgressed against the community’s norms. “Of 
course I soon began to presume upon it, and received my first good licking for refusing to say 
what my name was, in the first place, and for inquiring the name of my persecutors, in the 
second.” This secured for him a reputation for being impudent and cocky, two characteristics that 
would not be tolerated in a new boy. For his offensive behavior, Melly “was generally kicked 
and cuffed about half-a-dozen times daily.”134 At ‘new boys’ night’, a house-wide rite and part of 
the general practice of ‘hall singing’ prior to the Christmas holiday, novices were forced to sing a 
song by heart; refusal meant drinking a glass of salt water stirred with a tallow candle. Melly 
describes the scene: 
It came, as all fatal days do, soon and unexpectedly. The glasses of salt water were 
prepared, with the ‘spoon’ to stir them with; I followed many others who had partaken of 
the nectar, and mounting on a table, with a candle in each hand, commenced my solo in a 
most melancholy strain. I have seen the difficulty with which a singer struggles on amid 
cold applause, and how a false note follows a violent hiss; but I had to contend with 
innumerable balls, and countless crusts of bread, flung with consummate skill, so as to 
knock the candles out of my hand and to cover me with bruises and tallow. I was told to 
come down, and pledge the house of which I now became a member; I did so, and ceased 
to be a new boy, then went upstairs and was terribly sick. 
 
This event was followed by chorus singing every other night, culminating in “God Save the 
Queen.” Then, on ‘breaking-up day’, boys left for the holiday.135 The separation phase of 
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Melly’s initiation was over, dramatically underscored by ‘new boys’ night’ and the return home 
for Christmas. The combination of physical pain and celebration reminds us of the secret-society 
initiations on the Bismarck Archipelago and Solomon Islands, where novices were first beaten 
but then danced and ate with their initiators. 
And like the Polynesian Arioi novices, Melly had to execute the duties of a servant, or 
fag, until he entered the fifth form. This system of servitude consisted of two main categories: 
‘school-fagging’ and ‘house-fagging’. School-fagging was further divided into ‘cricket-’, 
‘racket-’, and ‘football-fagging’. Cricket-fagging, consisting of guarding the wicket, fetching 
cricket balls, scoring, and umpiring for two consecutive hours every day, was “hard, painful 
work,” but “kept the fags out of mischief, and taught us how to play at manly games, they 
urged.” Racket-fagging was instead “unendurable for its extreme dullness and idleness.” And 
football-fagging, “which the little boys disliked most,” was mandatory on every half-holiday, 
from 3 p.m. until dusk.136 House-fagging included ‘breakfast-fagging’—preparing breakfast for a 
praepostor (purchasing food, cooking the meal, setting the table); ‘study-fagging’—cleaning and 
arranging a praepostor’s study to precise specifications; and fagging for tea, “when the most 
disagreeable duty of all occupies a brief, but painful half-hour.” The latter consisted of toasting 
large rounds of bread (two per praepostor), which “was roasting work, to be sure; we used to 
bandage up our hands and look the other way till the round was well browned.” Like other 
initiation rites, this one resisted change: the boys “were only allowed small dinner forks [as 
opposed to toasting forks]; perhaps on the same principle on which the authorities at the Horse 
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Guards objected so long to Minié rifles, because Brown Bess had always done so well.” Finally, 
during ‘night-fagging’, boys in their studies had to listen for the calls of monitors and fetch 
things for them.137 
After a year of fagging, a boy was no longer considered a novice, but was not yet a leader 
in the school. “I was still a fag, and fagging in my turn in the house, no doubt; but in a quiet, 
gentlemanly manner, knowing exactly what had to be done, and doing it regularly as a matter of 
course.”138 In other words, he had entered the incorporation phase of Van Gennep’s initiation, 
which would arguably end only upon his entrance into the sixth form. If we consider the public 
school as a microcosm for the elite, the sixth form, particularly if one were a praeposter, prefect, 
or team captain, was the equivalent of the highest level of British politics and society; “these 
boys were able to exercise power over the destinies and well-being of others on a scale they were 
never to attain again. No prime minister, said Winston Churchill, no field marshal had the 
personal power available to a prefect or captain of school.”139 
At Eton, which was, in terms of overall social composition, the most aristocratic of the 
public schools, the experience of initiation differed depending on whether a boy was a 
‘Colleger’, one of a select number of pupils attending the school on scholarship and housed, until 
the mid-1840s, in the infamous Long Chamber, or an ‘Oppidan’, a paying pupil housed in one of 
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several boarding houses. Arthur Duke Coleridge, author of Eton in the Forties, was one of the 
former and writes that “we collegers never affected purple blood in our time; such associates, 
cheek by jowl with the sons of Windsor tradesmen, would no more have amalgamated than the 
Rhine with the Rhone. . . . We were distinctly poor boys.”140 A Colleger’s initiation in this era 
was significantly harsher than an Oppidan’s, perhaps because he often lacked the pedigree 
required of a paying pupil. During the first, or separation, phase of his initiation, a boy was 
introduced to Long Chamber, described above. Coleridge spent his first years at Eton quartered 
there, which was, he writes, “a sufficiently stern baptism . . . it was a Spartan training which 
required some stoicism to put up with, and one not likely to be forgotten by any who survived 
such a purgatory.”141 
As if enduring the harsh living conditions of Long Chamber were not enough, a boy was 
subjected to various informal initiation rites usually lasting several years. In Coleridge’s case, 
because he entered Eton as a fifth-form boy, his “period of probation” was limited to one year. 
He reminds us, however, that “a good deal may be done in twelve months to break the heart and 
maim the life of a boy.” One friend of Coleridge’s, for example, who went from being a fifth-
form Oppidan to a Colleger, was called a Jew, spat upon, rolled in the snow, and held under the 
college pump, among “other pleasantries.” Enduring “varied and peculiar” punishments, or 
“forms of torture,” as he refers to them, one’s first year was an initiation condoned by even the 
most humane Etonians, such as the headmaster and certain sixth formers. One traditional 
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initiation rite was called ‘pricking for sheriff’—the name derived from the odd royal practice of 
confirming county sheriffs by driving a golden pin into the page upon which their names were 
written. “The victim was laid across the lap of the chief executioner, face downwards,” 
Coleridge tells us, “and into a very tightened and thin surface of small-clothes the assistant 
executioners ran pins, warning the patient that if he screamed louder than his predecessor he 
would be elected Sheriff and amerced in a bag of walnuts.” The latter penalty probably involved 
male genitalia, as Coleridge tells us it is “a family secret which must not be divulged.”142 
As at other public schools, tossing in a blanket also occurred at Eton; this practice, 
Coleridge tells us, resulted in the scalping of Rowland Williams, his Cambridge tutor, when his 
head hit the corner of an ironbound bedstead. ‘Seeing the stars’ or ‘turning up’ was a punishment 
reserved for Jewish boys: when they were fast asleep, their beds would be “pulled out and turned 
upon end.” A bed’s occupant, having been told to put his head under the pillow, which was 
attached to the mattress, would thus be upside-down “in the doubled-up mattress and bed-
clothes, to wriggle out sideways as best he could.” In addition, Jews were forced to ‘take the 
omen’, which involved dancing in the flames of a fire lit inside Long Chamber on the eve of the 
Collegers versus Oppidans football match.143 This anti-Semitic, pseudo-religious ceremony had 
all the marks of a “semicivilized” tribal initiation rite. 
James Brinsley-Richards, in Seven Years at Eton, 1857-1864, recounts the experience of 
an Oppidan novice about a decade later. He states that new boys were treated kindly, “so 
thoroughly a tradition of the place [for an Oppidan] that it deserves mention.” Initiation rites 
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existed, however, and included conforming to sartorial “laws . . . as unalterable as the form of 
letters in the alphabet.” Boys would arrive at Eton “strangely attired,” something he attributes to 
their fathers’ recollections of wider latitude in dress that had existed in earlier times, and would 
immediately enter a relearning phase, like a novice in the secret societies of the Congo. “The first 
thing to do with a new fellow was to correct the imperfections of his dress; and this was done 
with anxious anxiety.” Another was to “submit to be catechised” by a standard line of 
questioning: “I was much pestered during my first few days by being continually asked—‘Who’s 
your tutor? who’s your dame?/What’s your form? and what’s your name?’” Sometimes, a 
gullible new boy would be sent on a ludicrous mission, such as when “a very green hand who 
stammered was hoaxed into asking the head master to grant a half-holiday to the whole school in 
honour of his birthday.”144 In Brinsley-Richards’ house, there was the odd practice that he calls 
“the panelling of one’s bureau.” After his first fortnight at the school, during which he was 
exempt from fagging, three boys “marched solemnly” into his room brandishing pokers. They 
“explained that they must ‘spoil my bureau’s face’ unless I strongly objected. No objection being 
offered three bangs with a poker made as many splits in the panels of the upper or cupboard part 
of the bureau. This done my three friends retired after congratulating me upon being no longer a 
blind puppy.”145 For the Eton Oppidan, this was the rather mild conclusion of the separation 
phase of his initiation. 
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Of course, there was a system of fagging at Eton, which, as at Rugby, continued long 
after the end of one’s separation. Brinsley-Richards states that new boys were exempt from 
fagging for two weeks, at which time their duties began. His fagmaster had three fags, all of 
whom he required to be present at breakfast and tea. “At a few minutes before nine every 
morning we laid the cloth in his room; after prayers one of us fetched a kettle from the hot plate 
in the boys’ kitchen, while the two others did whatever had been ordered in the way of light 
cooking.” Meanwhile, one boy might fetch food and condiments from the village. The fagmaster 
“loved succulent food” and “was most particular about his tea, insisting that it should be of 
potent strength—quite black; he had a little fad about coffee, which he thought should be thrice 
boiled, and clarified with the yoke of an egg.” Toast was made “in the time-honoured fashion by 
throwing the slice of bread on to the hot coals, and lifting it off with a pair of tongs.” The small, 
wire toasting fork “also served as an implement for our correction when we did things amiss.”146 
In addition to fagging for one’s master, “desultory fagging for other Upper boys was 
often a great worry. At the cry of, Lower boy! shouted by any fellow above the Lower Division 
of the Fifth, every boy below the Fifth, whether he were in the Remove or Lower School, had to 
scamper out in answer to the summons.” The last boy to arrive would perform the duty. “Of all 
kinds of fagging,” Brisley-Richards writes, “the most abhorrent was to have to sit and read out 
the crib [an illegal English translation] to a conclave of Upper boys preparing their Homer or 
Horace . . . Crib-fagging required two Lower boys, for whilst one sat and read, another had to 
mount guard in the passage or on the staircase, to ‘keep cave’, that is, to give warning by a 
whistle if he should descry our tutor on the prowl.” Thus were junior boys initiated into a system 
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of cheating both “general” and acknowledged by masters, who “forbade it, and winked at it, as 
was their custom with respect to most things prohibited.”147 The ability to evade getting caught 
appears to have been more prized than honesty. Or, phrased more aptly, extralegal group loyalty 
in the feudalistic sense trumped adherence to school law. 
It was life at Westminster, however, that would draw the most fire from the Clarendon 
Commission. Despite changes made in 1845, such as the appointment of servants to perform 
certain menial duties, the commissioners recommended the urgent implementation of further 
ameliorating measures. Fagging duties, they wrote, “are often of a very vexatious and oppressive 
character; that the power of inflicting punishments which seniors claim is often exercised 
capriciously, and with very undue severity, and that practically no adequate check exists to 
prevent tyranny and bullying on the part of the upper elections towards the juniors.”148 Collins 
attests to the commissioners’ findings, stating that “the system of fagging among the 
Westminster scholars has always been objectionably severe.” He describes the life of junior boys 
as nothing less than one of servitude. The ‘captain of the election’, the one boy exempted from 
“the common lot which awaits all his companions” by placing first in an examination, “is 
admitted by the seniors in conclave assembled to the privileges of freedom in the words, ‘Esto 
liber, coeteri servi [sic].’”149 
His unfortunate peers, however, were at the mercy day and night of those more senior—
all lived in one large, close-quartered dormitory. In the morning, a fag would rake cinders out of 
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the grates, light his master’s fire, and boil the water for his breakfast. During the day, he would 
run his master’s errands or be on ‘station’ attending games. One junior had duties as the ‘watch’ 
during games, a post which required him to receive messages and answer inquiries; another was 
posted at the door of the college during school hours as a sentinel, or ‘monos’ (monitor ostii). In 
the evenings, after the boys were locked up in the dormitory, which could be as early as 5:45 
p.m. in winter, “a junior is liable to a good many interruptions, which may be—and certainly 
have been in past days, if not now—made very harassing and vexatious by the caprice or tyranny 
of the seniors.” As tea was not provided as a regular meal, seniors coveted it all the more, often 
demanding it several times during their evening studies. The frequent cry of “Election!” meant 
that a junior’s services were required, despite the supposed sanctity of the mandated 8 to 10 p.m. 
study time. “But of all the services required of a Westminster junior,” Collins writes, “the most 
remarkable and original is that which exacted of him up to the date of the [Clarendon 
Commission], and which supposed him to be a walking treasury of small conveniences for his 
seniors’ use in and out of school.” In his waistcoat, he had to carry at all times two penknives, 
two pieces of India rubber, two pencils, two pieces of sealing wax, two pieces of pen-string, two 
‘dips’, or small ink bottles, two dip-corks, two wedges, two pieces of gutta-percha, and pens, and 
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Mortification of the Self at the Cadet School 
 
Although bullying existed at the mid-century Theresian Military Academy, it was kept to 
a minimum by the strict segregation of classes from one another.151 In any case, the institution 
itself made life harsh and unforgiving enough for the cadets as to constitute what would later be 
called a rite of passage. Heinrich Ritter von Födransperg was a mere ten years old when he 
entered the Academy in 1845. He describes it as “totally cut off from the outside world” (von der 
Aussenwelt ganz abgesperrt).152 Wilhelm Edler von Hirsch began his experience at the age of 
twelve in 1848, as revolutions rocked the Austrian Empire and Habsburg troops struggled to 
reestablish order in Italy, Bohemia, and Hungary.153 A sergeant separated him from his mother, 
led him into a small room, and ordered him to undress completely, much to his embarrassment, 
and don an extremely uncomfortable uniform. “In half an hour, I was a soldier,” Hirsch recalls. 
“How did I look! They had lopped off my nice long hair. I wore a tunic with dark red cuffs, 
which like the rough shoes was much too big for me, and a cap on my head, which stayed in 
place only because it was supported by my ears.”154 That day, he became a number, 553; its last 
two digits adorned his clothing and all of his issued items for seven long years.155 
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The seven classes were divided into an upper division, quartered on the third floor, and a 
lower division, quartered on the second. An inspecting officer monitored each, handing out 
punishments for the smallest infractions. According to Hirsch, if the boys were lucky, the officer 
would be an alumnus of the Academy and fairly lenient, but this could change from day to 
day.156 Floggings were common. Födransperg tells us that due to the tender age of many of the 
boys, “the cane did not so much rule . . . in contrast, they swung the birch much more” (es 
herrschte zwar nicht der Stock . . . dagegen wurde desto mehr die Ruthe geschwungen).157 But 
his fate was far worse: he was expelled (hinausgestossen) after three years at Wiener Neustadt 
for a wanton prank. (Födransperg spent years attempting to become an officer another way, a 
goal he finally achieved in 1854; he served for another forty years and retired a lieutenant 
colonel.)158 Meanwhile, the so-called Klassenfeldwebeln, or class sergeants, did not have 
permission to punish the cadets but supervised them nearly every waking (and sleeping) moment. 
In Hirsch’s opinion, these were uneducated and “often very raw fellows” (mitunter ganz rohe 
Kerle), whom the cadets mocked and scorned and called Fetzen, or rags. Unsurprisingly, the 
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sergeants returned the favor by subjecting the cadets to “wickedness and malice” (Bösheit und 
Tücke).159 
Hirsch informs us that although breakfast consisted of black bread and water, 
supplemented by warm milk in the winter, lunch and dinner were quite good. And the cadets had 
plenty of physical activity—dancing, riding, gymnastics, fencing, and swimming were all part of 
the curriculum by mid-century—but even walks in the park were strictly controlled: the class 
sergeants marched each class, 50 to 100 feet apart, along the same path for half an hour three 
times a day; the afternoon “tour” was lengthened to one hour on Sundays and holidays. One 
wrong step observed by the inspecting officer could result in the loss of the next meal, for the 
latter had the authority to deprive an errant cadet of two lunch courses or the full evening meal. 
But this was not the worst punishment. In addition to the floggings described above, cadets could 
be confined to a small cell measuring 2½ meters in height, 2 meters in length, and 75 centimeters 
in width for up to two hours or in a larger one located along the moat surrounding the castle, with 
little air or light, for up to eight days. The worst offenders were put in leg irons!160 Far more than 
the British public schools and even more than West Point, the Theresian Military Academy of 
this era fits Goffman’s definition of a total institution: the cadets led a sort of monastic existence 
inside a single castle complex, which they were rarely permitted to leave. They followed a 
completely regimented schedule, down to their daily strolls. They were subjected to severe 
punishments for even the most minor transgressions. And mortification of the self occurred early 
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on, with the forced nudity, haircut, and uniform issue; perhaps the assignment of a number to 
each small boy is the most glaring example of the totality of his seven- or eight-year experience. 
While the bullying was not as severe as that at the British public schools and the 
institution was perhaps not as total as Wiener Neustadt, elements of both could be found at the 
Corps des Pages at mid-century. Kropotkin, in his well known Memoirs of a Revolutionist, gives 
us a glimpse of life there in a period of transition after the Russian defeat in the Crimean War. 
He entered the Corps at fifteen years old in 1857. At that time, the most dominant personality at 
the school, in keeping with the Russian aristocracy’s love for all things French throughout most 
of the nineteenth century, was a man named Girardot, or “the Colonel,” an aging émigré and 
martinet whose omnipresence permeated cadet life.161 “You soon felt,” Kropotkin writes, “that 
every one and everything had to bend before his will.” Like Thayer, Girardot evaluated all 
aspects of a boy’s performance, keeping “all the faults and virtues of each” listed in small 
books.162 The Corps was divided into five forms, and persecution of new boys came mostly at 
the hands of the sixteen first-form boys who had been selected to serve as pages de chambre for 
the royal family—the emperor, the empress, the grand dukes, and the grand duchesses—and in 
whom Girardot, despite his totalitarian rule, vested considerable authority. “His system was to 
give them carte blanche; to pretend that he did not know even the horrors they were enacting; 
and to maintain through them a severe discipline.”163 
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This discipline included sanctioned beatings of insubordinate boys with thick oak rulers, 
leather braces, or any other object at hand. The newcomers performed duties such as sending 
back the balls during games of ninepins and standing watch while the pages de chambre sat in 
their illegal smoking room after hours; such pleasures as playing games and smoking were of 
course denied the younger boys. Other mild forms of bullying, like running “roundabouts” in the 
garden, were also common.164 The most disturbing ritual at this time seems to have been a mock 
circus, during which the newcomers were assembled in a room in their nightshirts and then 
ordered to run around in a circle like horses. Meanwhile, the pages de chambre, standing both 
inside and outside the circle, “pitilessly whipped the boys” with rubber hoses. According to 
Kropotkin, “as a rule the ‘circus’ ended in an Oriental fashion, in an abominable way. The moral 
conceptions which prevailed at that time, and the foul talk which went on in the school 
concerning what occurred at night after circus, were such that the least said about them the 
better.”165 Reading between the nineteenth-century euphemisms, we can only take this to mean 
that the younger boys were molested or possibly even raped by the older boys as the culmination 
of this barbaric ceremony. 
A combination of boy tribalism and the spirit of reform resulted in dramatic changes 
during Kropotkin’s years as a cadet. To begin with, the third form incited a rebellion against the 
first: because snitching, as at most of the schools in this study, was beyond the pale, the third 
form orchestrated an episode in which two boys refused to stand watch, a beating ensued, and the 
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Colonel was summoned to intervene. He reluctantly overruled the pages de chambre, as the 
regulations required, putting an end to the night watches and paradoxically dealing a blow to his 
authority.166 Then, perhaps as a result, the cadets began to deride the ancien régime fashions 
prescribed by court etiquette and beloved by Girardot. “For twenty years [he] had realized his 
ideal,” explains Kropotkin, “which was to have the boys nicely combed, curled, and girlish 
looking, and to send to the court pages as refined as courtiers of Louis XIV. Whether they 
learned or not, he cared little; his favorites were those whose clothes-baskets were best filled 
with all sorts of nail-brushes and scent bottles, whose ‘private uniform’ . . . was of the best make, 
and who knew how to make the most elegant salut oblique.” For rehearsals of court ceremonies, 
Girardot would dress one of the boys as the empress, in front of whom the others decorously 
bowed. Now, however, the pages mocked this tradition and, instead of keeping their curls as long 
as possible after a court event, washed them out as quickly as possible thereafter. “An effeminate 
appearance was laughed at. . . . Oriental amusements were looked upon with disgust, and an 
attempt of two to revert to old manners resulted in scandals which reached St. Petersburg 
drawing rooms,” Kropotkin tells us.167 The sort of recoil from eighteenth-century aristocratic 
dilettantism and libertinism and the modern Western European and American emphasis on 
rugged masculinity was reaching even deeply conservative Russia.168 Whether this lasted past 
the reform era, into the reactionary reigns of Alexander III and Nicholas II, remains to be seen. 
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Devilment at West Point 
By the time the class of 1846, the subject of a recent monograph by John C. Waugh, 
arrived at West Point in June 1842, the outlines of a plebe-year rite of passage, similar to that at 
the British public schools and the Corps des Pages, were clearly discernable. In those days, it 
was only possible to travel to West Point by river or road, and many cadet candidates, such as 
Thomas J. Jackson of western Virginia, paid the fifty-cent fare for the steamboat north from New 
York City.169 As the vessel ventured farther into the Hudson Highlands, the young man would 
have noticed the increasingly mountainous terrain, which, in 1775, the American revolutionaries 
had chosen to fortify in order to prevent the Redcoats from securing the Hudson River from New 
York City to Lake Champlain and British territory in Quebec and thereby dividing New England, 
the hotbed of revolutionary activity, from the rest of the colonies. They had decided upon the 
specific area around West Point because the bend, shallow water, and tides made the river 
difficult to navigate, and ships were therefore vulnerable to artillery fire. Moreover, the rugged 
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ground surrounding the point would make it more difficult for the British to attack fortifications 
overland.170 
Since then, not much had changed. The Hudson’s “western bank still ascended sharply 
from the water’s edge; the same cliffs still overhung the river with a wild and awful sublimity. 
Everywhere the eye looked the aspect was high, rocky, savage, majestic, and somber. The river 
itself, all brown and gloomy, rolled slowly past the cliffs below the plain, underscoring the sense 
of grandeur and tragedy.”171 The steep western bank that the cadet candidate climbed from the 
steamboat landing to the Academy grounds served the same purpose that the fence of plantain 
stalks and cotton tree poles did for the Poro: it was the symbolic divide between childhood and 
adulthood, and the Academy itself was the remote forest outpost where he would learn to be a 
man. Reporting in, the candidate was soon made aware of his new, liminal status by jeering 
upperclassmen, who called him ‘thing’, ‘animal’, ‘reptile’, or ‘beast’.172 To George B. McClellan 
of Philadelphia, not yet sixteen years old, he was “as much alone” in these new surroundings “as 
if in a boat in the middle of the Atlantic.” Homesick and despondent, McClellan speculated in a 
letter to his sister that “not one here would lift a finger to help me; I am entirely dependent on 
myself.”173 
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But McClellan underestimated the power of what Turner calls liminality to create a sense 
of democratic brotherhood between him and his classmates. In the days that followed, the group 
of 122 cadet candidates shrunk to 92 new cadets, as 30 failed the rigorous physical and mental 
entrance examinations. Those who remained endured Spartan living conditions, food 
deprivation, and, especially once they had moved from barracks rooms into tents for the summer 
encampment, the upperclassmen’s devilment. In camp, they rose at 4 a.m. and conducted drills 
and exercises all day until 10 p.m.; even then, they might be aroused from slumber by the 
harassment of their seniors. In the heat, mud, and dust, it seemed impossible to avoid the 
demerits that came from appearing in public less than perfectly attired.174 One William Dutton 
complained on July 12 that he had changed trousers and blackened his boots fours times in one 
day. “If you step out of your tent with your coat not buttoned with every button & hooked in the 
neck, & with clean white gloves you are reported.”175 Once the academic year began in 
September, the regimentation increased even as the devilment largely ceased. Cadets were 
subject to ten pages of rules governing all aspects of their lives, constant inspections, continued 
drill and parades, and daily recitation in mathematics and French, the two academic subjects that 
they took during plebe year.176 
The culmination of plebe year at that time was the annual June examination; for the class 
of 1846, it meant losing another dozen mates. The seventy-two classmates who had survived the 
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rite of passage officially became yearlings after the exam.177 The attritional nature of plebe year 
and the adversarial character of its liminal phase no doubt contributed to their class cohesion, a 
phenomenon that would become a unique element of the military school experience. Historian 
James M. McPherson, in the foreword to Waugh’s account, writes: “The United States Military 
Academy at West Point created a band of brothers more tightly bonded by mutual hardship . . . 
than biological brothers.”178 The isolation, deprivation, devilment, and other demands that the 
class of 1846 experienced throughout plebe year undoubtedly helped produce those bonds. James 
L. Morrison, Jr., author of “The Best School in the World”: West Point, the Pre-Civil War Years, 
1833-1866, strikes a similar tone, stating that the adversarial system at the Academy in the 
antebellum period “helped create a close-knit band of plebe brothers, united against the upper 
classes, thus solidifying at an early stage the class spirit so dear to West Pointers.”179 This is 
precisely the sort of comitatus that Turner tells us is often formed during the liminal stage of 
initiation. 
John Tidball, class of 1848, describes the somewhat ritual shearing of a novice’s hair, 
akin to that which occurred in Wiener Neustadt, shortly after reporting to the Academy. In the 
1840s, soap-locks were the fashion of the day, but not at West Point! At a cadet candidate’s first 
in-ranks inspection, his cadet captain would yank on his hair if too long and order him to have it 
cut. Another upperclassmen would then show the offender “the way to the barber’s; and this was 
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always in some other than the right direction; most frequently it was to the ‘Cock Loft’, the 
upper story of North Barracks, the head center of all deviltry. Here, ushered into a room by his 
accommodating guide, he was met by another cadet disguised as a barber, who in short order 
made sad havoc of his treasured locks, leaving the poor fellow’s head in a most ludicrous state of 
unevenness.”180 The Cock Loft was also the most likely scene of the mock trial, in which a plebe 
was brought before a court of upperclassmen, charged and convicted of a crime, and sentenced 
severely. The sentence was then commuted to a far lesser but still humiliating punishment, such 
as for one to spend the night with his head in a mortar tube.181 In addition to the mock trial, there 
were the mock academic examination, during which a faux ‘committee’ of upperclassmen would 
pretend to evaluate the progress of cadet candidates, and the mock physical exam, conducted by 
a cadet impersonating an officer. These convinced the novices of the “absolute power exercised 
over [them] by the newness of [their] surroundings.”182 
During their first night on post, Tidball and his classmates awoke to find their clothing 
gone. Hastening to the parade ground for reveille partially or fully nude, appearing “as 
picturesque as ridiculous,” they found it in a pile outside the barracks; “the owners, scrambling 
for their missing articles, soon converted the heap into a confused mass of dust and duds.”183 
Once in summer encampment, the plebes were ordered to perform menial tasks, such as carrying 
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pails of water and doing other chores for upperclassmen and cleaning the cantonment area 
(‘policing’). “The labor was not hard physically, but it was petty and disagreeable, taking all 
conceit out of us.”184 Harassment of new cadets on guard duty, he opines, had a similar, 
humbling effect: “It is at this time that the mischievous among the older cadets steal forth to 
bedevil him, and resorting to every imaginable device, torment him with fiendish glee. Those 
who have shown evidence of self conceit are generally the ones pitched upon for such sports, and 
right merrily are they put through the mill.”185 Overall, Tidball believes that the ordeals he and 
his classmates endured were “rather beneficial than otherwise; a weaning, as it were, of the new 
cadets from boyhood to manhood.”186 This statement suggests that mid-nineteenth century forms 
of devilment, as they matured, increasingly resembled the liminal rites of initiation, facilitating 
the transition from youth to adulthood and inculcating masculinity. At this point in history, they 
rarely resulted in injuries. One exception, foreshadowing the hazing of the post-Civil War period, 
came in June 1846, when a group of upperclassmen held a cadet candidate in spread-eagle 
position on the ground, poured turpentine on his buttocks, and tied a string around his testicles, 
causing pain and swelling.187 
In the mid-1850s, when George Strong was at West Point, cadet candidates arriving at the 
Academy were summoned to a cadet lieutenant’s room, with two cadet sergeants also present, in 
a ritual that would come to be known as ‘reporting to the cadet in the red sash’. In the room, the 
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lieutenant berated the candidate for his unmilitary conduct as the sergeants made physical 
corrections. “‘Keep your hand down, Sir,’ shrieked one of [Strong’s] relentless body-guards. 
‘Keep your eyes up and to the front, Sir,’ shouted the other. Strong writes that he “proceeded to 
make my report, replying to whatever questions were asked, and receiving a severe rebuke at 
every superfluous word, as well as for every unmilitary movement that my farmer-boy muscles 
were sure to make at each sentence I uttered.”188 Afterwards, devilment in camp continued to 
include harassment of sentinels; Strong describes an incident in which one was doused with cold 
water, wrapped in a sheet, and stuffed under a wheelbarrow.189  
Also, there is some evidence that by the 1850s, it had extended into the academic year, 
when upperclassmen serving as tutors would harass plebes in the classroom.190 For example, at 
his first mathematical recitation, Strong, after being asked a series of loaded questions, was 
ordered to sketch on the blackboard his father’s farm on a scale of one ten-millionth, determine 
his annual tax based on the valuation of his assets, and draw a “vertical projection” of his 
grandfather.191 But he insists that everything the upperclassmen subjected him to since his first 
day—“a thorough breaking in, at the commencement of the course”—despite being excessive at 
times, was “the wisest policy, and most conducive to the best interests of all concerned. It 
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teaches [cadets] never thereafter to be surprised at anything, to meet future difficulties with the 
greater fortitude, and make their reliance a reliance upon themselves.”192 
Morris Schaff entered West Point in 1858. His first night in camp, he was harassed by a 
party of upperclassmen who struck his tent with a broom anytime he lit a candle and then 
“yanked us out of bed several times. . . . I do not think I ever passed a more dismal night.” In the 
weeks that followed, he “carried water” for two upperclassmen and “did most willingly 
everything and anything that they wanted me to do for them.” But after about a month, the 
hazing subsided, and the new cadets became accustomed to “the rigid discipline and cast-iron 
routine of everyday life. . . . Moreover, the plebe is no longer an animal, for he is clothed in the 
uniform of a cadet.”193 Use of the term “animal” suggests that plebes were stripped of a certain 
degree of humanity even in those days—a mortification of the self—serving to separate them 
from the comfortable lives they had led at home. As was the case for Indian Brahman and South 
African Thonga novices, the donning of their new clothing symbolized the young men’s 
incorporation into the group—in this case, the US Corps of Cadets. For Schaff, wearing the 
Academy’s uniform was “stimulating,” as were other “initial processes . . . for transforming raw 
cadets into officers,” such as the demands for tidiness of dress, fastidious comportment, honesty, 
and equality.194 Again we see reference made to the democratic nature of acculturation at West 
Point. 
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Boy Governance and “Faults Peculiar to Boys” 
Supervision of boys by masters at the British public schools was disturbingly minimal, 
and could result not only in bullying but also in more serious abuses, as we learn from Arthur 
Kelly’s letters to his parents from Winchester in 1844. “There is a great want of discipline in 
Commoners, and I cannot help thinking that if Mr. Wordsworth was head master affairs would 
be different. The Doctor does not search into things enough, he has not half the authority he 
ought to have and he lets affairs go by much to [sic] quietly, in this matter indeed (namely in 
Adair having left the school on account of being obliged to do other boys verses) he has expelled 
a boy certainly but that is all, and that is not enough, and everything goes on now just as usual, 
and very nearly as bad—and we shall hear nothing of the matter unless Wordsworth will give us 
a sermon tomorrow which is not unlikely, on it.”195 Then, in a shocking letter, Kelly tells his 
mother that he has “been continent (which means unwell) the two or three last days, on account 
of rather a serious calamity, on Saturday night, before we were in bed three boys of a very poor 
character came and set on me, how long they continued to do so I do not know for I remember 
nothing till the morning.”196 It seems that prepubescent Kelly did not truly understand the gravity 
of this incident or believed that enduring sexual assault was merely another transition ordeal he 
had to survive in order to become a man; one can only imagine what his mother must have felt 
upon reading his words. 
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The assistant master’s statement from April 1854, cited earlier, was written to counter the 
claim that Harrow’s monitorial system, in which a set of older boys was appointed by the 
headmaster to govern the rest, resulted in tyranny, and it is one of the best mid-century defenses 
of boy governance. First, he articulates the public-school tradition, which as we have seen had 
developed out of necessity rather than design due to a lack of masters: “I assume that you have 
sent your Son to Harrow, being fully aware of the principal feature which distinguishes a Public 
from a Private School—namely, that the boys, in their hours of recreation, within certain limits 
of space and time, enjoy perfect freedom of action, and feel themselves exempt from any regular 
superintendence of the Masters.” He then argues that in such a milieu, the monitorial system 
prevents rule by strength alone, instead placing authority in the hands of “the best” boys.197 This 
prevents bullying and other “faults peculiar to boys . . . which are committed in absolute defiance 
not only of Christian principles, but of ordinary good feeling.”198 Finally, the assistant master 
concludes by stating emphatically that system protects the weak, restrains the bully, and punishes 
the wrongdoer, especially he who brings about “public scandal and disgrace”; “he will then and 
not till then have reason to fear the power of the Monitors.”199 
But “faults peculiar to boys” seem to have survived at Harrow despite the monitorial 
system, and despite the arrival of the reformer Dr. Charles Vaughan in 1844.200 John Addington 
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Symonds describes it most vividly in his memoirs, unpublished in his lifetime and for nearly a 
century after his death (more on him and these later): 
One thing at Harrow very soon arrested my attention. It was the moral state of the school. 
Every boy of good looks had a female name, and was recognized either as a public 
prostitute or as some bigger fellow’s “bitch.” Bitch was the word in common usage to 
indicate a boy who yielded his person to a lover. The talk in the dormitories and the 
studies was incredibly obscene. Here and there one could not avoid seeing acts of 
onanism, mutual masturbation, the sports of naked boys in bed together. There was no 
refinement, no sentiment, no passion; nothing but animal lust in these occurrences.201 
 
He mentions three boys who were particularly vulgar, one of whom, “named Barber, annoyed 
and amused me. He was like a good-natured longimanous ape, gibbering on his perch and 
playing ostentatiously with a prodigiously developed phallus.”202 
These boys took to regularly humiliating boy named Cookson, “a red-faced strumpet, 
with flabby cheeks and sensual mouth—the notissima fossa [the most famous sewage drain] of 
our house.” Sometimes, “after they had rolled upon the floor with him and had exposed his 
person in public—they took to trampling on him. At other times, “Currey and Clayton and 
Barber and the rest of the brood squirted saliva and what they called ‘gobs’ upon their bitch, 
cuffed and kicked him at their mercy, shied books at him, and drove him with obscene curses 
whimpering to his den.”203 Symonds claims that he rose above these occurrences, preferring 
instead to long after boys such as Dering, whom he describes as resembling “a handsome Greek 
brigand in face,” with a body as “powerful, muscular, lissom [sic] as a tiger.” While the latter 
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“fascinated” Symonds, he also “repelled” him, for Dering tried to sleep with other boys, such as 
a “handsome lad” named O’Brien and “a plump fair-haired boy, called Ainslie, whom we 
dubbed Bum Bathsheba because of his opulent posterior parts.”204 According to Symonds, then, 
Harrow of the 1850s was what Gathorne-Hardy has called “an adolescent boy’s jungle; a jungle 
where lust and brute strength raged completely unrestrained.”205 
* * * 
This chapter covered the origins of the monarchical cadet school, the British public 
school, and the US Military Academy and these institutions’ contributions to the officer corps of 
their respective states. I showed how especially the public schools and West Point were 
surprisingly anarchic and rebellious in the first half of the nineteenth century. I also argued that 
the acculturation process at the public schools occurred within an aristocratic framework, but one 
that was increasingly virilized as the century wore on. In all four cases, we saw pre-modern 
traditions existing side-by-side with a sort of democratizing process, most pronounced at West 
Point perhaps, in which boys and young men, by enduring hardships, were to an extent 
equalized. I then described how initiation rites emerged rather organically within tribal milieus, 
even at the cadet schools, which resembled total institutions earlier than the public schools and 
West Point. Lastly, I described some abuses, particularly sexual assault, that occurred with some 
regularity at the mid-century public and cadet schools. In the next chapter, I shall elaborate on 
this topic and focus on the increasing totality of the schoolboy and cadet experience. 
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“UNMITIGATED DOMINATION OF STRONGER OVER WEAKER”: 
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE, 1859-1901 
 
 
 In this chapter, I shall explain first how practices, rituals, and codes that had developed 
organically at the British public schools over centuries were, with the Clarendon Commission 
Report and Public Schools Act of 1868, accepted as worthy traditions and increasingly codified 
in the last decades of the nineteenth century. I shall then illustrate the extent to which authorities 
would go in this era to police homosexuality. Next, I shall describe several turn-of-the-century 
traditions and trace the growing obsession with games at the public schools. Moving to the cadet 
schools, I shall introduce the reader to life behind the walls of the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, 
juxtaposing practices, rituals, and codes—including initiation rites, loyalty to peers and monarch, 
sport, masculinity, and homosexuality—there to those at the Theresian Military Academy and 
the Corps des Pages. Finally, I shall discuss the high-water mark of hazing at the US Military 
Academy during and after the Civil War, when vigilante justice, mob rule, and racism flourished, 
facilitated by the concepts of Social Darwinism and fraternity. I shall also note the similarities 






Accepting Tradition and Establishing Control at the British Public Schools 
 
The Clarendon Commission 
 
In 1861, a commission headed by Lord Clarendon began an exhaustive investigation of 
the top seven public schools. This was in response to mostly upper-middle-class criticism, 
focused primarily on academic instruction at the schools, which, with its emphasis on the classics 
over science, appeared to be out of step with modern society. Some critics, such as the author of 
Eric: Or, Little by Little, Frederic W. Farrar, were also concerned with the moral climate among 
the boys, which they claimed fostered vice.1 If we are to believe Symonds, it certainly did! With 
this in mind, the commissioners set out to determine “the nature and application of the 
Endowments, Funds, and Revenues belonging to or received by” the schools, their 
“administration and management,” the “system and course of studies” pursued at each, and “the 
methods, subjects, and extent of the instruction given to the Students” at each. They questioned 
current and former managers and administrators, recent graduates, educational experts, and a few 
pupils over a period of three years.2 Only more formalized initiation rites entered the 
commissioners’ purview, under the auspices of the monitorial and fagging systems. Using 
characteristic language, they write that boy governance “has largely assisted, we believe, to 
create and keep alive a high and sound tone of feeling and opinion, has promoted independence 
and manliness of character, and has rendered possible that combination of ample liberty with 
order and discipline which is among the best characteristics of our best English schools.” The 
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commissioners sanction fagging as well, writing that “mitigated as it has been, and that 
considerably, by the altered habits and manners of the present day,” it poses no harm to junior or 
senior boys. They recommend only that administrators monitor it and that servants perform 
certain duties instead of fags.3 
The Clarendon Commission’s glowing appraisal of the public-school system, in verbiage 
that captures both the conservative faith in organic institutions and the liberal notion of character, 
is worth quoting: 
It is not easy to estimate the degree in which the English people are indebted to these 
schools for the qualities on which they pique themselves most—for their capacity to 
govern others and control themselves, their aptitude for combining freedom with order, 
their public spirit, their vigour and manliness of character, their strong but not slavish 
respect for public opinion, their love of healthy sports and exercise. These schools have 
been the chief nurseries of our statesmen; in them, and in schools modelled after them, 
men of all the various classes that make up English society, destined for every profession 
and career, have been brought up on a footing of social equality, and have contracted the 
most enduring friendships, and some of the ruling habits, of their lives; and they have had 
perhaps the largest share in moulding the character of an English gentleman. The system, 
like other systems, has had its blots and imperfections . . . but these defects have not 
seriously marred its wholesome operation, and it appears to have gradually purged itself 
from them in a remarkable degree.4 
  
As the line above implies, criticism of abuses is almost entirely absent from the 
Clarendon Commission Report. Other than at Westminster, they seem to have found so few 
instances of “petty tyranny and thoughtless cruelty” to conclude that “the old roughness of 
manners has in great measure disappeared.”5 In reality, it had not. An organic development and 
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“relic from the 17th and 18th centuries” as much as any aspect of the official public-school 
experience, “the whole structure of fags, bullying, prefect justice, monitorial whoppings, studies, 
feasts and illicit escapades,” writes Gathorne-Hardy, was “imported whole and then explicitly 
condoned provided it remained more or less out of sight. It became an integral and adored part of 
the system, just as important later as games and ‘team spirit’ and the classical tradition.”6 
Whether the commissioners “adored” the more abusive aspects of fagging and other, less 
codified initiation rites and thus did not publicize them, or whether they believed that these 
practices were moribund because they “remained more or less out of sight” is perhaps 
unknowable. The fact that they continued will be made clear in this chapter. 
In the pages ahead, we shall examine the increasing totality of the British public school 
experience, as certain subterranean practices, rituals, and codes were codified, while others, 
including homosexuality, were increasingly policed. This move from the extralegal to the legal 
can be seen as a sort of domestication process—the anarchic environment at the schools was to 
an extent tamed in the late-Victorian period. Fagging, boy governance, and games were 
embraced as essential aspects of the experience, while rules concerning dress and behavior 
became more rigid. Still we find an emphasis on enduring pain and suffering, with less instances 
of courageous resistance, as a means of proving one’s worth. The US Military Academy was 
slower to contain and codify hazing, which enjoyed a golden age as the century drew to a close. 
Vigilante justice, mob rule, racism, and the concepts of survival of the fittest and fraternity 
flourished. Likewise, at the cadet schools, intense bullying and the inculcation of monarchical 
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and caste loyalty persisted, although these institutions were more total than their Anglo-
American counterparts. Finally, we shall see how homoeroticism and homosexuality not only 
existed at the secondary schools but also complemented the hyper-masculinity of the era. 
 
The Codification of Tradition 
 
The British Public Schools Act of 1868 was a conservative victory that resulted in few 
tangible changes other than the entry of more practical studies into the curricula. The latter, 
however, by restricting free time, led to the emergence of an increasingly regimented school life, 
about which historians largely agree.7 Regimentation, moreover, may help to explain the 
apparent shift, seen below, away from unsanctioned abuse to that sanctioned in the form of 
beatings; indeed, the highly juvenile practices of the past seem to give way to a more codified 
initiation based on fagging, knowledge of ever more detailed sartorial, linguistic, and behavioral 
rules, and flogging and caning for transgressions. Dr. Ridding, headmaster at Winchester, gives a 
typical defense of tradition and its codification in 1872, in testimony before the school’s 
governing body. “My feeling,” responds Ridding to the question of whether older boys should be 
allowed to cane younger boys, 
is that the circumstances have made it impossible to return to an unrecognized condition 
of things by history—that as long as it remained in that condition, I am not prepared to 
say my predecessors were unwise to allow it to remain as an unrecognized thing which 
they knew of, but did not sanction; but I think when circumstances have brought that 
about, it is to be considered, it is no longer open to leave it unrecognized, neither 
forbidden nor sanctioned. I think it must be recognized if it is meant to exist, because I 
think Masters should say whether it is right or wrong, and if settled on the balance of 
advantages that it is right, they should at once say it is right, and recognize it, otherwise I 
think they are bound to stop it.8 
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In other words, once revealed by the Clarendon Commission, the school’s often-brutal traditions 
could no longer be ignored; but instead of squashing them, headmasters like Ridding chose to 
sanction and codify them. 
As the composition of the British elite changed, subtle differences in dress, speech, and 
bearing, not title or land, would distinguish new aristocrat from pretender. And so at the 
increasingly total public school, where the novice learned what these differences were, a balance 
was struck between conformity and individualism. We can see this, for example, in a boy’s 
gradual display of ‘swagger’ as he progressed through Harrow, discussed below. As a result, the 
cavalier, Byronesque eccentric of earlier times yielded to a new archetype: “This is the figure 
who has many fringe non-conformities,” explains Gathorne-Hardy,” often picturesque and 
amusing, adopted to express individuality, but who conforms to all the major social mores.”9 
Gathorne-Hardy also describes another typical British character shaped in the public school of 
this era. “Under the fierce if muted gaze of almost universal love and lust, beautiful boys became 
still more beautiful, with a bloom like that on English country-house grapes or, still not quite old 
enough to shave, with the down and colouring and texture of a hot-house peach,” he writes. “Nor 
did they always change—these garçons fatals. They became that familiar figure, the aging 
English male beauty, perfectly preserved, frequent glancer into the plate glass of shop windows, 
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with a curious way of walking, with his feet slightly turned in, developed self-consciously years 
and years before when he was an object of desire.”10 
 
The New Approach to “Immorality” 
What in the world is Gathorne-Hardy talking about here? Homosexual activity, as we 
have seen in the previous chapter, had existed in the public schools for centuries, but there was a 
distinct change in the way it was treated by the authorities in the second half of the nineteenth 
century and into the twentieth. Foucault argues effectively that the increasing condemnation of 
and thus discourse surrounding homosexuality in this era resulted paradoxically in its enhanced 
visibility, and this is certainly borne out in the primary-source documents relating to the British 
public schools. From the 1850s on, it is widely discussed, although usually euphemistically, in 
print, in sermons, in headmasters’ and prefects’ books. I suspect that this development is 
correlated to the aforementioned change in the way childhood was viewed. Rather than being 
seen as carriers of Original Sin, which they could shed through proper training and atonement, 
after about 1850, children were considered pure until otherwise corrupted. “A feverish anxiety,” 
Chandos writes, “especially in the middle classes, to prevent or abridge sexual experience in the 
young grew to the dimensions of a collective neurosis,” and “immorality,” which had previously 
encompassed all sorts of illicit activities, became the preferred euphemism for sexual 
misconduct.11 This was not confined to homosexuality; by the sixth edition of his influential but 
since-debunked The Functions and Disorders of the Reproductive Organs in Children, Youth, 
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Adult Age and Advanced Life, first published in 1857 and accepted as scientific truth by most of 
his readers, Dr. William Acton devotes over thirty sententious pages to the supposed dangers of 
childhood masturbation, which he claims would likely lead to physical exhaustion, heart and 
pulmonary problems, and insanity.12 Acton implores the schoolmaster to stamp out masturbation 
by intruding upon his pupils, something that had just not been done in the public school of the 
early-nineteenth century. “In spite of his assumed ignorance of the existence of the practice,” he 
writes, “masturbation and other vices may spread widely through the school unless careful 




Foremost among the “other vices” to which Acton is referring is homosexuality among 
schoolboys. “I think the schoolmaster should be alive to the excessive danger of the platonic 
attachments that sometimes become fashionable in a school especially between boys of very 
different ages. . . . I am speaking of what schoolmasters cannot be ignorant of—the sentimental 
fancy taken by an elder boy to a younger, between whom there can be, in the regular course of 
the school, little natural companionship, and having about it a most unpleasant and dangerous 
resemblance to abnormal passion.”14 Hughes warns his readers of the same practice, called 
‘taking up’, in Tom Brown’s Schooldays, describing “the miserable little pretty white-handed 
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curly-haired boys, petted and pampered by some of the big fellows, who wrote their verses for 
them, taught them to drink and use bad language, and did all they could to spoil them for 
everything in this world and the next.”15 
And although his text is more focused on the cumulative effects of other minor ‘sins’, 
such as foul language, Farrar, in the obnoxiously moralistic Eric: Or, Little by Little, also penned 
in the late-1850s, implies that being taken up could result in ruin.16 He uses a boy named Russell 
to explain his criticism of the practice: “‘I used once to have fine theories about it. I used to 
fancy that a big fellow would do no end of good to one lower in the school, and that the two 
would stand to each other in the relation of knight to squire. You know what the young knights 
were taught, Monty—to keep their bodies under, and bring them into subjection; to love God, 
and speak the truth always. That sounds very grand and noble to me. But when a big fellow takes 
up a little one you know pretty well that those are not the kind of lessons he teaches.’” Luckily, 
however, Eric “was too manly a little fellow, and had too much self-respect, to sink into the 
effeminate condition which usually grows on the young delectables who have the misfortune to 
be ‘taken up.’”17 
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Unsurprisingly, Farrar’s character presents the idealized values of chivalry, particularly 
subjugation of carnal instincts, as a standard for his young readers, but one that he doubts they 
can meet. It is Hughes’s and Farrar’s descriptions of those boys taken up, however, that are of 
greater interest here. On the one hand, they are “miserable . . . little boys” who are “spoil[ed] . . . 
for everything in this world and the next,” who “sink into [an] effeminate condition” and are 
stricken with “misfortune,” suggesting that taking up was a horrible experience for the younger 
boy. Perhaps at times it was, especially if they were forced to perform sexual services for the 
older boys. But on the other hand, these are the “pretty white-handed curly-haired boys,” the 
“young delectables,” who are “petted and pampered” and protected from bullies. They are the 
targets of “‘jealousy and contempt,’” as Farrar’s Monty tells Russell.18 They are, in other words, 
the “beautiful boys”—the “garçons fatals”—of whom Gathorne-Hardy writes; and despite the 
efforts of Acton and Farrar and Hughes, they would continue to meet “the fierce if muted gaze of 
almost universal love and lust” and be taken up by older boys at the public schools for the rest of 
our period, as we shall see below. 
While schoolboys’ attitudes towards “love and lust” amongst them would remain 
ambivalent, the late-1850s do seem to have been a turning point in the authorities’ policing of 
homosexuality. Under the influence of moralists such as those discussed above, masters were 
less willing to look the other way—to employ techniques such as wearing hobnailed boots during 
nighttime rounds, as had a well-respected housemaster at Harrow—and began to police actively 
the “immorality” that flourished under the placid surface.19 Often, this astonished student leaders 
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accustomed to traditional boy governance. At Westminster in 1859, the ‘Head of the Town 
Boys’, or Princeps Oppidanus, wrote in his ledger that “we were surprised one night this half by 
being called in singly before [Headmaster Charles Broderick] Scott . . . and questioned as to the 
immorality of school in general and College in particular. After leaving us Scott proceeded to 
Weare’s [House], having previously been to Rigo’s [House], where he remained until 3 o’clock 
in morning investigating. . . . Five seniors were sent away” and several others punished as a 
result of this inquisition. Not only did Scott spend hours questioning his pupils; he also isolated 
them from one another during the inquiry so that they could not match their stories.20 Clearly, 
this was not just a symbolic gesture on the part of the headmaster but rather a systemic attempt to 
root out supposedly corrupting influences. In addition, it was an unmistakable infringement upon 
boy governance that would never have been possible at a public school half a century earlier. 
 
Vaughan and “the Great Engine of Victorian Moral Outrage” 
 
Eighteen fifty-nine was also the year in which Vaughan, titan among Victorian 
headmasters, was forced to resign from Harrow for sexual misconduct. In the last chapter, I 
quoted the Symonds memoirs to describe the abundant homosexuality at the school in the 1850s. 
Symonds, who became a poet and historian, began to write his memoirs in 1889, and following 
his death in 1893, they passed into the hands of Horatio Brown, his literary executor, who used 
them to write a sanitized biography and publish it in 1895. After Brown’s death in 1925, they 
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passed to the London Library, which after 1954 allowed historians to access them but prohibited 
their transcription. Phyllis Grosskurth used the memoirs to produce a more revealing biography 
in 1964, but it was not until the restrictions were raised in 1977 that historians could reproduce 
Symonds’ actual words about sexual life at Harrow. Grosskurth published about two-thirds of his 
work as The Memoirs of John Addington Symonds in 1984, and then, in 2016, Amber K. Regis 
finally brought the full text to light; this is the version of the memoirs I cited above.21 
Both Chandos and, to a lesser extent, Gathorne-Hardy describe the story of Vaughan’s 
downfall in significant detail and with considerable empathy.22 Suffice it to say that shortly 
before leaving Harrow, Symonds’ friend Pretor, with whom, Chandos opines, he shared a 
“feminine cast of male homosexuality, with barbed tensions of rivalry,” bragged to him of an 
affair he was having with Vaughan and showed him a series of letters to prove it.23 Symonds was 
simultaneously disgusted and sympathetic, but most of all jealous of his friend. “I did indeed 
condemn Vaughan’s taste,” he tells us, “for I regarded Pretor as a physically and emotionally 
inferior being.”24 The following year, as an undergraduate at Balliol College, Oxford, he reported 
the affair to a professor of Latin and then, upon the professor’s urging, to his father.25 And that 
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was when “the great engine of Victorian moral outrage began to move.”26 The elder Symonds 
pressured Vaughan not only to resign but also to give up any position in the Church. It was not 
until the former’s death in 1871 that the latter accepted the modest role of Dean of Llandaff and 
Master of the Temple. The younger Symonds, meanwhile, spent the last years of his life evading 
the British Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885, which forbid “gross indecency” in public and 
private. His preferred location seems to have been Italy, where he enjoyed the company of 
young, working-class men.27 
 
“Pleasure Spread to the Power That Harried It”: Sex and Supervision at Wellington 
 
In the midst of this new moral climate, Wellington College opened its doors in January 
1859 for the sons of deceased British Army officers. It is included in this study because of its 
prestige as one of the top dozen or so public schools and because of the large number of 
graduates who went on to receive army officer commissions in our period. Fairly soon after its 
founding, prefects at Wellington were entrusted with the discipline of the school, but they do not 
seem to have broached the issue of homosexuality. Early minutes of prefects’ meetings, such as 
the following, dated September 25, 1860, are signed confessions and/or apologies to various 
offenses from students and the punishment given, if any: “I beg to apologize to the Prefects for 
having entered a Public House, and thereby having become intoxicated and having conducted 
myself to the discredit of the College.”28 Later entries are more detailed, but continue to concern 
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mostly offenses—in addition to intoxication, gambling, theft, and hunting are common ones—
and punishments. The prefects policed their own, as in a case, adjudicated on February 25, 1860, 
in which a T. Kelly was relieved of his duties as prefect for about two months for insulting and 
assaulting another boy.29 In 1863 or 1864, they wrote a school “Constitution” consisting of 
twenty-six rules.30 And occasionally, they were killjoys, as they were on November 5-7, 1866, 
when “several fireworks were let off in the College between tea-time and evening chapel; on the 
latter two nights evidently in defiance of the Prefects who were attempting to discover the 
offenders.”31 
What the prefects did not wish to be, however, were spies. In the middle of what appears 
to have been a feud with Master E. C. Wickham in 1873 over the lengths to which they would go 
to uncover “immorality,” “the chairman wished [on November 4] . . . to consult the meeting as to 
what steps he should take, stating inter alia that it was the object of the prefects to keep the 
matter in their own hands and the difficulty bore upon the question of whether they should be a 
‘responsible government,’ or a ‘mechanical system of espionage.’”32 In response, Wickham 
decided to reserve the right to punish “certain offenses such as Stealing, Impurity, Drinking in 
College or a House,” which “are so bad and poisonous that whoever is guilty of them shall be 
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reported to the Master.” Nine years later, the prefects felt the need to reiterate this guidance at a 
meeting in June 1882.33 Thus headmasters waged war against “immorality” largely on their own 
in this period, with punishments ranging from warnings, to floggings and canings, to expulsion. 
After examining several punishment books at multiple schools, it appears to me that such 
incidents cropped up every year or two. At Harrow, for example, the headmaster records the 
following cases in the early-1890s: on July 5, 1890, one boy was expelled for “immorality”; on 
November 17, 1891, five boys were expelled for the same; on May 17, 1894, a boy was expelled 
for “tempting small boy to immorality”; and on November 12 and 13, 1895, eight boys were 
punished for having “indecent photographs”—photographs of what exactly, the headmaster does 
not specify.34 
Nothing I have found, however, shows us the extent to which homosexual activity existed 
as well as that to which the authorities would go to uncover it in this period as much as 
Wellington Headmaster Bertram Pollock’s punishment-book entries from 1895. To my 
knowledge, this is the first time these incredibly lurid extracts have been published, perhaps 
because of the near-illegibility of Pollock’s hand. On May 9, he writes that he has punished six 
boys for “gross immorality. They had all been ‘doing’ one another & Tomlinson ma., Heelis & 
Younger were expelled – each of them confessed to having lain upon some other or others – the 
person between the other’s legs – this confessed by each & all of the three. . . . Van Duzer . . . 
with the 3 expelled seemed to make the central gang & Younger to be the worst of them. 
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Younger ‘did’ Morgan in the Michaelmas term as well, & also Walpole twice last term. Walpole 
being a small boy seemed quite unaware of the gravity of the matter & I didn’t punish him.” 
Pollock had uncovered a sex ring at Wellington, and judging from his comments about young 
Walpole, it was not entirely consensual. But this was only the beginning. In the coming weeks, 
he continued his investigation, determined, curiously, not only to rid the school of “immoral” 
actors but also to document exactly which activities each boy had performed and with whom, as 
his notes on the pages facing his entries illustrate.35 Was this a case of Foucault’s “pleasure 
spread[ing] to the power that harried it”? It seems so, although we shall never know Pollock’s 
true motivations. 
On May 11, the headmaster expelled an additional three boys, one of whom was a school 
prefect and head of his dormitory. They “had all lain with other boys, & by their own confession 
ended [in] emission. Murphy the cock devil of the lot & largely the instigator left at the end of 
last term.” Again, we find an instance of forcible sodomy: “Hare seemed to have suffered a good 
deal of persecution . . . before he yielded to Murphy, which he in the end did.” Most of the boys’ 
attitudes towards their inquisitor were “very unpleasant,” Pollock tells us, suggesting perhaps, in 
the case of the perpetrators, that they did not regret acting upon their lust and resented his 
intrusion and, in the case of the victims, that they preferred to suffer through this ordeal as they 
did through other masculine initiation rites.36 
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This phase of his investigation implicated three young men already at Sandhurst, but it is 
not clear whether he reported this to army authorities.37 On June 3, he birched a boy named 
Sumner “for asking Wickens . . . to come to the bath & let him ‘feel him,’ this suggestion was 
made by him in earnest he confessed, & made more than once according to Wickens. He also in 
form asked Wickens to come behind the lake, it is not clear that he said he wished to ‘do’ him, 
but both boys so understood it.” Wickens, who “avoided bathing to avoid Sumner,” eventually 
reported this harassment to his housemaster. It was not the first time this boy had been 
targeted—he was likely one of Gathorne-Hardy’s “garçons fatals”—and he clearly wanted to 
avoid the sort of assault he had endured the previous term, when two boys “had done him . . . 
Beresford seems to have been very much the instigator, & Rogers to have followed his lead. 
Wickens kicked & struggled but Beresford forced him. . . . Rogers confessed to emission.” 
Pollock seems to have handled the matter fairly in this case and with compassion for the victim: 
“Wickens behaved excellently,” he writes. “I said a prayer with Wickens & urged him when he 
grew up to protect smaller boys.”38 
In some cases, the victims of sexual assault probably resisted because, either on account 
of their pre-pubescence or their heterosexuality, they lacked homosexual predilections. But 
sexuality is not a binary, and in other cases it was more complex—the object of one assault could 
easily be the subject of another. Such was the case with a boy named Sale-Hill, whom Pollock 
implicated in the next phase of his inquisition, on June 25: “Thorburn last summer ‘did’ G, & 
again this term. On both occasions his person between G’s legs & a discharge. To all this he 
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confessed. The latter occasion he and Sale-Hill used some compulsion & had to hold G, who 
ceased to resist when once overpowered. . . . Sale-Hill three times this term has done G, twice in 
the daytime, once in bed early morning. S H put his person between G’s legs & then . . . a 
discharge, which he confessed. Same on each occasion.” Pollock tells us, however, that Sale-Hill 
himself “was corrupted by Boye, who came twice to S H’s room at night & did him, against S 
H’s will. S H tried to barricade the door but Boye said the Tutor would notice it & there would 
be a difficulty.” 
In addition, Thorburn and Sale-Hale’s victim engaged in more consensual homosexual 
activities at times; although “G was rather sinned against than sinning,” he had on one occasion 
“got onto another boy with his trousers not undone.” And he did not mind the company of a 
certain boy named Crozier, making “no objection” to the latter “putting his person between G’s 
legs & staying half a minute.” Once more, we find Pollock attempting to be fair in his 
punishments and ascertain degrees of guilt, even in this murky situation: “S H & Thorburn 
expelled,” he writes. “Crozier accepted that he deserved to be flogged. G agrees that he deserves 
to be flogged for consenting to let Crozier be indecent with him. In the case of Thorburn & S H 
he did not consent.”39 In Pollock’s punishment-book entries, we see two recurring themes in 
homosexual relations between adolescent boys in hyper-masculine, increasingly total 
institutions: first, activated homoeroticism, or adulation turning to lust; and second, sexual 
assault as method for the perpetrator to assert dominance and the victim to demonstrate stoic 
manliness. We also see examples of the non-binary nature of sexuality. Finally, his investigation 
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shows the extent to which homosexuality had become, in the words of A. C. Benson at Eton, “a 
matter of constant + anxious preoccupation” among public school masters by the 1890s.40 
 
Turn-of-the-Century Traditions and the Games Obsession 
 
Although illicit and at times predatory sexual behavior continued at the schools—and its 
existence became increasingly apparent the more it was policed—we find less and less mention 
of other proscribed actions post-Clarendon. There is the occasional anecdote such as that 
mentioned in a letter from A. H. Stanton to J. Parker Smith, both Winchester pupils in the late 
1860s: “These prefects about 3 weeks ago,” Stanton reports, “went round chambers with a sort of 
stiletto thing, very sharp & small stabbing men.”41 But in general, arbitrary bullying and boy 
tribalism seem to have declined as headmasters established more control over their charges. 
Those subterranean practices, rituals, and codes acceptable to the authorities, such as fagging, 
prefect justice, institutional knowledge, rules concerning dress and behavior, and games, rose to 
the surface, as school life became more regimented and conformist. Fagging, not enduring 
physical pain or discomfort, became the most onerous trial for most newcomers, such as Samuel 
Rivers, writing to his sister from Eton in the 1870s. “I have been fagging a fortnight and three 
days and am quite accomplished,” he boasts, opining that the skills he has learned “will be very 
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useful if I go into the Army.”42 Austin Anderson, at Eton in the early 1880s, was fortunate to 
have had a benevolent lord. Writing to his mother, he calls the latter “much the nicest fagmaster 
in College, and it is very lucky I got him.” But still, Anderson has to “call him at quarter to 
seven, fill and empty his bath, fetch his hot water, make his toast or do anything in the eating line 
for him, and fetch things up town for him.” If he completes those tasks satisfactorily, his master 
“in return lets me sit in his room, lends me books, frees me sometimes from fagging for any other 
sixth form fellow, and generally patronizes me.”43 
P. F. Thine, at Eton a few years later, had much of his time taken up by fagging duties, 
writing in a letter to his uncle that he has “rather a lot of fagging to do, my fagmaster being 
Captain of the Games in our house.”44 George Townsend Warner, discussing “school life and 
traditions” at Harrow circa 1898, writes that fagging there varied from house to house. If the 
house were not overloaded with sixth-form boys, he likely would begin his duties—after a two-
week exemption—as a ‘find fag’, which meant that he would make tea or coffee and breakfast 
for his ‘find’, a sixth former. Warner notes that the practice of going into town for ‘hot meat’ 
(breakfast food) “has somewhat declined of late years” because “now-a-days meat, eggs, 
porridge, or something of the kind is provided in the house.” The latter statement suggests a 
more general development in the history of fagging: as the trappings of modern life, such as 
running water, entered the schools with the passage of time, the novices’ tasks declined in 
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number. The next stage in a fag’s life found him fulfilling duties as a ‘boy’, which meant 
responding to the call of “Boy!” and running errands in the house. “The aristocracy of fagdom,” 
writes Warner, “is the night-fag, a sort of nocturnal boy, who answers calls after lock-up, and lets 
down beds. If he is mischievous, he will, when he lets down a bed, artfully set the legs with a 
slant inwards, so that when the owner sits down upon the bed the bed will sit down too. It is 
rarely safe to do this, except in the case of a very mild Sixth Form.”45 Use of the term 
“aristocracy” reminds us that the hierarchical nature of British society was still very much 
reflected at the public schools. 
As for privileges, they revolved around the concept of swagger, the customs and practices 
legal for ‘three-yearers’ and forbidden to others. “Strictly speaking, ‘swagger’ or ‘side’ has come 
to have two meanings: the first, and true one, is encroaching on privileges to which you have no 
right; but akin to this there is another meaning, namely, the use of these peculiar privileges which 
others may not use.” Here he is referring mostly to the “traditional and unwritten codes” that 
governed how and where boys carried themselves and what clothing and accouterments they 
wore. For example, going outside with an umbrella rolled up or being inside with a hat on were 
forms of swagger. “It is not rudeness which leads boys to stick close to the wall, even when 
coming up covered with mud from football, and shoulder the world into the gutter; it is modesty; 
to walk in the road is swagger.”46 Here we are reminded of the boys in the Congo, who, when 
returning to society after a period of seclusion, pretended not to know how to walk or eat. 
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Likewise, Harrow boys in the transition phase of their initiation had to relearn otherwise normal 
behaviors, such as dressing a certain way and walking down the road. Peter O’Neil, Arnold 
Lunn’s fictional turn-of-the-century schoolboy in The Harrovians, discovers that the school’s 
“extensive and peculiar traditions,” as well as the “web of laws and by-laws that govern behavior 
in the house” are designed primarily “to curb the arrogance of the new-comer.”47 His haughtiness 
stifled, a boy could then begin the process of incorporation, reasserting his swagger over time as 
he was accepted into the elite. 
L. P. Hartley writes about Harrow a few years later, underscoring the importance of 
conformity at the public schools of the era. Still, “the main pressure of discipline came not from 
the masters nor from our contemporaries but from older boys.”48 If bullying had subsided, boy 
governance was very much alive and well at the turn of the century. He tells us that 
“transgression against tradition was a very serious matter, though the severity of the punishments 
varied enormously, being determined by the Head of the House, and the Captains of cricket and 
football and those whom they delighted to honour.” Usually, punishment meant flagellation, 
which resulted from “a multitude of misdemeanors.” Some bordered on the ridiculous: “leaning 
too far out of the window on Sunday, letting a Sixth-former’s fire out when ‘on boy,’ walking in 
the middle of the High Street when not a ‘blood’ or in the company of a ‘blood.’” But these were 
the filaments that held this elite boy society together and defined the transition from novice to 
elder. Hartley explains that “every year the new Head of the House posted up a list of Three- and 
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Four-year Privileges (in the main regulations regarding dress), infringement of which was 
punishable by a ‘whopping.’”49 
Thine also complains in his letter that he is “compelled to play football 5 times a week 
which I think is rather humbug.”50 The latter statement draws attention to the increasing 
importance of games in schoolboy life in the last four decades of the nineteenth century. In his 
classic study of Athleticism in the Victorian and Edwardian Public School, J. A. Mangan 
explains that this process had begun with a pair of headmasters, G. E. L. Cotton at Marlborough 
and Vaughan at Harrow, who—in attempting to channel the restless and destructive energies of 
their charges—had organized games at their respective schools in 1853.51 Over time, through 
propaganda, substantial investment in infrastructure, compulsion, and growing pupil enthusiasm, 
“a new era of games regimentation” spread to all of the major public schools.52 This was 
accompanied by a bitter anti-intellectualism among most boys and even some masters, the likes 
of which would have appalled Arnold, the inspiration for the muscular Christian headmaster in 
Tom Brown’s Schooldays. Games, Mangan argues, came to be seen as far more than training for 
the ideal masculine body; they also inculcated morality, patriotism, and social cohesion.53 Not all 
historians are as optimistic; Barnett, for one, calls the games obsession a “debased version of 
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Arnold’s ideal of Christian moral education” that discouraged personal ambition and encouraged 
mindless courage.54 He goes so far as to argue that the regimentation and conformity of school 
life after 1880, epitomized by formal and compulsory games, was a chief cause of the “collapse 
of British power.”55 
 
The Late-Nineteenth-Century Cadet Schools 
 
 
Initiation Rites, Loyalty, and Sport 
 
We have not yet peered ‘behind the red wall’ (‘hinter der roten Mauer’) of the Royal 
Prussian Cadet Corps, but there, as at the British public schools and West Point, subterranean 
practices, rituals, and codes flourished. Perhaps the best place to start is with Paul von 
Szczepański’s novel, Spartanerjünglinge, literally “Spartan Youths,” set in Culm in 1867—just 
after the defeat of Austria had allowed Prussia to form the North German Confederation—and 
published at the turn of the century. The novel is likely based on Szczepański’s personal 
experiences as a cadet or an amalgamation of those of his older brother, Gerhardt, and several 
other family members who had attended Vorantstalt Culm. It went into numerous subsequent 
editions and was translated into English as Inner Life of the Prussian Cadet; like Tom Brown’s 
Schooldays in Britain, it became one of the most popular schoolboy novels in Germany.56 In the 
main section of Inner Life, entitled “Letters from a Cadet to His Mother,” Szczepański’s 
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character Godwin, who is probably twelve or thirteen, describes in great detail the harshness of 
life at the institution as well as the bullying and other ordeals the boys had to navigate as 
newcomers, or “nippers.” In his first letter, dated August 20, a homesick Godwin writes of being 
mocked and beaten by an older boy for crying in bed, something he asserts that cadets must not 
do “under any circumstances.”57 Another is “sneaking,” or reporting acts of bullying to the 
authorities. In his second letter, Godwin tells of an especially unpleasant ritual in which the 
upperclassmen tied a piece of bacon to a string and forced the novices to swallow it whole before 
pulling it back up their throats. “The third form [the most senior cadets at the Voranstalt] say it 
hardens you to be bullied, and it isn’t as bad as you think,” he reassures his mother.58 In addition 
to bullying, caning was a more official—yet still extralegal—method for the boys themselves to 
punish acts the group regarded as impermissible.59 
If we consider the homesickness and bullying that newcomers endured to be rites of 
separation and transition, then the “holy Vehmic court” that Godwin describes in the novel was 
their rite of incorporation, the ceremony that ended the first phase of their initiation. (They were 
still subject to some bullying thereafter but were no longer considered “nippers.”) The court was 
organized and run by third-formers and those with third-form privileges, boys of about fifteen 
known as the “brothers of the holy Vehm.” They darkened a barracks room, except for bluish 
light emanating from a few soap dishes, set an “execution” table, and—wearing white barracks 
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sheets over their heads—created a human corridor from the door to a set of lockers, upon which 
“sat the chief judge of the holy Vehm and his two assessors.” Godwin made his way down the 
corridor to the judge, who sentenced him to a “tossing,” or being tossed from a blanket three 
times in the air, a “stomach-dance without obstacles,” or being spun around on the table until 
dizziness set in (“with obstacles” entailed a beating as well), “finding the keyhole,” or getting 
bitten while searching for a locker keyhole blindfolded, and “star-gazing,” or having water 
poured in the face while looking for the stars through a makeshift telescope (actually a coat 
sleeve). The ceremony concluded with the judge announcing that the novice was now “an old 
cadet.”60 We can see very clearly here parallels with incorporation ceremonies conducted in 
tribal societies. Another similarity with the latter is the role a certain Sendrecki major played in 
Godwin’s first year of cadet life. Sendrecki, a third-former, served as Godwin’s protector, and 
the latter was referred to jealously by another upperclassman as the former’s “protégé.”61 
Whether this was also a homosexual relationship in any way is unknown. 
Despite their severe and at times cruel initiation, life was not entirely miserable for the 
“nippers.” Godwin describes a Sunday afternoon excursion into the woods outside the 
Voranstalt, which the boys reached after marching through town. Once there, some played 
“robbers and soldiers,” some bathed in a pond, and some climbed pear trees; Godwin and 
another boy cut their hands with their pocketknives and became “blood-brothers,” swearing to 
assist each other in times of danger. “We think it will be useful to us when there is a war again,” 
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explains Godwin.62 On another occasion, a third-form boy led a group of twelve, including 
Godwin, on a nighttime raid to steal the school chaplain’s pears. They climbed down a 
trelliswork leading from their second-floor windows to the ground, posted sentries every hundred 
yards along the way, climbed over the wall into the chaplain’s garden, filled up their knapsacks 
with all of the pears they could find, and doubled back to the barracks. By the time the chaplain 
had reported the incident and the boys’ lockers had been inspected, the pears were gone. None of 
the cadets who had stayed back said a word, and the inspecting officer merely laughed when he 
detected the scent of pears in the lockers.63 
Godwin explains to his mother that this event was quite similar to the story, relayed to 
them in history class, of a Spartan boy who had stolen a fox and hidden it inside his clothes. 
“The fox bit the boy in the chest till he died, but he never made a sound so that people should not 
notice it.”64 The lesson was clear: stealing was acceptable, as long as you were smart enough to 
avoid being caught and of course did not snitch on your comrades. In Command Culture, Muth 
downplays the latter, writing that “cadets could circumvent the chain of command and talk 
directly to a higher superior officer to complain, which gave them a better chance against bullies 
if they dared to rat them out.” He qualifies this only with the statement that “it might ruin the 
reputation of the complaining cadet.”65 But snitching was not just harmful to one’s reputation; it 
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was a cardinal sin among Prussian cadets and officers. Voranstalt Karlsruhe’s regulations state, 
for example, that “talebearing, known colloquially as petzen, is abhorrent, and is objectionable to 
no one more than it is to the superior involved.”66 After all, to create in the words of Erich von 
Manstein an “unbreakable camaraderie” (unverbrüchliche Kameradschaft) amongst the boys,67 
disloyalty to one another could not be tolerated. Neither could disloyalty to the Prussian (soon-
to-be German) crown. In the dining hall one day, the commander of the Cadet Corps called for 
Godwin and, with him at his side, delivered a speech about those who had perished in the 
Austro-Prussian War. Godwin’s father, a lieutenant colonel, had been mortally wounded at 
Chlum, but before dying, had raised himself up in his stretcher and hailed King William I as he 
had approached on horseback. Now his name was on a plaque with the rest of the fallen alumni 
in the dining hall. “They,” declared the commander to his cadets, “should be an example to you 
how to live and die, if God in his graces destines you for a soldier’s death. And if such a death is 
granted you, [Lieutenant Colonel von Godwin] has given you a pattern how to die. . . . That was 
the death of a hero, and may God grant us all a like death, for our first thought in life and our last 
thought in death must be the King.”68 
Only a couple of months later, little Godwin met his own demise. In the final letter of the 
novel, written by his captain and cadet company commander, we learn that Godwin’s nemesis, a 
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third-former named Bendling, had locked him in an unheated washroom over night, and as a 
result he had taken ill. In his dying moments with the captain, his greatest point of pride was that 
he had not “sneaked” on Bendling. “Then,” writes the captain, “the little fellow raised himself up 
with an effort and said: ‘But I didn’t sneak, sir.’ It was very hard for me to retain my composure 
for at that moment the boy was as dear to me as a son. I laid him back quietly and could only 
say: ‘No, my dear boy, you did not sneak.’”69 These passages above show the extent to which 
Prussian cadets—and soon-to-be German officers—were taught loyalty to the monarch and to 
each other above all else. Although Szczepański’s account is fictional, it is based undoubtedly on 
his experience with the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps; furthermore, the popularity of his novel in 
the late-nineteenth century suggests that the values and behaviors he espoused therein likely 
percolated down to and were perpetuated by generations of future cadets. 
In his memoirs, Kindheit, Leopold von Wiese writes about his experience at Voranstalt 
Wahlstatt in the late-1880s and early-1890s. Like newcomers at the Theresian and US Military 
Academies, his introduction to cadet life was harsh. Wiese arrived at Wahlstatt barely ten years 
old; upon leaving his mother in the dim entranceway, he felt abandoned, as “an unprecedented 
pain rose in my heart. . . . I sobbed. A leaden fear had entered me” (ein voher nie gekanntes Leid 
stieg in meinem Herzen auf. . . . Ich schluchzte auf. Eine bleierne Angst war in mich gefahren).70 
Upon first entering his study room consisting of twelve boys in total, he was met with mockery 
and then struck on the cheek by the Stubenältester, or cadet-in-charge, for not being properly 
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attired. The life that ensued for young Wiese followed a regimented schedule, which he 
described to his mother in a letter two weeks after arriving. Rising at 5:30 a.m. (6:30 a.m. if there 
were no classes) to the command of “Get up!” (Aufstehen!), the boys donned their trousers and 
headed to the washroom, where at a designated sink each cleaned his face, throat, ears, and chest 
without soap and his hands and nails with soap, brushed his teeth, and finished dressing. After a 
small breakfast of meal or grits, they went to church service, then to classes. At noon, the boys 
cleaned themselves again and went to formation, where they received orders and mail from their 
captain, followed by dinner. Afternoons were spent in study hall and conducting physical 
activities. Supper was at 7 p.m. and bedtime at 9 p.m.71 This was very much a total institution 
where mortification of the self occurred upon entry and most aspects of a young boy’s life 
thereafter were controlled. 
When they were left alone, which was not as often as at the British public schools or 
West Point, the senior-most, or third-form boys, would torment the younger boys mercilessly. 
Wiese describes one method of torture: 
As long as the door to the supervisor’s room was not open, or as long as the small curtain 
in front of the lieutenant’s peep window was drawn, the older classes would surrender to 
their favorite pastime: harrying the little boys, especially the new ones, the 
“Schnappsäcke.” The inventiveness applied here was astonishing. The influence of 
changing fashions was also evident. At that time, “Gardereiter” were common during the 
working hour. Needles or steel pen nibs were stuck into tough erasers. Then one was 
forced to take a seat by vigorous pressure on the shoulders. More ugly still was the 
furnishing of Gradehalter with Gardereiter. There were two or three of these official 
instruments of torture, which could be attached to the tabletop, in each room. The chin 
was supposed to rest on a small wooden plate that was such a distance from the table that 
one was forced to sit with the back stretched out straight. The thing became painful with 
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the introduction of inky and rusty Gardereiter onto the wooden plate. . . . The deputy 
Stubenältester, who replaced the good-natured Röhlmann a few months later, liked to 
amuse himself by making the skull of the two sixth-formers at his table the target of his 
lance throws. He first dipped the pens that stuck in the holder into the ink and then threw 
them at our heads. It was imperative that the projectiles got stuck in the scalp, but this 
only succeeded from time to time.72 
 
Wiese published his memoirs in 1924 with a clear political purpose—to thwart what he 
saw as a remilitarization of German society, including the proposal to reopen the Royal Prussian 
Cadet Corps in violation of the Treaty of Versailles—in mind. But his descriptions of the 
separation and transition phases of his initiation were probably not exaggerated, contrary to 
Muth’s assertions,73 as several other authors corroborate them. One of these is Werner von der 
Schulenburg, who entered Voranstalt Plön in 1892. His first impression of the school was that it 
“resembled a barracks from close up” (von nahem besehen, durch au seiner Kaserne).74 After 
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Ausstattung der Gradehalter mit Gardereitern. Auf jeder Stube gab es zwei oder drei dieser 
offiziellen Marterinstrumente, die an der Tischplatte befestigt werden konnten. Das Kinn sollte 
auf einem kleinen Holzteller ruhen, der in solcher Entfernung vom Tisch angebracht war, daß 
man genötigt wurde, mit gerade gestrecktem Rücken zu sitzen. Schmerzhaft wurde die Sache 
durch die Einführung tintiger und rostiger Gardereiter auf dem Holzteller. . . . Der zweite 
Stubenälteste, der einige Monate später den gutmütigen Röhlmann ablöste, belustigte sich gern 
damit, daß er den Schädel der beiden Sextaner an seinem Tische zum Ziele seiner Lanzenwürfe 
machte. Er tauchte zuerst die im Halter steckenden Federn in die Tinte und warf sie nach unseren 
Köpfen. Es kam darauf an, daß die Geschosse in der Kopfhaut stecken blieben. Dies gelang 
allerdings nur bisweilen.” Wiese 12-13. 
 




passing the entrance examination, Schulenburg was assigned to a company, issued a uniform 
and—like cadets at the Theresian Military Academy—a number, and shown his room. This he 
describes as having an “almost frightening resemblance to a workroom in a provincial prison” 
(ähnelte geradezu erschreckend zum Arbeitsraum in einem Provinzgefängnis). Schulenburg was 
then allowed two hours outside the walls to bid farewell to his parents.75 His description of his 
return to the school that evening resembles Wiese’s recollection of being separated from his 
parents at Voranstalt Wahlstatt: “When I climbed the hill to the castle alone in the evening and 
had my mother’s weeping face fresh in my mind, I suddenly had such pain in my heart that I 
stood down in front of the ramp gate at the door of the castle chapel and started to weep 
dreadfully.”76 That evening, Schulenburg cried himself to sleep and, upon waking in the middle 
of the night, considered escaping the school at the next opportunity.77 
He soon discovered that he was merely a “dumb swine” (dummes Schwein) to the older 
cadets,78 who bullied the younger boys whenever they were unsupervised. “So in Plön, like in all 
the other corps,” writes Schulenburg, “the Stubenältesten principle had developed into a true 
inquisition; with it there were sadistic moments that appear like all perversions in the years of 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
74. Werner von der Schulenburg, Meine Kadetten-Erinnerungen: Ein Beitrag zur Lösung 
einer Zeitfrage (Munich: Steinicke, 1919), 24. 
 
75. Ibid., 26-27.  
 
76. “Als ich gegen Abend allein den Schloßberg hinaufstieg und in der Erinnerung noch 
immer das verweinte Gesicht meiner Mutter sah, wurde mir plötzlich so weh um das Herz, daß 
ich mich unten vor das Rampentor an die Tür der Schloßkapelle hinstellte und furchtbar zu 
weinen anfing.” Ibid., 27. 
 
77. Ibid., 29.  
 
78. Ibid., 31.  
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development, but normally do not develop further due to the influence of real educators and 
healthy distraction. It was different here.”79 This principle mirrored the idea of boy governance at 
the British public schools and cadet leadership at West Point. And as at these schools, bullying 
practices were limited only by the imaginations of upperclassmen. At Plön, Schulenburg tells us, 
bullying was known as “das Schinden,” or flaying. This “had become pure sport for the older 
cadets, and it happened every time that some younger one was taken and tortured inhumanely out 
of sheer joy. My later Stubenältester only beat me with an upside-down martinet because it gave 
him particular pleasure to hear me cry; he claimed I had a tone that sounded like laughter when I 
cried under my breath. Therefore, he used to consider this beating his Sunday afternoon 
amusement, without, of course, reducing the amount of profanities.”80 Another popular practice 
was to order a young boy to squat with arms outstretched, place a board on his arms, and arrange 
his knick-knacks, a certain number of which he was allowed to possess on the top shelf of his 
wardrobe, on the board. “As soon as fatigue set in, the board and knick-knacks fell, and there 
was still a beating for good measure.”81 
                                                
 
79. “So hatte sich denn in Plön, wie auch in allen anderen Korps, das 
Stubenältestenprinzip zu einer wahren Inquisition ausgebildet; dazu kamen sadistische Momente, 
die gleich allen Perversionen in den Entwicklungsjahren auftauchen, aber im Normalfall sich 
durch Einflüsse wirklicher Erzieher und durch gesunde Ablenkung nicht weiter entwickeln. Hier 
war es anders.” Ibid., 32. 
 
80. “‘Das Schinden’ war ein reiner Sport der älteren Kadetten geworden, und es passierte 
jeden Augenblick, daß irgendein jüngerer vorgenommen und nur aus reiner Freude unmenschlich 
gequält wurde. Mein späterer Stubenältester Right I verprügelte mich nur deshalb mit einer 
umgedrehten Klopfpeitsche, weil es ihm besondere Freude machte, mich weinen zu hören, denn 
er behauptete, ich hätte im verhaltenen Weinen einen Ton, der genau wie Lachen klänge. 
Deshalb pflegte er sich diese Prügel für den Sonntagnachmittag als seine Belustigung 
auszudenken, ohne freilich das Deputat an Schimpfworten zu verringern.” Ibid. 
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As at Voranstalt Wahlstatt, the schedule at Voranstalt Plön was full of activities in order 
to keep the cadets busy at all times—what Schulenburg calls the “Beschäftigungstheorie”—and 
life was regimented and highly controlled. The boys were marched to church, then to class, then 
to formation, then to lunch. In the afternoons, they had gymnastics, drill, study time (during 
which they were at the mercy of the Stubenältestern), and finally dinner and bedtime. “During 
my five-year stay in Plön,” Schulenburg writes, “I never entered the park alone, never even with 
a few comrades, but always in a closed formation, in ranks, which at best dissolved for half an 
hour into a supervised horde.”82 Cadets learned early on the multitude of regulations by which 
they had to abide and how to avoid being flogged, which Schulenburg claims cynically was the 
most-utilized pedagogical method at the school.83 He also alleges that the system fostered 
incessant lying among the cadets, to the point that he “could absolutely no longer tell the truth” 
(die Wahrheit gar nicht mehr sagen konnte).84 Sport, as at the British public schools and West 
Point, had become an obsession in the Cadet Corps. Gymnastics, in particular, “had degenerated 
into pure mania” (war zur reinen Manie ausgeartet). The cadet leadership supplemented the two 
to three hours each afternoon of mandatory sport, including fencing, gymnastics, calisthenics, 
riding, rowing, and swimming, with gymnastic exercises throughout the day—before breakfast, 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
81. “Sobald die Ermüdung eintrat, fielen Brett und Figuren herunter, und obendrein setzte 
es noch Prügel.” Ibid., 33. 
 
82. “Ich habe während meines fünfjährigen Aufenthaltes in Plön niemals den Park allein 
betreten, niemals auch nur mit einigen Kameraden zusammen, sondern immer in geschlossener 
Abteilung, in Reih und Glied, das sich bestenfalls auf eine halbe Stunde auflösen und in 




84. Ibid, 46. 
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in between classes, before and even during lunch—to the extent that it adversely affected 
classroom performance.85 
Sport had also become an essential part of cadet life at the Theresian Military Academy. 
Anton Ritter von Pitreich, there in the late-1880s and early-1890s, opines that character building 
occurred mostly through sport, including riding, fencing, obstacle courses on foot and on 
horseback, gymnastics, and calisthenics. He then gives what he calls “a brilliant example of true 
character strength” (ein glänzendes Beispiel von wahrer Charakterstärke): if two cadets were to 
fence without masks, contrary to regulations, and if one of them were to lose his eye in the 
match, his response would be to say, “‘No one knows who knocked my eye out’” (“Es weis 
niemand, wer mir das Auge ausgeschlagen hat”). And then, no doubt, the emperor would grant 
his request to remain in service. Like Godwin in Inner Life, by not “sneaking” on his fencing 
partner, he would have endeared himself to his classmates and Kaiser. Pitreich concludes this 
passage by emphasizing camaraderie and suggesting that internal and external qualities are 
linked, as we have seen and shall see other commentators, imbued with the transatlantic culture 
of the era, do as well.86 “Hardness of character,” he writes, and “toughness of the body can be 
learned through competition among a select circle of comrades.”87 
                                                
 
85. Ibid., 44. 
 
86. Anton Ritter von Pitreich, “Mein militaerischer & politischer Werdegang,” typed 
manuscript (photocopy), B/589, Nr. 3/3, Kriegsarchiv, Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Vienna, 
AT, 16. 
 
87. “Härte im Charakter, Abhärtung des Körpers lernt man in der Konkurrenz des 
auserlesenen Kameradenkreises.” Ibid. 
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More corroborating evidence of bullying within the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps comes 
from Peter von Heydebreck, who entered Voranstalt Köslin at the turn of the twentieth century. 
A third-former in his barracks room, a fifteen-year-old nicknamed Uhle, called him “swine” 
(Schwein) or “old hen” (olle Henne) and beat him three times a day. These so-called 
“Muskelsträmmer” were “blows to the muscles of the upper arm twisted slightly backwards. The 
Muskelsträmmer were softer or harder, and delivered with the fist or the bootjack, depending on 
his mood and the skills I demonstrated in the performance of my Sack duties.”88 In general, the 
latter were menial tasks resembling those executed by fags at the British public schools; 
Heydebreck mentions cleaning, fetching tennis balls, and pulling the older boys around the 
courtyard in sleds, racing each other, in winter. For Uhle in particular, he had to collect thirty 
live flies each day with which to feed the third-former’s pet lizard! And as at the public schools, 
the special service Heydebreck rendered this upperclassman earned him, in addition to lighter 
beatings, protection from the harassment of others.89 
Like Szczepański, both Heydebreck and Franz von Papen, who was a cadet at Voranstalt 
Bensberg in the 1890s, use the word “Spartan” to describe their cadet experiences. “We slept on 
camp beds,” Papen recalls, “the great, vaulted rooms of the old castle . . . were unheated even in 
the depths of winter, and the food consisted mostly of soup and bread.” But echoing what 
Godwin tells his mother in his letters, Papen, who was eleven when he entered, writes that “it 
                                                
 
88. “Schläge auf die Muskeln des leicht nach rückwärts verdrehten Oberarmes. Je nach 
seiner Laune und den von mir bewiesenen Fähigkeiten bei Verrichtung meiner Sackpflichten 
waren die Muskelsträmmer leichter oder schwerer, wurden mit der Faust oder dem Stiefelknecht 
gereicht.” Peter von Heydebreck, Wir Wehr-Wölfe: Erinnerungen eines Freikorps-Führers 
(Leipzig: Verlag von K. F. Koehler, 1931), 9. 
 
89. Ibid.  
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seemed to do me little harm. I grew up happy and healthy, and learned habits of hard work and 
personal discipline which I have kept all my life.”90 Likewise, Heydebreck seems to agree in 
retrospect with Uhle’s justification for treating him so harshly: “‘You, swine, will be thankful to 
me for this later—that I have made a strapping man out of you.’ I must admit, his rearing did not 
harm me.”91 Erich Werner, who matriculated from Voranstalt Potsdam to the Hauptanstalt in 
1901, writes that there he “matured from boy to man. These years were decisive for character 
building, for the hardening of the will, for the formation of the future officer.”92 In addition to 
undergoing a rite of passage, “the cadet had to be neat and clean at all times,” Werner recalls. 
“We were often told: ‘Whoever maintains cleanliness on the outside is most often also clean on 
the inside!’”93 The passage from boyhood to manhood, the hardening of body and soul, the 
                                                
 
90. Franz von Papen, Memoirs, trans. Brian Connell (London: Andre Deutsch, 1952), 5. 
Papen became Hitler’s vice chancellor in 1933 and later his ambassador to Vienna and Ankara. 
He devotes only two paragraphs of his dense memoirs to his days as a cadet. When it comes to 
the topic of loyalty to king-emperor and caste, however, he is quick to disassociate the ethos 
fostered within the Cadet Corps from the “imperialist and aggressive tendencies” that the Allies 
claimed were rife in the German Army and had brought about the World Wars. At the 
Hauptanstalt in Berlin, Papen took part in biannual reviews in front of the Kaiser. “It was a 
thrilling experience,” he confesses, “to see the tattered standards of these famous regiments 
paraded before their Commander-in-Chief, but I do not believe these sentiments were any 
different from those of any other country with strong regimental traditions.” 
 
91. “‘Du Schwein wirst mir später noch mal dankbar dafür sein, daß ich aus dir einen 
strammen Menschen gemacht habe.’ Ich muß zugeben, seine Erziehung hat mir nichts 
geschadet.” Heydebreck, 9. 
 
92. “. . . als Jüngling zum Mann heranreifte. Diese Jahre wurden ausschlaggebend zur 
Charakterbildung, zur Festigung des Willens, zur Erziehung für den künftigen Offizier.” Erich 
Werner, “Lebenserinnerungen aus meiner Kadettenzeit in Potsdam und Berlin-Lichterfelde” 
(Baden-Baden, 1971), Nr. 158, Rep. 13 Militär-Erziehungs- und Bildungswesen, Kadettenkorps, 




emphasis on external and internal purification—these were essential aspects of the turn-of-the-
century cadet-school acculturation process. In the sections ahead, we shall see how similar 
language was used at the time to describe the US Military Academy experience. 
Manstein, at Voranstalt Plön while Heydebreck was at Köslin, summarizes the values and 
behaviors he and his contemporaries, many of whom would lead large army formations in both 
World Wars, learned within the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps: “In any case, what we were taught 
in the Corps was a pronounced sense of honor, obedience—even if the duties might be 
annoying—self-denial, above all the conquest of fear through pride or a sense of duty and an 
unbreakable camaraderie. . . . We learned to ‘maintain our bearing,’ and in that the education in 
the Corps probably resembled that in the British colleges that are so famous to us today.”94 
Whether or not Manstein means the public-school or university college system is unknown, but 
the fact that he compares German and British elite acculturation is interesting; it was also most 
likely part of the author’s post-World War II political agenda to foster sympathy for former 
Wehrmacht officers among the Allies. Not all alumni offered up such flattering praise of the 
system, however. Schulenburg alleges that cadets were under constant fear and pressure, 
overburdened with tasks, and taught to focus on banality. “Life was not a portrait,” he writes, 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
93. “Der Kadett mußte jederzeit adrett und sauber sein. Uns wurde oft gesagt: ‘Wer auf 
äußere Sauberkeit hält, ist meistens auch innen sauber!’” Ibid. 
 
94. “Was uns im Korps jedenfalls anerzogen wurde, waren ausgeprägtes Ehrgefühl, 
Gehorsam, auch wenn die Pflichten lästig sein mochten, Härte gegen sich selbst, vor allem 
Überwindung der Furcht durch Stolz oder Pflichtgefühl, und eine unverbrüchliche 
Kameradschaft. Sicherlich keine schlechten Eigenschaften. Wir lernten ‘Haltung zu bewahren’ 
und darin ähnelte die Erziehung im Korps wohl der in den britischen Colleges, die uns heute so 
gerühmt wird.” Manstein, 22-23. 
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“but a miserable terrazzo floor consisting of poor minutiae compressed together.”95 Under these 
conditions, “my interests were paralyzed; my hopes of being able to enjoy nature and friendship 
had turned grotesque. . . . For seven years I lied, avoided everything, dodged as much 
responsibility as possible—an ongoing state of war waged with calculated hatred.”96 
At the Corps des Pages, the malicious bullying of Kropotkin’s day seems to have 
survived only in diminished form into the last decades of the nineteenth century. For example, F. 
P. Rerberg notes that in the mid-1880s, the custom of bullying newcomers, called podtyazhka, 
was still in force, but that it was “good-natured” (dobrodushno).97 Transferring to the Corps from 
the cadet school in Kiev in the early-1890s, P. P. Gudim-Levkovich was surprised at the lack of 
bullying there. For sure there were restrictions, such as not being allowed to sit during breaks in 
the smoking room, and he was “teased a bit for [his] ignorance of some elaborate customs” 
(slegka poddraznivali za neznaniye nekotorykh vyrabotnnykh obychayev), but he received no 
physical punishments.98 The older pages, however, did demand attention to detail from the 
newcomers—in their comportment, their marching, and their morning announcements, which 
                                                
 
95. “Das Leben war kein Bild, sondern ein elender Terrazzofußboden, der aus schlechten 
Details bestand, die aneinander gepreßt waren.” Schulenburg, 49. 
 
96. “Meine Interessen wurden gelähmt; meine Hoffnungen, Natur und Freundschaft 
genießen zu können, waren zur Fratze geworden. . . . Sieben Jahre hindurch habe ich gelogen, 
mich um alles gedrückt, möglichst jede Verantwortung abgelehnt—ein fortdauernder 
Kriegszustand in einem planvollen Haß.” Ibid. 
 
97. Podtyazhka translates literally to ‘pulling’ in English. F. P. Rerberg, “Svetlaya 
pamyat’ – Vsya v proshlom,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 181; see also B. A. Engel’gardt, 
“Tovarishchi,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 86, 88, 118. Engel’gardt argues that the ceremony 
Kropotkin describes was an extreme phenomenon that no longer existed when he was a page in 
the 1890s. 
 
98. P. P. Gudim-Levkovich, “Pazheskiy korpus,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 52, 57. 
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alerted the senior class to the time remaining until formation. Ignat’ev, who arrived at the Corps 
des Pages two years after Gudim-Levkovich, recalls that he was berated with “shouts and 
remarks [that] tumbled down on me like mountains” (okriki i zamechananiya sypalis’ na menya 
kak gorakh) for having an entirely deficient military bearing.99 The “beasts” (zveri) were also 
constantly reminded of their inferior status; when Gudim-Levkovich was punished and tried to 
complain to his captain, the latter explained that the upperclassmen are “white, and you are black 
. . . they are always correct. Become white yourself, and you will also be correct.”100 
Rituals marked the end of one stage of the cadet experience and the beginning of another. 
At the conclusion of his mild initiation, Gudim-Levkovich was “baptized” (okreshchen) in an 
incorporation ceremony. First he was called forward by one of the older pages, who announced 
the following: “‘According to our traditions, a novice, in order to become a true ‘page,’ must be 
baptized. . . . Do you agree to submit voluntarily to this? If not, you will oblige us to use 
force.’”101 Gudim-Levkovich, who was spared the “‘epaulette-nailing’” (“prigvozhdeniya 
pogon”) part of the ceremony due to his time in Kiev, consented. The older page filled up a mug 
of water, held it over his head, and said: “‘May the evil civilian spirit leave you forever and may 
you become a true page!’” (“Da ostavit’ vas navsegda durnoy shtatskiy dukh i vy sdelayetes’ 
nastoyashchim pazhom!”) At that point, the mug of water was emptied onto his head, and the 
                                                
 
99. A. A. Ignat’ev, “Pazheskiy Ego Velichestva korpus,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 68. 
 
100. “. . . belen’kiye, a vy – chernen’kiye . . . oni vsegda pravy. Stanete sami belen’kimi 
– i tozhe budete pravy.” Ibid., 69. 
 
101. “Soglasno nashim traditsiyam, novichok, dlya togo chtoby sdelat’sya nastoyashchim 
‘pazhom,’ dolzhen byt’ okreshchen. . . . Soglasny li vy etomu dobrovol'no podchinit’sya? Yesli 
net, to vy zastavite nas primenit’ silu.” Gudim-Levkovich, 58. 
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other pages laughed and cheered and congratulated him with handshakes.102 Pages also 
underwent a ritual to mark the end of their cadet years, this time involving alcohol rather than 
water. In his final summer, it was custom for a graduating page to be invited to the officer’s mess 
of his respective future regiment, where he was compelled to drink a large quantity of vodka and 
other spirits. Rerberg calls this a “trial” (icpytaniye) and “the most difficult exam that there was 
to pass” (samyy trudnyy ekzamen, kotoryy prishlos’ vyderzhat’).103 B. V. Gerua, who graduated 
in 1895, considers it a “cruel” (zhestokim) custom that was meant to ascertain the “strength of an 
officer” (krepost’ ofitsera) by the amount of alcohol he could consume.104 
In former pages’ memoirs, we observe a similar emphasis on loyalty to the monarch that 
we find in the memoirs of former Royal Prussian Cadets. For example, F. M. Nirod, who 
graduated in 1892, writes that “the whole spirit of the Corps was imbued with boundless love for 
the sovereign, Russia, and the army. The feeling of camaraderie between the pages was very 
strong, and remained from the end of the Corps for life.”105 The fact that, alone among the 
schools in this study, the Corps des Pages consisted of only boys of noble lineage and from 
families close to the tsarist court drew them to the monarch as well as to each other.106 In terms 
of the rather comfortable accommodations, the reduction in bullying, and the emphasis on 
                                                
 
102. Ibid.  
 
103. Rerberg, 196. 
 
104. B. V. Gerua, “Vospominaniya,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 63. 
 
105. “Ves’ dukh korpusa byl proniknut bezgranichnoy lyubov’yu k gosudaryu, Rossii i 
armii. Chuvstvo tovarishchestva mezhdu pazhami bylo ochen’ sil’no, i ostavalos’ po okonchanii 
korpusa na vsyu zhizn’.” F. M. Nirod, “Milyye teni proshlogo,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 46.  
 
106. See for example Gerua, 63, and Rerberg, 199. 
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aristocratic form, the Corps des Pages resembled the British public school of the era perhaps 
more than it did the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps or the US Military Academy. “The pages 
themselves,” recalls Gerua, “were judges in what was permissible and what was not, and in their 
mutual relations the greatest crime was considered vulgarity, or ‘rudeness.’ The guilty party was 
persecuted, and some were subjected to ostracism by their comrades. With these they used the 
cold formal ‘you’ and tried not to deal with them.”107 The last line reminds us that even two 
schools greatly removed from each other politically, socially, culturally, and geographically 
could share similar practices, rituals, and codes: as we shall continue to see in the pages below, 
cadets at both the Corps des Pages and West Point used the term ‘beast’ to describe the novice, 
demanded from him attention to the most minute details, marked the end of his initiation with an 
incorporation ceremony, and employed vigilante silencing of those who did not conform. 
 
Homoeroticism, Homosexuality, and Masculinity 
 
According to Wiese, “if the two poles of human instinct are power and love, one must say 
that the hunger for power, due to the unmitigated domination of stronger over weaker, found too 
much nourishment for the sweet god Eros to exert himself much on the field of New Sparta.”108 
Yet from his and multiple other accounts, we see that homoeroticism and homosexuality both 
                                                
 
107. “Sami pazhi yavlyalis’ sud’yami v tom, chto dopustimo i chto net, i v ikh 
vzaimnykh otnosheniyakh samym krupnym prestupleniyem schitalas’ vul’garnost’, ili 
‘khamstvo.’ Provinivshegosya v etom presledovali i koye-kogo podvergali tovarishcheskomu 
ostrakizmu. S takimi govorili na kholodnom ‘vy’ i staralis’ ne imet’ s nimi delo.” Gerua, 63. 
 
108. “Wenn die beiden Pole des menschlichen Trieblebens Macht und Liebe sind, so 
wird man sagen müssen, daß der Machthunger infolge der vollkommenen Herrschaft des 
Stärkeren über den Schwächeren zu viel Nahrung fand, als daß sich der lieblichere Gott Eros auf 
dem Felde Neu-Spartas sehr betätigen konnte.” Wiese 86. 
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flourished at the cadet schools. “After all,” writes Wiese, “in the Hauptanstalt—less so in the 
Vorkorps [Voranstalten]—the ‘Schuß’-figure was at times and depending on the fashion quite 
strongly developed. At Wahlstatt as well, a strapping third-former had among the younger boys 
not only the aforementioned Sack but also his Schuß (usually a different boy). A Schuß was a 
favorite who was valued for his beauty. A kiss was only in extreme cases the expression of 
tenderness, and more intimate embraces remained the exceptions.”109 Schulenburg describes 
these partnerships in greater detail. “Every cadet had his ‘Schuß’” (Jeder Kadett hatte seinen 
“Schuß”), he notes. Often the couples would meet at night to drink hot chocolate under lamplight 
and chat. Sometimes invitations for a soirée would go out from one pair to another, in a format 
resembling the following: “‘Mr. and Mrs. von . . . take the liberty of inviting Mr. and Mrs. von . . 
. to dinner tonight at 3 in room no. 14.’” (“Herr und Frau von . . . erlauben sich, Herrn und Frau 
von . . . heute Nacht um drei Uhr auf Stube Nr. 14 zum Abendessen einzuladen”).110 
Schulenburg’s own Schuß was a boy named Bergstetten, and the nostalgia in his 
description of his love affair is deeply moving: 
My first love. It was perhaps the most passionate love of my life, and it was only because 
of it that I endured the dismal time in Lichterfelde. I loved one cadet Rolf Freiherr von 
Bergstetten. He was not at all a beautiful boy in particular, but he absolutely had the 
charms of a woman. His voice was that of a worldly lady, his movements soft and 
delicate. His hands were small and thin, and his figure was that of a young girl. My 
passion for Bergstetten was pathological. I could remain melancholy if I had not managed 
                                                
 
109. “Immerhin war in der Hauptanstalt, weniger im Vorkorps das ‘Schuß’-Wesen 
zeitweise und modenmäßig ziemlich stark entwickelt. Auch in Wahlstatt hatte ein strammer 
Tertianer unter den Jüngeren nicht nur den erwähnten ‚, sondern (meist in einer anderen Person) 
seinen Schuß. Ein Schuß war ein Liebling, an dem man die Schönheit schätzte. 
Zärtlichkeitsbekundung war nur in extremeren Fällen der Kuß, und innigere Umarmungen sind 
Ausnahmen geblieben.” Wiese, 86. 
 
110. Schulenburg, 81. 
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to see him. A quarter of an hour spent arm-in-arm with him was able to comfort me 
despite all of my afflictions. For a short time I had a different interest because Bergstetten 
had “dumped” me. But the old affection for Bergstetten soon returned. . . . We often sat 
up until 5 a.m., and this bodily fatigue, senseless in itself, always gave my spirit a new 
elasticity. The thought of the possibility of being back together with Bergstetten at night 
made me forget the stresses of the day.111 
 
Schulenburg asserts that he “never felt other than ‘normally manly’” (niemals anders als “normal 
männlich” empfunden) during this relationship, which he attributes to “external circumstances” 
(außeren Umständen).112 Could it be that these circumstances were not the cause of but rather 
permitted a true romantic connection that was impermissible at the time outside the roten 
Mauer? Roche, for one, posits that Royal Prussian Cadets may have used the example of 
pederasty in Sparta to justify their homosexual relationships, especially those between older and 
younger boys. “A Prussian cadet or cadet-school observer,” she writes, “who did not possess the 
detailed knowledge which ancient historians today have of age-grade systems or comparative 
pederastic practices in other societies, might quite possibly have seen the incidence of 
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homosexual attachments in the schools as yet another way in which they did recreate a (partially) 
Spartan ethos.”113 
At the Theresian Military Academy, the equivalent of the Schuß was the Schmaltzel. Carl, 
Baron Torresani von Lanzenfeld und Camponero, at the school in the early 1860s, explains that 
“the so-called ‘Schmaltzlerei’ was in full bloom at that time. It consisted of quixotic friendships 
with an amorous flavor.”114 Describing the cast of characters in a classroom during a typical 
break—a group of thirsty boys clustered around the water jug, two friends sauntering up and 
down the corridor, one small, homesick boy, his nose against the window pane, gazing longingly 
for home—Torresani homes in on one of these romantic friendships: “At the front, in the area of 
the tiled stove, two are engaged together in earnest conversation: a tall one, called Bodenheim, 
with bristly hair, pockmarked Mirabeau face, and broad shoulders, and a small one, the 
aforementioned Spatzenberg; a young man from the old academic guild of Schmaltzeln, with 
feminine features and the flirtatious behavior of a theater belle. They hold hands, look deeply in 
each other’s eyes, and behave like languishing lovers.”115 Torresani’s portrayal of Spatzenberg 
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115. “Vorn, in der Gegend des Kachelofens, stecken zwei in angelegentlichen 
Gesprächen beisammen: ein Großer, namens Bodenheim, mit borstigem Haar, blatternarbigem 
Mirabeau-Gesicht und breiten Schultern, und ein Kleiner, der bereits erwähnte Spatzenberg; ein 
Jüngling aus der alt-akademischen Gilde der Schmaltzeln, mit weibischen Zügen und dem 
koketten Benehmen einer Theaterschönen. Sie halten sich an den Händen, blicken einander tief 
in die Augen und benehmen sich überhaupt wie schmachtende Verliebte.” Ibid., 91.  
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mirrors to an extent Schulenburg’s sketch of Bergstetten: both use feminine terms to describe the 
younger boy, perhaps in an attempt to normalize such infatuations. 
Like vicious bullying, overt homosexuality such as that described by Kropotkin seems to 
have faded at the Corps des Pages after the 1850s. There is the occasional mention of it among 
memoirists, such as Ignat’ev, who was a cadet in the mid-1890s. Along with brilliant students, he 
recalls, there were “genuine ignoramuses and dumbasses and such non-military types as . . . 
Prince Andronikov, who was beaten even in special classes for his conspicuously perverted 
immorality.”116 (Andronikov later left the Corps for supposed medical reasons—a possible 
euphemism for expulsion for the “immorality” of which Ignat’ev writes—entered the civil 
service, and developed ties to Grigoriy Rasputin during the last years of the autocracy; he died at 
the hands of the Bolsheviks in 1919.) But mostly we are left with homoerotic passages such as 
the following from the mid-1890s, in which B. A. Engel’gardt uses somewhat evocative and 
charged language to describe a younger boy. “We were already ‘old’ pages,” he writes, “had 
long worn gold epaulets and had the opportunity to look patronizingly and a little 
contemptuously at the first-year cadets, as timid as we had been the previous year, appearing in 
the recreation hall during the break. Going through the memory of this whole crowd of page 
comrades—peers, seniors, juniors—one involuntarily asks oneself the question of how much it 
was possible to predict in these unformed boys the completed and sometimes colorful figures 
into which many of them subsequently developed.”117 Engel’gardt gives as an example “a lanky, 
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thin, clumsy boy with funny undulations in his voice, with capriciously protruding lips,” who 
later became “a youthful military officer of exceptional composure and energy.”118 Like 
Schulenburg and Torresani, he assigns the boy unmanly characteristics, which in this case he 
later shed. 
While one boy could objectify another by assigning him feminine or unmanly attributes, 
the reverse could also occur. Often, younger boys admired the masculinity of those older. 
Engel’gardt recalls that “seniors were somewhat majestic, and juniors became a bit sheepish in 
front of them. . . . Other classes aroused in us, especially in the early years of our corps life, great 
curiosity mixed with a certain amount of reverence and envy.”119 F. S. Olfer’ev, at the school at 
the turn of the century, concurs, writing that “any man knows that a boy of twelve years old 
worships height and strength. Everyone, even adults, would like to be or appear taller than he 
is.”120 Although the practice of ‘taking up’ seems not to have existed at the Corps des Pages, this 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
117. “My byli uzhe ‘staryy’ pazhi, uzhe davno nosili zolotyye pogony i imeli 
vozmozhnost’ pokrovitel’stvenno i chut’ prezritel’no smotret’ na novichkov-pervoklassnikov, 
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sentiment, common in the hyper-masculine societies in this study, could help to explain how 
older boys were able to seduce younger ones for companionship and/or sex. 
And how did such relationships and representations affect these boys’ acculturation? 
Clearly, as we have seen thus far in all of the secondary schools in this study, homoeroticism and 
homosexuality existed side-by-side with and did not hinder the development of hyper-
masculinity; perhaps they even facilitated it. In a transatlantic society that increasingly conflated 
gender with sexuality, boys at the British public schools and monarchical cadet schools seemed 
to have no trouble differentiating between them. First, as we have seen, homoeroticism—or the 
adulation of the male body—was a critical component of nineteenth-century masculinity. It was 
but one step from objectifying a fellow schoolboy or cadet to becoming infatuated with him, and 
but another to act on that infatuation, whether forcibly or consensually. Second, sexual assault 
seemed to function as a perverse way of asserting one’s masculine dominance in the case of the 
perpetrator and displaying one’s stoic manliness in enduring pain and discomfort in the case of 
the victim. Third, especially if we take Roche’s claims seriously, loving and caring for a younger 
boy could well have enhanced an older boy’s sense of his responsibilities as a man. This could be 
particularly true in institutions designed for the education and training of future leaders, both 
military and civilian. Feminization of the object of one’s desire, the victim, or the younger boy, 
as in the case of Schulenburg’s love, may also have allowed boys to feel “normally manly” 
despite pursuing homosexual love or lust. 
 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
120. “Vsyakiy muzhchina znayet, kak mal’chik 12 let preklonyayetsya pered rostom i 
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Olfer’ev, “Gosudar’ priyekhal,” in Pazhi – rytsari Rossii, 243. 
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Hazing’s Golden Age at West Point 
 
 
The Civil War Era 
Thomas Rowland of Virginia was one year behind Schaff, cited in the previous chapter, 
and his letters home tell us more about the US Military Academy’s summer encampment, the 
seedbed of hazing on the eve of the Civil War. He, like Schaff, describes the tradition of being 
dragged out of his tent at night (“the pulling out”) early on in the encampment.121 During drill, 
“the cadet officers are very fierce and give their commands with an emphasis that makes a man 
tremble in his shoes, and if a poor ‘plebe’ in his fright and confusion makes a false step or an 
awkward or slow movement with his musket, no matter how inexperienced he may be, he is 
confined to the guard tomb for the offense.” An adversarial relationship between plebe and 
upperclassman and the demand for immediate perfection are two aspects of plebe year that 
would later become entrenched hallmarks of the initiation. The use of the word “tomb” for the 
guard tent hints at the theme of death and rebirth so common in tribal initiations. Rowland calls 
the summer encampment a “trying ordeal. We must live the life of a common soldier,” he writes, 
“and experience all its hardships and severities with its more galling indignities until the name of 
‘Old Cadet’ removes the indignities.”122 
 A year later, E. W. Anderson writes that the Academy is “a rough school. Very rough. 
The cadets are, in general, a swearing, immoral, boisterous set, very vulgar in their language and 
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excessively given to a petty teasing habit.”123 He also mentions the custom of dragging new 
cadets out of their tents, but suggests that the latter can avoid this if they are willing to “tent with 
old cadets” and be their “‘fags’ and drudges.” This might require one to do menial tasks, such as 
blackening the older cadet’s boots.124 It seems that offers of nocturnal protection were not the 
only way upperclassmen got new cadets to serve them; they also apparently used the threat of 
guard duty. By June 27, part of Anderson’s morning routine, as he describes it to his mother, has 
become doing “service for old cadets (if you don’t do it you get in the guard house).”125 He also 
writes that upperclassmen frequently trick new cadets into committing simple infractions, such 
as removing their caps outside, in order to put them on guard as a punishment.126 As it was for 
Schaff, getting fitted for his first tailored uniform in early July was an important step for 
Anderson to “emerge . . . from the condition of an ‘animal.’”127 And like Tidball, he talks of 
being harassed on guard duty, in his case by “the grand scarecrow for the new cadets, the Great 
‘Hyankydank’ . . . It was composed of 2 cadets, one below and another mounted on his shoulders 
with a cloth draping them. The Great Hyank—etc—came up and took hold of my gun, upon 
which I upset the hyank and spilled the top part on the ground sprawling.”128 
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During and after the Civil War, devilment only grew in intensity and duration. Ambrose 
attributes the emergence of harsher practices to an increase in discipline at the Academy. 
Upperclassmen, he writes, “had fewer avenues open to them for amusement or the shedding of 
excess energy than ever before” and thus took out their aggression on the fourth class.129 
Crackel, citing a report by the Board of Visitors in 1871, disagrees. He maintains that it was the 
decline of discipline under Superintendents George W. Cullum (1864-1866) and Thomas G. 
Pitcher (1866-1871) that precipitated the increase in “sinister” methods of tormenting first-year 
cadets.130 Pappas surmises that tactical officers, many of whom were wounded in the war, had 
difficulty supervising their charges, arrayed in ‘division’ (‘div’) barracks with four floors and 
four rooms per floor. He also suggests that the small plebe class of 1862 (devoid of Southerners), 
the appointment of officers and enlisted men with wartime service, and the civilian college 
fraternity experiences of entrants were contributing factors.131 Pappas’s seems to be the most 
plausible explanation. 
The new hazing took on a variety of forms, including strenuous physical exercises, 
ingestion of unpalatable foods or beverages, and humiliation. Plebes were forced to brace, or 
assume an exaggerated position of attention, double-time, and perform impossible tasks. In 
essence, constant harassment was part of their daily lives. Moreover, Cullum’s introduction of 
Beast Barracks, a process of separating the plebes from the rest of the Corps during their initial 
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summer, resulted in continued segregation of the fourth class throughout the academic year, 
during which, unlike before the war, they had additional duties, such as sweeping rooms and 
doing errands for upperclassmen. For an entire year now, most plebes felt isolated, as if they 
were not a real part of the Corps. In November 1863, the War Department specified that any 
cadet who did not swear on his honor that he had not harassed any plebes would not be granted 
the customary second-class furlough. But this and several subsequent attempts to curtail hazing 
were largely unsuccessful, as it continued to thrive during the Gilded Age.132 Despite the totality 
of the West Point experience and the best efforts of the authorities, male tribalism flourished in 
the shadows. 
Part of this was a continuation of the illicit personal services demanded of newcomers 
that were prevalent before the war. These infuriated Ralph W. Hoyt, who entered West Point in 
1868. Writing to his father in September, at the beginning of the academic year, Hoyt describes 
being forced to make beds, sweep out rooms, and fetch pails of water for upperclassmen.133 He 
believes that “if someone would tell the Superintendent what they do . . . and how they treat the 
plebes he would put a stop to it” and holds out hope that an officer would “come around and 
catch them at it” or that “someone outside of the situation would only inform the Commandant.” 
It was out of the question for him or his classmates to report the upperclassmen’s abuse of 
power, for “you would get punished for doing it, and they would make it a perfect hell for 
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you.”134 On September 14, after a particularly irksome morning tidying and cleaning rooms, 
Hoyt went to see an upper-class friend, who reiterated this fact to him. Hoyt was contemplating 
going to the Commandant, “but he advised me not to . . . and told me that it would bring the 
whole Corps down on me, and that I could never get along.”135 Snitching was one of the worst 
sins at the Academy, as at the other schools in this study, and would result in vigilante justice—a 




Dishonor was another unpardonable sin. Although cheating on examinations seems to 
have been condoned, lying and stealing were considered ignoble and subject to punishment. If 
the case against the accused was strong enough, the cadets might bring it to the Commandant, 
who would ask the accused to resign or convene a court martial for conduct unbecoming an 
officer. But often the Corps took direct action. Charles King, class of 1866, cites one instance of 
a cadet caught stealing from another being escorted to the gate, tarred, feathered, and expelled 
from the Academy grounds. Unfortunately, this sort of vigilantism could go terribly wrong. In 
the summer and fall of 1865, when King was ranking first classman, a series of thefts of money 
and jewelry occurred; a surprise barracks search in December turned up several stolen treasury 
notes in books belonging to Cadet Orsemus B. Boyd, who was already disliked by the Corps. 
The cadet officers met and decided to send a party to question the suspect. The inquisition 
convinced them that he was guilty, and Boyd’s classmates insisted that he be tarred and 
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feathered. King and his fellow officers, however, considered this punishment too extreme and 
chose instead to drum him out of the Corps at the next cadet-led formation. During the 
formation, on December 18, “Cranston, Murphy, Wright, and two or three others came out of the 
third ‘div’ leading Boyd, who was white as a sheet, dressed in citizen’s clothes, one having hold 
of each hand by a strap tied thereto, and a huge placard on his back, on which was written the 
word ‘Thief.’ Taking him in front of the battalion, King commanded the ‘Rogues March’ to be 
beaten, when he was marched along the front of the whole line and then released to escape the 
vengeance of the Corps if possible.”136 
Boyd ran for the ferry landing, while King held the Corps in formation until the whistle 
sounded, signaling the ferry’s departure. In the meantime, however, Superintendent Cullum had 
by chance intercepted the accused, whom he brought back to the Academy under guard. Boyd 
maintained his innocence, and a court of inquiry cleared him of the charges in a report submitted 
to Cullum on January 9. Secretary of War Stanton reviewed the findings and ordered five cadet 
captains, including King, tried by court martial for the incident; all five received dismissals, but 
the sentences were remitted.137 Boyd stayed on at West Point to graduate with the class of 1867, 
but he was ‘cut’ by the Corps—forced to live in solitude, spoken to by almost no one (two cadets 
apparently violated the decision to silence him), leading “a life which was a living hell.” This 
treatment continued for several years after his graduation, as Boyd served with distinction on the 
frontier. Meanwhile, though, in the winter of 1868, a hospitalized classmate, John Joseph Casey, 
had confessed in a state of delirium to his roommate that he was the real culprit. The roommate 
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hid this fact from the class until he was on his own deathbed in 1872. At that point, the truth was 
revealed, and Boyd’s name finally cleared.138 On this sort of extralegal enforcement of honor 
violations, which could lead to such a tragic occurrence, Pappas writes that “there appeared to be 
little if any awareness of West Point authorities that cadets were young men and that young men 
often permit emotion to overcome common sense in cases such as the Boyd incident.”139 
This was the essential question of the age, with which the authorities at both the British 
public schools and West Point were increasingly preoccupied—to what extent should self-
governance be permitted among boys and young men? In other words, which of the subterranean 
practices, rituals, and codes that had developed over decades, if not centuries, should be allowed 
to persist, and should they remain extralegal or become codified? Clearly, the public school 
headmasters and the Clarendon Commission found value in them, as did most of the initiates 
themselves, authors like Hughes, and increasingly the reading public. We have seen how the 
former consistently reference dignified themes such as muscular Christianity, chivalry, and the 
Spartan trope when discussing sport, fagging, bullying, and other traditions in their published 
accounts and correspondence. At West Point, this consensus seems not to have existed by 1870, 
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Mob Rule and Racism 
 
Meanwhile, hazing, often violent, continued unabated throughout the late-nineteenth 
century. Sometimes, upperclassmen devised ingenious methods of avoiding proscriptions against 
it. Eben Swift, class of 1876, describes a ritual known as ‘running the plebes down’; this entailed 
one of the squad leaders—or “Devil Masters,” as he calls them—giving the command to ‘double 
time’ and running the squad around the parade field until all of its members had dropped out 
from exhaustion. “It must not be understood that this legalized ‘deviling’ was confined to the 
vicious element,” he writes, “as the finest fellows regarded it as their duty to help make soldiers 
out of the plebes in this way.”140 There were extralegal methods of tormenting the plebes as well, 
although Swift maintains that these were rare in the 1870s due to the severe punishments 
upperclassmen would receive for employing them. ‘Yanking’, for example, a variation of a 
practice dating back to the 1830s (see Chapter 2), meant pulling a new cadet out of his tent inside 
his bedding and dragging him up and down the company street. “A particularly vile thing,” 
recalls Swift, “was to hang a string over a ridge pole of a tent, tie a rag on the end of the string 
and have the plebes ‘chew the rag’ while the string was shortened to make it necessary to stand 
on their toes.” An upperclassman also might claim spuriously that a plebe had insulted his honor 
and call him out to fight, a practice that would increase in frequency towards the end of the 
century.141 
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Although cadets lived under constant supervision in this era, mob rule and male tribalism 
was rife beneath the surface. Swift discusses two peculiar cases: The first occurred during the 
winter of his plebe year, when a fight nearly broke out in the dancing hall after two first-class 
dance partners encroached upon the space allotted the third class. “A yearling couple then 
bumped into them hard. Dancing stopped. Each class formed a group, fists clenched, ready to 
join in a hand-to-hand battle.” It took a well-respected first classman, in a scene reminiscent of 
Sherburn dispersing the mob in Chapter 22 of Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, to 
deescalate the situation. “This example of Mass Psychosis,” states Swift, “was typical of the 
Corps of Cadets.”142 It cropped up again during the summer before his first-class year, when a 
plebe admitted to an officer that a firstie had ordered him to pile his bedding, considered hazing. 
“The first class went wild under the lead of the reckless element,” and the plebe was called out to 
fight. During the ensuing bout, an officer appeared and arrested the entire crowd; the first 
classman involved was dismissed from the Academy, but President Ulysses S. Grant (1869-
1877), a graduate of West Point who was said to have believed that cadets went there to learn 
how to fight, reinstated him. Meanwhile, the plebe class voted tellingly to cut their informant 
classmate, who, probably as a result, failed out of the Academy. 
“This incident,” Swift opines, “shows the inability of the youthful mind to reason things 
out. A crowd of boys acts like any other kind of mob, acts on suggestion and each one surrenders 
his personality.” In retrospect, he is “ashamed” to have participated, as the first classman’s 
second, in this affair.143 One thing of which Swift is not ashamed, even a half century later, is the 
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Corps’ treatment of James Webster Smith, a black cadet with the class of 1874 (he made it to 
first-class year but did not graduate). Swift writes quite proudly of his classmate’s ballad, entitled 
“Nigger Jim” and “aimed at Jim Smith, the colored cadet, a repulsive looking, freckled-faced 
negro, who had probably been appointed by an enemy of the Academy as a living caricature 
upon its lofty ideals and standards.” His classmate blackened his face, substituted a broom for a 
banjo, and sang the vulgar tune, which included lines such as “‘I’m de noted culled ca-det and 
from Dixieland I came/Where I used to hoe de cotton and de cane, all day.’”144 Clearly the West 
Point experience, whether legal or extralegal, was for whites only. 
Charles D. Rhodes was at West Point a decade later, with the class of 1889. His first 
letter home to his mother, dated June 10, 1885, tells her that “the cadet officers howl and shake 
their fists in your face, at all times and in all places,” demanding that he and his classmates stick 
out their chests, stand or sit up straight, and wipe the smiles off their faces.145 During squad drills 
on June 22, he endured the wrath of “the meanest pup,” who “picked out every fault of mine . . . 
ran into my extended arm, and then accused me of trying to hit him.”146 In early July, Rhodes 
writes that one cadet officer forces the plebes to eat any excess food on the table147 and that 
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plebes are better off staying “shady” inside their tents, lest they be harassed by upperclassmen in 
the company streets of the encampment.148 On July 19, he reports having served as “valet-de-
chambre for a First Classman, preparing him for the hop. Fixed his cuffs, creased his white pants, 
got out dance programs, etc.”149 At the end of August, Rhodes describes the tradition of the first 
class ‘rushing’ the second as it returned to the Academy by steamer from summer furlough: “A 
black mass appeared on the brow of the hill . . . A signal was given and the two classes rushed at 
each other . . . whooping, shouting, and throwing up their caps.”150 (The following year, he tells 
his mother that the rush was prohibited by the Superintendent but occurred anyway,151 resulting 
in several dismissals, which the President overruled.)152 In barracks, the hazing of the summer 
seems to have subsided, although Rhodes notes that due to the formality of their interaction, “the 
plebe and the cadet of the upper classes are separated by a gulf of infinite width.”153 Surprisingly, 
most plebes did not object to their treatment. According to Ambrose, this was partly because 
they believed that undergoing torment would make them “better men” and elevate their status 
among peers.154 In other words, enduring a rite of passage would have a positive effect on their 
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lives in a society that placed great emphasis on one’s manliness. What better way for a young 
man to prove that he possessed the traits of self-reliance, strength, resolution, courage, and 
honesty155 than to withstand the rigors of plebe year? 
 
Survival of the Fittest and Fraternity 
 
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the belief in Social Darwinism was intertwined with the 
quest for manliness in the late-nineteenth century; ‘survival of the fittest’ meant that only the 
strongest individuals in society would advance and prosper. This was also Harwood’s “Golden 
Age of fraternity.” These social phenomena were reflected at the Academy, where newcomers 
had to survive the difficulties of plebe year and beyond in order to become worthy members of 
the Corps of Cadets and the US Army officer corps, both considered elite fraternities. The ‘beast’ 
would, in time, be transformed into a West Point man. If he could not adapt to and overcome his 
new environment, natural selection would pass him over, and he would be rejected as a brother-
in-arms. The late-nineteenth-century conceptions of masculinity and fraternity are evident in the 
hazing practices of the day, in the increased emphasis on physical fitness, and in the numerous 
bare-knuckled boxing matches between cadets. 
By the 1890s, new methods of hazing had supplemented the old. These soon erupted into 
scandal the likes of which West Point had never seen before and perhaps has not since. Cadet 
Oscar L. Booz reported to West Point on June 20, 1898, just days before Theodore Roosevelt’s 
Rough Riders charged up San Juan Hill in the most famous encounter of the Spanish-American 
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War. Booz accumulated several demerits during the summer encampment. In addition, while on 
guard duty in late July, he failed to walk the full length of his post. Noticing his infraction, a 
group of first classmen shouted at Booz from their tents, but he disobeyed their orders to 
complete the full tour. This incident, coupled with his lack of military bearing and general 
ineptitude, affronted the upperclassmen, who called Booz out to fight. In the ensuing bout, Booz 
caught a solid blow to his solar plexus in the second round. His refusal to resume fighting 
marked him as a coward in the eyes of the spectators. An intense hazing campaign followed, 
during which upperclassmen forced Booz to drink large amounts of Tabasco sauce. Booz soon 
resigned from the Academy and died of tuberculosis of the larynx within a year. His family 
alleged that the hazing he had experienced at West Point had led to his death. The press took up 
this charge, with the New York Times publishing its first story on December 1, 1900 (actually 
two days before Booz expired) and other national publications continuing to cover the scandal 
for the next two months.156 
In response, Superintendent Albert L. Mills (1898-1906) initiated an internal inquiry on 
December 3, concluding in a letter to Secretary of War Elihu Root (1899-1904) on December 8 
that Booz had not been hazed but welcoming an outside investigation. On December 11, Root 
directed the Army’s commanding general to appoint a military court; the same day, the US 
House of Representatives, responding to public pressure, appointed a special committee to 
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investigate the incident. Both the military court and the Congressional committee would 
determine that Booz had in fact been hazed but that the hazing had not precipitated his death, 
with an eminent throat specialist testifying that Tabasco sauce could have aggravated, but not 
caused, Booz’s condition. The military court adjourned on January 8, having already furnished 
its typewritten report to the Congressional committee. The latter convened on January 4 and 
included three Republicans and two Democrats. Republican Congressmen Charles Dick, Irving 
Price Wanger, and Walter Inglewood Smith were all lawyers by trade. Dick, the committee chair, 
had served in the Spanish-American War and attained the rank of major general in the National 
Guard. Democratic Congressmen Edmund Hope Diggs and Bertram Tracy Clayton were both 
New York representatives in the last few weeks of their Congressional careers. Diggs became the 
fiercest critic of West Point during the investigation and Clayton, an Academy graduate, its 
biggest supporter.157 As Philip W. Leon, whose monograph on the Booz scandal is the most 
thorough to date, writes, “the members of the congressional investigating committee blended 
concern for the death of a constituent, loyalty by a graduate of the institution being investigated, 
prior military experience in the officer ranks, and courtroom procedural experience in 
examination of witnesses.”158 
They heard hundreds of hours of testimony from cadets and officers over a two-and-a-
half-week period, which allowed them to paint a highly detailed picture of the subterranean 
world that thrived at West Point at the turn of the century. The committee members were 
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particularly concerned with plebe-year initiation rites. Their final report begins by stating that 
“the upper-class men have gradually evolved an entire code of unwritten laws [emphasis mine] 
governing their relations with fourth-class men, as well as the whole course of conduct which 
should be pursued by the latter.” First, they were not allowed to form friendships with one 
another, with each plebe treated as an “unknown, a stranger, and an inferior.” In addition to 
addressing each upperclassman as ‘sir’ or ‘mister’, plebes were instructed to drop their eyes and 
neither laugh nor smile nor look sullen in the latter’s presence. In camp, as we have seen, plebes 
were forced to sweep the upperclassmen’s tents, make their beds, adjust their tent flaps, carry 
water for them, clean and polish their personal equipment, launder and service their clothing, 
make out their hop cards, and copy their reports, among other duties. Furthermore, the committee 
found, “the upper-class men, profiting no doubt by what they have learned from their 
predecessors and the aid of their own fertile ingenuity, have resorted to more than one hundred 
[emphasis mine] distinct methods of annoying and harassing fourth-class men,” which they 
carried out either for the supposed good of their charges, to punish them, or merely for 
amusement.159 
The most perpetual annoyance for plebes was ‘bracing’, or thrusting the shoulders back 
and the chin and stomach in as far as humanly possible and walking so that the toes touched the 
ground before the heels. While prohibited by the authorities, this unnatural carriage, which often 
resulted in fainting, was demanded of them at most times and justified as the best way to instill 
proper posture. Unofficial punishments included the following: ‘Eagling’ consisted of deep-knee 
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bends with the arms raised laterally, flapping like a bird’s wings. ‘Wooden willying’ was raising 
and lowering a rifle from the ready to the firing position. ‘Doing footballs’ meant lying on one’s 
back and raising the legs to 90 degrees and then lowering them to the ground a prescribed 
number of times. For ‘choo-chooing’, the victim assumed the same position but then moved his 
arms and legs like the wheels on a train. ‘Dipping’ was similar to present-day pushups, while 
‘stretching’ can be compared to the modern-day dead-hang, but with the legs bent at the knees. 
Particular ingenious was ‘taking plebe’s rest’, during which the fourth-classman rested his chin 
in his hand and his elbow on his knee like Rodin’s Penseur, but while standing, balancing 
himself on the opposite toe! ‘Holding out gun’ was, as the name implies, holding a rifle in front 
of the body with the arms outstretched 90 degrees, and ‘gun’ could be replaced easily by ‘Indian 
clubs’, ‘dumb-bells’, or ‘the cleaning box’. And swimming to Newburgh, which I described in 
my preface, dates back at least to this era. Making multiple plebes undergo several of these 
exercises in a tent after supper was called a ‘soiree’.160 
More dangerous activities included forcing a plebe to ‘sit on a bayonet’ (holding himself 
for a stipulated amount of time in a seated position over the sharpened object), ‘sweat’ in an 
enclosed tent wearing his raincoat and wrapped in his bed clothing, or stand on his head and 
recite something in a bathtub filled with water. ‘Qualifying’ meant eating an obscene amount of 
a certain food, such as 130 prunes in one instance; then there was the forced ingestion of up to 
four quinine pills or of Tabasco sauce, as in the Booz case. The US Army of the time had its 
‘standing orders’, but to plebes, this meant going the entire day without sitting, except at mess 
and in the sinks (bathrooms). ‘Feet inspection’ sounds like a reasonable procedure, but actually 
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upperclassmen would purposely drip hot candle wax on plebes’ bare feet during the inspection. 
This was perhaps better, however, than being dragged out of bed and down the company street 
by the heels or being thrown in a ditch while on sentinel duty. Then there were even more puerile 
forms of harassment, some with homoerotic undertones. Sometimes upperclassmen would soap 
the floor of the bathroom and have plebes slide nude across it or force them to strip naked and 
run down the company street while being doused with cold water from both sides in an event 
called the ‘cold bath in the company street’. Strangely, if an upperclassman put his foot into a 
plebe’s tent or merely yelled out, “My foot is in your tent,” between tattoo and taps, the plebe 
was required to stand on his head and deliver some piece of knowledge. Finally, the 
upperclassmen would on occasion order the plebes to engage in a pillow fight after taps and then 
issue them demerits for making a disturbance in camp.161 
The increasing physicality of hazing as documented in the Congressional report resulted 
in part from the fact that the number of exercises with which upperclassmen were familiar and 
authorities would countenance had risen significantly, which was due in turn to the increasing 
importance of athleticism at the Academy. As at the British public schools, physical education 
and sports had evolved throughout the course of the nineteenth century from informal and 
uncoordinated activities to an integral part of the cadet experience. In 1814, Frenchman Pierre 
Thomas became the first full-time physical education instructor at West Point—and at any 
American college for that matter—a position dubbed ‘Sword Master’ (later ‘Master of the 
Sword’) because Thomas focused on drilling cadets in saber, short sword, broadsword, and foil. 
Over the next several decades, dancing, horsemanship, gymnastics, calisthenics, and swimming 
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were added to the curriculum, and intramural athletics began in 1847 with cricket clubs, but most 
sports continued to be voluntary and impromptu. As late as the 1880s, the Board of Visitors 
commented on the deficiencies of the physical program.162 
Then, in 1885, Herman Koehler was appointed Master of the Sword, and a new 
gymnasium was completed in 1892. In his thirty-eight-year tenure, according to Lance Betros, 
“Koehler singlehandedly transformed the Academy’s physical fitness program into the finest in 
the nation,” teaching all of the subjects himself and demanding perfection from the cadets.163 He 
pioneered the use of ‘setting-up exercises’, full-body calisthenics to condition the body, 
performed in mass formation. By 1905, Koehler had added boxing and wrestling to the fourth-
class curriculum, which already included gymnastics, swimming, and fencing, and extended 
training in most of these subjects into the third- and second-class programs of study. Yearlings, 
cows, and firsties received lessons in riding, and the latter took a course on the Theory of 
Physical Training.164 
The Corps of Cadets augmented their curricular physical education with bare-fisted 
boxing matches, particularly—as revealed in the Booz investigation—between plebes and 
upperclassmen. These became common in the 1890s, as boxing grew increasingly popular as a 
spectator sport and appealed to middle-class men in search of ways to prove their manliness. To 
illustrate the interconnectivity of West Point and American society, William Nesbitt, captain of 
the Army football team, wanted to challenge American boxing champion Jim Jeffries for the 
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heavyweight belt in 1897 (although the Department of the Army refused). If a plebe drew 
unfavorable attention from any upperclassman, a ‘scrapping committee’ might summon him to a 
fight against an opponent of its choice. Fights were well monitored and, to an extent, fair; 
committee members would serve as impartial referees, timekeepers, and seconds, and an upper-
class fighter would have approximately the same height, weight, and arm-length as his plebe 
opponent. But because the former were generally in better physical shape and less nervous than 
the latter, plebes rarely won these contests. Academy officials did not sanction the bouts, but 
most cadets, as well as officers, recognized their importance as part of the plebe-year rite of 
passage. Cowardice had to be identified and eliminated as an undesirable trait (natural selection). 
Plebes willing to fight in accordance with the rules, that is, to fight until they could not stand, 
proved their manliness in the eyes of their fellow cadets. Those unwilling to do so were silenced 
by each class, including their own.165 
 
Similarities at the American Boarding School 
 
Interestingly, at Peabody’s Groton, comparable practices were taking root at the same 
time. The ideal ‘Groton boy’ was supposed to be manly, courageous, and honorable; those who 
did not conform to this type suffered socially, psychologically, and physically. And while the 
headmaster provided direction, it was the older boys who enforced the code of behavior. 
Ritualized hazing of newcomers toughened and transformed them into full members of the 
group. ‘Pumping’ meant dragging a boy from study hall, thrusting him headfirst into a lavatory 
sink, and dousing him with water until he coughed, choked, and retched. ‘Boot-boxing’ was 
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stuffing him into a footlocker doubled-up. Boys at other schools employed different methods, 
most of which headmasters did not officially sanction but tacitly approved. In any case, much of 
the acculturation process occurred beyond the prying eyes of school officials, and group loyalty 
demanded that perpetrators and victims of hazing alike close ranks if a master arrived on the 
scene.166 
As at the British public schools and West Point, hazing was one way for boys to cultivate 
manliness amongst themselves, and athletics were another. Similar to the situation at the public 
schools, games became a sort of religion at American boarding schools in the late-nineteenth and 
early-twentieth centuries. In Dean’s estimate, “dramas of risk, sacrifice, and pain enacted on the 
playing field had a central metaphorical significance to the construction of elite manliness.”167 
They allowed sons of the establishment to prove their physical prowess and toughness and 
thereby justify their future positions of power, wealth, and status in society. The muscular body 
became a symbol for their fitness—as upper-class, white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants—to lead. 
And the juvenile leaders of the school were usually those most accomplished on the athletic 
field. Team sports, with their focus on the collective, also facilitated the creation of fraternity 
among the boys and provided a counterweight to the individualistic and materialistic tendencies 
of the age. They were often associated with martial themes like engaging in battle and displaying 
heroism.168 
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Axel Bundgaard writes that at the boarding schools, the subject of his Muscle and 
Manliness, the critical year was 1859: at St. Paul’s, one group of boys organized a rowing club 
and purchased a boat for $140, while another established the Olympian and Isthmian Cricket 
Clubs; at Phillips Exeter, the pupils held their first baseball game; and at Gunnery School in 
Washington, Connecticut, a headmaster actively sponsored the establishment of a sports team, in 
this case baseball, for the first time. After a brief hiatus during the Civil War, boys at most of the 
schools organized at least football and baseball clubs in the 1870s. But Peabody at Groton, who 
argued that sports developed character and made them an integral aspect of the curriculum, 
probably did the most for the movement. By the turn of the century, headmasters at most of the 
other boarding schools had followed his lead, some going as far as to make athletics mandatory. 
Andover in 1913, for example, offered football, baseball, boxing, track and field, tennis, 
lacrosse, fencing, ice hockey, golf, basketball, wrestling, competitive gymnastics, soccer, and 
swimming.169 
* * * 
This chapter opened with a discussion of the Clarendon Commission’s findings with 
respect to the most elite British public schools and the codification thereafter of practices, rituals, 
and codes that had developed organically over decades and centuries. I illustrated the new 
approach to “immorality,” including homosexuality, after 1859, giving specific examples from 
Harrow and Wellington. I also described several turn-of-the-century traditions at the public 
schools and showed how, by then, games had become an obsession among schoolboys and 
administrators. I then depicted subterranean practices, rituals, and codes at the monarchical cadet 
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schools in the late-nineteenth century; I noted their many similarities with the British and 
American schools but also their differences, such as their emphasis on collective honor, or 
loyalty. I also discussed the existence of homoeroticism and homosexuality at the cadet schools. 
Finally, we moved to West Point, where, unlike at the public schools, hazing became more brutal 
after the American Civil War, culminating in the Booz incident and subsequent Congressional 
investigation in 1901. Vigilante justice, mob rule, racism, and a belief in survival of the fittest 
and fraternity were also present at the Academy in this era. In the next chapter, we shall follow 
the threads of continuity and change at the twentieth-century public and cadet schools, 
examining in detail homosexual relationships at the former, and see how the United States 
followed Britain’s lead in justifying and codifying what had been extralegal practices, rituals, 








CALCIFICATION OF TRADITON: 
THE ERA OF THE WORLD WARS, 1901-1945 
 
 
 In this chapter, I shall open with a description of life at the British public schools in the 
early decades of the twentieth century, including the permeation of social militarism, initiation 
rites and boy governance, and the alleged effects of such a hyper-masculine system. Integral to 
this portrait of schoolboy life is a discussion of homosexuality in all its permutations— 
adulation, love, and lust, to name a few—how boy governors addressed the issue, and how it 
contributed to stunted growth and ingrained misogyny among many graduates. I shall then return 
to the cadet schools to illustrate the persistence of tradition there in their twilight years. Next, I 
shall explain how the practices, rituals, and codes that US Congressional and Military Academy 
authorities had attempted so vigorously to curtail in the nineteenth century came to be accepted 
and then gradually codified in the twentieth, following the British trajectory; this included not 
only initiation rites but also honor and athletics. I shall show that, despite this displacement of a 
“subjective” by an “objective” system, extralegal methods of initiating the newcomer remained 
on the eve of World War II. I shall then hypothesize why homosexuality seems to have been 
mostly absent at West Point. Finally, I shall present a few examples of post-War dystopian 
portrayals of the schools in film and print that reflect a return to Hobbesian rather than 
Rousseauian views on the “state of nature.” 
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Thus far, I have not discussed one of the major themes in the historiography of the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, namely political and social militarism. For one, political 
militarism—the disproportionate influence of military advisors and military considerations on 
political decision-making—is beyond the scope of this study. In addition, the monarchical cadet 
schools or the US Military Academy, whose raison d’être was to prepare for war, are no places 
to attempt to discern social militarism—the percolation of military values into a particular 
society. If we were to see an increase in military sentiments and ideals at the British public 
schools, however, which were not overtly military establishments, we might very well attribute it 
to a rise in militarism in British society as a whole. As late as 1859, this does not appear to have 
been the case. In the next four decades, thirty-nine public-school cadet corps were formed, but 
these numbers are somewhat misleading: in the Victorian era, cadet corps struggled to fill their 
ranks, and many boys viewed them with disdain.1 Ian Worthington writes that “these facets of 
the organization’s existence suggest that public school corps can only have been of limited 
instrumental value, either in developing military skills and aptitudes or in encouraging the 
growth of military sentiments and ideals to a point where they became prevalent within the 
public school community.”2 The prevailing view was that games, not membership in a cadet 
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corps, were enough to prepare a boy for later imperial service. Worthington concludes that this 
reflected not militarism but anti-militarism in British society.3 
In the Edwardian period, however, the situation changed. As poor performance in the 
Crimean War had led to military reforms half a century before, ineptitude during the Boer War 
ignited military enthusiasm at the schools, with headmasters extolling boys to sacrifice for the 
nation and encouraging them to prepare for service by joining the cadets corps. From 1899 to 
1904, fifty-six new corps were established, and participation rose dramatically. In 1903-1904, for 
example, 83 percent of Eton pupils and 47 percent of Rugby pupils were members of their 
respective corps; at Rugby and Wellington, drill and rifle shooting became compulsory. Britain’s 
poor performance in the Boer War as well as the growing realization that a Great Power war, 
either with Russia over colonial acquisitions in Asia or with an increasingly aggressive Germany 
on the European Continent, was looming led prominent voices, such as Lord Roberts, 
Commander-in-Chief of the Forces (1901-1904), and Richard Haldane, Secretary of State for 
War (1905-1912), to advocate a nation-in-arms concept dependent upon, among other activities, 
basic military training at the public schools.4 Roberts in particular made the rounds on behalf of 
the National Service League, reviewing cadet corps, handing out prizes, and unveiling war 
memorials. Yet he was only the latest in a line of military figures, including Wellington and 
Charles George “Chinese” Gordon, whom public schoolboys, like their counterparts at the 
monarchical cadet schools and West Point, venerated as heroes throughout our period.5 Indeed, 
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the public school, especially since it had become more regimented and fixated on physical 
prowess, had long been a training ground of sorts for future army officers. Let us continue to 
explore which values and behaviors it inculcated in them through subterranean practices, rituals, 
and codes. 
 





By the first decades of the twentieth century, most public-school initiation rites had been 
codified and incorporated into an increasingly regimented and conformist experience. In the last 
chapter, I cited Warner, Lunn, and Hartley to describe Harrow at the turn of the century; Horace 
A. Vachell, in his novel The Hill, offers corroborating evidence of the intricate web of practices, 
rituals, and codes in place there by 1905. Fagging, as we have seen, varied by house and 
fagmaster, but at a minimum included serving meals and tea to and fetching items from town for 
the latter. Sometimes, a fagmaster might require his football boots unlaced or his shoes shined. 
Newcomers had to carry their umbrellas unfolded, wear their straw hats straight, and walk to the 
side of the road, while ‘bloods’ had none of these restrictions and were allowed to walk arm-in-
arm with other boys.6 The customs at Charterhouse were no less byzantine a few years later. 
Robert Graves, at the school from 1909 to 1914, writes that the “social code . . . was based on a 
very strict caste system.” Novices had no distinctions or privileges, those in their second terms 
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could wear knitted ties, those in their second year, colored socks, those in their third year, turned-
down collars, colored handkerchiefs, and coats with long lapels, and those in their fourth year, 
the right to get up raffles. Bloods were the tribal elders who wore light gray flannel trousers, 
butterfly collars, and coats slit up the back and had the unique privilege of walking arm-in-arm. 
At church, all of the boys had to be seated five minutes prior to the start of the service, except for 
the bloods, who would “stalk in” at the two-minute mark.7 
Rugby during the First World War had a similarly complex set of rules that provided a 
roadmap for initiation. William Plomer describes his initiation as a learning process: “I soon 
began to get used to the routine and the elaborate system of taboos, both official and unofficial, 
by which the life of the boys was governed.” Of fagging, he writes that “a prefect or somebody 
would stand bawling for a fag, then all the little boys would go scuttling down passages and 
stairs to answer the call, and the last one to arrive would be given some task to do.” Interestingly, 
if a boy holed up in his study, it seems he could avoid these duties altogether.8 At Eton in 1918, 
fagging in Anthony Powell’s house was also “never a very serious business.” But he admits that 
his experience was probably the exception. “I have heard boys in other houses complain that 
their first few terms were spent in doing a succession of odd-jobs,” Powell writes. Despite his 
house’s laxity, “it was certainly annoying to have to jump up in the middle of work or reverie 
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and be sent, when it was raining or oppressively hot, with a note folded up in the shape of a 
cocked-hat, to a boy in another house.”9 
Cyril Connelly was also at Eton, which he writes about in Enemies of Promise, from 
1918. From his testimony, we can see that Oppidans and Collegers continued to have vastly 
different initiatory experiences towards the end of our period. Connelly fagged for two years, an 
ordeal he describes as not just “annoying,” but as incredibly demeaning and time-consuming. As 
in Melly’s text from the 1850s, we find feudal metaphors, suggesting their durability: the 
headmaster is the Pope, administrators are clergymen, members of Pop (the exclusive, self-
elected Eton Society that by all accounts virtually ran the school as an oligarchy) and the sixth 
form are aristocrats, boys without fagging privileges are bourgeois, and fags are serfs. “A fag in 
Chamber I was in the lowest ranks of serfdom,” writes Connelly. “Though fagmasters were 
usually chivalrous to their own slaves, mine was not, nor had we privacy, for our spare time was 
at the mercy of our rulers, who could send us far into Windsor to buy them food and beat us if 
we made a mistake over it.” He describes beatings, which it seems anyone but the actual masters 
could administer, as a particularly “hideous experience,” a “torture” that often came 
unexpectedly, with “no specific charge except that of being ‘generally uppish.’”10 Beatings were 
not so much a punishment as an initiation rite. Interestingly, a boy Connelly calls the 
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“ringleader” of his election (a group of boys who entered Eton during the same year) invented 
his own tortures for boys lower in the College order. The older boys sanctioned this behavior as a 
sort of supplement to the formalized initiation rites of fagging and beatings. Connelly tells us that 
this boy made him “stand on a mantelpiece and dance while he brandished a red-hot poker 
between my feet and said: ‘What is your name?’ ‘Connelly.’ ‘No—what is your real name? Go 
on. Say it.’ ‘Ugly.’ ‘All right, Ugly, you can come down.’”11 Other than this anecdote, however, 
in Enemies of Promise we read about none of the traditional, informal initiation rites that 
occurred in Long Chamber in the 1830s and ’40s. 
 At Winchester in the early 1920s, we find a reoccurrence of the public-school obsession 
with language, knowledge of which was a transition rite. J. N. Richards speaks of the vocabulary 
specific to the school that all boys had to learn within their first two weeks there. “The idioms 
which we used, peculiar to ourselves,” he writes, “were so numerous and elaborate as almost to 
constitute a separate language parallel and supplementary to the King’s English.” These were 
codified in Winchester College Notions, “the greater part of which every new boy was required 
to know by heart after the first fortnight, under penalty of a beating in case of failure.” Older 
boys, like elders in the secret societies of the Congo, enforced mastery of this “parallel and 
supplementary” language. Enforcement could be harsh (“a beating”) or benign, such as in the 
following example: “I remember that, taking my first meal in the school, I innocently inquired of 
the boy sitting next to me if he would mind passing the potatoes,” Richards writes. “‘We don’t 
say that here,’ he answered contemptuously, ‘We say: “Prates please.”’ In this way I received my 
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first lesson in Winchester College notions and Wykehamical manners.”12 He also mentions the 
practice of sending a gullible new boy on a “fruitless errand,” reminiscent of similar traditions at 
Winchester in the 1840s and at Eton in the 1850s, which I described in Chapter 2. “The first boy 
he was sent to inquire of referred him to another, and this other referred him to a third and so on. 
And he was left to roll his Sisyphus’ stone until such time as the joke was held to have gone far 
enough and become tedious.”13 This playful initiation rite was likely designed to humiliate in the 
etymological sense of producing modesty in the novice. 
 Giles Romilly entered Wellington in January 1930, at the age of thirteen. His memoirs 
illustrate the extent to which the public schools of this era—and especially Wellington, with its 
military focus—had become total institutions. Similar to initiates at the monarchical cadet 
schools, he was assigned a number that, he writes, “I was to carry, like a convict as long as I 
remained at Wellington.”14 Romilly’s recollections of his first term consist mostly of his “terror 
of being late,” which led to “breathless anxiety.” He raced from one activity to another, “inky, 
harassed, and perplexed, and had never a moment of the day to myself.”15 The major ordeal of 
Romilly’s transition phase was passing the ‘fags’ exam’, a test of school knowledge that 
included memorizing slogans, names of members of staff and senior boys, and trivial facts such 
as the number of trees in the quadrangle.16 He was required to fag for all of the prefects and 
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perform special duties as ‘room fag’, ‘uniform fag’, and ‘shoe fag’ for three of them. Sometimes, 
a prefect abused his privileges, as did a boy called Pink, who wasted the initiates’ time with 
excessive fag-calls, “and if anyone displeased him he would chase him up and down the 
dormitory with kicks, or hit him over the head with a magazine. Any dormitory boy who passed 
by him with his hands in his pockets was given a hundred lines.” Neglecting one’s duties usually 
led to a beating, although this, as noted above, was itself an initiation rite. Romilly’s first 
beating, for example, while “incredibly painful,” filled him with “intense pride. I considered that 
to have been beaten raised my status, somehow, and promoted, in some obscure way, my self-
respect.”17 Despite prohibitions against it, bullying of unpopular boys still existed in the 
shadows, as when a mob dragged one of Romilly’s peers, at the end of the summer term, out of 
his room and up and down the dormitory corridors and doused his belongings with syrup.18 
 
The A. C. Simonds Affair 
 
 One of the most sensational indications that severe bullying persisted at the public 
schools well into the twentieth century is a scandal that had erupted at Wellington five years 
before Romilly’s arrival. On February 9, 1926, a Mrs. Fuller, mother of pupil A. C. Simonds, 
writes to F. B. Malin, the headmaster, claiming that negligence on the part of authorities allowed 
her son to be bullied to the point of a nervous breakdown and requests compensation for his 
healthcare. She alleges that her son, returning to the school after appendicitis for the Christmas 
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term in 1923, was weakened and could not play sports. That was when the bullying started, with 
a boy named Barstow mobbing his room, throwing his things about, kicking him, etc. In the 
summer of 1924, Simonds caught mumps and then chicken pox, and during his stay in the 
sanatorium was subject to more bullying—his bed was doused with water and he was locked in a 
wardrobe for hours.19 In the spring of 1925, things got worse, with Barstow injuring Simonds’ 
wrist and threatening “all the Term to kill him because of something which he wanted my boy to 
do, and which my boy refused to do.”20 He half-drowned Simonds several times, making the boy 
terrified of swimming, and started to suffocate him in the shower room. Learning of this, Mrs. 
Fuller brought the matter to Malin, who effectively stopped Barstow. The bully apologized to 
Mrs. Fuller in July 1925, but by then it was too late.21 
The headmaster discusses Mrs. Fuller’s request for compensation with J. F. N. Lawrence, 
clerk to the school’s governors, then responds to her on February 13, stating that the governors 
are unlikely to admit liability for the bullying. She replies on February 16, asking him to bring 
forward her complaint at the next governors’ meeting.22 Realizing that the matter would not go 
away, the headmaster gathers more information. Simonds’ last tutor, C. A Stocken, writes that 
“the bullying if admitted seems to have been of a particularly subtle and cunning nature; to 
outside appearances (the Anglesey prefects agreed with me) the two boys were good friends, 
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always together, sitting next to one another in form, when they need not have done.”23 We get 
the impression here that Simonds had developed a sort of Stockholm syndrome with respect to 
Barstow. The school doctor, J. Lambert, however, provides a different perspective, and one very 
much in keeping with the authorities’ ideal of masculinity and intolerance for those who do not 
live up to it. He states in his official medical report that Simonds was “undoubtedly a highly 
strung, neurotic, type of child. He was a frequent attender at the Sanatorium for trivial ailments: 
and my own impression was that he was inclined to utilize these for an excuse for not playing 
games and for avoiding ‘parades.’ He very easily tired and had very little stamina.”24 
In the meantime, Simonds’ stepfather, Captain Fuller, clarifies what his wife meant by 
the “something which he wanted my boy to do, and which my boy refused to do”: he alleges at a 
committee meeting convened to discuss the affair on March 15, 1926, that “immorality between 
Barstow and Simonds, prompted by Barstow, was the root of the whole trouble.”25 At a 
subsequent meeting convened on March 30, the committee confronts the school prefects, who 
claim not to have known about the bullying. One, concurring with the doctor, says that Simonds 
was “inclined to be slack and sulky, kept to himself and was unpopular.”26 Finally, encountering 
the more serious allegation that Wellington disregarded cases of “immorality” and facing the 
possibility of a national scandal, the governors agree on April 15 to compensate the Fullers 320 
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pounds for Simonds’ medical expenses.27 Writing to Lord Hanworth and the governors on May 
15 with his proposals to prevent future incidents, Malin makes it clear that he does not wish to 
make significant changes at the school. Although the headmaster plans to increase the presence 
of tutors and prefects in the dormitories and changing rooms and to mandate reporting of 
“bullying, immorality or other grave offense” to him, he defends, like the vast majority of his 
peers and predecessors at the helms of public schools, the system of boy governance. “It is the 
tradition and the characteristic of English Public Schools,” states Malin, “that the actual 
enforcement of discipline outside the class room is in the hands of the senior boys. To deprive 
Prefects of their responsibility would be to deprive them of one of the most important parts of 
their education.”28 
 
Guardians of the System 
 
 Indeed, boy governance continued to hold the entire system together, actively preventing 
or silently condoning such incidents as the Simonds affair. Depending on the school, prefects or 
monitors upheld the practices, rituals, and codes that had arisen over decades and even centuries 
and administered justice to offenders. By the end of our period, in what had become total 
institutions, their functions were clearly defined in documents such as “Privileges and Duties of 
Monitors,” published at Harrow in September 1945. Their authority derived from the 
headmaster, as government officials’ did from the Crown. Although monitors had the official 
authority to cane, they first had to receive permission from him and gain a two-thirds majority in 
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a monitors’ meeting. Among others, their privileges included the right to wear badges on their 
hat ribbons, to use a special tearoom in the Hill Tea House, to bicycle, and to leave school 
grounds (although they could not venture as far as London proper). Their obligations consisted 
of such tasks as reading the lessons and taking the collections at chapel and being on duty in the 
Vaughan Library on Sundays.29 
The publication suggests that other responsibilities were more nebulous: the headmaster 
looked to the monitors “to guard by their personal example and by their cooperation with one 
another the honour of the School, to encourage honesty and industry in work, to support 
authority, to maintain law and order, to preserve a right standard as regards language and 
conversation, and generally to promote good manners and good morals, alike in the School at 
large and in their several Houses.” Younger boys had to be “helped forward in the right way” lest 
they “drift into adopting an undesirable standard in respect of discipline and general 
behaviour.”30 In other words, the monitors were the guardians of the schema of initiation rites 
discussed above—of the intricate process of separation from childhood, transition (involving 
fagging, knowledge of school traditions, and beatings for transgressions), and gradual 
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The Effects of Initiation and Boy Governance 
Peregrine Worsthorne, great defender of the modern-day British aristocracy, calls 
attention to an often-overlooked benefit of the public-school initiation: 
For anybody fortunate enough to be born into the old ruling class in Britain, those first 
terms at a public school were the only time one learnt what life is like for the weak and 
vulnerable; what it is like to suffer permanent fear and hunger; what it is like to 
experience savage injustice without any real chance of restitution; what it is like to be 
dependent on the arbitrary whims, fancies and prejudices of the powerful; what it is like 
to be subjected to humiliation and persecution by the forces of law and order, or at least 
with their connivance. . . . only a private, boarding-school education, in an institution cut 
off and self-contained in its own cocoon, could artificially create conditions in which the 
sons of the wealthy were taught those primary lessons; were deprived, for a year or two, 
of the advantages of privilege which, ever afterwards, their class would guarantee them.31 
 
I have argued thus far that suffering and humiliation were, as in tribal societies, an essential 
component of the public-school initiation. But they allegedly also served a practical purpose: 
when old boys later commanded soldiers or administered a colony, they would understand the 
plight of their subordinates or of the local population and would take measures to alleviate it. 
This parallel ignores, of course, the fact that the lowliest fag at a public school in this study 
would someday almost certainly enter the ranks of the British elite, whereas the colonized native 
would likely remain subjugated at the bottom of the imperial hierarchy his or her entire life. 
Derek Verschoyle, in “Indian Innocence, Ltd.,” goes as far as to equate a public 
schoolboy’s experience to such a native’s in a 1934 essay. “In a word,” he writes about British 
imperial policy, “the operative principle has been to encircle the subjected native with the 
maximum amount of restriction compatible with leaving the burden of providing for physical 
survival himself. . . . This policy is closely paralleled in that process of juvenile enlightenment 
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which . . . has come to be known as the English Public School System.”32 Verschoyle points to 
fagging as the schools’ most effective method of creating a perfect boy-subject, what he 
disapprovingly calls “a standardized commodity” and “a model of impersonal orthodoxy.” The 
schoolboy often took the lessons he learned as a fag and fagmaster and applied them later as a 
colonial administrator.33 In other words, British colonial officials supposedly handled indigenous 
peoples in the paternalistic manner that the headmaster at Harrow told his monitors to treat the 
boys under their supervision—as if they had to be “helped forward in the right way.” Regardless 
of whether or not this approach actually worked in the colonies, Verschoyle’s assertion that the 
early-twentieth-century public school trained imperial servants corroborates Gunn’s argument: 
this was “an educational system finely adjusted to meet the directive needs of a class society that 
was . . . above all, imperial.” 
Connolly is far more critical towards the public-school experience. He writes that “the 
experiences undergone by boys at the great public schools, their glories and disappointments, are 
so intense as to dominate their lives and to arrest their development. From these it results that the 
greater part of the ruling class remains adolescent, school-minded, self-conscious, cowardly, 
sentimental, and in the last analysis homosexual. Early laurels weigh like lead and of many of the 
boys whom I knew at Eton, I can say that their lives are over. Those who knew them then knew 
them at their best and fullest; now, in their early thirties, they are haunted ruins.”34 While his 
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description of old boys as “haunted ruins” is undoubtedly both a generalization and an 
exaggeration, the veracity of which is beyond the scope of this study, Connolly’s charge that the 
public schools fostered permanent adolescence and homosexuality among the British upper 
classes appears probable, as I shall explain in the next section. 
 
“The Forbidden Tree”: Homosexuality in Never Land 
On November 5, 1910, Edward Lyttelton, Headmaster of Eton from 1905 to 1916, felt the 
need to respond to allegations of “immorality” at the school. A newspaper had claimed that a boy 
had been removed “on the specific ground that unnatural vice is prevalent there” and that two 
fathers had written the headmaster complaining of said vice. Lyttelton denies both charges and 
states: “I also wish to say most emphatically that neither I, nor any House Master, are given to 
ignore information as to evils of the kind, or to relax vigilance respecting them.”35 The Victorian 
public-school police apparatus was still very much intact. By the opening decade of the twentieth 
century, moreover, it seemed to have had the effect of limiting sexual encounters between boys 
at many of the public schools, although Gathorne-Hardy estimates that about 25 percent were 
sexually active in this period. His estimate, however, is much higher—90 percent—for what he 
calls “love affairs” between boys. “Denied expression physically,” Gathorne-Hardy argues, 
“their passions turned to love; and love, frequently, of the most passionate, romantic and 
idealized intensity.” Indeed, romantic infatuation, usually unconsummated, is a common theme 
in twentieth-century public-school literature and memoirs. So too is a disdain for and fear of 
women, a desire to remain sheltered in an all-male, perpetually adolescent world. 
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E. E. Bradford was a curate at Eton from 1899 to 1905 and an active poet from 1908 to 
1930. His verses deal almost exclusively with male subjects and often the love between them. 
Bradford has this advice for men and boys in “The Call,” published in 1918: 
Eros is up and away, away! 
Eros is up and away! 
The son of Urania born of the sea, 
The lover of lads and liberty. 
Strong, self-controlled, erect and free, 
He is marching along to-day! 
 
He is calling aloud to the men, the men! 
He is calling aloud to the men— 
“Turn away from the wench, with her powder and paint, 
And follow the Boy, who is fair as a saint:” 
And the heart of the lover, long fevered and faint, 
Beats bravely and boldly again. 
 
He is whispering low to the boys, the boys! 
He is whispering low to the boys—  
“Turn away from the maids of the Evening Star: 
My mirrors will show you are prettier far!” 
And the rogues are beginning to reckon they are, 
And are buying his mirrors for toys!36 
 
Judging from this poem and the rest of his oeuvre, Bradford was undoubtedly a misogynist and a 
pederast, and it would be irresponsible to suggest that, because his works were read widely and 
approvingly, either misogyny or pederasty were widespread and approved of in early-twentieth-
century British society. But his call to “turn away from the wench, with her powder and 
paint,/And follow the Boy, who is fair as a saint” found fertile ground at the public schools. 
There, homosexual love and lust flourished as part of an acculturation process that left many 
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products of the schools, whether they entered military or civilian life thereafter, gynophobic and 
mournful of lost love and vanished youth. 
 
The Hill: Envy, Infatuation, and Death “in the Flower of . . . Youth”  
Vachell’s The Hill is subtitled “a romance of friendship” because it concerns main 
character John Verney’s infatuation with “Caesar” Desmond and his jealousy of “Demon” 
Scaife, an accomplished but lowbrow boy of whom Desmond is fond. The language is stilted and 
euphemistic at times but exceedingly clear, such as when Verney first professes his dislike for 
Scaife (“‘I don’t like him because—because he likes—you’”) and adoration of Desmond, as the 
two are returning to their house (the Manor) from a football match. “For the moment they stood 
alone, ten thousand leagues from Harrow, alone in those sublimated spaces where soul meets 
soul unfettered by flesh. . . . He met the real Desmond for the first time, and Desmond met the 
real John in a thoroughfare . . . upon the shining highway of Heaven.”37 Desmond falls for 
Verney when the latter sings at a concert in front of the entire school and its guest, a famous field 
marshal: “At that moment Desmond loved the singer . . . John began the third and last verse. The 
famous soldier covered his face with his hand, releasing John’s eyes, which ascended, like his 
voice, till they met joyfully the eyes of Desmond. At last he was singing to his friend—and his 
friend knew it. John saw Desmond’s radiant smile, and across that ocean of faces he smiled 
back.”38 
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Later that day, as Verney gazes into a mirror in his room and sulks over his appearance, 
Desmond pays him a visit: 
John turned a solemn face to Desmond. “I think my face is hideous,” he said 
ruefully. 
“What do you mean?” 
“It’s too long,” John explained. “I like a nice round head like yours, Caesar. I 
wish I wasn’t so ugly.” . . .  
“Your head is all right, old Jonathan. And your voice is simply beautiful.” He 
spoke seriously, staring at John as he had stared in the Speech-room when John began to 
sing. “I came here to tell you that. I felt odd when you were singing—quite weepsy, you 
know. You like me, old Jonathan, don’t you?” 
“Awfully,” said John. 
“Why did you look at me when you sang that last verse? Did you know that you 
were looking at me?” 
“Yes.” 
“You looked at me because—well, because—bar chaff—you—liked—me?” 
“Yes.” 
“You like me better than any other fellow in the school?” 
“Yes; better than any other fellow in the world.” 
“Is it possible?” 
“I have always felt that way since—yes—since the very first minute I saw you.”39 
 
In this dialogue, two elements of adolescent homosexuality are apparent: first, Verney’s envious, 
homoerotic idealization of Desmond’s appearance; second, the stirrings of requited love between 
the two boys. Their subsequent strolls together, “perhaps the most delightful hours [Verney] 
spent at Harrow,”40 remind us of Schulenburg and Bergstetten’s “quarter of an hour spent arm-
in-arm” walking with each other. 
But Desmond continues to fall under the spell of Scaife, whom Vachell depicts as a boy 
of weak character and questionable morals. He starts to play bridge regularly with Scaife and his 
friends, goes into debt, and takes up smoking; he and Verney see less and less of each other, until 
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they become roommates. Even then, the allure of Scaife—handsome, athletic, and brilliant—is 
strong. Verney, however, sees through the veneer: “Once again the curious certainty gripped the 
younger that Scaife was indeed the personification of evil [italics mine], the more malefic 
because it stalked abroad masked. . . . He gambled . . . he drank . . . he denied his body nothing it 
craved; but he never forgot that expulsion from Harrow meant the loss of a commission in a 
smart cavalry regiment.” After Scaife has jeopardized a cricket match by spending “a riotous 
night in town,” Verney confronts him, but this backfires when the latter admits that he wants the 
former expelled.41 Desmond continues to drift towards Scaife, until finally Verney, learning that 
Scaife has convinced Desmond to leave the Manor surreptitiously one night to play cards in 
London, displays his willingness to sacrifice himself to save his friend, finally clinching his 
uncontested love. 
Verney does not realize this, however, until it is too late. Shortly after leaving Harrow, 
Desmond is killed in South Africa. A letter, the only one Desmond had written him, arrives for 
Verney unexpectedly months later. “‘Old Jonathan,’” it reads, “‘you have been the best friend a 
man ever had, the only one I love as much as my own brothers—and even more! It was from 
knowing you that I came to see what good-for-nothing fools some fellows are. You were always 
so unselfish and straight.’” Verney’s goodness had indeed triumphed over Scaife’s “evil.” 
“‘Good night, Jonathan,’” Desmond concludes. “Over the veldt the stars are shining. It’s so light, 
that I can just make out the hill upon which, I hope, our flag will be waving within a few hours. 
The sight of this hill brings back our Hill. . . . I have the absurd conviction strong in me that, to-
morrow, I shall get up the hill here faster and easier than the other fellows because you and I 
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have so often run up our Hill together—God bless it—and you!’”42 Desmond did charge up that 
hill, Spion Kop, “as if he were racing for a goal,” but in so doing, he was shot through the 
heart.43 
At the church service on the last Sunday evening of the term, Desmond’s death is the 
subject of the headmaster’s sermon; the words with which Vachell charges the latter vividly 
illustrate the Victorian and Edwardian glorification of youth falling heroically in battle. Here we 
have the merger of two of the themes I laid out in Chapter 1, childhood as a symbol of innocence 
and purity and noble sacrifice as a critical component of masculinity: 
To die young, clean, ardent; to die swiftly, in perfect health; to die saving others from 
death, or worse—disgrace—to die scaling heights; to die and to carry with you into the 
fuller ampler life beyond, untainted hopes and aspirations, unembittered memories, all the 
freshness and gladness of May—is not that cause for joy rather than sorrow? . . . I do 
affirm most emphatically that I would sooner see any of you struck down in the flower of 
his youth than living on to lose, long before death comes, all that makes life worth the 
living. Better death, a thousand times, than gradual decay of mind and spirit; better death 
than faithlessness, indifference, and uncleanness.44 
 
Vachell’s emphasis on the cleanliness of youth reminds us of Werner’s recollections in the last 
chapter of the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, where boys were required to be clean at all times and 
told that outer cleanliness reflects inner purity. We shall see the same language used to describe 
cadets at West Point later in this chapter. In addition, Vachell’s extolment of death in battle is 
similar to Szczepański’s in Inner Life, when the commander of Voranstalt Culm describes 
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Lieutenant Colonel von Godwin’s demise at Chlum as the “death of a hero, and may God grant 
us all a like death.” 
Throughout the novel, Vachell depicts Verney and Desmond’s relationship—because it 
uplifts both boys, because it remains unconsummated—as pure, despite the fact that it was 
blatantly homosexual. He juxtaposes this relationship with what he considers impure: primarily 
Scaife, whose behaviors have a deleterious influence on Desmond; and secondarily sex between 
boys, which he is much more reticent to mention. In one passage, Vachell tells us that “Desmond 
knew . . . there were beasts at the Manor. Had you forced from him an expression approaching, 
let us say, definiteness, he would have admitted that beasts lurked in every house, in every 
school in the kingdom. You must keep out of their way (and ways)—that was all. And he knew 
also that too many beasts wreck a house, as they wreck a regiment or a nation.”45 And in another 
passage, Vachell introduces us to a boy named Beaumont-Greene, “pulpy, pimply, gross in mind 
and body”—again, a conflation of external and internal cleanliness—who gravitates “towards 
anything which would yield pleasure to his body.”46 On one occasion, he threatens to “turn up,” 
or trap in his collapsible bed, a weaker boy unless he becomes his “friend.”47 These, however, 
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Walking the “Tightrope”: Between Lust and Love 
 
Other authors are more candid about homosexuality. Graves for instance tells us that 
there were “not more than five or six big rows” over sex while he was at Charterhouse, but that 
was because the authorities never detected most of the “erotic” encounters between boys. 
Meanwhile, “amorousness” was widespread. Graves alleges that “a true distinction” existed 
between the former and the latter, eroticism being “between boys of the same age who were not 
in love, but used each other coldly as convenient sex-instruments” and amorousness being the 
love of an older boy for a younger one, which hardly ever involved sex. “That,” he writes, 
“would have spoilt the romantic illusion, which was hetero-sexually cast.”48 In addition, sex 
among these couples was less possible in the increasingly policed atmosphere at the schools of 
this era: at Charterhouse, for example, no friendships were permitted between boys in different 
houses or classes. The object of Graves’ own affection was a boy three years younger than he 
whom he refers to in his memoirs as Dick, and with whom he was allowed to carry on after 
arguing before the headmaster that the two shared many interests and that friendships between 
boys of different ages could be beneficial for the younger one.49 “Poetry and Dick,” he recalls, 
became “the only two things that really mattered.”50 
Connolly paints a similar picture of Eton a decade later. Before leaving his prep school, 
his headmaster warned him and his classmates, especially those headed for Eton, that they were 
entering “a world full of temptations”; they should report immediately any boys who tried to get 
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into bed with them, never go for walks with boys from different houses, and never befriend boys 
more than a year and a half older than they.51 He soon learned that homosexuality at Eton “was 
the forbidden tree round which our little Eden dizzily revolved.” On the one hand, the presence 
of homoeroticism and homosexuality in the classics, which formed the basis of the curriculum, 
“was taken for granted”; on the other, the standard punishment for sex between boys was 
expulsion. Thus in terms of sex, “the majority floundered through on surreptitious experiments 
and dirty jokes but there were always a number who, going further, were found out and 
expelled.” In this increasingly policed environment loaded with irony, “boys learnt to walk a 
tightrope; the sentimental friendship was permitted in some houses and forbidden in others, 
allowed to some boys and denied to their fellows or permitted and then suppressed according to 
the changing views and vigilance of the housemaster. No one could be sure on what ground they 
trod.”52 
Connolly himself tells the reader that he abstained from sex (and masturbation) 
throughout his time at Eton.53 At sixteen, however, he became infatuated with a younger boy 
named Nigel, whom he describes as having “dark hair, green eyes, yellow skin, and a classic 
head with the wistfulness of a minor angel in a Botticelli.” What followed was “a non-stop 
daydream, a planning of surprises, an exchange of confidences, a giving of presents, an agony of 
expectation, a delirium of impatience, ending with the premonition of boredom more drastic than 
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the loneliness it set out to cure.”54 In essence, Connolly fell madly in love with Nigel, who 
ultimately rebuffed his advances, citing his Christian morality.55 Romilly, unlike Connolly, had 
by the age of fourteen engaged for years in what the adults at Wellington called “grave self-
abuse,” until a boy in his dormitory was expelled for the practice; although Romilly abstained 
from masturbation for several weeks thereafter through “what seemed a terrific effort of will,” he 
finally succumbed. Prayer did not help, and it was only after he adopted “a semi-scientific 
atheism” that his guilt over the practice began to fade.56 
As he grew older, Romilly, like Graves and Connolly, channeled some of his energies 
into homosexual infatuations: 
Though completely innocent, and shocked at the idea of relations between people of the 
same sex, and not knowing even in what such relations consisted, I began to fall in love 
with boys younger than myself. This was more of a pastime than anything else, and it was 
a very good one. It gave a flavor to meals and chapel and lectures, it coloured my 
existence out of school, which became an endless manoeuvring for glances, an incessant 
insincere agitation of the heart, a rapid fluctuation between wistful bitterness and 
triumph. It also gave me material for a diary, and a subject of conversation of which 
neither I, nor my friends, ever tired. The waves of emotion it engendered were pleasing 
and satisfying to me. I went to bed at nights without the feeling of blankness which I had 
so much dreaded. 
 
There is no evidence that Romilly ever engaged sexually with any of the objects of his desire; his 
only concupiscence seems to have been what he labels “‘social sex’”: for example, sitting close 
to someone he found “an agreeable boy” in the dormitory’s Play-Reading Society.57 
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Robin Maugham, however, at Eton in the early-1930s, was sexually active there from the 
age of fourteen. His first experience came with a boy whom he calls Drew. Although prohibited, 
Drew entered Maugham’s small bedroom one night after lights-out and asked him if he had ever 
masturbated with another boy. When Maugham replied that he had not, Drew attempted to 
convince him that, according to his headmaster at prep school, there was nothing wrong with the 
practice—he had done it with another boy in the presence of the headmaster and with the 
headmaster himself several times before leaving the school. Shocked, Maugham hesitated, his 
“heart thudding against [his] chest.” But then, he writes, Drew “took off his dressing-gown and 
threw it on to the chair and stood before me naked. His shoulders were heavy, his skin was very 
smooth, his waist and thighs were so delicate that his genitals seemed almost obscenely large.” 
Finally, knowing “that at last something a part of me had longed for . . . was going to happen,” 
Maugham agreed, and Drew entered his bed. “I pressed his lithe body against me,” he recalls. “I 
wanted to remain in that wonderful state of calm mixed with the most intense happiness I had 
ever known. But soon Drew’s body began to move, and gently he turned away from me . . . Then 
he took my hand and guided it so that presently our bodies were joined together.”58 
Maugham’s sexual relationship with Drew consisted of regular encounters over the span 
of two years, except for a brief interlude when the former discovered that the latter was having 
sex with an older boy named Tait for patronage. When Tait offered him the same arrangement, 
Maugham refused. Interestingly, writing forty years later, he regrets this decision: “For the sake 
of his protection, I would have given in to him—to a certain degree.”59 This was undoubtedly the 
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rationale employed by many of the younger boys in such relationships across the British public 
schools and monarchical cadet schools. As for Drew, he was found in bed eventually with a 
younger boy and expelled.60 Unlike Maugham and Sebastian, the fictional character in Evelyn 
Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited who avoided trouble at Eton despite (or perhaps on account of) 
developing a reputation as a “little bitch,”61 Drew fell off the tightrope, sacrificing his future at 
the altar of the Victorian moral code that still prevailed within and without the transatlantic 
schools of this era. 
There could be negative and far-reaching effects of homosexual affairs that bloomed and 
then, out of necessity, withered on the vine once one or both of the partners graduated. Gathorne-
Hardy argues that the ramifications of young love between two public schoolboys were painful 
and long-lasting: The boys became men, but they “never forgot, and this is the perhaps the most 
poignant thing of all, the immortality of those piercing early loves. . . . Heterosexual loves in 
coeducational schools merge and blur with later loves, they become part of growth. . . . But these 
homosexual loves . . . because they were so different to anything that came later, were embalmed 
and secreted away—having to find satisfaction and expression years later in that unique English 
genre, the novel about the public school. England is full of these ex-lovers who are poignant, it is 
true, but also infinitely sad.”62 We shall see below that they also contributed to a detachment 
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from women and a desire to remain in a state of permanent adolescence, perhaps only terminated 
by death in battle. 
 
Boy Governors Respond: The Case of St. Peter’s College, Westminster 
 
The extent to which “romantic friendships,” infatuations, and sex between boys existed at 
the public schools depended in large part on the student leadership. The Westminster “Captain’s 
Book” covering most of this period contains annual entries from the outgoing head of St. Peter’s 
College, which comprised the school’s King’s Scholars. Several captains make reference to and 
present differing views on homosexuality, illustrating their attempts to come to terms with its 
existence at the school. Stephen Lewis Holmes reports in 1915 that “immorality . . . was rife” in 
the history sixth form when he took his post, but that “definite evidence of immorality, even with 
the aid of spies, is practically impossible to secure.” Like the prefects at Wellington four decades 
before, he was reluctant to use police methods, preferring to prevent “individual cases of small 
boys attacked or likely to be attacked . . . by bringing the influence of trustworthy people to bear 
upon them as an antidote.”63 Likewise, Frank Palemon Dyson in 1918 explains the strategy he 
employed in response to accusations made about a relationship between an older and a younger 
boy: 
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I extracted a virtual promise from the pair that all forms of sentimentality should be 
avoided and then dropped the matter temporarily. The senior (after refraining for some 
time from such practices) again started the healthy game of sitting on beds after upper 
election lights. My second monitor gave me a frightful start by saying he had seen them 
in one another’s arms in the 3rd elections house . . . At last I became very annoyed with 
him (and myself for waiting so long) and asked him to chuck it absolutely. This he did 
and when he realized that he was really acting strongly against my will, he settled down 
again and turned once more into the undoubtedly good fellow he really is. I think this 
shows how an affection (mutual in this case) between a young and an older boy can cause 
annoyance to those in authority, unpopularity for both parties concerned, and a lot of 
unpleasant feeling in College. 
 
In another case of “affection,” this one “not so sentimental,” Holmes secured a promise from the 
offender to stop his actions via “confidential correspondence.”64 
Robert Alexander Polhill Bevan, writing in 1919, does not “believe there was any 
immorality in College during my terms of office but one should always strive to be on the safe 
side in such difficult questions.” In any case, he writes, “the Captain is traditionally supposed to 
be ignorant of goings on.”65 Opining on the “romantic friendship in 1926, Stephen Chapman 
writes that in a “majority of cases [it is] perfectly honourable, perfectly right, perfectly 
natural.”66 Similarly, Humphrey Lloyd Jones discusses the Election Rule, which prevented older 
boys from socializing with younger ones, in his 1928 entry. He believes that it caused more harm 
than good in that it prevented boys of different ages from getting to know each other’s “character 
and quality” through social interactions; instead, it encouraged an older boy allured “by the 
physical attractions of the younger” to carry on “clandestine correspondence, self-consciousness, 
and silly sentiment.” The rule, Jones argues, “had the habit of starting such friendships on a 
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physical basis—which is always undesirable.” Furthermore, it perpetuated a “caste system” at 
the school and was detrimental to “College spirit.”67 
Julian Arthur Evetts takes a more prudish tack in his recommendations to his successor in 
1930, stating that he has discovered “through certain sources” the existence of “a great deal of 
immorality going on between boys in the other two boarding houses” (outside the captains’ 
control) and that “something should be done about it at once.” He calls it an “evil” and 
“appalling to think that a young boy is corrupted as soon as he gets to the school,” and suggests 
that “an atmosphere of repugnance to that sort of thing” should be encouraged.68 In the captains’ 
entries, we observe them attempting to walk the same tightrope that Connolly describes, between 
which homosexual relationships were permissible and which were not. They seemed to agree 
that sex between boys, or “immorality,” was intolerable, but their methods of dealing with it 
tended towards persuasion rather than surveillance. As for romantic infatuations and friendships, 
some, like Dyson, tried to limit them, others, like Jones, to channel them into non-physical 
attractions, and a few, like Chapman, to encourage them, at least in most cases. For Dyson and 
Jones, crossing the line seems to have been any display of “sentimentality” or any physical 
affection. Turning a blind eye when possible, as Bevan tells us, was probably the captains’ most 
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Peter Pan’s “Great Adventure”: Modifying the Adams Thesis 
 
 In The Great Adventure, Adams makes the case that Victorian and Edwardian boys grew 
up worshipping their mothers for their purity while holding other women in contempt. “The idea 
was,” he writes, “that women have their uses, in their way, and their place, but they are not 
satisfying companions and do not give lasting comfort.”69 Men distanced themselves from 
women—first at public and boarding schools, then in clubs, in the army, in the colonies, and on 
expeditions—reserving their intimacy for each other.70 The title of Adams’ work comes from J. 
M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, specifically from a passage in which Peter stands “erect on the rock 
again, with that smile on his face” and hears “a drum beating within him . . . saying ‘To die will 
be an awfully big adventure.’”71 Peter, of course, has run away to an island, Never Land, where 
he and his Lost Boys live together in perpetual childhood with an innocent, prepubescent mother 
figure in Wendy, in whom Peter shows no romantic interest. Eventually, it is not Peter but 
Captain Hook (an Etonian) who dies in struggle, “watching the wall game” in his mind,72 but the 
lesson is the same: in the absence of an actual Never Land, only heroic death can save one from, 
as the headmaster in The Hill says, “gradual decay of mind and spirit . . . faithlessness, 
indifference, and uncleanness.” Although Adams does not state it explicitly, I think he would 
agree that for British elites of this period, the public school, with all of its trials and tribulations, 
was their Never Land. Interestingly, he makes only three brief references to homosexuality, each 
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time dismissing it as unimportant to his argument.73 I contend, however, that its existence at the 
public schools was both a consequence of living in an adolescent world sequestered from girls 
and a cause—because of the poignancy of their boyhood infatuations and love affairs—of old 
boys’ desire to remain in adulthood in all-male realms, in which woman, “with her powder and 
paint,” had no place. 
 
Twilight at the Cadet Schools 
 
 Life within the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps changed little in the two decades prior to its 
closure. Herbert Maisch entered Voranstalt Oranienstein from a non-military family at the age of 
ten in 1901. It was therefore a “foreign world with a vocabulary fully foreign to me” (eine 
fremde Welt mit einer mir völlig fremden Vokabulatur), he recalls, and spends several pages of 
his memoirs defining the special terms he had to learn, like his counterparts in the British public 
schools. Maisch was of course a Sack, the lowest rank “in a strict hierarchy” (in strenger 
Hierarchie).74 At night he cried into his hard pillow, homesick for the land of his childhood.75 
And during the day, he tried to avoid punishment for such offenses as making noise during 
‘work-hour’, which might result in an order to ready the entire contents of his locker for 
inspection: 
This included all sorts of things: three tunics, three pairs of pants, two vests, a set of 
underwear, all neatly brushed, hung and folded. Six buttons sewn onto cardboard for each 
item of clothing, plus two needles, threaded with white and black thread. Wash comb and 
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brush dust-free. And all the schoolbooks bound in blue paper, sorted according to size, 
affixed with labeled tags and with error notes on which every tear and every mark, every 
streak and every stain, from page 1 to page X, had to be recorded. Preparations for such a 
procedure could take weeks, the chain reactions it could trigger could last for months, 
which meant giving up any private activities for that time.76 
 
Because Maisch was the only southern German at the school, he sometimes received “blows and 
pinches” (Hieben und Kniffen) from older cadets, but fortunately for him the cadet assigned as 
his “Bärenführer,” or mentor, was patient and good with him and protected him from this sort of 
abuse.77 He also mentions the ‘star-gazing’ ritual described in Inner Life as well as another, 
which he calls “‘swearing to Zeus’ on a heated slate” (“zum Zeus schwören” auf erhitzter 
Schiefertafel), that Sacks had to undergo in order to be considered “worthy of being cadets” 
(kadettenwürdig).78 
 Friedrich Franz von Unruh entered Voranstalt Plön a few years later. Despite coming 
from a military family, the separation phase of his initiation was harsh. Immediately after his 
medical examination was complete, his father bid him and his brother farewell, and they were 
ordered to change into “worn, threadbare, stained” (getragene, abgeschabte, von Flecken nicht 
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freie) uniforms.79 Unruh and his brother proceeded to their study room consisting of ten boys in 
total and presided over by the ranking cadet in the company; no sooner had they arrived than the 
latter grabbed his brother “with a rough grip . . . and swung him by the feet out of the window, 
which was four stories up from the castle slope” (mit einem rohen Griff . . . und schwenkte ihn 
an den Füßen zum Fenster hinaus, das vier Stock hoch über dem Burghang lag).80 When Unruh 
tried to intervene, he was thrown outside the room, where he staggered into the stairwell and 
wept at his powerlessness. Finally, an older cadet noticed him and asked what had happened. 
Unruh related the incident and his intention to report it to the lieutenant. He then received his 
first lesson at the school: “‘One doesn’t do that. Come,’ he said, ‘I’ll talk to him.’”81 Snitching 
was still the most serious transgression in the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps. 
 In the days that followed this mortification of the self, during which he had discovered 
his helplessness with respect to his elders, Unruh learned the extent to which he was also merely 
a cog in the Corps machine. This started when he donned the convict-like uniform but went 
much farther. Unruh’s first name became a “relic of the civilian world” (zivilistisches Relikt), 
and even his last name was rarely used; instead, like most monarchical cadets and some public 
schoolboys, he became a number. Mirroring Romilly’s account of his life at Wellington, he 
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writes that “one hardly came to his senses. Life happened at a double-time.”82 The cadets moved 
from event to event in lockstep, and even prayers were executed on command. And they were 
never alone: in barracks, more than a hundred boys slept together, and “there was no darkness 
that might have given us the fiction of solitude” (kein Dunkel herrschte, das uns vielleicht die 
Fiktion des Alleinseins verschafft hätte).83 Individuality was stripped completely away. 
“Everything,” Unruh argues, “was aimed at making members of a community out of individuals” 
(Alles zielte dahin, aus Individuen Gemeinschaftsglieder zu machen).84 
 Ernst von Salomon’s separation from domestic life at ten years old in 1913 was similarly 
swift and severe. Removed from his mother at Voranstalt Karlsruhe, he asked whether she was 
still outside. “‘What does that mean, mother?’” was an older cadet’s response. “‘Mother doesn’t 
exist. Mother is civilian. It’s called old woman.’”85 A few minutes later, the same cadet, a certain 
Glasmacher, harassed Salomon with a flurry of demeaning questions: “‘Are you a bed-wetter?’ 
[he] asked me. ‘What is that, a bed-wetter?’ ‘Oh, so dumb. Do you piss in bed? . . . do you have 
a christening gown, too? Baby has a christening gown . . . . Do you have diapers, too?’”86 As at 
Voranstalt Oranienstein a decade before, newcomers were punished for talking during work-hour 
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with detailed locker inspections, and as at Voranstalt Plön in the 1890s, a Sack could be ordered 
to balance on top of his outstretched arms a board, upon which his knick-knacks were arranged, 
until exhaustion.87 Finally, as at all of the cadet schools throughout our period, snitching was a 
cardinal sin among the cadets. Salomon, on one occasion having committed this sin, was at first 
silenced by his fellow cadets; even his own brother refused to acknowledge him. Then, at night, 
a group of about twenty vigilantes arrived to impose retribution. They told him to admit what he 
had done and stated unequivocally that a cadet who betrays a comrade has no honor.88 
Because Salomon was so new to the school, they had decided not “to silence [him] for a 
quarter of a year” (dich ein Vierteljahr in Verschiß tun) and instead to beat him. He describes the 
ritual in detail: 
The cadets stood in a half circle around me. Each had a martinet in hand, a 
wooden handle with long leather straps attached to it, which was used to beat items of 
clothing. Glasmacher stepped forward, took my arm and led me to the table. I climbed up 
with difficulty and lay on my stomach. Glasmacher took my head in his hands, closed my 
eyes, and pressed my skull firmly onto the tabletop. I gritted my teeth and tensed my 
whole body. Then the first blow came. I jerked up, but Glasmacher held me down, and 
then an insane fire of hard, clapping blows hailed down on my back, shoulders, and legs. 
My hands clasped the edge of the table . . . every blow burdened anew and with violent 
force the bundle of muscles, the skin and blood and bones and tendons, until my whole 
body tensed up and pleaded to collapse. I put my head completely in Glasmacher’s hands, 
froze with a jerk, and finally lay still, moaning. 
 
At the end of the beating, Glasmacher shook Salomon’s hand and told him that “now the matter 
is settled” (nun ist die Geschichte erledigt).89 Through a brutal ceremony that was partly an 
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initiation rite and partly a punishment, the young boy had learned his lesson, and no one spoke of 
it again. 
 In another passage, Salomon provides a possible explanation for this ruthless policing of 
disloyalty, often at the expense of honesty. The Cadet Corps, he argues, echoing Unruh, was “an 
unbreakable community” (eine unverbrüchliche Gemeinschaft). Every cadet’s actions and 
expressions, down to the most minute, had to accord with the same “directed meaning” 
(gerichtete Sinn); the community could not function otherwise.90 “The solid structure, in which 
everyone stood in his place, permitted no private feelings . . . This gave the regulated community 
its unified strength and gave every expression of life in it the amazingly high level of 
mercilessness that characterizes every real hierarchy. Here any kind of tolerance remained of 
course impossible, any liberality of opinion or action was a violation of the higher law, and this 
soil was extremely barren for the cultivation of Fontane figures.”91 In other words, the senior 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
Ausklopfen der Kleidungsstücke diente. Glasmacher trat vor, nahm mich am Arm und führte 
mich zum Tisch. Ich kletterte mühsam hoch und legte mich auf den Bauch. Glasmacher nahm 
meinen Kopf in seine Hände, preßte mir die Augen zu und drückte meinen Schädel fest auf die 
Tischplatte. Ich biß die Zähne zusammen und spannte meinen ganzen Körper an. Dann sauste der 
erste Hieb. Ich zuckte hoch, aber Glasmacher hielt fest, und dann hagelte es hernieder, auf 
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cadets, the guardians of the system, crushed any sign of individuality and enforced group 
conformity with the utmost rigor. The Royal Prussian Cadet Corps fit Goffman’s definition of a 
total institution perhaps better than any of its counterparts in this study until its final hour. H.-U. 
Neumann, a contemporary of Salomon at Voranstalt Köslin (formerly located at Culm), 
summarizes the shared worldview that its graduates carried with them into the German army and 
onto European and colonial battlefields: “The unity of the cadets’ view corresponded to the 
dictum on the belt buckle, ‘With God, for King and Fatherland.’ Of course, we were all disposed 
to the monarchy, and we had a natural relationship with the emperor. We not only learned to live 
but also to die—behold . . . the numbers of the fallen.”92 
 By the first decade of the twentieth century, it seems that unlike within the Royal 
Prussian Cadet Corps, the physical bullying, or podtyazhka, of newcomers at the Corps des 
Pages had become a vestige of the past. The emphasis on hierarchy, loyalty, and conformity, 
however, persisted, enforced by other means. The whole system of subordination was known as 
‘tsuk’, (originally from the German Zug, this means a team of horses harnessed together). F. C. 
Olfer’yev, who graduated in 1905, explains that this entailed waking up early, at the first signal, 
to use the washstands, utilizing only certain corridors in the barracks and paths in the garden and 
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on the parade ground, speaking softly, and rendering honors to older cadets in passing. The only 
time they “could catch a breath” (mogli vzdokhnut’) seemed to be in class, with their fellow 
novices. But, he writes, “while keeping up these drills, I do not remember a single case of 
physical action from those senior” (Pri podderzhanii vsey etoy mushtry ya ne pomnyu ni odnogo 
sluchaya fizicheskogo vozdeystviya so storony starshikh). “Rebellious ‘beasts’” (nepokornogo 
“zverya”) were censured not only by the upperclassmen but also by their own classmates. “The 
life of those who tried to resist stubbornly became unbearable, and they eventually left the 
Corps” (Zhizn’ tekh, kto proboval uporno soprotivlyat’sya, stanovila’ nevynosimoy, i oni v 
kontse kontsov pokidali korpus). The whole system was maintained through a sort of peer 
pressure to conform to the hierarchical traditions of the school, specifically the tsuk, which 
“came into usage in our barracks so long ago and so fixedly that the authorities did not make any 
attempt to try to eradicate it” (nastol’ko prochno i s davnikh vremen voshel v obikhod nashego 
obshchezhitiya, chto nachal’stvo i ne pytalos’ probovat’ yego iskorenit’).93 
The strict cadet hierarchy, however, was not the only tradition to which cadets were 
expected to adhere; they were also bound by a code of fraternal behavior towards one another. A. 
C. Gershel’man, who graduated in 1913, provides an outstanding example of what could happen 
if one contravened this code. One winter day in the schoolyard, a strong and healthy cadet named 
Nazimov punched a weaker cadet in the face. The other cadets decided immediately that this 
action had to be punished and moved to determine his fate in a “court of comrades” 
(tovarishcheskiy sud).94 Before they could act, their commanding officer intervened, stripping 
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Nazimov of his shoulder boards and sentencing him to a month in confinement; but the 
commander understood that “such acts cannot be punished with a ‘disciplinary order.’ In such a 
case,” he said, “the order will be just an empty and soulless constraint.”95 More powerful was the 
censure of one’s peers: in essence, vigilante justice of the type we have seen at all of the schools 
in this study. The commander recommended, therefore, that for a period of six months the cadets 
silence Nazimov, neither talking to him nor looking him in the eye, so that he would feel as if 
“nailed to a shameful post, having committed an act that goes against our military traditions” 
(prigvozhdennym k pozornomu stolbu, kak sovershivshiy postupok, idushchiy vrazrez s nashimi 
voyennymi traditsiyami).96 These traditions, the commander proclaimed, are not mere 
accouterments but “part of our ideology embodied in life. They are the unwritten rules by which 
we live. They provide a ready answer to every question in our life, and, listening to the voice of 
our traditions, we all . . . were of the same opinion in assessing Nazimov’s act, and that is why 
we all, without a hint, know what we need to do in this case.”97 We are reminded of the “directed 
meaning” from which no Royal Prussian Cadet could deviate—the “unity of the cadet’s view”—
about which Salomon and Neumann write. Although the Corps des Pages was not as rough as the 
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other schools presented here by the eve of the First World War, it shared with them an obsession 
with hierarchy, loyalty, and conformity, manifested in adherence to school “traditions.” 
 





 US Military Academy administrators had made several attempts to curtail the abuses of 
hazing since the Civil War, yet they had all failed to eradicate the practice. Following the 
investigations precipitated by the Booz incident, which I discussed in detail in the previous 
chapter, Congress also acted, passing a law against hazing on March 2, 1901. This allowed the 
Superintendent to dismiss summarily cadets found in violation. Superintendent Mills, who had 
arrived at West Point in 1898, just after Booz resigned, believed that “the desire to have fun at 
another boy’s expense” was an instinctive trait of young men.98 Spurred on by Congress, he took 
measures to control it, including increasing the administration’s involvement in the plebe system 
and issuing rigorous regulations against hazing.99 The first test of the new regime came in the 
spring of 1901, when Mills punished a cadet officer-in-charge harshly—with reduction in rank, 
confinements, and tours—for turning a blind eye to food being thrown from his table in the mess 
hall. In response, a number of his classmates organized a protest in front of Mills’ quarters, going 
as far as to aim a cannon with an explosive charge (but no ball) at the house. A subsequent 
investigation revealed that the cadets were protesting more the scrutiny under which they now 
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lived than the fallout from the mess hall incident itself. The fact that they had ordered plebes to 
swell the mob introduced enough of an element of hazing into the affair that Mills decided to 
exercise his new authority, writing that it was “necessary, for the discipline of the corps of 
cadets,” to expel five cadets and suspend another six for their actions. The five who were 
dismissed appealed for reinstatement to Secretary of War Root and later to President Roosevelt 
(1901-1909). Unsuccessful, they accepted employment from a former Army major and West 
Point graduate with the Guayaquil and Quito Railroad in Ecuador; two later became Army 
officers.100 
 Instead of being shunned by society, however, these cadets were actually celebrated in a 
sense when the broad outlines of their story became the basis for William C. DeMille and 
Margaret Turnbull’s play, Classmates, which debuted at the Hudson Theatre in New York on 
August 29, 1907 and ran 102 times. Then in 1924, this was both adapted for the screen by 
Inspiration Pictures and novelized by Walter F. Eberhardt.101 In fact, in Classmates, Duncan 
Irving, the virtuous protagonist, undergoes and then commits truer hazing than what the expelled 
cadets were accused of. Soon after he arrives in Beast Barracks and arranges his room, a cadet 
lieutenant enters and, calling him “Mr. Dumbguard,” proceeds to swipe “every article of 
equipment from the shelves of the lockers. They lay on the floor, cuffs, shirts, belts and straps, a 
confused, indiscernible mass of white and gray.”102 Three years later, when Duncan is a first 
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classman, we observe him doing the same to a new cadets’ room—and more, ripping the 
coverings off the beds as well.103 One of this room’s inhabitants, however, is the story’s 
antagonist, Bert Stafford, portrayed as a lazy, arrogant young man from a wealthy family in 
Duncan’s hometown who loves the same woman as he. 
Later in the summer encampment, Duncan’s friends decide to harass some plebes, 
including Bert, for amusement. After gathering them in a circle “like incubator chickens in their 
flimsy pajamas, routed out of their early sleep in a total state of towsled [sic] hair and general 
disorder,” the upperclassmen direct Bert, in the center of the ring, to hop and croak like a frog. 
“He rose and fell on his haunches, his hands flapped idly while little rasping sounds emanated 
from his throat. At every movement the watching upperclassmen convulsed with mirth.” Duncan 
enters the scene, and “at any other time [he] would have been amused; but humiliation [over his 
father’s drunken behavior the night before] hung too heavily.” When Bert ceases hopping to call 
Duncan a “‘son of a drunken moonshiner’” and will not recant, Duncan responds by striking him 
solidly in the face; this is the reason for his eventual dismissal.104 There are similarities here 
between Bert Stafford and Harry Flashman, Duncan Irving and Tom Brown. A half century later, 
though, the hazer has become the hero and the boy too weak to handle it the villain. This passage 
is revealing of at least the author’s perspective, if not his larger audience’s: “Discipline, isolation 
and non-recognition were meted out to the plebes not because of any personal grudge or 
meanness of spirit; but simply because the system had proved itself a wonderful character 
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builder. Under its tutelage boys who had never had to wait two minutes to have a want satisfied 
emerged from the academy as men of poise and restraint.”105 
Paradoxically, then, society at large was beginning to accept hazing just as Congress and 
Military Academy officials were trying to stamp it out. Commentators such as H. Irving Hancock 
use language similar to that being developed by contemporary anthropologists to describe cadet 
life. Written in 1902, Hancock’s Life at West Point is not so valuable as an eyewitness account of 
the cadet experience as it is indicative of the early-twentieth-century conception of that 
experience as an increasingly codified rite of passage—accepted as tradition—in a 
fundamentally tribal milieu that somehow inculcates masculinity while preserving the purity of 
boyhood. “Strenuous life,” the author writes, “begins for the novitiate at West Point at the 
moment that he alights at the railway station on the Post, or steps upon the steamboat landing. 
Acting upon the instructions he has received, he starts up the long, steep road that leads to the 
plain above. Here one of the first buildings that he reaches is the one devoted to headquarters 
purposes. There are few men who do not experience the full meaning of the words ‘fear and 
trembling’ when they enter Headquarters and report either to the Superintendent or the 
Adjutant.”106 Hancock describes the new cadet six times in his text as a “novitiate,” longing for 
home and subject to “incessant rebuking [that] seems like bullying,” but that he realizes later is 
just “needful discipline.”107 
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In a chapter devoted to physical fitness at West Point, which he entitles “The Making of 
Physical Manhood,” he writes: “The corsets worn by the cadets, are composed solely of muscles, 
trained into proper shape by steady, systematic work in the gymnasium.”108 This work, in his 
opinion, “turns out the finest physical specimen of manhood to be found in the world. . . . 
Physical heroism depends upon bodily strength and the self-consciousness of power that such 
strength brings with it. The production of this heroic spirit, and, at the same time, the creation of 
the keenest mental powers, form the keynote of all that is taught in the gymnasium.”109 In the 
same chapter, Hancock devotes a whole page to proper bathing. After perspiration has flushed 
out a cadet’s sweat ducts, “a thorough bath accomplishes a real cleansing.” After all, “the man 
who merely cleanses the skin on its outward surface cannot hope to be clean.”110 In a later 
chapter on “The Examination Ordeals,” Hancock returns to the theme of purification. The exams 
“are intended to be searchingly thorough. . . . The questions, while usually limited in number, are 
such as are sure to seek out the innermost recesses of the man’s knowledge of his work.”111 
Making men out of boys—through a purifying process including a series of physical and mental 
ordeals—is the theme of Hancock’s documentary. We see a similar tone and language in 
additional early-twentieth-century commentaries about West Point, as well as those taking other 
schools in this study as their subject. 
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Continued Attempts at Control 
 
It is no surprise, then, that the methods of harassing plebes actually increased in scope 
and number in the first decade of the twentieth century, despite the new proscriptions. After 
1911, officer supervision limited incidents of physical hazing, but in 1914, regulations granting 
upperclassmen official authority over the plebes led to abuses once again. Two years later, in 
response to this situation, the administration placed this authority largely in the hands of a select 
upper-class cadre.112 Superintendent Samuel E. Tillman’s (1917-1919) detailed assessment of the 
plebe experience a year into his term reflects an experienced administrator’s—he had graduated 
West Point a half century before, in 1869, and spent thirty years on the faculty—attempt to 
grapple with and eventual acceptance of the existence of certain extralegal traditions that by the 
early-twentieth century were well entrenched. Tillman observes that upperclassmen have been 
using their newly acquired authority to continue the hazing practices of previous years, one of 
which led to an injury in August 1917. He acknowledges that “unauthorized treatment of the 
entering class has never been entirely suppressed” and articulates why he believes this is the 
case: “The interacting influences involved in trying to bring about the right result in eliminating 
improper interference are very varied and complex and it is exceedingly difficult to correlate 
them to the proper end without injury to and elimination of certain elements of discipline and 
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training which are of unquestioned importance; however, the result should and can be 
obtained.”113 
After an historical sketch of the treatment of newcomers at the Academy, Tillman 
explains the connection between legal and extralegal methods of initiation: 
For thirty-one years after the Civil War a large proportion of the “devilling” practices 
were countenanced by the authorities and no serious efforts made to suppress them, 
except the cases in which the practices were carried to a discreditable extreme. In a 
similar manner, almost up to the present time, a limited countenance has been given to 
certain illegitimate exercises of authority over the new cadets; this undue authority had, 
however, more and more taken the form of an extension of legitimate authority, such as 
unnecessarily harsh, even scolding commands, requiring unnecessary promptness on the 
part of the new men, compelling an exaggerated military bearing, an assumption of 
correctional authority on the part of those not entitled to it, etc., etc.114 
 
According to Tillman, the motives for this development, however, are noble: the authorities 
recognized that extralegal practices compelled discipline and obedience in the newcomers and 
therefore countenanced them; upperclassmen perpetuated them in order to enhance esprit de 
corps. (He also mentions that due to the aforementioned emphasis on physical fitness and 
multiplication of cadet uniforms, the previous two decades had seen a shift in focus from 
obeying orders to proper carriage and neatness in dress.)115 In the Superintendent’s thinly veiled 
opinion, by enduring these practices, plebes acquired “a true democratic idea of worth based on 
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personal character.”116 In other words, all cadets regardless of their background underwent the 
difficulties of plebe year, proving their mettle by virtue of merit alone. 
Tillman concludes by telling the reader that he has approved bestowing certain 
upperclassmen with authority over the fourth class, “to be exercised at all times,” as opposed to 
just in ranks. “The method just referred to,” he explains, “differs from the past in that it officially 
authorizes such control of the new cadets by the older ones as to bring about the desired results 
which were formerly only reached through unauthorized control, this control being countenanced 
but never openly authorized.” In effect, he coopted a system that, by his own account, had 
developed organically over time without the input—and oftentimes the mild resistance—of the 
authorities, in order to harness its positive results and control its abuses. This “method now being 
pursued in giving the early disciplinary training to the entering class is based upon sound 
principles and promises to retain nearly, if not all, the benefits of past methods while eliminating 
the objectionable features of the past.”117 But Tillman submitted this report on November 15, 
1918, five days after the Armistice. He had had a few months to implement his plan, albeit with 
one less upper class than usual (the original class of 1918 had graduated in August 1917 and the 
original class of 1919, in June 1918), and then the War Department had ordered both the original 
classes of 1920 and ’21 graduated on November 1!118 It would take Tillman’s predecessor to 
codify the traditions of the past into a coherent system for the future. 
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MacArthur and the “Substitution of Subjective for Objective Discipline” 
 
This was Douglas MacArthur, hero of the Great War and the Army’s youngest general 
officer. When MacArthur had entered West Point in 1899, his father had been a Civil War 
veteran and a high-ranking general; instead of protecting him from hazing, this had exposed him 
to it. He recalls in his memoirs that “hazing was practiced with a worthy goal, but with methods 
that were violent and uncontrolled.”119 I described these methods in great detail in the previous 
chapter. However, by enduring this hazing, MacArthur apparently earned the respect and 
admiration of the Corps.120 He also impressed a young Marty Maher, the Irish immigrant who 
would go on to spend over fifty years at West Point (from 1896 to 1946), most of them as a 
sergeant and instructor of physical education. In his memoirs, Bringing Up the Brass, Maher 
writes that despite the “fierce” hazing of the turn of the century, “soldier MacArthur knew how 
to take it.” Upperclassmen forced the younger MacArthur to recite his father’s heroics at 
Chickamauga, Lookout Mountain, and Stone’s River. One on occasion, he was made to stand 
rigidly at attention for an hour and remained unfaltering while his classmates passed out one-by-
one. On another, MacArthur was ordered to ‘eagle’ (deep-knee bends with arms outstretched) 
until he fainted. “He didn’t even know the words ‘give up,’” Maher declares. MacArthur also 
knew how to fight back when appropriate: the sergeant recalls that as a member of the ‘Plebe 
Fight Commission’, he helped coach and teach boxing’s Queensberry Rules to those of his 
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classmates called out to fight upperclassmen.121 Clearly, the aristocratic MacArthur’s endurance 
and dauntlessness had earned the working-class Maher’s respect and admiration. 
MacArthur returned to West Point as Superintendent in 1919 to find “the entire 
institution . . . in a state of disorder and confusion.”122 In his first annual report, MacArthur 
discusses the transition from professional to citizen armies that culminated in the First World 
War, which he believed required officers more attuned to human feelings and aware of national 
and international affairs. This would necessitate sweeping changes to the cadet curriculum and to 
cadet life. MacArthur was a product of the managerial revolution affecting the Army, yet he was 
determined to preserve the nineteenth-century traditions of the institution. This grandiloquent 
passage from his report summarizes his intent: 
To hold fast to those policies typified in the motto of the Academy—“DUTY, HONOR, 
COUNTRY”, to cling to thoroughness as to a lode star, to continue to inculcate the habit 
of industry, to implant as of old the gospel of cleanliness—to be clean, to live clean, and 
to think clean,—and yet to introduce a new atmosphere of liberalization in doing away 
with provincialism, a substitution of subjective for objective discipline [emphasis mine], a 
progressive increase of cadet responsibility tending to develop initiative and force of 
character rather than automatic performance of stereotyped functions, to broaden the 
curriculum so as to be abreast of the best modern thought on education, to bring West 
Point into a new and closer relationship with the Army at large, has been the aim and 
purpose of my administration throughout the past year.123 
 
Like Tillman, MacArthur wanted to prevent the abuses of plebe year but recognized the 
importance of tradition in the acculturation process. By the end of the war, he writes in his 
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annual report of 1922, “the traditional disciplinary system, so largely built around the prestige 
and influence of the upper classmen, was impossible in a situation where there were no upper 
classmen. Cadet officers had never known the example of cadet officers before them, and the 
body of the Corps had a most imperfect idea of the standards of bearing and conduct which have 
been characteristic of the cadet for over a century. The old West Point was . . . gone: it had to be 
replaced.”124 As part of his plan to accomplish this, MacArthur ordered the class of 1920 to 
formulate a set of regulations governing the relationship between the upper classes and the fourth 
class. He approved the new rules and published them as Traditions and Customs of the Corps of 
Cadets, completing the long process of legalizing in a way the extralegal practices of the past, of 
“inventing tradition” at West Point.125 Importantly, MacArthur realized that the goal of the plebe 
system was not to develop the leadership style of upperclassmen; instead, it was to build 
discipline, thoroughness, and character. By curtailing hazing while preserving the most important 
elements of plebe year, MacArthur also wished to codify an acceptable rite of passage for 
newcomers. 
As is apparent in his final address to the Corps, MacArthur maintained a lifelong 
attachment to West Point and a profound identification with the Long Gray Line: “The shadows 
are lengthening for me. The twilight is here. My days of old have vanished, tone and tint. . . . 
But, in the evening of my memory, always I come back to West Point. Always there echoes and 
reechoes: Duty, Honor, Country. Today marks my final roll call with you. But I want you to 
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know that when I cross the river, my last conscious thoughts will be of the corps, and the corps, 
and the corps. I bid you farewell.”126 This sense of attachment and identification likely had 
begun with the relentless initiation he underwent during his first year at the Academy. As 
Superintendent, MacArthur did not intend to cheat incoming classes out of that experience. 
Instead, he is credited with establishing the Fourth Class System, which would be, for seventy 
years, the first stage of West Point’s developmental process and an initiation into adulthood, the 
Corps of Cadets, and the profession of arms. After MacArthur published Traditions and 
Customs, the plebe experience, long supported by faculty and graduates and now sanctioned by 
the administration, was firmly rooted in the tradition of the Academy and in essence, a part of the 
“spirit of West Point.”127 As such, it took on a new psychological and sociological importance. 
Jon C. Malinowski and Eugene J. Palka write that the spirit of a certain place originates from its 
natural and cultural features, including “the expectations that people attach” to it over time. The 
spirit of a place distinguishes it from all others, “providing an identity that may endure for 
generations.”128 In the twentieth century, the plebe-year rite of passage became a cultural feature 
of the Academy and thus a component of the spirit of West Point; an incoming cadet expected to 
leave his domestic past behind, experience hazing and other difficulties, and emerge from the 
ordeal in celebration of his achievement. 
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Traditions and Customs finally provided an official framework for the plebe system. The 
document begins with an historical sketch of the Academy and then a discussion of the 
cornerstone values of duty and honor. West Point graduates, it maintains, have “always set the 
standard” in terms of duty within the Army at large. This “is due entirely to the inculcation of a 
keen sense of duty and to the faithful, conscientious, and cheerful performance of every task 
imposed upon them while serving their novitiate [emphasis mine] at the Academy.” 
Upperclassmen are reminded to be role models for “the soldierly qualities of honor, courageous 
performance of duty, and loyalty.” As for honor, “the most cherished sentiment in the life of the 
Corps,” Traditions and Customs equates it with honesty; dishonest actions are “so reprehensible 
that he who practices them is unworthy of association with honorable men.” The Corps, in 
keeping with tradition, “individually and collectively, is the guardian of it own honor.” The 
document goes on to discuss soldierly demeanor and obedience to lawful orders before detailing 
specific fourth-class rules and regulations.129 
Bracing, the “exercise [of] marked physical effort in assuming an erect and soldierly 
posture,” is mandated for plebes “in ranks and at all company formations.” Mess-hall protocol 
and duties are defined: plebes are to double-time to their places, keep their eyes lowered at table, 
and not lean upon the backs of their chairs; they are to perform table duties as Gunner, “Water 
Corporal,” and “Milk Corporal,” although these duties are not specified. When addressing 
upperclassmen, plebes are required to stand at attention, call them ‘sir’, and refrain from using 
cadet slang. They are to perform the police and fatigue duties of the Corps, including laundry and 
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mail distribution. Official knowledge requirements are limited to “The Corps” and the “Alma 
Mater.” Plebes are restricted from using certain facilities and walkways, attending hops, smoking 
or wearing incomplete uniforms outside their rooms, using the front doors of barracks, golfing or 
playing tennis, and wearing the capes of their Long Overcoats thrown back and fastened at the 
rear unless on leave, under arms, or on special occasions.130 
The celebration marking the end of the fourth-class experience, which can be considered 
the incorporation phase of the plebe-year rite of passage, was Recognition. This simple ritual, 
which consisted of a handshake and exchange of first names, gave upperclassmen a means to 
accept the initiates as peers, proven members of the Corps of Cadets. “Being ‘recognized’ is 
indeed a remarkable experience,” writes Phyllis Pulliam Jervey in 1930. “It all occurs with such 
suddeness [sic] that it seems little short of miraculous to the Plebe . . . He feels that he really 
belongs to the Corps at last.”131 The first official mention of Recognition occurs in Traditions 
and Customs. At that time, it usually took place “immediately after graduation parade,” unless 
the first class determined otherwise.132 The ceremony bore a peculiar resemblance to the 
culminating experience in primal initiations, in that plebes, like the tribal boys discussed above, 
underwent a form of mutilation. With participants wearing Full Dress Gray under Arms, parade 
attire for the fall and spring seasons, upperclassmen, in a tradition known as ‘knocking brass’, 
defaced the waist or chest plates adorning the plebes’ uniforms. For many of the initiates, the 
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“dented and scarred brass [became] a cherished memento of their fourth class experience.”133 
Clearly, Traditions and Customs created a two-class system composed of initiates (the fourth 
class) and initiated (the upper classes). This basic premise remained constant over the next half-
century as the guidelines promulgated by the class of 1920 expanded and changed along with the 
size of the Corps and the physical layout of the cadet area. 
 
Athletics and the Honor Code 
 
In addition to the plebe-year rite of passage, MacArthur also codified both athletic 
participation and the cadet code of honor, both of which had been extralegal aspects of 
acculturation in the preceding decades, during his time as Superintendent. Although a robust 
system of physical training had taken root in the late-nineteenth century under Koehler (see 
above) and continued to grow, sports had been mostly voluntary. MacArthur made them 
mandatory, requiring cadets to receive six weeks of instruction, in sections of up to twenty-five 
men, in each of the following sports: baseball, football, basketball, soccer, lacrosse, track, tennis, 
golf, and hockey. He also revived intramural competitions between the cadet companies, a part 
of the curriculum that persists today. “Nothing more quickly than competitive athletics brings out 
the qualities of action, mental and muscular coordination, aggressiveness, and courage,” writes 
MacArthur in 1922. “And nothing so readily and firmly establishes that indefinable spirit of 
group interest and pride which we know as morale. The cadets graduated under this system will 
be not only the most efficient leaders themselves, but will be equipped for supervising athletics 
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and giving practical instruction therein to the men of their organizations.” He did not overlook 
intercollegiate sports for exceptional athletes, fielding lacrosse, soccer, tennis, golf, polo, track, 
and aquatics teams in addition to the football, baseball, basketball, and hockey squads already 
competing against other colleges.134 
For decades, an unofficial vigilance committee, consisting of elected members from each 
company, had enforced the cadet code of honor, which mainly consisted of prohibitions against 
lying and stealing. MacArthur transformed this into an official honor committee in 1922 and 
charged it with proactive as well as reactive duties: henceforth, in addition to investigating 
alleged honor violations and reporting those found guilty to the Superintendent, the committee 
also would educate the Corps on honor matters, prevent dishonorable practices from spreading, 
and seek guidance from higher authority if necessary. If the honor committee found a cadet 
guilty of a violation, the cadet could appeal to a board of officers; in reality, this rarely happened, 
for even if the Superintendent retained such a cadet, he was subject to silencing by the Corps.135  
For the time being, the code was only articulated in a few sentences, quoted above, in Traditions 
and Customs. The class of 1933’s honor committee was the first to promulgate an honor code as 
a stand-alone document, as Lieutenant General L. J. Lincoln explains to then-Superintendent 
Major General Donald V. Bennett in a letter dated November 22, 1967. Lincoln, who had typed 
the final draft of the document, calls this “a bold step forward in the Honor System,” but one that 
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had not been theirs but “the product of a hundred years of the Corps developing the Honor 
System and passing it on . . . mainly by word of mouth and practice.”136 
Although the first section of the Code deals with “honesty in academic work,” including 
prohibitions against cheating and plagiarism, most of it is concerned with truth telling. Ten types 
of “official statements” are listed; for example, honesty was demanded of the cadet when posting 
an ‘absence card’ (indicating his location when not in his room) or when signing a departure 
book or an official report. The last section of the Code covers ‘quibbling’, in other words, 
providing “irrelevant facts and ambiguous statements which might influence the tactical officer 
to the cadet’s advantage” or “attempting to evade punishment by the use of technicalities.”137 
Unlike the code of honor at the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, which demanded of each cadet 
unquestioned loyalty to the group and often tolerated cheating, lying, and even stealing, West 
Point’s Code had come to prize individual over collective honor. Moreover, after 1933, it 
became a concrete set of prescriptions and proscriptions rather than the more nebulous concepts 
favored at other schools in this study. 
 
Further Articulation of the Fourth Class System 
 
In the twenty-five years following the publication of Traditions and Customs, the plebe-
year rite of passage grew more complex, specifically in terms of knowledge requirements and 
restrictions. For example, the 1924, 1925, and 1933 Bugle Notes (the cadet handbook) each 
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added quotations, historical facts, songs, and chants to the list of items plebes had to memorize 
and recite upon demand. And a memorandum published by the cadet First Captain in 1939 
codified what were most likely already unwritten rules: it specified when fourth classmen could 
use the sinks and inspect the company bulletin boards; prohibited them from talking outside their 
rooms and from using the outside aisle of the mess hall; and mandated that they sit on the edge 
their chairs at meals and square corners in the barracks.138 Then in 1941, the Superintendent 
conducted an extensive review of what had become known as the Fourth Class System. In the 
course of this review, the cadet leadership apparently requested to publish the traditions and 
customs pertaining to plebe life as they had evolved since 1919 within the official regulations 
governing the Corps of Cadets—something that would have been unimaginable in the nineteenth 
century.139 
The officer in charge of the review board pushes back on this proposal, first articulating 
the supposed benefit of an essentially extralegal system: 
The code of conduct, written or not, must be recognized for what it is. As stated above, it 
is a mild form of hazing. A statement in the attached study, “Restrictions placed for the 
sole purpose of harassment have no place in the system,” must be challenged. Most of the 
Fourth Class restrictions have no other purpose. Witness the downcast eyes in the mess 
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hall, sitting on the outer three-fourths of the chair, etc. It is the artificial adversities 
created by these requirements that places the Plebes on their mettle. It forces to the front 
hidden traits of character, the good to be fostered, the bad to be suppressed. 
 
He then states the case for maintaining its extra-legality, mirroring the consensus among British 
public-school headmasters: “For a hundred thirty-nine years the customs of the Corps in regard 
to the ‘Plebes’ have been enforced without recourse to official discipline. This had to be done 
through the force of character particularly on the part of the first class. There was no other way. 
If we remove this practice and place the enforcement under the disciplinary powers of the 
Tactical Department, this one great opportunity will be lost.”140 The US Military Academy 
Adjutant General and finally the Superintendent concurred with this judgment; the system 
remained (until 1946) in the hands of the upper class, and further codification occurred in 
memorandum form only.141 
The “Code for Conduct of the Fourth Class System at the U. S. Military Academy,” dated 
March 8, 1941, however, was the most detailed articulation of the plebe-year rite of passage in 
the history of the school, reflecting the addition of knowledge requirements, duties, and 
prescribed and proscribed behavior that had taken place over the previous two decades. It 
divided the initiation into three distinct phases—new cadet barracks, fourth-class summer camp, 
and fourth-class academic year—each with its own strict rules. The document reiterated most of 
the First Captain’s codifications of two years before and added others, such as the duty to ‘call 
minutes’, or shout out the time remaining at one-minute intervals, for all but academic 
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formations, although this had long been customary.142 The purpose of the Fourth Class System, it 
explains, is “to lay the proper foundation, early in a cadet’s career, for the development of those 
qualities of character which he must have to be a successful officer and leader of men in the 
United States Army.” 143 Furthermore, a coordinating board was established to ensure that the 
plebe-year rite of passage was uniform throughout the Corps.144 
 
The Legal and Extralegal on the Eve of War 
 
In the years before the Second World War, therefore, plebe year followed an extremely 
detailed set of practices, rituals, and codes, many of which had been or were in the process of 
being articulated in official documents and others that were still unofficial. Eben F. Swift, class 
of 1940, on the eve of his fortieth reunion, uses his grandfather’s memoirs (cited above) to 
analyze the similarities and differences between the plebe systems of 1872 and 1936. His 
description of his own experience begins with Beast Barracks, during which he and his 
classmates were assigned too many “trivial tasks” to complete before first formation and 
consequently met the wrath of the cadre, which behaved “like a pack of wolves.” Swift discusses 
in great detail the attention each plebe had to devote to cleaning and polishing uniform items and 
equipment. “How many hours,” he asks, “were dissipated on shining B-plates [breastplates], 
waist plates, fried eggs on the ‘tar bucket’ [full dress hat], even handles on the desk drawers, 
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frogs on the rifle slings, and countless other items that I have long since forgotten”? Even the act 
of dressing itself was a source of great consternation, from fastening the collar on his dress tunic 
to getting into Full Dress under Arms, for the upperclassmen demanded nothing short of 
perfection.145 
Hazing of the type prohibited by Traditions and Customs, namely “any unauthorized 
assumption of authority by one cadet over another cadet whereby the last mentioned cadet shall 
or may suffer any cruelty, indignity, humiliation, hardship, oppression, or the deprivation or 
abridgment of any right, privilege, or advantage to which he is legally entitled,”146 continued 
during this period. Swift cites two examples. On one occasion in July 1936, on account of the 
heat, the Commandant had allowed the plebes to wear ‘flappers’ (shorts) instead of ‘plebeskins’ 
(long trousers) to drill. Swift’s cadet company commander, infuriated at this decision, unleashed 
his rage on the plebes one night at ‘bath formation’: 
We plebes usually looked forward to the bath formation, ridiculous as it was, if only 
because it marked the end of the daily grind of Beast Barracks, but this night was a 
memorable exception. The company commander ordered that all windows in the sinks be 
tightly shut, and the showers turned on hot. He then threatened to “pass out” every plebe 
in the company. At first, I couldn’t believe that he could be serious, but as we braced as 
hard as we could, with the sweat pouring off our bodies, I began to wonder. The sinks 
started to take on the aspect of Dante’s Inferno, with the steam rising from the showers 
and the members of the Beast Detail snarling and goading us like imps of hell. 
Occasionally, I stole a glimpse out of the corner of my eye at the company commander, 
and I thought that either he was a raving maniac or one of the best actors in the world 
[emphasis mine]. His veins stood out on his neck and he seemed to be literally foaming at 
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the mouth. The mob psychology noted by my grandfather had evidently not completely 
disappeared from West Point over the years.147 
 
Like the protagonists in a male tribal initiation, the upperclassmen in this scene were not maniacs 
but actors assuming their roles in an epic rite of passage. 
Swift’s second example occurred later during his plebe summer, again on account of a 
decision from the Commandant, this time to allow the plebes to see a film at the post theater, 
which the cadre viewed as an assault on tradition. So the plebes were made to wear Dress Gray 
under Raincoats, despite the lack of rain and intense humidity, double-timed to the theater, and 
seated as far away from the screen as possible, with orders not to remove their outer-garments. 
As a result, they sweated profusely and emitted a pungent odor during the show.148 Nor did the 
mistreatment end with the commencement of the academic year, as it had for the most part in his 
grandfather’s day. In addition to the knowledge memorization and recitation, duties, and 
restrictions outlined in Traditions and Customs, there were unauthorized physical punishments, 
such as ‘pushing the rifle’. (It should be noted that, as previously discussed, strenuous physical 
exercises were by then much more a part of the authorized cadet curriculum than they had been 
during the 1870s.) As late as the week before Recognition in June, Swift was forced to report to 
an upperclassman’s room, where he and a few other classmates thrust their rifles out from their 
chests and back in cadence until exhaustion. 
While Swift’s essay is quite critical of the plebe system, he admits “that many concepts 
which were instilled in me during that year of 1936-37 were of inestimable value to me in my 
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later military career, especially in combat.” In other words, the plebe year he at times vehemently 
denounces was actually a meaningful developmental experience, teaching him “iron self-
control,” obedience, and perseverance. “My initial feelings of self-pity and resentment against 
the system in general and the upperclassmen in particular were gradually replaced by a quiet 
anger and a steady determination to take everything ‘they’ could dish out and to get through it in 
spite of everything,” Swift writes. “My conclusion is that the plebe system, with all its faults, 
made me a combat leader. If the combat records of most West Point graduates are any indication, 
it had that same effect on them that it did on me.”149 
One of these combat leaders was Alexander R. Nininger, Jr., a year behind Swift at West 
Point, who would later become the first American to be awarded the Medal of Honor in World 
War II. As an eighteen-year-old new cadet in his first few weeks of training, Nininger wrote 
home to his parents in Georgia, on July 7, 1937: 
In “beast barracks” we get most of our hazing. This includes memorizing and reciting 
anything and everything in our “plebe bibles,” standing stifly [sic] at attention while the 
upper classmen yell at us to “pull that chin in,” “sock your knobs back,” and so forth. We 
rise at 5 a.m. usually, although reveille doesn’t come until 6:20. We have to dress, shave, 
make up our beds, etc. and if we have time, work on our equipment. We always have to 
turn out in “dress greys” with our appearance perfect! It takes 15 min. to dress off right. 
Any little thing like a speck on our braid or hat on crooked, etc. gets us demerits. If we 
get over 15 demerits in a week we have privileges taken away and receive 
punishment. We have breakfast at 7 and our rooms at that time must be in perfect shape 
for inspection. After breakfast we may got to our rooms and work there, or, usually, we 
are called out for drill, gym formation, or anything. The day passes like that with always 
plenty of work ahead of us. There is a form and ceremony for everything from eating to 
passing an upperclassman on the stairs.150 
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What Nininger describes is a combination of legal and extralegal practices, rituals, and codes that 
governed plebe life on the eve of war. First is the regimentation of life—the early waking hour, 
the barrage of activities, the endless stream of work—that one finds at each of the schools in this 
study. Second is the attention to detail, especially regarding personal appearance, demanded of 
the novices. Third is the memorization and recitation of special knowledge. Fourth is the mild 
hazing implied in the phrase “standing stifly [sic] at attention while the upper classmen yell at us 
to ‘pull that chin in,’ ‘sock your knobs back,’ and so forth.” And all of it, Nininger tells us, was 
regulated by “form and ceremony.” For him and his classmates, these practices, rituals, and 
codes served as their initiation into the total institution that West Point had become as well as 
into the profession of arms. 
 
“All Fickle”: Cadet Sexuality and Perceptions of Women 
 
 The reader may have noticed that I have made no mention thus far of homosexuality at 
the Military Academy. Frankly, this omission reflects the dearth of primary-source material 
relating to the topic; in my examination of hundreds of official records, papers, letters, 
publications, and memoirs, I have not found a single reference, explicit or euphemistic, to 
homosexuality. This should not lead us to conclude, however, that romantic and sexual 
relationships between young men were totally absent at West Point between 1815 and 1945—
knowing what we do about both the prevalence of homosexuality in the population and the 
penchant among those with homosexual inclinations to join all-male institutions, this simply 
cannot be true. Why then do we find so many descriptions of homosexual love and lust 
(consensual and non-consensual) at the British public schools and the monarchical cadet schools 
but not at West Point? One is tempted to offer a cultural explanation: sexual libertinism among 
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European royals and aristocrats is well documented, from Frederick the Great’s alleged liaisons 
with young male courtiers, servants, and prostitutes to Prince Felix Yusupov’s transvestism to 
Field Marshal Lord Horatio “Kitchener’s band of boys.” This was especially true before 1850, 
when what Kropotkin calls “oriental amusements” were less tempered by bourgeois values, a 
phenomenon I discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. At West Point, one could argue, the legacy of 
American Puritanism and the middle-class origins of most cadets might have relegated 
expressions of homosexuality to the margins. Yet prohibitions, both official and unofficial, 
against homosexual relations in Britain and the Continental monarchies were nearly the same as 
those in the United States, particularly in the latter half of our period. 
 More credible is the hypothesis that the ages of cadets at West Point made them less 
likely to engage in homosexual acts. Most British public schoolboys and cadets at the Royal 
Prussian Cadet Corps, the Theresian Military Academy, and the Corps des Pages entered these 
boarding schools as pre-adolescents and underwent puberty there; they experienced their first 
sexual emotions in all-male environments, and even if these emotions were oriented towards 
females they could find fulfillment only if directed at other males. US Military Academy cadets, 
on the other hand, were all post-pubescent. Most had already experienced infatuations for and 
perhaps sexual activity with females (or males) during adolescence. A cadet, upon entering the 
Academy, might have left a lover at home and have continued to correspond with her (or him) 
while at West Point. Furthermore, those with heterosexual leanings might have been less willing 
to experiment with other men at eighteen or twenty years old than at a younger age, and those 
with homosexual proclivities likely had mastered in adolescence the techniques of repression. In 
addition, the age differences between British public schoolboys and Continental cadets were such 
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that older boys could more easily take advantage of those younger to fulfill their sexual needs, 
often, as we have seen, through assault. This was more unlikely at West Point, where cadets were 
of similar size and strength, although plebes—in the state of utter submission that I have 
described—were undoubtedly some-time targets of unreported sexual assault. We also cannot 
discount the possibility that the authorities concealed homosexual liaisons that were reported or 
discovered or expunged them from the official record. Finally, the totality of the Academy 
experience must have dissuaded young men with homosexual tendencies from attending at all; 
many of the latter certainly chose civilian schools, where there were opportunities for 
homosexual love and lust, over West Point.151 
 Moreover, cadets had sporadic interactions, increasing in number as they progressed 
through the Corps, with young women from surrounding areas. Despite this, the opposite sex 
remained for them somewhat of an enigma; how could a cadet hope to understand or identify 
with women if he spent the vast majority of his time among men? The first step in a cadet’s 
initiation, we should recall, was separation from the female-dominated domestic sphere and 
immersion in an all-male milieu. As Hancock writes: “Very little time [during the academic 
year] is allowed for dressing, toilet, and ‘police work.’ It would not be a third enough time for a 
pampered boy at home, accustomed to the coaxing of a mother and the indulgence of sisters; but 
for the disciplined cadet, trained to make the best use of every minute, there is time enough to do 
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well all that is required of him.”152 Hancock continues to juxtapose masculinity and femininity in 
other chapters. Discussing the “Moral Training of the Cadet,” he states that honor is a virtue 
primarily because “it is a splendid thing to be a MAN at all times.”153 A man also respects 
women, a value that is “early instilled into any cadet who may be deficient.”154 
Respect, however, did not mean equality. The idea that women might someday enter the 
Corps of Cadets, for example, was considered absurd, as a drawing published at the turn of the 
century in the cadet yearbook, The Howitzer, makes clear. The illustration is labeled “The Cadet 
Adjutant, Class of 2000” and depicts a woman in Full Dress over White, with blonde hair 
flowing out from beneath her tar bucket, huge bosom and rump, knee-length skirt instead of 
trousers, and high-heeled boots instead of low-quartered shoes.155 Women were commodified 
and objectified. The Cadet Hostess corresponded with dozens of nearby colleges to secure for 
cadets ‘femmes’ or ‘drags’ (‘dragging’ meant taking a woman on a date) for key events on the 
calendar and regular hops. The cadets responded by rating the women on the Thayer grading 
scale from 0 to 3 based on attractiveness, as a Pointer article from 1940 describes. They assigned 
particularly undesirable dates the moniker L. P, originally denoting ‘lady of the post’ but 
morphing into ‘lacking in pulchritude’ or ‘lemon pie’. “How are they all?” begins one piece of 
required plebe knowledge. The answer, “Sir, they’re all fickle but one—and she’s damned 
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indifferent!” insinuates that the only woman (other than perhaps one’s mother) who was worthy 
of a cadet’s affection was the bronze statue representing ‘Fame’ that adorns Battle Monument.156 
Ronan C. Grady is similarly skeptical of the opposite sex in his satirical sketch of cadet 
life, The Collected Works of Ducrot Pepys, chronicling his years as a cadet from 1940 to 1943. In 
the fall of his junior year, in one of the few passages mentioning women, he writes that his 
classmates “are continually bedecking some comely young lass with gems and making promises 
which, Lord help them, they intend to keep. This can lead only to unhappiness, Army brats, and 
someone’s getting trampled to death on the Chapel steps. One of my more feckless friends has 
already asked me to his wedding. A charming girl but I have doubts as to her abilities as a cook 
and I have none concerning his. There are probably compensating factors about which I know 
little but to a practical eye the outlook is gloomy. Nevertheless, I shall attend the wedding and 
choke down my fears and oceans of champagne and incidentally wish them joy.”157 The vast 
majority of episodes in Grady’s tongue-and-cheek memoirs describe life in the barracks with his 
‘wives’, cadet slang for roommates. His was, after all, a homo-social world in which women 
played a cursory and elusive role. In this way, cadet life at West Point resembled life at the 
British public schools and the monarchical cadet schools. While incidents of homosexuality were 
probably rare (although not non-existent) at the US Military Academy, I can speculate, as I have 
for their European counterparts, that its graduates found comfort in all-male settings and 
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developed a certain amount of detachment from women that they carried with them into the 
Army officer corps, despite the fact that most married. 
 
Epilogue: Post-War Dystopias 
 One of the major themes of this study has been the growing acceptance of male 
tribalism—manifested in subterranean practices, rituals, and codes—at the British public schools 
and the US Military Academy, culminating in its codification by school authorities. In Chapter 1, 
I suggested that this reflected the changing view of childhood in the West, a phenomenon made 
possible by, among other things, the popularity in the late-nineteenth century of Rousseau’s 
rather than Hobbes’s ideas concerning the “state of nature.” Adolescent male societies, like non-
Western tribal societies probed by contemporary ethnographers, revealed a “native innocence” 
that advocates argued should be promoted rather than discarded. Otherwise objectionable 
practices, rituals, and codes were often justified on this basis. In the aftermath of the World 
Wars, however, the Hobbesian worldview returned to fashion; politicians and diplomats created 
international associations such as the United Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
and the World Bank in an attempt to create order out of chaos and prevent the physical and 
economic destruction of the past. Older institutions, meanwhile, those that perhaps reproduced 
the militarism that some claimed had facilitated the Wars, were ripe for vilification, and the 
British public schools and West Point were no exception. 
We already saw this sort of criticism in Golding’s Lord of the Flies, published in 1954, 
but other post-War fictional portrayals of the schools are similarly dystopian. Calder Willingham 
adapted his novel End as a Man into a successful stage play and finally into a film noir, The 
Strange One, which was released in 1957. Directed by Jack Garfein and featuring a cast 
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exclusively from New York’s Actors Studio, The Strange One highlights the sadistic hazing of 
an upper-class cadet, Jocko De Paris, at an unnamed military academy reminiscent of West 
Point. Unlike Duncan in Classmates, Jocko is the film’s villain, and in the end his fellow cadets 
drum him out of the corps, but not before threatening to push him in front of an oncoming train; 
male tribalism succeeds here, albeit in a perverse way. Not so in David Sherwin’s screenplay for 
if...., directed by Lindsay Anderson and released in 1968. if.... focuses on a trio of sixth formers 
at a traditional public school. The boys buck the authority of the prefects, and after a particularly 
severe caning plot to overthrow the school by force. The film ends in an orgy of violence—the 
boys steal weapons and ammunition from the school’s cadet corps and open fire from the 
rooftops on the faculty and pupils. Finally, Lucian K. Truscott IV’s 1978 novel Dress Gray 
concerns the murder and rape of a plebe by an upperclassman. In attempting to solve the crime, 
the main character, Ry Slaight, is accused of the murder and of an honor violation but succeeds 
in revealing the true killer as well as endemic corruption at the academy, based fairly accurately 
on West Point. 
All three of these stories contain homosexual undertones. Several theater-piece scenes in 
The Strange One are homoerotic, and one of the characters is overtly homosexual, as evidenced 
by his obsession with Jocko. if.... portrays one homosexual encounter as well as a scene in which 
the prefects discuss younger boys as sexual objects; in another moving scene, a younger boy 
gazes longingly at Mick, the leader of the rebel trio, training on the high bar in the gymnasium. 
In Dress Gray, we find out that the murdered cadet, David Hand, was in love with Slaight and 
had had a sexual liaison with a cadet sent to his hometown of New Orleans on a recruiting 
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mission the previous year. This cadet was the one who ultimately raped and murdered him.158 
Unlike Vachell’s The Hill, however, there are in these tales no idealized “romances of 
friendship,” no glorification of death in battle, no simple victories of good over evil. The Strange 
One, if...., and Dress Gray are dark, cynical accounts of revered institutions, exposing the 
hypocrisy therein rather than exalting them. As in Lord of the Flies, male tribalism creates 
dystopias where man’s worst impulses rage, often uncontrolled. This sort of criticism would lead 
to unprecedented changes at both the British public schools and West Point in the closing 
decades of the twentieth century, but that is a topic for another dissertation. 
* * * 
In this chapter, I described the subterranean world of the British public school in the first 
half of the twentieth century, including the complex set of practices, rituals, and codes, enforced 
by boy governors, therein. Cases of extreme bullying had become rare in this era, but when they 
did occur, as with Simonds, they did not change the administrators’ belief that the traditional 
prefect/monitorial system and fagging should be maintained. We then discussed the “forbidden 
tree” of homosexuality, from platonic “romantic friendships” such as that described in The Hill 
to incidents of infatuation and lust. I argued that the prevalence of homosexuality is an integral 
component of Adams’ contention that many Anglo-American men on the eve of World War I 
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were most comfortable in an all-male, perpetually adolescent world and were willing to die in 
battle in order not to confront the alternative. At the monarchical cadet schools in their final 
days, we observed the same sort of glorification of death, as well as the inculcation of intense 
loyalty towards monarch and fellow cadets. While the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps retained quite 
brutal initiation rites, the Corps des Pages moved towards a more refined sort of fraternity. I then 
showed how the often-harsh unofficial practices, rituals, and codes at West Point came first to be 
accepted by society and next to be channeled by authorities, particularly MacArthur, into official 
systems. From the Fourth Class System to the cadet Honor Code to intramural athletics, further 
codification reflected the increasing totality of the cadet experience; nonetheless, extralegal 
hazing remained as World War II approached. At all of the schools in this study, hierarchy, 
conformity, and tradition were prized over individuality and innovation during this period. I 
explained why I believe homosexuality was less prevalent at West Point, but after a brief 
discussion of cadets’ conception of the opposite sex I posited that they, like their European peers, 
were most comfortable in environments devoid and possibly even disdainful of women. Finally, 
I gave three examples of dystopian fiction from the 1950s, ’60s, and ’70s, illustrating how 
attitudes towards the British public schools and the US Military Academy grew more skeptical in 







 The long nineteenth century, from the expiration of Napoleonic France in 1815 to the 
demise of Nazi Germany in 1945, was—contrary to popular belief—a period of nearly 
continuous global conflict. Cabinet wars, colonial skirmishes, suppression of revolts and 
revolutions, and finally two catastrophic global conflagrations occupied the armies of Great 
Britain, Germany, Austria, Russia, and the United States, as each struggled for power and 
influence in a multi-polar world. Even after the conclusion of the Second World War, European 
and American military preparation and action continued, during the Cold War and beyond. Our 
knowledge of the cultures, or shared and recursive sets of values and behaviors, of the officer 
corps that spearheaded these conflicts is somewhat lacking, as historians of transatlantic warfare 
tend to concern themselves more with issues of strategy, operations, and tactics. Those such as 
Gat and Lynn, who attempt to relate nineteenth-century military thought to contemporaneous 
intellectual currents, stop short of discussing officer acculturation. Cultural historians like Adams 
and Girouard, meanwhile, describe certain elements of nineteenth-century transatlantic culture 
that facilitated social militarism without homing in on army officers in particular. 
Socio-military historians and historians of civil-military relations have drawn several 
conclusions about officer culture in specific countries. Regarding British officers, the consensus 
seems to be that character and gentlemanly attributes were more important than competence, 
with historians disagreeing over whether or not the officer corps was a profession. Those 
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studying the German and Austrian armies conclude that collective honor and caste loyalty 
trumped other values, with some, such as Hull and Rothenberg, emphasizing officers’ blind 
obedience, lack of imagination, and willingness to sacrifice themselves for their monarchs. 
Historians portray Russian officers as corrupt, prone to extravagance and heavy drinking, and 
indifferent towards the mission; administrators, they allege, were prized over strategists and 
tacticians. And those focusing on the US Army note the officer corps’ middle-class origins and 
insularity with respect to society at large and its gradual professionalization, especially in the 
twentieth century. While the historians above occasionally allude to the fact that the values and 
behaviors of which they write were inculcated in military or pseudo-military schools, few probe 
deeply into the process of acculturation there. 
For that we turned to specific studies on officer education. Again, there are few 
comparative histories available, and these tend to focus on higher-level education as opposed to 
early acculturation. Muth’s Command Culture does compare the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps in 
Germany to the US Military Academy, but his conclusions are seriously flawed. School-specific 
histories are much more helpful; however, lacking a comparative lens, these are inclined to 
emphasize the distinctiveness of a given school or set of schools, and it is the exception rather 
than the norm to find one that relates acculturation to broader transatlantic cultural trends. 
Furthermore, many historians have restricted their attention to official curricula, policies, and 
structures as opposed to unofficial aspects of the acculturation process. That brings us to the two 
underlying premises of this work, which are that, first, educational institutions profoundly 
affected the culture of army officer corps between 1815 and 1945, and, second, that subterranean 
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practices, rituals, and codes therein, increasingly accepted and codified by authorities, were the 




I have chosen to compare three distinct types of these institutions—the British public 
schools, the monarchical cadet schools in Germany, Austria, and Russia, and the US Military 
Academy—asking the following questions: What were the subterranean practices, rituals, and 
codes present at the schools? How and why did they develop and change over time? Which 
values did they transmit and which behaviors did they perpetuate? How do these relate to 
nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century social and cultural phenomena? What sort of ethos did 
subterranean practices, rituals, and codes at elite schools produce among transatlantic army 
officers? In Chapter 1, I discussed several cultural themes of the era in order to provide the 
reader context for the remainder of the study. In Chapter 2, I began by tracing the origins of the 
monarchical cadet school during the Age of Absolutism. While monarchs, in response to the 
military revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, established technical academies 
for artillerists and engineers, they created the cadet schools mostly as a way to coopt the 
historically recalcitrant nobles of their respective states by enlisting their sons as infantry and 
cavalry officers. In this spirit, the most exclusive cadet schools in Prussia, Austria, and Russia 
opened their doors—the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, in 1719, the Theresian Military Academy, 
in 1751, and the Corps des Pages, in 1759. 
I then explained that Great Britain chose instead a Sonderweg, or special path, continuing 
to utilize the venerable public school for the acculturation of most of its infantry and cavalry 
officers until late in the nineteenth century; even after a year or two at Sandhurst became the 
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norm for would-be officers in 1877, a prior public-school education continued to be an important 
prerequisite for commissioning (and in fact, with the Sandhurst entrance examination dependent 
upon a foundation in the classics, became ever more critical in the decades that followed). While 
elites in the United States moved to a boarding-school model of education paralleling the British 
public-school system by the late-nineteenth century, these institutions never provided the US 
Army with a significant number of officers, especially in peacetime. Instead, the American 
solution for educating and acculturating officers, the US Military Academy at West Point, 
amalgamated elements of the European technical academy, the Continental cadet school, and the 
British public school. 
Each of these institutions, which I have called competing models of acculturation, were 
characterized by a degree of turbulence and brutality in the opening decades of the long 
nineteenth century. This was especially true of the British public schools, where a general lack of 
supervision resulted in frequent drinking, gambling, fighting, and even schoolboy rebellions, 
while such traditions as Eton Montem, an institutionalized form of highway robbery, persisted 
into the 1830s. By then, the first real reforms of the archaic system were in progress, however, 
notably under Arnold at Rugby. Likewise, it took the leadership, particularly Thayer, decades to 
control the unruly cadets at West Point through strict disciplinary measures. What I have termed 
male tribalism—a milieu in which unsupervised boys and young men developed practices, 
rituals, and codes parallel and sometimes contrary to the official administration’s, established 
and adhered to hierarchies, and ruled themselves, often through brute strength—continued at 
both schools despite their gradual evolution towards total institutions. Foremost among these 
practices, rituals, and codes were those governing the initiation of newcomers, which very much 
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resembled those that ethnographers would catalogue in tribal societies at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. 
At the public schools, boy governance evolved into the prefect/monitorial system and 
bullying into fagging, both of which I covered in great detail. I illustrated how these facilitated 
the process of acculturation, which was essentially one of gentrification, although with 
increasing emphasis placed on proving one’s rugged masculinity, an element of the Victorian 
character ideal, as the century progressed. The Theresian Military Academy already resembled 
Goffman’s total institution at mid-century, with a more regimented initiation consisting of 
mortification of the self, adjustment to harsh regulations, and severe punishments for 
transgressions, while boy governance at the Corps des Pages resulted in considerable bullying, 
including the infamous mock circus described by Kropotkin. Meanwhile, at West Point, 
initiation rites of separation, transition, and incorporation were taking shape, with incidents of 
devilment increasing as the Civil War approached. Given the way in which initiation rites 
emerged and evolved at all three types of schools—organically, without a rational purpose or 
design—and given their striking similarities to each other and resemblance to initiations in tribal 
societies, their existence evokes an anthropological explanation. In other words, because similar, 
tribal practices, rituals, and codes developed at each of the schools in this study, which were so 
different in terms of curricula, policies, and structure, we can reach the tentative conclusion that 
these were intrinsic and somewhat inevitable products of relatively unsupervised societies of 
boys and young men. 
Nonetheless, these traditions came to be accepted and justified by the authorities; in 
Chapter 3, I showed how this process unfolded first at the public schools. The Clarendon 
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Commission and subsequent British Public Schools Act of 1868 did not so much reform the 
system as reiterate the supposed exceptionalism of boy governance and fagging. Henceforth, 
these and other subterranean practices, rituals, and codes, including games, were increasingly 
codified and defended by headmasters—they became the most important elements of the public-
school acculturation process, one that everyone by then seemed to agree “mould[ed] the 
character of an English gentleman.” In the meantime, headmasters began to police “immorality” 
(of the type I described at the end of Chapter 2) to a much greater extent than before, with 1859 
appearing to be the watershed. They attempted to enlist the help of prefects, and when this failed 
they sometimes acted on their own, as did Pollock at Wellington. No longer did masters turn a 
blind eye to homosexual acts. In the first half of the nineteenth century, these had been 
considered just one of many manifestations of Original Sin in children; by the latter half of the 
century, the notion of childhood innocence combined with what Foucault has described as the 
growing discourse around homosexuality meant that they had to be rooted out. The irony was 
that the exercise of power, such as Pollock’s, “drew out those peculiarities over which it kept 
watch.” 
I then introduced the reader to the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps on the eve of and in the 
three decades that followed German Unification. I described the often cruel and vicious initiation 
rites that novices there underwent in this era: the swift and heart-wrenching separation from 
domestic life; the Spartan living conditions and painful ordeals of transition; and the 
incorporation into a group with “unbreakable camaraderie,” which prized loyalty above all else, 
including refraining from lying, cheating, and stealing. Although authorities glorified death in 
the service of the crown to a greater degree than at other schools, they placed a similar emphasis 
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on cleanliness, conformity, and sport. Cadets at the Corps des Pages encountered less bullying 
but still found themselves at the bottom of the school hierarchy, lacking privileges and beholden 
to the upperclassmen, who harassed them for minute infractions. Rites of incorporation followed 
them through their years as cadets. As at the British public schools, the pages had to conform to 
strict standards of behavior and comportment, and as at the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, they 
were instilled with loyalty to the monarch and to each other. Next I covered the prevalence of 
homosexual relationships at the schools, where an older boy often took up a younger one as his 
Schuß (at the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps) or Schmaltzel (at the Theresian Military Academy). 
At the Corps des Pages, this does not appear to have been customary, although there is some 
evidence of homoeroticism in cadet memoirs. Having presented cases of homosexuality at each 
of the hyper-masculine secondary schools in this study, I concluded this section with the 
suggestion that homoeroticism and homosexuality may have facilitated rather than hindered the 
inculcation of rugged manliness—they were generally not conflated with femininity, as was 
increasingly the case in society at large. 
Across the Atlantic, West Point entered in the 1860s a period that I termed hazing’s 
golden age, despite efforts of administrators to curtail it. No longer confined to the summer 
encampment, devilment and servitude continued for the plebes throughout the academic year. 
Although the authorities had not yet reached the conclusion that cadets should govern their own 
affairs, the latter, like British public schoolboys, did so regardless, oftentimes resorting to 
vigilante justice and mob rule. By the end of the century, the cadets had developed “an entire 
code of unwritten laws,” including an honor code, racist norms, bare-knuckled boxing matches to 
resolve disputes, and a hundred or more methods of hazing plebes—the latter discovered by a 
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Congressional committee formed to investigate the death of Cadet Booz. As at the British public 
schools, physical fitness and athletics had become an integral part of the acculturation process. I 
showed that similar practices, rituals, and codes existed at the contemporary American boarding 
school. These reflected a WASP-dominated society that turned to the cultivation of rugged 
masculinity in order to prove its supposed racial superiority in a Social Darwinist struggle for 
survival. 
In Chapter 4, I began by describing the British public schools in the early-twentieth 
century. This was a period that witnessed the incursion of social militarism at the schools, 
resulting in the proliferation of cadet corps, but these only supplemented the hyper-masculine 
practices, rituals, and codes already in operation. Schoolboys continued to undergo the transition 
rites of fagging, adhering to linguistic and sartorial standards, and enduring beatings for 
infractions. Some schools, such as Wellington, where schoolboys were issued convict-like 
numbers and burdened with knowledge requirements and duties, were more total than others. I 
used the Simonds affair to illustrate that incidents of severe bullying, although mitigated, 
remained. Even after Simonds’ parents brought forth allegations of homosexuality in the case, 
and the school governors decided to pay for his healthcare, the headmaster asserted his intention 
to retain the system of boy governance at Wellington in order not “to deprive Prefects . . . of one 
of the most important parts of their education.” Indeed, boy governance was the glue that held 
the entire public-school acculturation process together. This was a system, as its defenders and 
apologists argued, that prepared boys for imperial service by teaching them to suffer, to follow, 
and finally to lead. 
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But there was a cost to the experience, namely that it fostered a longing for permanent 
adolescence and a disdain for women among its graduates. In order to understand this 
phenomenon, one cannot ignore the pervasiveness of homosexuality at the schools. I thus spent 
several pages describing the spectrum of homosexual relationships among schoolboys—from the 
“romantic friendship” of Vachell’s The Hill, to the more overt infatuations in Connelly’s and 
Romilly’s memoirs, to the sexual liaisons of the type depicted by Maugham—and provided 
excerpts from the St. Peter’s College, Westminster, “Captain’s Book” to show how boy 
governors dealt with the issue. I also highlighted Vachell’s articulation of the glorification of 
death, as a way to avoid “the gradual decay of mind and spirit” in post-adolescence. Given this 
evidence, I came to the conclusion that Adams’ thesis in The Great Adventure should be 
modified to include public-school homosexuality as a fundamental cause of British men’s 
supposed desire to remain adolescents in an all-male world. 
 At the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps, not much changed in the twentieth century’s opening 
two decades, the last in the school’s history. Early mortification of the self, forced conformity, 
attention to detail, and viscous beatings continued, as did exaltation of death for “King and 
Fatherland.” While the Corps des Pages provided a more civilized rite of passage for novices, 
tradition, including adherence to the school hierarchy and its strict conventions of behavior and 
comportment, persisted. As at other schools, vigilante justice was the norm. At West Point, 
meanwhile, an interesting transition took place at the turn of the century: despite Congressional 
and administration efforts to stamp out the abusive hazing practices I described in Chapter 3, 
society appeared increasingly to condone them as a necessary and even purifying aspect of an 
officer’s initiation, as evidenced by the popularity of Classmates and contemporary texts such as 
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Hancock’s. Towards the end of World War I, Superintendent Tillman, having conducted a 
detailed historical assessment of the plebe-year acculturation process, decided to coopt rather 
than dismantle it, and, while the war’s disruption prevented him from doing so, his successor 
MacArthur continued along the same path. The young general took significant steps to replace 
the “subjective” with the “objective,” codifying initiation rites in Traditions and Customs, 
mandating cadet participation in sports, and forming an official honor committee in 1922 to 
supplant the unofficial vigilance committee. The Honor Code was finally put into writing a 
decade later, and further articulation of what eventually became the Fourth Class System took 
place in 1924, ’25, ’33, ’39, and ’41. Still, extralegal ordeals, such as bath formations, remained 
for plebes to negotiate, as Swift so graphically illustrates. 
The lack of primary-source references to homosexuality at West Point indicates that it 
was much less common there than at the British public schools and the monarchical cadet 
schools; the more advanced ages of and the lesser age differences among Academy cadets are the 
most likely explanations. We should not, however, infer that homosexuality was non-existent, 
and cadet commodification and objectification of women suggests that West Point graduates 
went into the Army with a similar scorn for the opposite sex and desire for all-male company as 
their European counterparts. Finally, I presented the reader with a short epilogue discussing a 
few fictional portrayals of the British public schools and West Point in the latter half of the 
twentieth century. Like Lord of the Flies, these are dystopian novels and films that reflect the 
reemergence of a Hobbesian worldview in the aftermath of the World Wars—one highly 
skeptical of the Rousseauian faith in the “native innocence” of boys and young men. This would 
result in dramatic changes at both institutions in the closing decades of the century. 
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Implications: Variance and Sameness 
 
Thus far, I have discussed in great detail the subterranean practices, rituals, and codes 
present at the schools in this study. I have shown how and why they developed and changed over 
time and indicated which values and behaviors they transmitted and perpetuated. I have made 
efforts where possible to relate these to nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century social and 
cultural phenomena. I have not yet, however, addressed my final and most important research 
question: namely, what sort of ethos did the subterranean practices, rituals, and codes that have 
been the subject of this work produce among transatlantic army officers? First, let us focus on 
variance. In Britain, the public-school experience taught the future officer the intricacies of being 
a gentleman. Conforming to standards of dress, language, and comportment was paramount, and 
prowess at games was prized above academic performance. The schoolboy hierarchy demanded 
first subservient followership and then largely unsupervised leadership. We can expect the 
British officer, therefore, to have been a conformist and an anti-intellectual, as Barnett and others 
argue. In the far-flung colonies, he likely wielded his power as a prefect would over his fags: 
arbitrarily, contemptuously, and when possible autonomously. 
At the monarchical cadet schools, boys were instilled first and foremost with loyalty to 
the officer caste and to the sovereign. Royal Prussian cadets underwent the most painful ordeals 
but appeared to have more latitude than their Austrian counterparts, who were virtually 
imprisoned at the Theresian Military Academy. Cadets at the Corps des Pages had a better 
quality of life than their Central European peers, but were likewise expected to adhere to onerous 
regulations and attention to detail, especially as newcomers. We can surmise that in all three 
armies, officers were loyal to a fault. German officers’ experience with brutality at the hands of 
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older boys likely facilitated their perpetration of violence, from colonial East Africa to the 
Eastern Front in World War II; in this sense, my conclusions corroborate Hull’s in Absolute 
Destruction. The totality of the Theresian Military Academy can be expected to have produced 
obedient officers somewhat out of touch with Austrian society but perhaps well suited for the 
hardships of military life far from the capital, as Deák claims. Products of the Corps des Pages, 
meanwhile, were more connected to Russian high society, and their practices, rituals, and codes 
suggest that they were more concerned with form, almost to the extent that the British were. 
Although rituals surrounding the consumption of alcohol support Bushnell’s claim that Russian 
officers were heavy drinkers, nothing in this study attests to his argument that they were also 
extravagant, corrupt, and inefficient. 
US Military Academy practices, rituals, and codes, while fostering loyalty to the group, 
tended to be more concerned with personal honor—specifically, refraining from lying, cheating, 
and stealing was required of cadets—and middle-class toughness. Although few of the 
aristocratic accouterments that we find at the European schools existed at West Point, there was a 
similar demand there for attention to detail in dress and comportment. In addition, cadets seemed 
to perpetuate unofficial hazing traditions and vigilantism longer than their European 
counterparts. Graduates likely entered the Army, therefore, valuing honesty and rugged 
masculinity yet willing to resort to extralegal methods to complete the mission. This suggests 
that Muth’s claim that the Academy spawned lack of innovation and risk-taking among 
American officers is overstated. 
Bearing these slight differences in mind, a major argument of this work has been that the 
three models of acculturation I have examined, while differing greatly in structures, policies, and 
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curricula, had much in common. The practices, rituals, and codes therein and the values and 
behaviors that they inculcated were astonishingly similar. British public schoolboys, monarchical 
cadets, and West Pointers all endured harsh separation from the domestic sphere, trying ordeals 
of transition, and gradual incorporation into a tight-knit group of future elites. These initiation 
rites were not part of a rational design but rather products of organic growth spanning decades 
and, in some cases, centuries. Codes of honor, ranging from the individual to the collective, also 
developed gradually and unofficially. All three types of institutions became more total as the 
century progressed (with the cadet schools always in the lead), but extralegal male tribalism 
continued to flourish under the surface. In this milieu, proving one’s manliness through tests of 
fortitude, conforming to the dictates of the group, and pledging loyalty to the collective were 
essential. Furthermore, the existence of widespread homoeroticism and homosexuality and 
derogatory attitudes towards women fostered homo-sociality. This dovetailed with the 
glorification of death prevalent at almost all of the schools, which may have appealed more to 
the officers they produced than facing marriage and domestic responsibilities. 
We can induce, then, that transatlantic army officer corps—heavily influenced as they 
were by the institutions presented in this study and particularly by the subterranean practices, 
rituals, and codes therein—shared certain fundamental values and behaviors, including 
hierarchical obedience, tolerance for violence, faith in extralegal measures, conformity, group 
loyalty, hyper-masculinity, and homo-sociality. These were largely out of step with the liberal 
trajectory towards non-hierarchical societies, peaceful resolution of conflict, constitutional 
norms, religious and ideological plurality, individualism, mechanization, and domestication. 
Army officer values and behaviors did not constitute a culture so much as a counterculture, 
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poised to wield or even redirect the hard power of the state. We can therefore postulate that both 
in the execution of wars, battles, and skirmishes and in the influence of policy-making in states 
that succumbed to political militarism, transatlantic army officer culture helped to skew the 
liberal trajectory, and with well documented and sometimes disastrous results. Future research 
could focus on this link between the cultures produced at the British public schools, the 
monarchical cadet schools, and the US Military Academy and their graduates’ actions on the 










Aristocracy. Traditional, ancien régime elites, including the peerage and landed gentry in Great 
Britain, the titled nobility on the Continent, and the national establishment of inherited 
wealth in the United States. 
 
Culture. The shared and recursive set of values and behaviors prevalent in a given group. 
 
Edwardian era. The period between 1901 and 1910 in Great Britain. 
 
Elites. Those individuals possessing the most power, wealth, and status in a given society; in 
other words, the society’s political, economic, and cultural leaders.  
 
Ethos. When speaking of the officer corps, a synonym for ‘culture’. 
 
Homoeroticism. Male adulation of the male body. 
 
Homosexuality. Affectionate relations, sexual or non-sexual, transitory or enduring, between 
boys or men. 
 
Long nineteenth century. The period from the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the Congress of 
Vienna in 1815 to the conclusion of the Second World War in 1945. 
 
Male tribalism. A milieu in which unsupervised boys and young men developed practices, 
rituals, and codes parallel and sometimes contrary to the official administration’s, 
established and adhered to hierarchies, and ruled themselves, often through brute 
strength. 
 
Regency era. The period between 1795 and 1837 in Great Britain. 
 
Subterranean. Existing beneath the surface, either sanctioned or unsanctioned by authorities, but 
not part of the official curriculum. 
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